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In June 1997, the then State Secretary of Education, Culture, and Science of the
Netherlands, Mrs Tineke Netelenbos, four members o f her Staff, and three specialists
from the field of language and education paid a working visit to Oslo, Norway. The
aim ofthe visit was to learn about decentralised policies on immigrant minority pupils
and pupils with special needs participating in mainstream education in Norway. The
delegation met school practitioners, educationalists, and policy makers, including the
then Minister ofChurch, Education, and Research ofNorway, Mr Gudmund Hernes.
It was on this occasion that the Ministries of Education of Norway and the
Netherlands initiated a research project with the aim of illuminating and comparing
everyday practices oflanguage teaching and learning in multicultural classrooms in the
two countries. Members of Babylon, Centre for Studies of the Multicultural Society
at Tilburg University, and the Institute of Psychology at the University of Oslo were
invited to write a joint proposal for setting up and carrying out this project. In January
I998, the proposal submitted by these research institutes, entitled 'Language Learning
in a Multicultural Context; A Comparative study of First and Second Language
Learning in Dutch and Norwegian Elementary Education', was approved by the
Ministries.
In October I998, the Norwegian research team, Astri Heen Wold, Else Ryen, and
Lutine de Wal Pastoor, embarked on the project. The Dutch team, consisting of Guus
Extra, Sjaak Kroon, Jan Sturm, and me, commenced in March 1999. In the following
years, we gathered, exchanged, reviewed, analysed, and compared data documenting
everyday practices of teaching and learning in multicultural classrooms in the two
countries. In the autumn of 2003, the project was completed and presented to the
Ministries of Education of Norway and the Netherlands in a concise report.
My contribution to the project consisted ofsetting up and carrying out a case study
of language practices in a mainstream classroom attended by pupils from different
cultural and language backgrounds. In the present book, this part of the project is
reported. It portrays the language practices of Mister Ed, his pupils, and some other
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teachers from primary school de Rietscbans. Many thanks to all of them for welcoming I
me to their classrooms. I am also grateful to my Dutch and Norwegian colleagues, my








As a result of politically, economically, and socially motivated migration, the
Netherlands has undergone considerable demographic changes since World War II
(Lucassen & Penninx 1994)· While decolonisation of the Dutch Indies and Surinam
brought about significant inflows of migrants in the early fifties and mid-seventies,
respectively, foreign labour policies led to migrant flows from Mediterranean countries
in the sixties and the early seventies. Although it was expected that these migrant
workers would return to their countries of origin once their working contracts had
expired, the majority of Turkish and Moroccan migrants settled permanently in tile
Netherlands. Family reunions and marriages with spouses from these countries of
origin subsequently led to new migration. In addition, there has been a fluctuating
migration  flow from the overseas territories of Aruba  and the Dutch Antilles, while
refugees from across the world have continued to seek asylum in the Netherlands.
Consequently, in 2002, almost 3 million inhabitants out ofa total population of 16
million people had at least one parent who was born outside the Netherlands (CBS
2002). Numerous inquiries have been carried out into the socio-economic and ethnic-
cultural position of these residents in Dutch society in the last two decades (Heeren,
Vogel & Werdm6lder I996). As in public and political discourse, the first and second
generation migrants originating from non-Western countries, notably Turkey,
Surinam, Morocco, and the Dutch Antilles and Aruba, have been the focus of
attention within this realm of research.
Evidently, the cultural diversity brought about by migration mani fests itself in  the
pupil populations of primary schools.  In 2002, ts·2 percent of all pupils at primary
schools were registered as belonging to 'cultural minorities', which means that their
parents are admitted refugees, or that at least one of them was born in Turkey,
Surinam, Morocco, the Dutch Antilles and Aruba, or another country from an
exhaustive list of non-Western countries drawn up by the government (Ministerie van
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OCW 2002). Language surveys have shown  that these pupils speak many different
languages at home (Broeder & Extra 1998; Extra et aL 2002). In the Hague, for
instance, the third largest city of the Netherlands, 45 percent ofprimary and secondary
school pupils indicated that they are exposed to another language at home apart from
or instead of Dutch  (Extra et al. 2001). While the pupils mentioned more than eighty
different languages, Turkish, Arabic, Berber, English, and Hindustani accounted for
almost 70 percent ofthe instances in which languages other than Dutch were reported.
Especially Turkish-, Arabic-, and Berber-speaking children indicated that they speak
those languages with their parents most of the time.
The different patterns ofhome language use among pupils, which lead to different
levels of proficiency in both Dutch and other home languages, markedly contrast with
the monolingual character of mainstream schools, where Dutch is not only a central
subject, but also the standard language of instruction. Only primary reception of
immigrant pupils who do not speak Dutch at all may take place in another language.
The curriculum Status of 'non-indigenous' languages as subjects in their own right has
always been a controversial issue in political and scholarly discourse (Kroon & Sturm
2003) ·   As a result of their limited   use of Dutch   at   home, the average level   of
proficiency in this national standard language is significantly lower among pupils with
Turkish, Moroccan, and other immigrant backgrounds than among monolingual,
Dutch-speaking pupils (Verhoeven & Vermeer 1989). These lower levels ofproficiency
in Dutch often go hand in hand with lower levels of school achievement, and, among
parents, with lower socio-economic status (Tesser & Iedema 200I).
The command of Dutch ofpupils from 'cultural minorities' has become a key issue
in Dutch rhetoric on education. A host of educational policies, informed by a
knowledge base for good language teaching practices in multilingual contexts
established and promoted by educationists and linguists (cf. Emmelot, Van Schooten
& Timman 2000), have been issued by national and local governments on this matter.
At a practical level, different language reaching materials and programmes have been
developed and introduced to schools, which are claimed to be tailored to multilingual
classrooms. In addition, numerous special committees, councils, advisory services, and
individual experts have tried to steer language policy and practice related to
multilingualism in diverging directions. Within this context, teachers are challenged
to deal with the linguistic heterogeneity among their pupils in everyday school
practice.
Focus
It was the purpose of this ethnographic case study to gain insight into everyday
practices ofdealing with language in a multilingual classroom in the Netherlands. The
observed discontinuity between the multilingual character of contemporary pupil
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populations and the monolingual character of the official curriculum for primary
education prompted general questions which guided the collection and analysis ofdata
on the selected class of pupils with different language backgrounds. These questions
are:
•  What picture emerges from the language practices in the classroom Who speaks
what language variety to whom, when, why, and how2 Which subject matter of
which language is taught to whom, when, why, and how
.   What picture emerges from the teacher's accounts of these language practices 
0    How can these practices and accounts of dealing with language  in a multilingual
classroom be understood2
The first question concerned actual practices of dealing with language from both
sociolinguistic and language teaching perspectives. The former perspective focuses on
language use in the multilingual classroom, irrespective of the activity in which teacher
and pupils are involved. The latter perspective focuses on language as a subject to be
mught to and learned by a multilingual pupil population. The the second question
concerned the teacher's articulated view of teaching his linguistically heterogeneous
pupil population. The third question refers to the search for a plausible interpretation
of the documented practices and teacher accounts  in the light of the context in which
they were realised. This context was thought to encompass, at least, the language
backgrounds ofthe pupils, the educational and professional background ofthe teacher,
the background of the teaching materials used, and the language policies ofthe school
and the local and national governments.
While these guiding questions were present from the outset, particular foci of
attention emerged from the collected data.  On the basis of repeated reviewing of the
data, reaching episodes were selected which were believed to have the potential to
epitomize the practice of dealing with language in the classroom. These episodes
represent language practices in three different settings. The language practices in the
mainstream' classroom, in which the form teacher of the selected class was involved,
were exemplified by key episodes in a vocabulary lesson, a spelling lesson, a grammar
lesson, and a mathematics lesson. The language practices in the special classrooms, in
which a teacher of'Dutch  as a second language' and teachers of immigrant minority
languages were involved, were exemplified by two other vocabulary lessons.
Relevance
In spite of ample attention having been given to multilingualism in research on
reaching and learning (Baker 200I), little is known about what actually goes on in
classrooms in which the national standard language is both the means and the target
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of education, but, as a result of immigration, not the dominant home language of all
pupils (cf. Green & Bloome I997; Watson-Gegeo I997)· Inasmuch as actual practices
in the microcosmos of multilingual classrooms were the focus of research, the aim was,
first and foremost, to identi& 'good practices', rather than to understand the
emergence of the practice observed. In particular, the practitioner's considerations and
motivations behind observed practices,  that is, the insider's perspective of the teacher
regarding what goes on in his or her multilingual classroom, have been neglected in
research on teaching. An in-depth, ethnographic case study that would contribute to
the  understanding of such insider's perspectives is relevant for theoretical, political,
and practical reasons.
From a theoretical point ofview, such a study can be expected to contribute to the
understanding ofthe working of (Dutch) teachers"practical knowledge'. This concept
stands for a variety of theoretical ideas stemming from the realm of educational
research that seeks to gain insight into the knowledge that teachers possess (Meijer
1999). The concept is concerned with the relations between practice and cognition,
between cognition and knowledge or beliefs, and between knowledge or beliefs and
prior educational experiences. Thus, practical knowledge iS taken to underlie and
originate from participation in practice. Unravelling the complex, reciprocal nature of
practical knowledge enhances the understanding of what goes on in a classroom.
Through ethnographic research in which both practice was observed and the teacher's
voice was heard, the present study aimed to contribute to this enhancement of
understanding.                                                                                    i
This study is also relevant in the light of the endeavour to reform education in order
to enable pupils with different backgrounds to benefit optimally from education, in
which both politics and intermediaries between policy, theory, and practice such as
teacher educators and textbook authors are involved. After all, in order to be able to
reform practice, it is essential to understand the genesis of the knowledge of teachers
underlying their practice, as it is this knowledge that serves as their frame of reference
for interpreting, adopting, adapting, or refusing reforms. Ultimately, insight into this
knowledge enables reformers to anticipate how and why teachers respond to their
suggestions.
Finally, it was expected that the teachers involved in the Study would benefit from
their willingness to cooperate in that they would be encouraged to reflect on their
philosophies and practices of teaching in  multilingual contexts in the interviews that
were conducted once their practices had been observed.
Outline
This book consists of twelve chapters. The present chapter is followed by two other
preliminary chapters. In Chapter 2, the conceptual framework of the study is
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presented. The notion of'practical knowledge' is elaborated on, and sociolinguistic
and educational research that casts light on language practices in multilingual
classrooms is reviewed. In Chapter 3, the methodological design of the study is
expounded. The ethnographic approach adopted in this study is explained, and the
selection of the research school and the strategies of collecting, analysing and
interpreting the data are described.
The empirical data are presented and discussed in Chapters 4-II. In Chapter 4, the
educational context of the Netherlands is introduced. The education system and the
national and local language educational policies are discussed, with special attention
being paid to those policies that apply to the grade level of the selected class. In
Chapter 5, the reader is introduced to the school, the teachers, and the pupils involved
in the study. The school's policy on multilingualism, the pupils' home language use
and school achievements, and the teachers' educational and professional backgrounds
are described. In addition, official and actual time schedules for the classroom involved
and the textbooks used in this classroom are presented in this chapter.
The following four chapters deal with language practices in tile mainstream
classroom guided by the form teacher. In each of these chapters, the introductory
section is followed by a section on the subject matter and materials at issue in the key
episode that is presented in the third section. These episodes are taken from language
arts lessons and a mathematics lesson. In the following sections, an analysis and
interpretation is provided of the teacher's instructions and the pupils' responses to
these instructions. The teacher's instructions are analysed in terms of his taCit and
articulated intentions and driving beliefs and his way of respresenting the subject
matter,  and are confronted with  the aims of the materials used. The pupils' responses
are analysed in terms of their mastery over the language skills presupposed by the tasks
they are faced with in the episode.
Chapters io and II deal with classes pulled out from the mainstream class. Chapter
Io focuses on a lesson in which a special subject teacher used Turkish or Moroccan-
Arabic as a medium of instruction in order to teach Dutch. The interpretation ofthis
lesson is informed by a discussion of the national policy on immigrant minority
language teaching, which facilitated this educational arrangement. Chapter II is about
a lesson in 'Dutch as a second language', whereby a subgroup of the mainstream class
received special instruction in Dutch from another teacher. Finally, in Chapter I2, the
outcomes of the analyses and interpretations of Chapters 6-I I are compared and
conclusions are drawn with respect to the anticipated research problem introduced in
this chapter.
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Terminology
In formal and informal Dutch, the word allorbtonen is often used to distinguish an
idiosyncratically defined subgroup of individuals residing in the Netherlands from
those taken to represent the indigenous population, who are usually referred to as
autocbtonen. Within the field of education, this pair of terms is often used to refer to
groups of pupils as allocbtone leerlingen and autocbtone leerlingen Alternatively, the
opposition between buitenlandse leerlingen, i.e., foreign pupils, and Nederlandse
leerlingen, i.e.. Dutch pupils, is used to refer to these groups of pupils. Another
distinction frequently made is that between NTI-leerlingen and NT2-leertingen. The
abbreviations in these labels stand for Nederlands als eerste taal, i.e., Dutch as a first
language, and Nederlands als tweede taal \.e., Dutch as a second language. In official
regulations issued by the Ministry of Education, one comes across the terms cumi-
leerlingen. i.e.. pupils from cultural minorities defined as such by the Ministry, and
0.90-leerlingen, i.e., cumi-leerlingen whose parents are rated among the working class
(see Chapter 4). It is also common practice, in every context, to refer to subgroups of
allocbtone leerlingen as 'Turkish pupils', 'Moroccan pupils', et cetera.
In quotations appearing in this book, the term allocbtone leerlingen was translated
as 'immigrant minority pupils' if it appeared that the quotee was referring to the social
position of the pupils concerned. If the quotee was referring to the language
background of the pupils, the term was translated as 'non-native Dutch pupils'. The
term autocbtone leerlingen was translated as 'native Dutch pupils'. The other terms
were translated literaly. NTI-leerlingen and NT2-leerlingen were translated as 'DLI-
pupils' and 'DLz-pupils'. Buitenlandse kinderen and Nederundse kinderen were
translated as 'foreign pupils' and 'Dutch pupils', and cumi-leerlingenand o.go-leerlingen
as 'cumi-pupils' and 'O.90-pupils'
In the analyses of the key episodes, a distinction is occasionally made between
'native Dutch pupils' and 'non-native Dutch pupils'. Native Dutch pupils include all
pupils who predominantly speak a variety of Dutch with their parents. Non-native
Dutch pupils include all pupils who predominantly speak a language other than Dutch
with their parents. In general, this holds for the pupils whose parents were born in
Turkey and Morocco (Extra et al. 2002). In Chapter 5, this distinction is amplified
with respect to the pupils from the classroom investigated. 'Immigrant minority
pupils' refers to the children and grandchildren of immigrants who hold a
disadvantaged socio-economic position in Dutch society. This applies to the majority
of the pupils whose parents were born in Turkey and Morocco (Tesser & Iedema
2001).
Quotations and classroom interactions were transcribed and translated literally.
Inasmuch as the analysis required it, additional information was given in the
transcripts using the conventions outlined in Table I.I.
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Table 1.1: Transcription conventions
'
Symbol . Explanation -    1
/                self-repair or restart
\              interruption
marked lengthening of previous vowel
; marked stress on following syllable
x                inaudible part of a word
XX inaudible word
/phoneme/ transcription of phoneme in international phonetic alphabet
{text} uncertain transcription or uncertain identification of interlocutor
(text) impressionistic comments
* non-standard pronunciation or word
I. non-standard word order
The transcripts contain both the original utterances and the English translations.
Throughout the book, Dutch terms or utterances are given in italics.
CHAPTER 2
Practical knowledge and multilingual classrooms
Introduction
At the outset of the present study, Kathryn Anderson-Levitt's notion of 'practical
professional knowledge' served as a point of departure in investigating language
practices in a multilingual classroom. In her contribution to Spindler & Spindler's
(I987) Interpretive  Etbnograpby and  Education:  At Home and Abroad, she reports on her
participant observations in first-grade classrooms in France. As regards the focus ofher
study, she explains that
I                                                                         ...     mthis report concerns teachers' practical professional kowledge, their savoir Jaire or know-
how": neither what they think nor what they do, but wbat they think as they are doing what
they do. Knowledge, then, is a shorthand term for the beliefs, values, expectations, mental
models, and formulas for doing things which the teachers use in interpreting and generating
classroom events." (Anderson-Levitt I987:174)
Her conceptualisation of practical professional knowledge touches on a number of
illuminating theoretical and empirical insights from the growing body of research on
teacher cognitions. Like other early contributors to the research strand of teachers'
practical knowledge, such as Elbaz (I983) and Clandinin (I986), Anderson-Levitt is
concerned with understanding what teachers know and what is on their minds when
teaching, rather than with what they ought to do according to theoretical models
proclaimed by those who do not neccesarily share the insiders' perspective. The notion
of practical professional knowledge of teaching, then, corresponds with the
ethnographer's interest in understanding lived and situated experiences from the emic
or insider's point of view (Woods I986). It implies understanding teachers' taCit and
articulated thoughts, their concerns, considerations, and rationales underlying
classroom events.
As the study proceeded, related insights into the working and structure ofpractical
knowledge were taken on board in interpreting the observed classroom practices. In
addition, sociolinguistic and language teaching classroom studies casting light on the
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contents of the practical knowledge underlying the teaching of multilingual pupil
populations were sought to frame the research process by providing sensitizing
concepts. A sensitizing concept
...is a starting point in thinking about a class of data ofwhich the social researcher has  no
definite idea and provides an initial guide to her research. Such concepts usually are
provisional and may be dropped as more viable and definite concepts emerge in the course
ofher research." (Van den Hoonaard 1997:2)
Such concepts not only emerge from the data, but they may also be derived from
existing knowledge to alert the researcher to directions along which to gather and
interpret data. However, although a  host of ethnographic studies of everyday school
practices have been carried out, with multilingual classrooms being a major locus of
ethnography over the past 25 years, few studies document, through transcripts,
knowledge underlying language practices in multilingual classrooms (cf. Green &
Bloome I997; Watson-Gegeo I997).
The conceptual framework that emerged from these endeavours is spelled OUI in
this chapter. The framework does not reflect the author-researcher's conceptions prior
to data collection, nor does it constitute an exhaustive literature review. Rather, it is
a retrospective account of the knowledge and beliefs that informed the collection,
analysis, and interpretation of data in this study. The next section of this chapter deals
with the nature and structure of practical knowledge. In the following section, some
ethnographic studies, casting light on the contents of practical knowledge manifest in
multilingual classrooms, are discussed. In the following sections, this practical
knowledge is explored from sociolinguistic and language reaching perspectives. In the
final section, conclusions are drawn from these explorations.
Practical knowledge
Drawing on participant observation in fourteen first-grade classrooms in France in
1978, Anderson-Levitt (1987) shows that, despite the teachers' idiosyncracies, many of
the reading practices they engaged in were similar across the classrooms. The teachers
were found to use more or less the same instructional method, they shared a sense of
proper timing of the instructional stages and of how and when to group pupilS,  made
similar use of chalk and pens, and organised their lessons alike. The teachers also
shared concepts and theories for categorising pupils in terms of their abilities and
backgrounds. Besides unveiling these similarities, Anderson-Levitt also draws
comparisons between French and American teachers' knowledge to point out that
much of what teachers do is based on a shared, cultural pool of professional
knowledge.
Anderson-Levitt explains this shared, practical knowledge of teachers in terms of the
constraints of the education system within which they work, and the impact of formal
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and informal transmission ofknowledge. The education system delimits the variety of
classroom practices, for instance, in prescribing the school calender and time table, the
age from which children go to school, the funding available for Staffand materials, and
the con[ents or objectives of the official curriculum. Apart from such formal
regulations, habitual ways of organising schooling which  are not  laid  down in policy
documents delimit practices. Grouping pupils into different grades, for example, or
scheduling Wednesday afternoons off, are voluntary, yet widespread practices in the
Netherlands. Other aspects ofthe education system include the availability of teaching
materials and the position of the various agencies and authorities in the educational
landscape.
The knowledge that teachers share also arises from the horizontal transmission of
knowledge from teacher to teacher. While teacher training colleges serve as formal,
institutionalised mediums of transmission, much ofwhar a teacher knows is the result
of informal contact between teachers. In fact, Anderson-Levitt argues that, given the
fact that the majority of the teachers she investigated did not attend teacher training
college at all, professional teacher knowledgecan be acquired purely on the basis of the
latter:
"Only a few clues from veteran teachers-a label to hang on a certain kind of student
behavior, a political attitude to associate with a certain instructional method-may suffice
to guide novice teachers into independent rediscovery of approximately the same knowledge
that veteran teachers use." (Anderson-Levitt I987:I89)
Moreover, teachers have been participating in 'life in classrooms' since they enrolled
in primary school as pupils, where cultural knowledge is transmitted vertically.
Through participating in practice, they have become acquainted with "beliefs, values,
expectations, mental models, and formulas for doing things which the teachers use in
interpreting and generating classroom events" (Anderson-Levitt I987:I74), with which
they, in turn, familiarize their pupils. It is this "implicitly taught, tacitly agreed upon,
and cooperatively maintained" (Cazden & Mehan 1989:50), or 'taken-as-shared'
knowledge, which provides the basis for the interaction through which teaching and
learning takes place. It is precisely this type of cultural knowledge which ethnography
attempts to unveil (Altheide & Johnson I998).
Pupils and teachers are thus enculturated into traditional school activities and ways
of thinking throughout their school or professional careers, which makes the practice
of teaching rather resistent to fundamental change (Putnam & Borko 1997).
Educational practice, however, is to be distinguished from views on and accounts of
teaching, which are more susceptible to change. Apart from practitioners themselves,
such 'rhetorics' are conveyed by educationalists, politicians, school administrators, and
other actors in the field of education. Looking back on the scholarly rhetoric
concerning standard language teaching in the Netherlands from I940, consecutive
hegemonic conceptions of national standard language teaching have been identified
(Klinkenberg & De Vroomen I988; Van de Ven I996), remnants ofwhich can still be
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observed in contemporary teaching practices. Sturm (2000), for instance, who portrays
a Dutch multilingual classroom, relates the teacher's concern for the stylistic
appropriateness of the pupils' solutions to an exercise that was intended to teach the
pupils to identify the past participle in sentences to the 'individual-expressive'
paradigm of language pedagogy that was dominant at the time of her educational
career.
What teachers say in interviews may, from the observer's angle, not only be
incongruous with the rhetoric dominating at the time, but it may run counter to their
own practice as well. From their analysis of classroom events in a multilingual
classroom in the Netherlands, Kroon & Sturm (I996:50) conclude that
"a significant contradiction continues to exist between the level of rhetoric, at which 'our
teacher clearly articulates her conscious engagement with the education and emancipation
of her multilingual pupils through multicultural education, and the-mostly
unconscious-level of the pedagogic practice at which she realises her professional
knowledge." [translation JB]
A teacher's practice, then, is not per se consonant with his or her articulated
philosophy. Obviously, as practical knowledge is mostly tacit, i.e., covers things that
go without saying, practitioners often have difficulty verbalising it (SchBn I983).
Anderson-Levitt's definition not only emphasises thar practical professional
knowedge is cultural, but it also underscores that it is concerned with wbat teacbers
tbink as tbey are doing what tbg do, rather than with what they think or what they do.
These cognitions inherent in teacher's actions seem to correspond to what Meijer
(I999) refers to as 'interactive cognitions', which, together with particular knowledge
and beliefs, constitute a teacher's practical knowledge. She takes a teacher's knowledge
and beliefs to be stored in the teacher's long-term memory, encompassing all that a
teacher knows or believes to be true about reaching. As soon as they are confronted
with classroom events, Meijer (t999:25) contends, "teachers activate appropriate and
familiar elements from their long-term memory into their working memory, and use
these to establish a way to deal with the event." That is, what teachers "think as they
are doing what they do" (Anderson-Levitt I987:173) arises from the interplay between
a given classroom situation and a broad pool of knowledge of teaching which is partly
idiosyncratic, and partly shared with other teachers and pupils through cultural
transmission. These new experiences have the potential to affect the teacher's practical
knowledge; practical knowledge both generates classroom events and originates from
participation in classroom events,
According to Herrlitz (I994:28), in everyday classroom interaction, practical
knowledge manifests itself in a meronymic structure, in which "ein Teil [...] als
Stichwort dient, um das ganze-das Lernproblem und die einzelnen Elemente seiner
pidagogischen Bearbeitung-aufzurufen." The metonymia, or pan pro toto, in the
example presented by the author, a row ofwords written on the blackboard in a Dutch
multilingual classroom,  can be envisaged  as the  tip  o f an iceberg:
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"Dieses praktische Wissen zeigt (bei Lehrern ebenso wie bei Schulern) die Struktur eines
Eisbergs: Uber der Wasseroberflache wird die Tafelreihe als Spitze sichtbar; gleichzeitig
damit ist fur leden Eingeweihten gegeben, daE unter der Wasseroberfluche der eigentliche
Berg der Rechischreibprobleme, Phasenschemata, Interaktionsmuster usw. verborgen ist, der
das weitere pfidagogische Handeln strukturiert." (Herrlitz 1994:28)
In the classroom from which this epitomic episode stems (see Kroon & Sturm I996),
it was  usual to discuss  such a row of words written on the blackboard. These words
were read aloud by the teacher, while the pupils were expected to read along. In this
particular episode, the row on the blackboard consisted of words which all end with
a 4 while they are pronounced with a /t/. For the insiders, the thing that went without
saying was that the spelling row represented a specific spelling difficulty which was to
be identified, that one had to find a particular strategy to resolve it, that this strategy
was to be applied to the given words, and that a particular interactional model was to
be observed. For the insiders, the visible row ofwords on the blackboard formed a key
to the appropriate routine that was hidden under the surface, hence, to participation
in interaction, through which teaching and learning takes place.
As regards the contents or categories of practical knowledge a teacher uses in
generating and interpreting classroom events, Wilson, Shulman & Richert (I987:II3-
II4) contend that
"Teachers use their content knowledge»cheir understanding of the  facts  or concepts within
a domain-as well as their grasp of the structures of the subject matter (Schwab I964)·  [···]
Teacher's knowledge ofeducational aims, goals,  andpurposes also contributes to pedagogical
decisions. Frequently teachers use their knowledge ofotber contentihal:is not wichin the scope
of the discipline they are teaching. Teachers use generalped,tgogical knowledg-knowledge
of pedagogical principles and techniques that is not bound by tOpiC or subject matter.
Teachers also have knowledge oflearners, including knowledge of student characteristics and
cognitions as well as knowledge of motivational and developmental aspects of how students
learn. Finally, teachers frequently draw upon their curricularknowledge-their understanding
of the programs and materials designed for the teaching of particular topiCS and subjects at
a given level."
The specific knowledge and beliefs underlying ways of dealing with language in a
multilingual classroom as they unfold in ethnographic classroom studies touch on a
number of the categories described in this quotation. Notwithstanding the fact that
Wilson, Shulman & Richert (I987) sought to categorise the knowledge essential for
teaching, rather than the knowledge teachers actually possess, their definition provides
directions along which to look at language practices in multilingual classrooms.
Another dimension along which such practices can be viewed pertains to the
distinction between language as a subject and language as a medium of
communication across the curriulum. When taking these dimensions into account,
two kinds of interrelated perspectives appear to be of particular relevance in
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investigating the knowledge and beliefs involved in language practices in multilingual
classrooms: sociolinguistic and language teaching perspectives.
Sociolinguistic perspectives
From a sociolinguistic perspective, multilingual classroooms raise questions about tacit
or explicated agreements between the teacher and learners on who speaks what
language variety to whom, when, why, and how. These questions also bear on the
status accorded to different languages and the access pupils gain to subject matter
taught at school through a particular language of instruction. Various ethnographic
classroom studies have documented language practices in different multilingual
settings that shed light on these issues.
Heller 0996, I999) portrays a French-language minority high school in the
predominantly English-speaking area of Toronto, Canada. She discusses language
practices illustrating the norms for and contestation of what counts as appropriate
language use. Adopting Bourdieu's (I977) concept of the linguistic market, she takes
language in the classroom to be legitimate if uttered by a legitimate speaker, in a
legitimate situation, addressed to legitimate receivers, and formulated in the legitimate
phonological and syntactic forms of the legitimate language. She presents several
transcripts to illustrate how the explicit school norm of using French only (Parle
FranGaish is enacted in the classroom.  Marginal infringements of this norm  appear to
be tolerated only if they serve the objective of the lesson. The science teacher, for
example, allowed students to use English words for natural fibres. In fact, she gave
English translations of the French words for fibres herself, and could not avoid using
some of the English words from a poster listing jobs in science. Pupils at times
contested the French-only rule to challenge the teacher's authority, while languages
other than French were also used regularly in asides among the students. As regards
norms for what counts as 'good French', it was found that all teachers displayed a
preference for standard French over Canadian vernacular forms, and corrected
anglicisms like relaxer or »t.
Notwithstanding the ethnolinguistic minorities which arose out ofrecent migration
to Canada, Heller's case is situated in what can be regarded a dyadic SOCiety (Lambert
I995) in which the majority of the residents belong to two distinctive ethnolinguistic
groups. In contrast, the multilingual schools portrayed by Hailemariam (2002) are
situated in the mosaic societ:y of Eritrea, where a considerable range of indigenous
ethno-linguistic groups are represented in the classrooms. In all of the schools
Hailemariam visited, a particular language was the authorised medium of
communication, which usually corresponded with tile primary language spoken in the
homes of the pupils. In practice, languages other than the one authorised by the school
were hardly ever used. Like in Heller's case, the vast majority of the teachers appearing
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in the episodes discussed by Hailemariam were multilingual themselves. In principle,
these teachers and students could choose between two or more languages.
In the educational context of nation states which,  as a result of immigration, only
recently developed into multilingual societies, teachers generally do not have such a
choice. For instance, in the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, and Germany, most
teachers are solely native speakers of (a variety of) the national language. If, in this
context, mother tongue instruction is thought to be beneficial for pupils speaking
other languages at home for cultural or emancipatory reasons, this requires additional
teachers. Martin-Jones & Saxena (I996), e.g., discuss practices ofbilingual education
in which British primary school pupils' home or community languages were used
across the curriculum as additional languages of instruction, for which special
assistants were present in the classroom. In this practice, the value accorded to the
languages used next to English, and the status of the bilingual assistant within the class
hierarchy was relatively low.
Kroon & Sturm (I996) present a Dutch multicultural school where it was a rule
generally acknowledged by all teachers not to have pupils speak any language other
than Dutch in the classroom. When pupils speak languages other than Dutch, it was
„    „
argued,   we are excluded and may believe negative things are being said about one of
us, while at the same time, it was seen as a lost opportunity to practise Dutch. Some
of the classroom episodes Kroon & Sturm present show how this rule was enforced in
practice. During a group discussion, pupils gave each other turns to contribute to the
discussion. When a Turkish girl asked her neighbour in Turkish to be nominated by
her, she was reprimanded by the teacher for using Turkish. When a Dutch boy's
birthday was being celebrated, the teacher praised the boys' pronunciation and
translation of a written Turkish congratulation. The native Turkish pupils corrected
his pronunciation and objected that the boy could easily have guessed the meaning of
the message from the context. In neither ofthe two events, native speakers ofTurkish
were given the opportunity to display their expertise in that language. Comparable
reluctance to give room to pupils to display their knowledge of other languages was
observed in Flemish (Ramaut 2000) and German (Neumann 2000) multilingual
classrooms. Also in the British case described by Bourne (2000), where pupils did in
fact use Bengali and Cantonese in the classroom among each other when jointly
engaged in a learning activity, knowledge of these languages was approached as an
'exotic' phenomenon rather than an everyday reality.
As pointed out before, language practices at school also reveal certain norms for the
legitimate forms of the language in use, including the pronunciation, spelling,
grammar, and style of those languages. Frey (2000), who reports on an ethnographic
study ofa German multilingual primary school, discusses a classroom episode in which
the pupils were asked to think of'how-words', that is, 'words that say what a thing is
like'. Soon after this request had been conveyed, the monolingual pupils took a
content-related, i.e., non-grammatical, provocative perspective on the assignment by
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suggesting how-words like 'stupid', 'crazy', 'in love', and 'besotted'. While the
monolingual pupils thus challenged the teacher's call for 'nice sentences', the few
multilingual pupils participating in the episode carefully followed their monolingual
classmates rather than the grammar o f the words. Frey concludes that it was precisely
those children whose contributions had an impact on the educational practice who
understood the teacher's norms.
Similar observations were made by Jaspaert & Ramaut (2000), who report on an
ethnographic case study of a Flemish multilingual primary school. In the classroom
episode they present, the pupils were asked to explain things about certain sports.
When soccer was being discussed, pupils instantly coined English words like 'corner
and 'penalty'. The teacher then asked the pupils to name the Flemish equivalents, but
the pupils were reluctant to do so. They repeatedly tried to explain that they
commonly use the English terms. In contrast, when tennis was being discussed, the
teacher's favorite sport but likely to be less familiar to the pupils than soccer, it was the
teacher who came up with English words. In their replies, the pupils used the Flemish
pronunciation of these words. Yet, the teacher now wanted the pupils to pronounce
the words in proper English. Jaspaert & Ramaut point out that, while the teacher
alternately adhered to the norm of not using English words and the norm of
pronouncing the English words correctly, those pupils who openly questioned these
norms were the most proficient pupils of the class. They argue that
The greater the social distance, the more people make great efforts tO adapt themselves to
the valid norms of the linguistic market (Bernstein, 1971; Bourdieu, I982).For pupils who
[...] don't form part of the dominant language community and culture of the school, it is
important to accommodate to the rules of the teacher.  Doing this, they have more chances
ofsymbolic gain and can improve their position in the class." (Jaspaert & Ramaut 2000:37)
Ramaut (2000), reporting on another Flemish teacher in a multilingual school,
presents an episode in which a Moroccan boy explained that the window of his
mother's hairdressing salon was broken, so that telephones could be "sneaked". While
the teacher explicitly repudiated this instance ofcolloquial speech, with a monolingual
pupil giving the accepted alternative 'stolen', she merely implicitly corrected a
monolingual pupil who used a dialect variety of the word 'handbag', which she told
was once stolen from her mother. Ramaut argues that the teacher focused on the use
of colloquial speech more than on dialect forms, as the pupils who used colloquial
forms were perceived to have low social status. In order to enable them to gain prestige
in society, they were made familiar with the legitimate language. The pupils who used
dialect forms instead all appeared to have a higher social status, so that they were
expected to be acquainted with these norms.
As language is a vehicle for the construction of knowledge in the classroom, norms
for the legitimacy of language also bear on the extent to which pupils can gain access
to subject matter other than language. Many classroom studies have explored the role
of language as a medium of communication in the multilingual classroom. Like in
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every classroom, the use ofambiguous or infrequent words can form a serious obstacle
to grasping mathematics, social studies, or any other subject matter (Hajer I996)
Problems of understanding language in the classroom, however,  tend to occur more
often when the proficiency levels of the pupils in the language of instruction is lower
than what the teacher expects. This is where the knowledge, beliefs, and
presuppositions with respect to the pupils' language abilities come into play, as well
as the extent to which problems of understanding are signalled, noted, and clarified
in negotiations of meaning.
In that light, Gorgorid & Planas (200I) discuss an episode from a math lesson in
a Spanish multilingual classroom in which a Pakistani, Panjabi-speaking pupil
encountered the word for 'will' in Catalan, which was the language of instruction of
the textbook and the teacher. The word was used in the formulation of a word
problem explaining that a farmer had three sons and that "in his will", he gave them
seventeen cows, to be divided according to a certain distribution code. When the pupil
requested clarification of the word, other Panjabi speakers failed to translate  the word
(apparently, in this case, using languages other than Catalan was allowed
instrumentally), and the teacher concluded that it was a present the father gave to his
children. When the solution to the problem was discussed later, it turned out that
several pupils were not aware of the fact that the father was  dead when  the cows were
divided, and thus suggested having the father buy another cow to make the number
ofcows easier to divide. When another pupil then responded that the father was dead,
.
the Pakistani boy angrily shouted "Why do you want to kill him2
Language teaching perspectives
From a language reaching perspective, multilingual classroooms raise questions about
which subject matter of which language is taught to whom, when, why, and how.
Usually, this is constrained by an official national curriulum, with national standard
languages being given the most attention and, possibly, facilities for additional
provisions for specific groups of pupils. This includes immigrant minority language
teaching for pupils speaking other languages at home, or language reception classes for
recently arrived immigrant pupils. In the microcosmos of the classroom, primary
school teachers shape this language curriculum On the basis of their practical
knowledge. Apart from content knowledge of the language(s) taught and the objectives
and structure of language as a subject, riley possess what Shulman (I986) called
pedagogical content knowledge'. This includes, for the most regularly taught topics
in the subject area,
" the most useful forms of representation of those ideas, the most powerful analogies,
illustrations, examples, explanations and demonstrations-in a word, the ways of
representing and formulating the subject that make it comprehensible to others. Since there
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are no single most powerful forms of representation, the teacher must have at hand a
veritable armamentarium of alternative forms of representation, some of which derive from
research whereas others originate in the wisdom of practice." (Shulman t986:9)
Arguably, this implies
"an understanding of what makes the learning of specific topiCS easy or difficult: the
conceptions and preconceptions that students of different ages and backgrounds bring with
them to the learning of those most frequently taught tOpiCS and lessons. If those
preconceptions are misconceptions, which they so often are, teachers need knowledge of the
strategies most likely to be fruitful in reorganising the understanding of learners, because
"those learners are unlikely to appear before them as blank slates. (Shulman I986: 9-Io)
In a multilingual classroom, the ways of representing and formulating aspects of
language that a teacher thinks make language comprehensible to his pupils imply
certain knowledge, beliefs, or presuppositions with respect to the language proficiency
of native and non-native learners. These subjective insights or assertions may or may
not be in accordance with empirical insights. As regards the proficiency of immigrant
minority pupils in Dutch, the bottom line of these insights, details of which are
considered in the respective chapters of this book, is that, throughout primary
education, these pupils are outperformed by the native Dutch pupils. In grades four,
six, and eight, for instance, ir would take the Turkish, Moroccan, and Antillian pupils
at least one and a half school years to reach the average level of proficiency in Dutch
of their native Dutch peers. For the Surinamese and other non-native Dutch pupils,
this would take at least a year (Tesser & Iedema 200I). Linguists disagree on the extent
to which such significant differences justify, or require, differential 'LI' and 'Lz'
didactics (cE Kroon & Vallen I996; Kroon, Vallen & Van den Branden 2002).
Some of the forms of representation used by the teacher may be triggered by his
conceptions of tile language backgrounds of his pupils or multilingual pupils in
general, while others are used without the teacher having given thought to these
language backgrounds.  In the latter case,  the form of representation nonetheless rests
on certain presuppositions of the pupils' language background. Two classroom
episodes from a multilingual classroom presented by Crooymans & Evers (I993) and
Kroon & Sturm (I996) illustrate this. Both episodes concern the Dutch word goed
(good; pronounced with a /t/), which has tWO interrelated difficulties. Firstly, when
it is used attributively, i.e., before a noun, it usually becomes goede, pronounced with
a /d/. Secondly, in accordance with the Dutch orthographic rule ofunity in form, both
the /t/ and the /d/ are spelled with a d The episodes show that the teacher expected
the pupils to be able to 'hear' that constructions like goed stad (good city) are
ungrammatical, and that 'when you make it longer', goedbecomes goede, rather than
goete, which would imply that it is written with a d In calling upon a shared feeling
for what Dutch should sound like, the teacher assumed that all pupils' conceptions of
Dutch were akin to her own, whilst their language experiences were rather different.
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A similar episode is described by Neumann (2000), who presents several episodes
in a lesson in which pupils in a German multicultural classroom wrote a composition
about their holiday experiences. In these episodes, discussions arose on how to write
certain words, whereby the teacher alternately referred to the principle that one writes
as one speaks, and that one speaks as one writes. Neumann points out that these
principles, the former being a traditional German, didactic maxim, are not only
disputable on linguistic and didaCtiC grounds, but they also neglect the fact that both
articulation and speech perception are dependent on the children's differential
language experiences. Besides, for those pupils who are acquainted with different
writing systems, 'the' linkage between a particular sound and letter is not as obvious
as it is for the monolingual teacher. As a matter of fact, during the episodes, the pupils
and the teacher were confronted with the limited applicability of these instructions as
soon as the pupils started using names and words from other languages and dialects
than standard German.
In a similar fashion, cultural knowledge was taken for granted in the classroom
episode presented by Kroon (I987). He discusses a language lesson which took place
in a multilingual, secondary school in which materials were used from a language
awareness programme aimed at promoting 'intercultural education' (see Chapter 4).
In a teacher-led discussion, the pupils first discussed the etymology of Dutch words
like suiker (sugar), noting that the product it stands for originates from the country
that first named k. While these dicussions flowed rather smoothly, that is, the Students
replied as the teacher wished, the follow-up of the lesson, in which the etymologies and
origins of the French bhbord and tribori the English yacht, and the German
Matjesbering were explored, clearly broke down. The pupils did not understand the
teacher's explanation that the Netherlands used to be important in shipping and that,
in this country, herring is still much fished for. Kroon points out that, in this case, the
pupils, many of whom had parents born outside the Netherlands, did not share the
teacher's cultural frame of reference. By taking knowledge of the Netherlands' Golden
Age, i.e., the I7th century, and other culturally bound knowledge as shared, the lesson
ran counter to the teacher's own view that intercultural education is to put languages
and cultures into perspective.
Likewise, Kroon & Sturm (I996) observed how the Western European, Middle-Age
literary association of the shield of a turtle with the shield of a knight is given more
prominence in the construction of meaning of the word 'shield' than the everyday
associations the pupils come up with, such as the peel of an apple, which in Dutch is
referred to with almost the same word. Sturm (2000) presents a classroom event that
concerns the question ofwhether the given sentence 'The children have been ... in the
garden' should be completed with the given past participle 'swimming', as suggested
by a Turkish pupil, Chennet. Despite the fact that this match makes sense in thar one
could imagine children swimming in a pool located in a garden, the teacher, who put
a high premium on stylistic rules, was not satisfied with this answer. In response, she
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asked what one needs when swimming. While Chennet came up with several things
she may well have considered to be prerequisites for participating in such an activity,
such as a swimming suir, the teacher made it clear that water is the only neccesary
condition to swim. Unlike Chennet, the teacher considered swimming without a
swimming suit as a realistic option.
Conclusions
In this chapter, the practical knowledge of teachers was defined as a broad pool of
knowledge and beliefs about teaching, which is partly idiosyncratic and partly shared
with other teachers and pupils as a result of cultural transmission. It is reciprocal in
that it generates classroom events and originates from participation in events. It is this
tacit, or taken-as-shared knowledge, which provides the basis for the interaction in the
classroom through which teaching and learning takes place. In multicultural
classrooms, practical knowledge can be expected to encompass knowledge with respect
to who speaks what language variety to whom, when, why, and how, and knowledge
with respect to which subject matter ofwhich language is taught to whom, when, why,
and how.
The ethnographic classroom studies reviewed in this chapter reveal that in various
multilingual settings-dyadic societies, mosaic societies, societies that became
multilingual as a result of recent immigration-the language of the dominant
ethnolinguistic group, i.e., a national standard language, usually counts as the
legitimate language in schools, with specific linguistic forms being legitimate and the
use of other languages and language forms being implicitly or explicitly discouraged
in the mainstream classroom for cultural-political, emancipatory, and pedagogical
reasons. In the classroom episodes discussed, contestations of the norm for what
counts as a legitimate language were initiated by those pupils who, as members of the
dominant ethnolinguistic group, could be expected to be acquainted with the norm.
Teachers were observed to allow for marginal infringements of the norm when the use
of other languages was instrumental to the learning objective, or in informal,
extracurricular activities.  In case of the latter, multilingualism sometimes appeared to
be approached as an 'exotic' phenomenon, without multilingual pupils being given the
opportunity to display their knowledge of multiple languages. At the same time, in
several cases, multilingual pupils were observed to use other languages among each
other in asides. For them, multilingualism was an everyday reality.
The Studies further revealed various instances in which the teachers' forms of
representation of certain aspects of language-spelling, morphology, erymology,
stylistics-presupposed shared preconceptions of language and culture which were
likely not to be shared by all pupils. Thus, in the reviewed multilingual classrooms,
two types ofhomogenisation were observed with respect to language practices. Firstly,
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monolingualism was established by discouraging the use of other languages and
focusing on one target language within the curriculum. Secondly, monolingualism was
presupposed in certain didactic practices. These practices relate to what Gogolin (I994)
refers to as der monolinguale Habitus der multilingualen Scbule. AdoptingBourdieis
(1980)  idea ofa habitus as a system of dispositions acquired in an implicit or explicit
learning process, Gogolin hypothesised that a socio-historically determined
monolingual habitus moulds contemporary teaching practices in multilingual
classrooms:
" the monolingual orientation, which can be observed among teachers in German and other
European schools, is an intrinsic element of their professional habitus as members of the
nation state school system. [...] This professional habitus means that it is part of the teachers'
profession to traditionalize monolingualism in the official national language." (Gogolin
I998:IGI)
A survey, as well as long interviews conducted with teachers in Hamburg, showed that,
while a strict monolingual orientation was not discernable, the monolingual habitus
recurrently manifests itself in  the rhetorics of teachers. The Dutch and German case
studies discussed in this chapter, which revealed taken-as-shared knowledge of the
language of instruction or the language taught, suggest that such a habitus is also
manifest in actual practice.
CHAPTER 3
Design of the study
Introduction
In the introduction to a reissue of his Life in Classrooms from 1968, educational
psychologist Philip W. Jackson reminisces about a turning point in his professional
career. In the autumn of I962, after having attended a seminar run by anthropologists
who studied the social behaviour ofprimates by prolonged observation in their natural
habitat, Jackson thought of adopting this method of inquiry in studying education.
Rather than relying on experimental designs, tests, questionnaires, and samples of
subjects he himself had never met, he began to visit ordinary classrooms and treated
them as if they were distant cultures. While sitting at the back of a classroom, he
adopted the posture ofa foreign visitor, "a Martian perhaps, who understood nothing
about why people behaved as they did in this environment and who therefore puzzled
over the gross contours ofhuman activity" (Jackson I990:xiv). He had no idea ofwhat
to look for nor ofhow to go about looking, but trusted that both would Occur to him
as he went along.
Like Jackon's study of everyday life in various classrooms of an American
elementary school, the present study was ethnographic in that it was concerned with
„what people are, how they behave, how they interact together. It aims to uncover their
beliefs, values, perspectives, motivations, and how all these things develop or change over
time or from situation to situation. It tries to do :111 this from within the group, and from
within the perspectives of the group's members. It is theirmeanings and interpretations that
"count. This means learning tbeir language and customs with all their nuances.  (Woods
1986:4)
Unlike Jackson's (I968, I99O) comprehensive ethnography, it was the preconceived
discontinuity between the traditionally monolingual character of the primary school
curriculum and recent demo-linguistic developments in the Netherlands that
prompted questions about language teaching and language use in multilingual
classrooms. That is, the academic fields of SOCiOlingUiStiCS and language teaching
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generated a 'foreshadowed problem' (Hammersley & Atkinson 1995:24), which, in
light of the notion of'practical knowledge' (see Chapter z), can be reformulated as
follows:
Which practical knowledge underlies language use and language reaching in a regular,
multilingual classroom2 Who speaks what language variety to whom, when, why, and
how Which subject matter of which language is taught to whom, when, why, and
how?
While these generic questions were present from the outset, the research site was
entered without overly precise formulations of the problem, as these were seen to
.close off prematurely the process of discovery of that which is significant in the
setting." (Wilcox 1980:5). In the terms of Green & Bloome (I997:I83), this undertaking
boiled down to adopting an ethnographic perspective, a "focussed" approach, rather
than doing a comprehensive ethnography, like Jackson (I968, I990), or merely using
ethnographic tools.
Apart from its emic interest in everyday life and the absence ofspecific, preordained
research questions, the present study was ethnographic in its aim to achieve an
intersubjective understanding ofwhat goes on in a multilingual classroom on the basis
of multiple strategies offield research (Burgess I984) Therefore, naturalistic data were
collected using multiple, qualitative methods of inquiry, including observations, open
interviews, and document analysis. Multiple reviewers-the teacher portrayed,
researchers from different countries and disciplines-were engaged in the analysis and
interpretation of this data. Thus, a hermeneutic methodology was adopted from the
constructivist research paradigm  (Guba & Lincoln I989).
In this chapter, this methodology is elaborated. As regards data collection, it is
explained how entrance was gained to a multilingual classroom, and how and which
data was collected in that classroom through observations, interviews, and documents.
In the following sections, an account is given of the way in which these data were
structured, analysed, and interpreted.
Gaining entrance
With the foreshadowed problem in mind, the school in which the study was carried
out was carefully selected on the basis of a number of criteria that were to ensure the
multicultural and multilingual character of the school on the one hand, and the
mainstream character of the school's denomination and pedagogic orientation, on the
other. Arguably, given the focus ofthe study, multilingualism had to be a hallmark of
the school. This was thought to be the case if at least 40 percent of the pupil
population was registered as immigrant minority pupils. In I995,44 percent of the
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schools in cities with Ioo,000 residents or more had such a pupil population (CBS
I996:I02). For the sake of comparability with other primary schools in the
Netherlands, it was held that the research school should adhere to a mainstream
denomination. Within the Dutch educational system, this implies a public school, or
a school  o f Catholic or Protestant denomination (see Chapter 4).
On the basis of official statistics from a number of municipalities in the South of
the Netherlands, eight schools were selected meeting these criteria. Several schools that
were approached indicated that they were reluctant to engage in the study. Eventually,
an informal meeting was arranged with the head teacher and a form teacher of de
Rietschans on 17 June  999, where it was explained to them what the study entailed. In
turn, the head teacher explained in which educational projects and programmes they
participated. He pointed out that the multicultural character of the pupil population
was taken as one of the points of departure for the (language) policy of the school. II
thus appeared to be an appropriate site for investigating practices of dealing with
multilingualism. Hence, when a few days later the head teacher and form teacher
consented to carry out the research project in their school, it Was decided to carry out
the study in de Rietscbans.
The study was set up as part of a joint, Dutch-Norwegian enterprise to portray and
compare language practices in multilingual classrooms in the respective countries (see
Preface). Therefore, the classroom   to be studied   had  to be comparable  with   the
Norwegian classroom in terms of the pupils' age and grade level. Another
consideration in selecting the classroom was that literacy, as one of the main outcomes
of language learning at school, should be practised in the classroom under study. In
the Netherlands, learning to read and write starts in the third grade ofprimary school,
when the average age of the pupils is six. In Norway, literacy practice starts in the
second year, when the pupils are about seven years old. A third consideration was that,
in Norway, a new curriculum was introduced in 1997, so that the first cohort of pupils
following the new curriculum were in the third grade in the school year I999/2000, the
year that was planned for data collection. All in all, these considerations led us to select
a third grade class in Norway which, in terms ofpupils' experiences in learning to read
and write, is comparable to a fourth grade class of seven-year-old pupils in the
Netherlands. In de Rietscbans, this form was led by the teacher who was present at the
initial meeting and agreed to participate in the study.
On 6 September, I999, I met the form teacher ofthe fourth grade, Mister Ed, for
the second time. School had just begun, and we agreed on the dates I would visit his
classroom. We also talked about how to inform the parents of the pupils about my
presence in the classroom. The following day, at tile general 'information evening' to
which all parents were invited, he would let them know that there would be a
researcher in the classroom every now and then, to which there turned out to be no
objection at all. In the course of the school year, I paid many visits to de Rietscbans,
mainly to observe lessons conducted in the fourth grade classroom. I also got to know
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the other teachers of the school during the breaks, when I  usually joined the fourth
grade form teacher to have coffee in the staff room. On such informal occasions, I
asked the other teachers who were somehow involved in teaching the fourth graders
if they would be willing to be interviewed and observed in practice. All of them were
willing to cooperate. For the sake of anonymity, the names of the school, the
municipality, the teachers, and the pupils are fictional.
Observations
As the study was concerned with authentic life in classrooms, the primary dara were
yielded by non-participant observations. All lessons attended were recorded on digital
audio tapes using a sensitive microphone attached to the ceiling, connected to the
recorder with a wire. Field notes were made of events that in one way or another
caught the eye, mainly documenting non-verbal information, including writing on the
blackboard. There were no indications that the presence of the microphone or the
researcher contaminated the authenticity of the data. The microphone was OUI ofview
of both the teacher and rhe children. When entering the classroom, children
sometimes enquired if the microphone was switched on already, yet once the lesson
had started, they no longer seemed to pay any attention to it. Since I was sitting in a
corner of the classroom, not participating in any event, nor walking about when they
were working on their own, and re|uctant to answer questions from children sitting
close to me, the children soon did not take me as a teacher anymore. Consequently,
my presence did nor prevent them from making noise when they were left alone by the
teacher for a while. Like the microphone, I had become a non-obtrusive fly on the
wall.
Soon after my initial visits, rapport was established with the form teacher. I did not
share any of my professional views or any of my tentative interpretations ofwhat I had
noticed until after the period of observation, i.e.,  I never disagreed with what he was
saying, and he treated me as a trainee who was eager to know how an experienced
teacher deals with daily activities rather than as a researcher. During breaks, I usually
joined him to the Staff room, where I also kept a low profile. When he was on
playground duty, watching the pupils during breaks, I Was there as well. I also joined
the class on a walk in a local garden, and 1 attended a meeting with parents, who were
invited to view the pupils' handicraft, and a staffseminar in which school policies were
being discussed. I kept track of all I noticed in those situations outside the classroom
in my field notes. The posture I adopted thus mostly resembles that ofan observer-as-
participant, who interacts only casually and nondirectively with subjects while engaged
in his observational pursuit, merely taking a membership role if inevitable (Adler &
Adler 1998).
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Observations in the regular class took place at different times throughout the school
year I999/2000. On Monday morning, 27 September I999, I visited the classroom for
the first time. The following day, I spent another morning in the classroom, while the
week after, I spent two days  in the classroom,  one of which was audio taped. These
initial observations were meant to help the children and the teaCher become
accustomed to having a stranger in their midst. Two weeks later, after the autumn
holiday, I spent a whole week in the classroom. From then on, every time I was in the
classroom, recordings were made. The data collected in this observation week comprise
the main source of knowledge of how the form teacher, Mister Ed, deals With
multilingualism. This source was supplemented with observations carried out in the
same classroom on several other days of the school year, for the last time on 20 June
2000. In  total, 6I hours of reaching were registered in the regular class on tape and in
field notes throughout the school year. These field notes are referred to as 'Field Note',
followed by the date on which the observation was made.
Some observations were also carried out in withdrawal classes of this grade, again
using audio recordings and field notes. In the withdrawal class of pupils learning
Dutch as a second language, Io lessons of30 minutes each were attended as well as two
lessons lasting twenty minutes. In the Moroccan-Arabic language class, two lessons of
30 minutes each were attended, and in the Turkish class one lesson was attended.
While visiting the immigrant minority language classes, 1 was accompanied by
Moroccan-Arabic- and Turkish-speaking fellow researchers. Table 3.I indicates the
days of the school year I999/2000 On which the observations were carried out and the
number of classroom hours covered by the observations.
Table 3.1: Overview of observations (duration in hours)
Mainstream classroom Dutch as a second langwge Immigrant minority language
classroom classrooms
Date Duration Date Duration Date Duration  
27-28.09.99 6 04-05.04.00 2.33 11.04.00 0.5
04-05.10.99 10 11-12.04.00 2.33 23.05.00 0.5
25-29.10.99 23 23.05.00 1 25.05.00 0.5
01-02.12.99 6
09.02.00             3
08.05.00              2
22-23.05.00 5.5
25-26.05.00 3.5
20.06.00              2
During the observations in the withdrawal classes, 1 adopted the same posture as in the
regular class. Finally, before or after having visited the school, I sometimes took the
opportunity to grasp a sense of the neighbourhood in which the school was located by
simply walking about, jotting down field notes, taking pictures, entering shops, and
observing 'what was going on' there.
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Interviews
All practitioners involved in teaching the fourth grade were interviewed. The
interviews were recorded on digital audio tape. With the form teacher, a 'long
interview' (McCracken 1988) of almost five hours was conducted before the
observations had started, spread over two days. These interviews were intended to gain
insight into the teacher's educational concerns, views, considerations, rationales, and
so forth. A separate interview was devoted to the teacher's biography, in which he was
invited to relate memories of his school and professional careers (Goodson 1983;
Kelchtermans I994) During these interviews, I tried to let the teacher orchestrate the
talk as much as possible. Without intending IO Collect data on pre-ordained lines, I
did, however, loosely structure the interview in that I raised some themes or issues that
appeared  to  be  of relevance  to the focus  of  the  study (cf. Denscombe  1983).  The
questions I asked were generic, nondirective, unsuggestive, neutral, and open, in order
to "to'spring' respondents, to move them to talk without overspecifying the substance
or the perspective of this talk" (McCracken I988:34)· I tried to avoid getting involved
in a 'real' conversation in which I would venture my personal views on the matters
discussed (Fontana & Frey 1998).
In retrospective interviews, conducted after the period of observation, transcribed
classroom events were discussed. In these interviews, the transcript, which was always
sent to the teacher in advance, was usually discussed on three levels. First, the episode
was played on tape, and read aloud and paraphrased line by line. Second, the teacher
commented on what he thought was happening. Third, I explained why I selected this
particular episode, and presented my tentative interpretations of it. The teacher then
responded to these interpretations. Contrary to the long and autobiographical
interview, these interviews were "conversations or discussions, which indicate more of
an open, democratic, two-way, informal, free-flowing process, and wherein people can
be 'themselves' and not feel bound by roles" (Woods 1986:67). In order not to
contaminate the authenticity of the observational data, these interviews did not take
place until the end of the school year, when all observations had been carried out.
Immediately after an interview had taken place, I wrote down the remarks which
the teacher made before and after the recorder was switched on. Before I switched on
the recorder to tape the first interview, the teacher commented that I should be aware
that he might say things which could be controversial within the school, but that he
preferred to speak openly. Indeed, in all our conversations, he never gave the
impression of being reluctant to say what he actually felt, even if his opinion was
counter to the policy of the school or the dominant rhetoric at other levels of the
educational field. Nor did I ever notice a sign of reluctance to talk about education.
On the contrary, the teacher often gave unsolicited accounts of the practices I observed
right after they had taken place or commented on school policies, reform movements,
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parents, or particular pupils on top of the many hours of interviewing. I kept track of
these accounts in my field notes.
Other teachers involved in educating the fourth graders were interviewed as well.
These include the supply teacher of the fourth grade, the head teacher, the remedial
teacher and 'pupil coordinator', the teacher of Dutch as a second language, and the
Turkish and Moroccan immigrant minority language teachers. Again, in these
interviews, I kept a low profile, and loosely structured the interviews in thar I raised
some themes or issues that appeared to be of relevance to the focus of the study
without overdirecting the practitioner's account. With the Turkish teacher, a
retrospective interview about an observed classroom event was held as well. Finally, all
pupils were questioned about their home language use. In these short interviews, I was
guided by a standard questionnaire used in home language surveys (Broeder & Extra
I998). The survey includes questions about which languages the pupils speak, with
whom they speak these languages at home, and the languages the pupils prefer to speak
or speak the best.
Apart from the interviews with the practitioners at de Rietschans, an interview was
conducted with the textbook author who designed a lesson put into practice in the
mainstream classroom. This interview was intended to gain insight into the rationale
behind the lesson in the textbook. In Table 3.2, the interviews are listed and provided
with code names with which they are referred to in this book.
Table 3.2: Overview of interviews (duration in hours)
"Interviewee    „        ,   61"        Date -        ,   '    2 DOration 4.   1        Code  .   7   „,
Form teacher 20-21.09.99 4.75 Ed 1
23.11.99 1.25 Ed 2
26.06.00 0.5 Ed 3
09.11.00 1.33 Ed 4
15.03.01               1                      Ed 5
14.01.02                              1                                             Ed  6
30.05.02 1.33 Ed 7
Supply teacher 09.02.00 1.25 Petra
Remedial teacher 22.02.00 1.25 jaap
Teacher of Dutch as a second language 13.03.00                      1                                  Nanda
Turkish teacher 11.04.00 0.75 Fatima 1
25.06.01 0.5 Fatima 2
Moroccan teacher 22.02.00 0.75 Abdel
Head teacher 15.06.00 1.5                                        lan
Textbook author 18.02.02 1.25 VdG
All interviews with the school practitioners took place in the school, usually in their
own (class)rooms. Verbatim transcripts ofthe interviews were sent to the interviewees
for authorisation. Only the head teacher commented on this, requesting that speech
utterances be transcribed according to written standards. In all other cases, the
quotations from the interviews which appear in this book are literally transcribed
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speech. The number mentioned after the reference indicates the page number of the
transcript from which the interviewee is quoted.
Documents
Various written texts, records, and statistics were collected to substantiate the analysis
oflanguage practices in the fourth grade of de Rietschans. The texts were written by the
school management, the form teacher, the teacher of Dutch as a second language, the
pupils, and assessment institutes. The statistics were yielded by tests administered by
the pupil coordinator in the context of the monitoring system developed by the
national testing institute, Cito. These documents are listed and described in Table 3.3.
In addition to documents produced by the practitioners and pupils of de Rietscbans,
two types of 'contextual documents' were collected. Firstly, copies of all teaching
materials used during the observations were collected. These materials are introduced
in Chapter 5. Secondly, policy documents issued by the national government and the
municipality in which the school is located were gathered. These documents are
discussed in Chapters 4 and Io. If they concern parliamentary documents, they are
referred to in these chapters in footnotes.
Analysis
The analysis of the ethnographic corpus of data resulting from triangulation of
methods-observation, interviewing, document collection-was based on the 'key-
incident approach' described by Erickson (I977, 1986), Wilcox (1980), Herrlitz (I996),
Van de Ven (I996), Green & Bloome (I997), Sturm (1998,2000), and Kroon & Sturm
(2000). Erickson (I977:BI), whose definition of a key incident is implicitlyor explicitly
referred to by the subsequent authors, writes,
"I think what qualitative research does best and most essentially is to describe key incidents
in functionally relevant descriptive terms and place them in some relations to the wider
social context, using the key incident as a concrete instance of the workings of abstract
principles ofsocial organisation. [...] The qualitative researcher's ability to pull out from field
notes a key incident, link it to other incidents, phenomena, and theoretical constructs, and
write it up so others can see the generic in the particular, the universal in the concrete, the
relation between part and whole (or at least between part and some level ofcontext) may be
the most important thing he does. Such selection, description, and interpretation is very
emic-indeed, ontological. It involves massive leaps of inference over many different kinds
of data from different sources-field notes, documents, elicited teXtS, demographic
information, unstructured interviews, and very possibly survey data. This is a decision
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Table 3.3: Overview of documents
'School management
School Guide Official 'school guide' for parents providing information about the policy
and practical arrangements of the school, handed out during the school year
1999/2000 (referred to as School Guide 1999).
School Plan Official 'school plan' covering the school's policy on pedagogy, staff, and
control and improvement of the quality of education, drawn up in  1999
(referred to as School Plan 1999).
Pupil registration Registration of pupils in terms of age, sex, family structure, home language,
religion, and socio-economic and cultural background, as indicated by the
parents in intake interviews.
Calendar, timetable Indicates time allocation over subjects per grade, and planned special
(extracurriculaO activities.
Agenda staff meeting Agenda of the staff meeting on 23 May 2000.
Booklet Booklet written on the occasion of the tenth anniversary of the school.
1 Form teacher
Grade Plan Document containing characterisations of every pupil written by the
previous teacher of the class ('transfer data'), classroom rules set by the
previous teacher, the form teacher's expectations of the class, the timetable
and calendar, an overview of the textbooks to be used, and his classroom
rules.
Teaching materials Materials designed by the form teacher himself.
Log Log of the school year 1999/2000, kept by the teacher on his own initiative,
with journals of which subject matter was planned and actually treated.
Report cards Reports listing the teacher's assessments of the pupils' achievements in the
various subjects, and their efforts, attitudes, and interests, autumn 1999.
i Pupil coordinator
Testing overview Planning of which test is to be given when and to which pupils.
Test results Results of a standardized mathematics test (janssen, Bokhove & Kraemer
mathematics 1992) given in lune 2000.
Test results reading Results of a standardized reading comprehension test (Verhoeven 1992a)
comprehension given in june 2000.
Test results decoding Results of a standardized decoding test (Verhoeven 1992b) given in March
2000 and May 2000.
Test results vocabulary Results of a standardized vocabulary test (Verhoeven 1992c) given in
October 1999.
Test results spelling Results of a standardized spelling test (Geurts, Van den Bosch & Krom 1990)
given in june 2000.
Socio-matrix Results of a questionnaire on pupils' social networks within the class given in
October 1999.
l Others
Dl-2 Plan Plan drawn up by the teacher of Dutch as a second language, containing
timetables, test results, and grouping of pupils considered for participation in
this class, and references to lessons of textbooks.
Notebooks Some of the pupils' notebooks used for mathematics and spelling.
Inspectorate report Report of the Inspectorate of Education concerning de Rietschans, drawn up
in the context of regular school supervision on 23 February 1999 (referred to
as Inspectie van het Onderwijs 1999)
Research report Report of Dutch educational research institutes (/TS and SCO-Kohnstamm)
concerning the school achievements and socio-emotional well-being of the
pupils of de Rietschans in the school year 1998/1999 in comparison with
national averap
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process analogous to that of the historian or biographer deciding which incidents among
"many in a person's life to describe.
Central to the analysis are the observations carried out in the mainstream classroom,
which were documented in field notes and audio tapes covering GI hours ofclassroom
interaction. In order to structure and reduce these data and to give fellow researchers
access to them, the events that took place in  the week of 25 till 29  October 1999 were
described in an English synopsis. By replaying the audio tapes and examining the
accompanying field notes, the interaction was re-experienced vicariously and
summarized in descriptive formulations. Tentative analytic comments were added
during this second encounter with a significant amount of the data from the
mainstream class. The synopsis contained some background information about the
school, the pupils, the timetable, the seating arrangement,  and all copies of materials
referred to in the descriptions of what happened in the classroom. The immigrant
minority language lessons observed were transcribed and translated integrally, as were
the two lessons in Dutch as a second language class which were observed in the week
of 22 till 26 May 2000. The other lessons observed in this class were described in a
synopsis. Altogether, this corpus ofteXIS served as the basis for the identification ofkey
incidents.
In repeatedly reviewing the texts documenting practices in the mainstream and
withdrawal classes, certain episodes caught the eye as they were thought to have the
potential to reveal practical knowledge underlying language use and language teaching
in the mainstream classroom. The reviewal thus suggested "a number of potentially
important aspects to be identified more thoroughly, and some potentially useful
analytic ideas" (Hammersley & Atkinson I995:36). Once the lesson from which such
an episode stemmed had been replayed and carefully transcribed in accordance with
the conventions described in Table I.I, 'key linkages' (Erickson I986:I47) were explored
to the long and autobiographical interviews, related events, school documents,
textbooks, national policies, and theoretical concepts. In that way, various kinds of
data-field notes, audio-recordings, transcripts, authentic documents, analytic
comments-were triangulated, which partly represent different accounts of the same
classroom events. The links to related events were informed by the synopsis as well as
the field notes concerning observations not covered by the synopsis. When an event
was documented that appeared to relate to the potential key incident, the episode
concerned was replayed, transcribed, and added to the documentation.
The next step was to discuss the episode with the teacher in a retrospective
interview. The teacher's comments on the episode variously substantiated or
challenged the developing analysis. The outcomes of this endeavour were written up
in an intermediary report, or 'memo'. The memo was then discussed with the other
researchers involved in the Dutch-Norwegian network in which the study was
embedded (see Preface).  It was believed  that  the analysis would benefit  from  the
international and interdisciplinary composition of the research team in that the
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divergent cultural and theoretical perspectives taken by its members would contribute
to the achievement of a "renewed understanding of the taken-for-granted" (Jackson
I990:xviii). As such, a particular form of triangulation ofinvestigators was established,
i.e., 'international triangulation' (Kroon & Sturm 2000), as was a triangulation of
theories from education, pedagogy, anthropology, psychology, and sociolinguistics.
The theories, or outcomes of similar classroom studies reviewed in Chapter 2,
provided 'sensitizing concepts', or "starting point[s]  in thinking about a class of dara
ofwhich the social researcher has no definite idea and provides an initial guide to her
research" (Van den Hoonaard I997:2). That is, encounters between the developing
conceptual framework and the collected data suggested avenues for further inquiry,
leading to more specific questions and an emergent analysis. Ultimately, a key incident
formed a pan pro toto, art epitome of the practical knowledge underlying language
teaching and use in the selected classroom, connecting a classroom event displayed in
a transcript with excerpts from interviews and documents, and with theoretical
concepts in such a way that it elucidated the constructions of the insiders engaged in
the event:
"the ethnographer identifies key events or incidents (e.g., recurrent events and events that
have sustaining influence); describes these events or incidents in functional and relational
terms; explores links to other incidents, events, phenomena, or theoretical constructs, places
the events in relation to other events or to wider social contexts; and then constructs a
description so that others may see what members o f a social group need  to know, produce,
understand, interpret, and produce to participate in appropriate ways." (Green & Bloome
IS)97 186)
Hence,  a key incident is a reconstruction of the tacit knowledge underlying an event.
The credibility of this reconstruction,  that is, the degree to which the key incidents
capture the realities as these are experienced by the insider (Guba & Lincoln I989), is
thought io benefit from the various modes of triangulation applied.
In order to avoid the impression of a key 'incident' as an incidental or accidental
practice, or a key'event' as merely referring to one event, reference is henceforth made
to 'key episodes'. Six tentative analyses eventually resulted in the reconstruction and
intersubjective understanding of a key episode. An episode in a vocabulary lesson was
originally selected as, in the long interview and in unsolicited accounts, the form
teacher expressed his concern for the pupils' vocabulary, especially the vocabulary of
immigrant minority pupils. Hence, he explained, "that's something we work hard on".
An episode in a spelling lesson was selected since, immediately after this lesson, the
teacher commented spontaneously that the problem that was treated was what
immigrant minority pupils find particularly difficult, since they often do not perceive
the differences between certain Dutch vowels. The episode chosen touches on this
articulated belief. An episode of a mathematics lesson was selected, as it appeared to
be typical of the apparent misunderstanding in a lesson in which a new mathematical
problem was explained. An episode in a grammar lesson was selected, as in this event,
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the teacher replied to an immigrant minority pupil that "that is not the way we say
that in Dutch", without making explicit the linguistic norm the pupil violated.
Apart from these four episodes documenting practices in the mainstream classroom,
key episodes were reconstructed from the observations of the withdrawal classes. An
episode in an immigrant minority language class was selected, as in this episode, the
ambiguity of the notion of 'language support' in national educational policy
documents appeared to manifest itself in practice. An episode in a Dutch as a second
language class was selected, as from a didactic perspective, this vocabulary lesson
appeared to contrast significantly with the vocabulary practices observed in the
mainstream class.
In Table 3.4, an overview is presented of the key episodes that are discussed in
Chapters 6-II, indicating the classroom and subject matter contexts of the episodes,
and the initial observations or considerations that motivated their selection.
Table 3.4: Overview of key episodes
Chapter Classroom Subject matter Initial motivation for selection
6 Mainstream Vocabulary Teacher's concern for non-native pupils' vocabulary
is put into practice
7 Mainstream Spelling Teacher explains non-native Dutch pupils'
performance
8 Mainstream Grammar Teacher's instruction presupposes mastery of word
order
9 Mainstream Mathematics Recurrent misunderstandings
10 Immigrant minority Vocabulary Teacher appears to struggle with means and
language objectives of 'language support'
11           Dutch as a second Vocabulary Pupils have ample opportunity to participate
language _ _ _          actively in construction of meaning
The final step in the analysis of the data was to synthesize the outcomes of the key
episodes (Noblit & Hare 1988). The results of this endeavour are discussed in Chapter
I2.
(:11AP7'1 R 4
Policies on multilingualism and education
Introduction
In  response to the enrolment of considerable numbers of immigrant minority pupils
in Dutch schools since the beginning of the Iglos, the central Dutch government has
launched a host of policies to tune education to the cultural and socio-economic
backgrounds of these pupils. Since the end of the I9904 municipal governments are
required to develop local educational compensatory policies and policies on immigrant
minority languages within frameworks established by the central government.
Language has been an important issue in these policies in three respects. Firstly,
cultural policies have defined certain immigrant minority languages, i.e., official
standard languages of the parents' countries of birth, or the languages spoken at the
pupils' homes, as subjects in their own right. Secondly, within educational
compensatory policies, immigrant minority languages have been regarded as both
effective languages of instruction and as target languages of the curriculum, with  the
ultimate aim being to improve the pupils' command of Dutch and overall school
performance. Thirdly, compensatory policies have focussed on the teaching of Dutch
as a second language.
These policies constitute tile historical and contemporary macro-educational
Context ofprimary schools with multilingual and multicultural pupil populations. Not
only do they reflect the dominating educational rhetoric at different points in time,
they also constrain and facilitate practices of dealing with multilingualism. Hence,
these policies were explored in the context of the present study. Informed by general
reviews of compensatory and immigrant minority language policies (Kloprogge I992;
Tesser, Van Dugteren & Merens I996; Kroon & Vallen I994; Kroon & Sturm 2003),
copies were collected of potentially relevant documents discussed by the parliament,
including government policy documents, bills, acts, and recommendations of
governmental institutions. Through cross-references in these documents, additional
documents were retrieved inasmuch as they appeared to deal with language and
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education for immigrant minority pupils. The collected documents cover the period
I970-2000, i.e., from the publication of the policy paper containing the first note on
education for immigrant minority pupils until the years in which observations were
carried out in de Rietscbans. In addition,  the local policies of the city of Stolberg, i.e.,
the meso-educational context of de Rietscbans, were explored. The collected policy
documents issued by the competent authorities of this city cover the period
I998-2000.
A selection of these documents is highlighted in this chapter. As it was the intention
to cast light on the pOliCy Context of the classroom under investigation, the review
focuses on policies concerning the fourth grade of primary education. Most attention
is given to language policies targeted at immigrant minority pupils, while related policy
issues, such as intercultural education, are briefly considered. After a brief overview of
tile foundations of the Dutch primary education system, the main national policy lines
are presented in chronological order. In the following section, the local policies of the
city of Stolberg are discussed.  In the final section, some conclusions are drawn from
tile review. For the sake of readability, bibliographical references to parliamentary
documents are given in endnotes. Kamerstukken II and Kamerstukken I refer to
documents treated by the House of Representatives and the Senate, respectively.
Staatsblad refers to the official periodical in which the Dutch government publishes
legislation.
The Dutch education system
The foundations of the Dutch education system are laid down in Article 23 of the
constitution of the Netherlands. This article declares education to be an object of
continuous concern to the government, and charges the government to ensure thai
there is a sufficient number of public primary schools. Apart from that, the freedom
of education is guaranteed. This implies the freedom to found schools, to determine
the denomination or ideological outlook on which education is based, and to organise
the teaching. The freedom of organisation of reaching, however, can be constrained
by the legislator (Onderwijsraad 2002). Since 19I7, after a lengthy 'school struggle',
these non-public schools, which are run by associations or foundations, have been
funded by the state to the same degree as public schools, which are run by municipal
authorities. In 200I, 33.6 percent of all primary schools were public schools, 29.8
percent were Protestant schools, and 29.9 percent were Roman Catholic schools. The
remaining 6.7 percent were schools based on minority denominations, including
Islam, Judaism, and Hinduism (Ministerie van OCW 2002).
While the government is bound by the schools' constitutional right to determine
the content and methodology of their teaching, on the one hand, the constitution
prescribes that the government formulates legal requirements to guarantee the
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'soundness' of all funded education, on the other hand. The curricular requirements
for the basisscbool (elementary school) are chiefly laid down in the Wet Primair
Onderwijs (Primary Education Act). This act prescribes that primary education should
• enable pupils to develop continuously;
•    be geared to the development of the pupil;
•  be aimed at emotional, cognitive, and creative development, the acquisition of
knowledge, and social, cultural, and physical skills;
•  take into account that pupils grow up in a multicultural society;
• provide pupils  in  need of additional  care with individual coaching;
• monitor pupils in need of additional care;
•  in case of special education, be aimed at having pupils integrate in non-special
education;
•   ensure that pupils receive at least 3,520 hours ofschooling in the first four years, and
4,000 hours in the following four years of primary education, yet no more than 5·5
hours per day, unless activities aimed at combatting educational disadvantages
require this.
The subjects to be dealt with are referred to as sensorial and physical education, the
Dutch language, arithmetic and mathematics, the English language, some fields of
knowledge, expressive activities,  and the promotion of social well-being and healthy
conduct. These subjects are elaborated in kerndoelen (core objectives), which describe
the minimum achievement levels with respect to knowledge, understanding, and
proficiencies that should be reached by the end of primary school (Kerndoelen I998).
Schools in the province of Friesland are required to provide instruction in Frisian as
a subject as well, unless the provincial authorities have granted exemption. Schools are
free in dividing the school time over these subjects.
The Primary Education Act further states that the curriculum is taught in Dutch.
I f, apart from Dutch, Frisian or another regional language is in active use, the language
concerned can  be used as a language of communication alongside Dutch.  In case of
the primary reception of pupils with a non-Dutch cultural background in Dutch
education, the language of the country of origin can be used as the language of
communication following a code of conduct to be drawn up by the competent
authority. The Primary Education Act also contains regulations with respect to
provisions for teaching immigrant minority languages or for using these languages as
languages of instruction throughout the curriculum.
Although schools are also free in the grouping of pupils, most schools organise
education according to a group system ofeight grades, in which pupils pass on to the
next grade in a new school year. Schools occasionally decide to have underachieving
pupils repeat a grade. Thus, in principle, primary school lasts eight years. The
Lee,plicbtwet (Compulsory Education Act) indicates that children must attend school
from the first school day of the month following their fifth birthday. However, the vast
majority of children go to primary school when they are four years old, which implies
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that by the age of twelve, they have usually enrolled in secondary school. Compulsory
education lasts up to and including the school year in which the pupil turns sixteen,
or until the pupil has had at least twelve years of schooling. Municipal authorities see
to it that the prescriptions concerning compulsory education are observed. At the end
o f primary school,  the head teacher,  who  is,  in most cases, informed by the outcomes
of a standardized achievement test, recommends parents as to which of the three
streams or levels of secondary education  to opt for.  Each of these secondary school
streams prepares pupils for a specific form of vocational or academic education. The
four-year vmbo prepares pupils for secondary vocational education, the five-year bavo
for higher professional education, and the six-year vwo for academic education.
The Inspectorate of Education sees to it that the legal regulations are observed by
the schools. Its mission is to guarantee and promote the quality of education by
periodically visiting schools and subsequently assessing and reporting on the quality
ofeducation offered by the schools. All school reports are accessible to public through
the website of the Inspectorate. The teaching/learning process, the achievements, and
the conditions ofthe school are assessed in relation to the characteristics ofthe school.
As regards the standards the Inspectorate adheres to, it is explained that
"on the basis of legislation the Inspectorate has determined the characteristics of a good
school. [...] Sometimes the legislator merely indicates a direction that needs further shaping
in practice. In those cases the Inspectorate has made explicit what can reasonably expected
from schools." (Inspectie van her Onderwijs 2000:7)
The Inspectorate's assessments are based on classroom observation, interviews with
practitioners, and examination of school policy documents, such as the school plan
and the school guide. Every four years, schools are required to draw up a school plan
in which they describe their policies on pedagogy, staff, and control and improvement
of the quality of education. The school guide is an annual prospectus intended to
inform parents, caretakers, and pupils about the policies, rules, and past performance
of the school. Several educational services support schools in reaching the standards
ofthe Inspectorate, including local school advisoryservices, national pedagogic centres,
the National Institute for Curriculum Development (SLO), the National Institute for
Educational Measurement ( Cito), the Educational Innovation Centre for Primary
Education (PMPO), and the university-based Expert Centre for Dutch.
The 1970s and 1980$
Since I974, when the Beleidsplan voor bet onderwijs aan groepen in acbterstandssituaties 
(policy plan for education for groups in disadvantaged circumstances) was published,
systematic attention has been paid to education for immigrant minority pupils in
governmental policy documents. In the plan, a small, separate section was devoted to
" .educational stimulation policy for children of foreign employees (p.20). Referring
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to the considerations mentioned in the Nota buitenlandse werknemers (paper on
foreign employees) in I970, a distinction was made in the plan between education for
pupils residing in the Netherlands for a short period of time, and education for those
pupils who were expected to stay. The former was to be targeted at the language and
culture of the mother country, while the latter was to be targeted at integration in
Dutch education. For both groups of pupils, "bicultural education", i.e., "education
.in the language and culture of both the Netherlands and the mother Country   (p. 21)
was advocated, which resulted in several facilitative measures.
The Netherlands Scientific Council for Government Policy, in its report Etniscbe
minderbeden (ethnic minorities),  contradicted  the belief that most of the immigrants
and their children then living in the Netherlands would return to their countries of
origin in due time (WRR I979). The Council called for national policies to combat the
educational disadvantages of immigrant minority pupils, to promote cultural equity,
and to improve relations between minority groups and the majority population in
society. The government, following the basic ideas proposed by the Council, first
outlined a national, integrated policy on minorities in the Minderbedennota (paper on
minorities)3 in I983. In this paper, housing, education, and work were considered to
be the main issues in aiming at "the establishment ofa society in which the members
o f minority groups residing in the Netherlands have, individually and group-wise,  an
equal position and full opportunity to develop" (p. Io). Maintenance of their own
cultures and identities would be facilitated, inasmuch as the norms and values put into
practice would not run counter to those considered to be fundamental to Dutch
society.
Simultaneously with the development of the Minderbedennota, the government
launched the Beleidsplan culturele minderbeden in bet onderwijs (policy plan for cultural
minorities in education) in 198I. Like in the Minderbedennota, a minority group was
defined in the plan as "a relatively small group of persons with common ethnic and/or
cultural characteristics, comprising multiple generations, of which the majority
experiences problems in participating in Dutch society due to socio-economic and
cultural factors" (Ministerie van OCW 198I:3). The groups defined as such included
foreign employees and their families, immigrants from Surinam, the Dutch Antilles,
the Moluccan Islands, refugees, gypsies, and caravan dwellers. In the policy plan, two
objectives were defined. The first objective concerned preparing members of minority
groups to participate fully in society, while enabling them to maintain their own
cultures. Therefore, the primary reception ofpupils who did not speak Dutch, possibly
in the pupils' mother tongues, was promoted, as was instruction in the pupils' own
languages and cultures as subjects in their own right. In addition, attention was paid
to instruction in Dutch as a second language, communication between schools and
parents, and teachers' acquaintance with the cultural backgrounds oftheir pupils. The
second objective pertained tO the enhancement of acculturation of both minority and
majority members of society, i.e., "a bi- or multilateral process of getting to know,
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accept, and appreciate each other and the opening of one's mind to each other's
culture or elements there of' (p.6) through intercultural education; a concept that
was not amplified in the policy plan.
A separate paper on Onderwijs in eigen taal en ailtuut (education in one's own
language and culture) was published in I983, in which the groups of pupils eligible for,
and the functions, contents, and preconditions of, immigrant minority language
reaching were spelled out. The provision, at the time usually referred to with the
acronym OETC was targeted at the children of foreign employees, children with a
Moluccan background, pupils from within the European Community, and the
children of political refugees.  OETC was thought to promote the development of a
positive self-image and self-awareness, diminish tile gap between the culture of the
school and that of the home, and contribute to intercultural education. Reintegration
in the education system of the country of origin, which was still taken w be one of the
functions of OETC in the  Beleidsplan  culturele minderbeden, was no longer included
in this paper. The purpose of OETCwas to teach pupils the culture and the official,
national standard language of the country of origin, thus excluding Surinamese and
Antillean pupils from learning 'unofficial' languages like Sranan, Sarnami Hindi, or
Papiamentu, or Moroccan pupils from learning Berber. Moluccan pupils, however,
were allowed to be taught Moluccan-Malay, rather than Indonesian. In I984, a law was
enacted that created a statutory basis for teaching immigrant minority languages to
pupils with a non-Dutch cultural background.s
With the implementation of the revised Primary Education Act in I985, schools
were charged with the duty to take into account that pupils grow up in a multicultural
society. In a meeting with a parliamentary committee, this directive was explained as
follows:
The government wishes the point of departure of instruction in all eligible subjects to be
that in Dutch society, multiculturalism is a fact. It is not a matter to which attention should
be paid in isolation, but something that should be the point ofdeparture of Dutch education
in subjects [ranging, JB] from history to language use and from geography to natural
history."
There were no instructions available at the time as to how to meet this regulation in
practice.
In the Onderwijsvoorrangsplan I985-I984 (educational priority plan 1985-I989), the
policies on combatting the educational disadvantages of native Dutch working-class
pupils and pupils from cultural minorities were conjoined. The 'educational priority
policy' launched in this plan was meant to counteract educational disadvantages
stemming from social, economic, and cultural factors. It set forth nvo lines along
which financial means were allocated from I985 onwards: the gewicbtenregelin£
(weighting regulation), and the allocation of additional financial means to 'education
priority areas'. In priority areas, schools, school advisory services, and welfare agencies
within a certain urban area cooperate in improving the social, economic, and cultural
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positions of the target groups. The weighting regulation, which replaced several ad hoc
regulations, entitles primary schools to additional staff to combat educational
disadvantages. Therefore, schools are required to register cumi-leerlingen (pupils from
cultural minorities). Pupils are registered as such ifat least one of the parents was born
in one of the countries mentioned in Table 4·I. The children ofadmitted refugees and
pupils belonging to the Moluccan community (irrespective of their parents' country
of birth) are rated among the members of a cultural minority as well. Table 4.I shows
the size of each of these groups of pupils in October 2OOI.
Table 4.1: Cumi-pupils in primary education, in 2001 (Source: Ministerie van OCW 2002:15)




Dutch Antilles and Aruba 13,300
Greece, Italy, Yugoslavia, Portugal, Spain, Cape Verde, Moluccan Islands, Tunesia 20,900
Non-English-speaking countries outside Europe, except for Indonesia 40,600
Refug£es _    _ _ _    _       _      _    _ _ 23,300
Total number of cumi-pupils 236,700
Total number o[ pr»ag school pupils 1,552,200
Ifat least one parent ofpupils belonging to cultural minorities has had schooling equal
to or below the level of lower secondary education, or if the parent with the highest
wage is a manual labouror, the pupil is assigned the additional weight of 0.9 in
determining the staff size of the school through a complex formula. Pupils not
belonging to cultural minorities whose parents both  have a low level of education  are
assigned the additional weight ofo.25. Pupils at boarding schools and bargee's children
count as o.4 and pupils whose parents live a nomadic life count as 0.7. The remaining
pupils are 0.00-pupils. In 200I, there were 202,500 0.9-pUpilS, 2I3,700 0.25-pupils,
I,I00 0.40-pupils, 3,400 0·70-pupils, and I,I3I,600 0.00-pupils (Ministerie van OCW
2002).
The early 1990s
The Netherlands Scientific Council for Government Policy again shed light on policies
concerning immigrant minorities in I989. In the report Allocbtonenbeleid (policy on
immigrant minorities), the Council noted that not only the presence of immigrants
is a permanent phenomenon, but also immigration itself (WRR I989). The Council
contended that the "starting point of future governmental policy with respect to
immigrant minorities should therefore be that the Netherlands is, de facto, an
immigration country" (WRR I989:20). The Council suggested that policies should be
developed on immigrants and their decendants to the third generation with respect to
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asylum, integration, and culture. As regards integration policy, the Council observed
that
fr    rrbumcient knowledge of Dutch is a prerequisite for a succesful school career of immigrant
minority pupils. Improving the opportunities to bring these pupils' knowledge of Dutch to
the desired level-and maintaining that level-therefore deserves to be top priority.  (WRR
It)89:39)
In view of this, the Council pleaded for the organisation of primary reception classes
focussing on knowledge of Dutch and Dutch society, which newly arrived immigrant
pupils should attend before joining regular school classes. Immigrant minority pupilS
enrolling in primary education at school age were thought to benefit from pre-
schooling and separate language classes. In addition, the case was made that the
achievements in Dutch language proficiency ofall immigrant minority pupils should
be monitored throughout their school careers. The Council further argued for special
teacher training for teaching Dutch as a second language and the adoption of modern
textbooks geared to the teaching ofDutch as a second language. The report also briefly
touched on OETC i.e., the provision for the teaching of immigrant minority
languages. Whilst the Council favoured OETC in part because of its supposed
integrational effect in bridging the gap between the school and the homes of
immigrant minority pupils, it was proposed that it be made an in-school,
extracurricular provision, in order to prevent pupils from missing parts of the
curriculum when taken from the regular class. In addition, it was argued that the
initiative to organise OETCshould be raken by minority groups themselves.
In their reaction to the Council's report,' the government announced several
measures with respect to integration policy. Pre-school projects aimed at young
children's cognitive development, such as early intervention programmes, would be
faciliated on a larger scale, additional means would be made available to municipalities
with a large number of immigrant pupils for organising central reception classes, and
standard tests would be developed to monitor pupils' school achievements. In
addition, refresher and additional courses would be set up for teachers teaching
reception classes and for teachers specialised in teaching Dutch as a second language
within regular education, and teaching material would be developed for Dutch as a
second language. In the Uitvoeringsnotitie NT2 (implementation plan Dutch as a
second language) (Ministerie van OCW 1988), similar measures with respect to Dutch
as a second language were already announced, including the establishment of the
Projectgroep NT2 (task force for Dutch as a second language), which initiated,
coordinated, and levelled state funded activities in this area between 1989 and 1997
(Projectgroep NT2 1997; Projectmanagement I998).
With respect to OETC the government argued that, in agreement with the view of
the Council thar a sufficient command ofthe Dutch language is ofcrucial importance
for optimal participation in society, "especially in the lower grades of primary
education and for the benefit ofpupils entering the Dutch school system at a later age,
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it is preferred to use the pupils' own language more as a language of instruction. That
.requires some maintenance of and instruction in their own language as well    (p.I7).
In the policy paper Onderwijs  in  de  eigen  taal
9
(instruction in one's own language) of
199I, this approach was fleshed out. Immigrant minorir:y pupils were thought to
benefit from instruction in their own language since
...
it can promote the learning of Dutch, it can diminish the gap between school and home
culture, and, in addition, the pupils' own language can be used as a supportive language in
teaching the other subjects. Instruction in the pupils' own language, then, is both aim and
means. After all, the one cannot do without the other." (p. 4)
Since the supportive function was perceived as "relatively new", in the paper, three
ways in which the pupils' "own language" can be used in teaching the regular
curriculum were described, and the possibility was mentioned ofreaching the standard
language of the parents' country of origin as a subject in its own right. In the
"bilingual model, pupils are taught the regular curriculum in their own languages in.
the first three or four grades, whereby the immigrant minority language teacher teaches
a separate group, or teaches a mixed class in cooperation with the form teacher. In the
"limited bilingual model", the follow-up of the bilingual model, the pupils' own
language is used when teaching other subjects if necessary, apart from own-language
instruction as a subject. The third model pertains to the reception of pupils entering
the Dutch primary education system at a later age in their own language.
In I99I, the Commissie Allocbtone Leertingen in bet Onderwijs (committee for
immigrant minority pupils in education) was appointed to formulate proposals for
improving the efficiency of policies with respect to immigrant minority pupils in
education. In 1992, the Committee presented its proposals in the report Ceders in de
tuin (cedars in the garden). One of irs main recommendations was to differentiate
between three lines ofpolicy-a compensatory policy, a policy on Dutch as a second
language, and a policy on immigrant minority language teaching (CALO I992). The
Committee suggested having municipalities create specific provisions for the teaching
of Dutch as a second language, and for teaching immigrant minority languages. The
former concerned pre-school activities and central reception classes for pupils whose
proficiency in Dutch is insufficient to benefit from regular education. The latter,
which the Committee renamed as Onderwijs in Allocbtone Levende Talen (instruction
in non-indigenous living languages,   or   OAL 7), was defined   as an independent
provision with intrinsic aims, organised in accordance with the parents' wishes to have
their children learn the home language or the official language of the country oforigin.
In  referring to the intrinsic value of immigrant minority languages, rather than their
instrumental value, the Committee adopted a cultural perspective on OALT,
As pointed out in the I993 policy paper Naar meer scI]oolsucces uoor allocbtone en
autocbtone leerlingen'° (towards more school success for immigrant minority and native
Dutch pupils), the government adopted the Committee's proposal to pursue a
tripartite policy on immigrant minority pupils, to facilitate pre-schooling, and to pay
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extra attention to Dutch as a second language, both in primary reception classes and
across the regular curriculum. After the publication of Naar meer Kboolsucces, the
government elaborated on pre-schooling, combatting disadvantage, Dutch as a second
language, immigrant minority language reaching, and intercultural education in
separate policy papers.
In the paper Nederlands als tweede taal(Dutch as asecondlanguage) (Ministerievan
OCW I994), it was emphasised that "it is a serious concern of the government to
strongly aim for a situation in which immigrant minority pupils acquire proficiency
in Dutch as soon and as well as possible" (p.2). In order to arrive at this situation, it
was argued that municipal coordination of primary reception classes was necessary. In
addition, municipalities were to encourage schools to develop a policy on Dutch as a
second language, paying special attention to regular teachers' competences in this field.
Therefore, municipalities would have to draw up a special plan, indicating how
primary reception would be organised, how the qualitiy of regular instruction in
Dutch as a second language would be improved, and how this adapted instruction
would be geared to immigrant minority language teaching.
In the paper Onderwijs in allocbtone levende talen (immigrant minority language
reaching) (Ministerie van OCW I995), the government adopted the label of this
provision from the Committee for immigrant minority pupils in education (CALO
I992). The cultural perspective on the provision taken by the Committee, however,
was only partially adopted. Inasmuch as it would be organised for intrinsic, cultural
reasons, it was argued, it should be an additional provision. It would be part of the
regular curriculum only "when  it is decided in a municipality to employ some of the
teachers to use the immigrant minority language as support to regular instruction in
the classroom" (p.16). Note that the use of immigrant minority languages as auxiliary
languages in, e.g., bilingual reception programmes, next to or instead of lessons in
which those languages are both medium of instruction and target language, was
already explicitly incorporated in Onderwijs in de eigen taal the policy paper of 1991,
and put into practice in schools. Further, the policy paper on OAL Tproposed making
municipalities responsible for drawing up local plans for OAL T, in cooperation with
schools and representatives of immigrant minorities, and informed by the results of
needs surveys conducted among the parents concerned.
The Committee for immigrant minority pupils in education had also recommended
clarifying the pedagogic consequences ofthe regulation that education should take into
account the fact that pupils grow up in a multicultural society, which was laid down
in the 1985 Primary Education Act. Hence, as had already been announced in Naar
meer scbootsucces. in I994, the government established a task force for intercultural
education to support, stimulate, and inform schools in giving shape to this regulation.
In I998, when the task force discontinued its activities, 'intercultural education' was
implemented in the core objectives of the primary school curriculum (Kerndoelen
I998). Since then, the policy on intercultural education is aimed at implementing the
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pedagogic-didactic concept of 'intercultural learning in the classroom', and integrating
IIintercultural education in local educational policies.
The late 1990s
Since 1997, municipalities are fully in charge of the policy on combatting "those
negative effects on the learning and developmental opportunities of students that are
i, I2the result ofsocial, economic and cultural circumstances. Municipalities are required
to develop a plan for local educational compensatory policy, in cooperation with
schools, within a Landelijk Beleidskader Gemeentelijk Onderwijsacbterstandenbeleid
(LBK-GOA) (national policy framework for municipal educational compensatory
policy), which must be renewed every four year.  The LBK describes the national
objectives ofcompensatory policy and the ways in which this policy is evaluated. Local
GOA plans describe how these objectives are operationalised, how the resources
allocated to the municipality and additional staff allocated to schools are employed,
and how monitoring takes place.
In the LBK-GOA spanning the years I998-2002,4, objectives were defined with
respect to pre- and early school education, the Dutch language, special education,
drop-outs, equal participation in education, and the monitoringoflocal developments.
The objectives for the Dutch language pertained to the development of local policies
in which attention would be paid to joint primary reception, the tuning of primary
reception, and the follow-up activities related to the teaching of Dutch as a second
language. The remaining objectives dealt with regular instruction in the Dutch
language, encouragement of the use of extracurricular programmes aimed at the
improvement of Dutch language proficiency, professionalisation of teachers, and
improvement of the mothers' proficiency in Dutch.
In addition to the LBK GOA I998-2002, a policy on educational opportunities was
launched in 2000 in Aan de sug met onderwijskansen'4 (get going with educational
.opportunities). According to this paper, the primary objective of the policy on
educational opportunities" is "the optimal development of all talents of pupils" (p. 9).
The paper initiated the development of tailor-made school plans for "schools with
educational opportunities", i.e., primary schools with 70 per cent "disadvantaged"
pupils. It called for combining the competences ofeducational supportive centres and
the Inspectorate of Education for developing these school plans. With respect to
Dutch language proficiency, the paper reads:
"The policy on educational opportunities reinforces the approach to language in provisions
across the curricu|um, from pre-school education to the transition to the labour market. It
is about the implementation of available knowledge, instruments, and methods in the
institutions. In their school development plan, the educational opportunity schools will
elaborate on an approach to language, in particular the approach to children from
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disadvantaged groups, and determine the results to be obtained. The approach to language
should compensate for the special needs ofpupils speakingother languages, and extend over
the Dutch language in lessons in subjects other than Dutch." (p.Is-I6)
Concrete measures announced in the plan include the possibility for 'opportunity
schools' to have modern language arts textbooks at their disposal, the development of
prototypical programmes for emergent literacy, vocabulary, and oral communication
in order to professionalise teachers in the field of Dutch as a second language, the
development ofa specific approach tolanguage for schools in small municipalities, and
the compilation of a 'consumer's guide' to language textbooks and good practices.
In I998, municipalities became responsible for the planning ofimmigrant minority
language teaching.  The  OAL T regulation  that  came into force  in  that year allowed
municipalities to organise OALT either as a curricular provision supporting the
learning of the regular curriculum, or, in the lower grades only, as an extracurricular
provision aimed at  the  teaching of an immigrant minorit:y language:
"The city council can, after immigrant minority parents have been enabled to communicate
their opinion on that [...1, allot the resources [...] for instruction in non-indigenous, living
languages completely or partly to language support of immigrant minority pupils in the first
four school years [...1.-'f
In  spite of the  option of operationalising  OAL T as 'language support', a pedagogic
concept which  was not defined  in  the  I998   OAL TAct, this provision was initially
presented as cultural policy. In the explanatory memorandum attached to the bill on
OAL T,  it was considered that people "shape their cultural identities in their own
languages", so that immigrant minority language teaching "can contribute to the
emancipation and participation of immigrant minorities in Dutch society and to
./6having Dutch society at large become more intercultural.   In the parliamentary
discussion of the bill, the State Secretary asserted that "the main rule is that OALT
means are completely employed for  OALTin the intended municipality." Language
support was described  as an "exception"  to   this  main   rule.,7 In Uitleg, an official
communiqut of the Ministry of Education, it was explained that
"the  OAL TAct places  OALTin the framework of cultural policy. [...] Acquisition of the
mother tongue and consequently maintaining contactwith one's own culture are the main
objectives of OALT" (Ministerie van OCW 1998:8)
The possibility of using  OAL T means for language support was said to be created to
do justice to the different wishes of the different groups of parents who, according to
the Act, were to be involved in the decision making process.,8 The explanatory
memorandum attached to the I998 OALT bill merely indicated  that,  in the case of
language support, the OAL Treacher
„supports the form teaCher's reaching via the mother tongue of the immigrant minority
pupil. This supportive function can be employed within the regular curriculum and can be
regarded as an instrument in the framework of educational compensatory policy.
"I9
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The diStribution of time over grades and subjects, the tuning to the mainstream class
('preteaching', 'reteaching'), and the location (inside or outside the regular classroom)
were not prescribed by the Act. It was left to the schools to determine how to shape
20
language support within this legal framework.
The case of Stolberg
Stolberg is a middle-large city with approximately I60,000 inhabitants in the South
of the Netherlands. In I999, about 14,000 of them attend one ofits 45 primary schools.
Almost IS percent of these pupils were rated among the '0.25-pupils', and almost I4
percent were 'O.90-pupils: Around the same year, twenty percent of the pupil
population of primary schools in Stolberg spoke another language at home apart from
or instead of Dutch, mostly Turkish, Arabic, and Berber (Sardes/Babylon 200I). In
Stolberg, the local educational compensatory policy plan for the period between I998
and 2002 was developed by the municipality in cooperation with the local school
boards, welfare and health care organisations, the school advisory service, and a
provincial supportive organisation for multicultural development. The main objective
of the policy set forth in the plan was defined as follows:
'The educational compensatory policy of Stolberg aims at preventing and combatting
educational disadvantage among pupils between o and 23 years  o f age, who,  as a result of
social, economic or cutural circumstances, run a high risk of educational disadvantage.
(Stolberg 1998a:23)
In the plan, the primary target groups were defined as those pupils who live in
neighbourhoods in which the socio-economic position of the citizens is generally low,
and who attend a school that has a pupil population ofwhich 65 percent or more does
not belong to tile group of O.00-pupils. Every school year, a budget ofapproximately
I.Il million euro was to be made available for local compensatory policies, apart from
the financial means from the central government allocated directly to schools as a
result of the weighting regulation.
Combatting disadvantage in the pre- and early school period, reducing drop-out
rates, and improving the command of the Dutch language were presented as the three
spearheads of the policy plan. The specific aims and means of the compensatory policy
were described for each phase in a child's school career. In the pre- and early school
phase, which concerns pupils aged o to 6, the aims pertained to the curricular tuning
of and cooperation between pre-schools and primary schools, the implementation of
effective early intervention programmes and other provisions co-targeted at the pupils
and the parents, the professionalisation of teachers with respect to combatting
disadvantage, and the cooperation between schools, and welfare and health care
organisations. In the policy plan, over 30 different projects, activities, and measures
were described which were to contribute  to  the accomplishment of these aims.
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For the group of pupils between 6 and 12 years of age, the following objectives were
formulated:
•  improvement of the transition of the target pupils from primary to secondary
school;
•  improvement of the basic skills of the target pupils, in particular in language,
mathematics, and social skills;
•    restricting the number of pupils attending schools for special education;
•    establishing an adequate system ofpupil care, i.e., noticing, diagnosing, and treating
developmental problems;
•    improvement of parental  involvement;
•    improvement of the integration of pupils in regular education who do not or who
hardly speak Dutch.
Apart from the measures taken in the context of the pre- and early school phase,
twenty different projects or activities were mentioned for the purpose of achieving
these aims. They included the organisation of extracurricular activities in the
'lengthened' school day, in-service teacher training with respect to didactic skills and
ways of"dealing with differences", encouraging reading among children through book
promotion, logopedic training, establishing networks of local welfare organisations,
schools, and police, school-oriented social work, the creation of pro fessional teams of
practitioners within schools to take care ofpupils with special needs, informing parents
about school-related matters, and the central primary reception of recently arrived
immigrant minority pupils for intensive teaching of Dutch as a second language.
In  July  I998,  the  City  Council  of Stolberg  approved  the   OAL T plan I998-1999
(Stolberg 1998c) for the school year 1998-I999. In that year, the municipality of
Stolberg received nearly 8II,000 euro for organising Onderwijs in Allochtone Levende
Talen. The plan was presented as a temporary plan to attune current practices with
respect to immigrant minority language teaching to the new OAL Tregulations, which
would come into force in August I998. Decisions with respect to the functions of
OALT; i.e., teaching languages as subjects in their own right, or deploying OAL T to
use other languages as mediums of instruction in teaching the regular curriculum, were
postponed until a  new  OAL T plan  for the years 1999-2002 was developed.  In  the
OALT plan I998-I999, however, reference was made to a proposal prepared by the
Association of the Education Priority Area of Stolberg, where it was suggested "to use
OALT in the first four school years as support  and to implement   OAL T as   [an]
independent function in the four last years in the lengthened school day" (Stolberg
1998b:5)· This proposal was agreed upon by the schools represented by the Association,
the local school advisory service, the immigrant minority language teachers, the
Inspectorate of Education, and the City Council.
The OALTplan I999-2002 (Stolberg I999c) followed the Association's proposal with
respect  to  the  implementation of  OAL T. The languages in which OAL T was co be
offered were said to be based on a survey thar was carried our among the parents of
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immigrant minority pupils, and on the criterium set earlier that provisions for new
languages require a minimum of 19 enrolments. The financial consequence of
discharging teachers who were already employed for teaching immigrant minority
languages was also taken into account. Apart from the 'old' languages, for which there
had been provisions before, seven 'new' languages arose in the needs survey. Except for
Croation, no more than five pupils were enrolled for these languages. Therefore, none
of these languages were included in the plan. For the 'old' languages, at least IO pupils
were enrolled. With a view to unemployment compensation for immigrant minority
language teachers, it was decided to continue the provisions for all of these languages,
including those languages for which there were less than 29 enrolments. Table 4.2
shows the former establishment per language in full-time equivalents, the outcomes
of the needs survey, and the revised establishment per language.
Table 4.2: Numberof enrolments and establishment (in ftes) perlanguage class in Stolberg (Source:
Stolberg 1999c)
Language.,      »-      .-    Form7r estabilshment       -Enrolments'
-
Revised est lishment
Arabic                             75                                    642                                    96
Turkish                            31                                    326                                    47
Croatian                          0                                      29                                      5
Iranian                             5                                      32                                      5
Cambodian                     6                                      20                                      6
Polish                              0                                      19                                      0
Moluccan-Malay            2                                  11                                   2
Spapish                        2                                  10                                  2
Iranian and Spanish were organised as additional subjects after school in one of
Stolberg's primary schools, for pupils in all grades. Arabic and Turkish were organised
as additional subjects after school in several primary schools, for pupils in grades 5-8.
For the pupils in the lower grades, these languages were deployed as supportive
languages in reaching tile regular curriculum, during school time. The other languages
were offered as subjects only, after school time, to pupils in grades 5-8 only, in specific
primary schools.
Conclusions
Considering the education system, and looking back on national policies with respect
to immigrant minority pupils and multilingualism in primary education launched in
the period between I970 and 2000, some general observations can be made. Firstly, the
constitution guarantees the freedom of schools to shape the curriculum according  to
a certain denomination or pedagogical outlook. The national syllabus is defined in
terms ofgeneric, core objectives, while methodological constraints, such as mandatory
textbooks, are virtually non-existent. This implies that practitioners enjoy considerable
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autonomy inside schools. The Inspectorate ofEducation, however, has operationalised
the legal requirements in standards which schools should meet, including standards for
how to teach. State-funded, governmental and non-governmental institutions have
also made suggestions for the lines along which teaching should develop.
Secondly, while the importance of a sufficient command of Dutch has never been
questioned in policy papers on immigrant minorities in education, the need for the
teaching of immigrant minority languages has been reconsidered repeatedly. In the
I99os, this arrangement was taken more and more as an  instrument of compensatory
policy, rather than solely a subject in itS OWn right. In I998, this dual orientation was
enshrined in legislation. In the following years, this tendency continued. In 2002, the
government announced the abolishment of immigrant minority language reaching
"since priority should be given to Dutch" (Strategisch Akkoord 2002:I2), despite the
advice of the Education Council to have municipalities set up 'language schools', in
which 'New Modern Foreign Languages' would be taught to pupils who desired this
(Onderwijsraad zooIa). In 2003, the government commenced to prepare the
2Iabolishment.
Thirdly, the teaching of Dutch as a second language has always been embedded in
the general educational compensatory policy. That is, schools donor receive financial
means earmarked for supportive teaching activities in the field of Dutch as a second
language. Such provisions are facilitated by, e.g., the weighting regulation, according
to which the pupil  population of a school is weighted against the level of education,
profession, and country of birth of the parents, which may lead to additional staff
being employed for any teaching job within the school. In that light, the Education
Council has pleaded for a separate regulation for 'Dutch as a second language',
targeted at pupils with particular backgrounds scoring below a particular minimum
level ona Dutch language test, in which the'language support' mode of OAL Twould
be integrated as well(Onderwijsraad 200Ib). Like the weighting regulation itself, these
proposals are highly disputed.
In Stolberg, the improvement of immigrant minority pupils' proficiency in Dutch
received ample attention in policy papers in the years I998-2000. In order to
compensate for disadvantages, these papers announced extracurricular activities in the
'lengthened' school day, teacher training with respect to 'dealing with differences',
reading stimulation programmes, and the establishment of networks of local weI fare
organisations, schools, and police, school-oriented social work, and professional teams
of practitioners within schools to take care of pupils with special needs. There was
central primary reception of recently arrived immigrant pupils for intensive reaching
of Dutch as a second language. Language support classes were organised for the lower
grades, in which Turkish and Arabic serve as the languages of instruction. In the upper
grades, several immigrant minority languages were taught as subjects in their own
right.
(:HAP IF.R S
"A multicultural society in a miniature"
De Rietschans primary school
Introduction
De Rietscbans is one of the 45 primary schools in the city of Stolberg. It originated in
I990 from the amalgamation of tWO schools in the neighbourhoods of Rietveld and
Schans, which both faced the reality of decreasing pupil enrolments. The former
school in Rieiveld, which was founded in I956, was attended primarily by native
Dutch pupils, while the school in Schans, founded in I972, had a multicultural pupil
population. Municipal records from I999 indicate that in the catchment areas of the
school, 29 percent of the inhabitants are of non-Dutch origin. Compared to the
average inhabitant ofStolberg, the socio-economic position ofpeople in these areas is
rather low. The majority of the houses-high and low flats, and terraced houses built
in the sixties-fall under council housing. In 2000, the municipality launched a
project that aimed to improve the livability of the area in collaboration with the local
housing corporations, welfare organisations, schools, and citizens.
The two-storeyed school building of de Rietscbans lies in the heart of Schans, close
to a number of shops and a community centre. k is surrounded by a street, a patch of
grass, a sports centre, and a home for the elderly. Four times a day, parents gather at
the gate of the fenced-off, paved playground of the school to take the youngest
children to school or to collect them. Together with the children who are considered
old enough to walk to and from school on their own, lollipop women help them cross
the main street. The school building, which was built in I963, has II classrooms, three
small rooms for special classes, a play room, a staff room, and an office for the head
teacher. The central hall of the school is where all kinds of happenings take place and
where some pupils stay over during lunch break. The walls of the hall are decorated
in accordance with the forthcoming happening.
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The classroom of the fourth grade of de Rietscbans is located on the second floor.
It is decorated with the drawings and handicraft of pupils. Two U-shaped table rows
are directed towards the blackboard and the desk ofMister Ed, the form teacher of the
fourth grade. Habitually, by 8.30 am, the fourth graders hang their jackers on one of
the hooks in the corridor and take their seats in this classroom, chatting till the teacher
commences the lesson. Some groups leave the class in the course of the school day for
special language classes given by other teachers. In the course of a school year,  the
fourth graders spend about a thousand hours in this school building.
In this chapter, these pupils and their teachers are introduced. Besides, the
educational policy developed in the school and the textbooks used is discussed. The
following section deals with the languages, cultures, religions, socio-economic
backgrounds, and school achievements of the pupils. Next, the school's reactions to
its pupil population are described in terms ofthe policies laid down in documents and
amplified by the head teacher. In the following sections, the form teacher's biography
and reactions to his pupils and the school policies are discussed, and a general overview
is given of the timetabe and textbooks of the fourth grade. Finally, conclusions are
drawn with respect to the characteristics of this case in comparison with national
averages.
The pupils
In the autumn of I999, de Rietschanswas attended by iI4 boys and 105 girls. According
to the school records, which are based on intake interviews with parents, 39 percent
of these pupils spoke another language at home apart from or instead ofDutch, mainly
Turkish (18 percent), and Berber and/or Arabic (I4 percent). Forty-two percent of the
children were Catholic, and 35 percent were Islamic. Most of the remaining children
were non-denominational. Ninety-one percent of the pupils, 48 percent of the
mothers, and SI percent of the fathers were born in the Netherlands, which implies
that most pupils started their educational careers in the Netherlands. Almost 48
percent of the pupils fell  into the category ofso-called O.90-pupils, 20 percent of the
pupils were registered as 0.25 pupils, and 32 percent as 0.00-pupils. This means that
68  percent of the pupils counted  for more than one pupil in determining the staff the
school is entitled  to (see Chapter 4).
By the end of the school year 1999/2000, the fourth grade of de Rietscbans had I7
girls and I2 boys. Table 5.I shows the names, sex, weighting category, and home
languages of these pupils. The information given in this table is based on the school
registration files, interviews with the pupils, and interviews with the immigrant
minority language teachers (Fatima I; Abdel). The table shows that all 0.00-and 0.25-
pupils spoke Dutch only at home. With one exception, their parents were born in the
Netherlands. Nico's father was born in Germany.Three O.90-pupils spoke Dutch only
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Table 5.1: Names, sex, weight, and home language(s) of the pupils
0.00         -                     a25                      -. -   630  -     --                          n
Language(s) Boys Girls Boys Girls . Boys  _ --Girls
Dutch Davey Shan)na loey Madelon la61 Faina                     16












Dutch and Arabic Bouchra        2
Nawar
Dutch and Berber Bilal _Amilla_           2
Dutch, Arabic, and Nasira                   1
Berber
unknown Aziza                     1
n               6       3         3       1        3       13           29
at home, i.e., Jael, Sharif, and Faina. The mothers ofjael and Sharifwere born in the
Netherlands, while their fathers were born in Vietnam and Egypt, respectively. FaYna's
parents were born in Curagao, where Dutch is the official language. According to
herself, Fayna spoke both Dutch and "Curagaoan", i.e; Papiamentu at home. This was
disconfirmed by the school registration files, where merely Dutch is mentioned. The
other O.90-pupils spoke Turkish, Arabic, and/or Berber at home in addition to Dutch.
These pupils indicated that they spoke the immigrant minority languages most of the
time with their parents. Their parents were both born in Turkey or Morocco. In this
book, these 0.90-pupils who spoke other languages at home apart from or instead of
Dutch are, therefore, referred to as immigrant minority or non-native Dutch pupils.
The other pupils are referred to as native Dutch pupils.
Bilal, Madelon, Michael, and Aziza entered de Rietschans m the course of the school
year. Aziza was the only immigrant minority pupil who had recently arrived in the
Netherlands. All other fourth graders entered the Dutch education system as first
graders. All pupils were born between February I991 and December I992. In the
autumn of I999, therefore, the majority of the pupils was 7 years old. As Aysegul and
Nawar were repeating the fourth grade, they were one year older than their classmates.
The pupils had their own table in the classroom, with a drawer in which they kept
textbooks, notebooks, a folder, and pens. In the autumn of I999, the seats were
arranged as shown in Figure 5.I. Halfway through the school year, the teacher decided
to rearrange the tables such that the pupils were seated in three rows of pairs oftables,
with a frontal view of the blackboard.
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Vincent Sharona St6fanie Leroy
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Dennis lamilla VVendy Batul Bahar Sharif  
-Windows- -JB.
Figure 5.1: Seating arrangement
The pupils' achievements were tracked by the school through regular testing, for which
the curriculum-independent language and mathematics tests (leerlingvolgsysteem) ofthe
National Institute for Educational Assessment Citowere used. All tests have previously
been administered among a representative sample of the Dutch pupil population, so
thar scores can be expressed in relation to the national average of the grade concerned.
The A-level represents the 25 percent highest-scoring pupils, the B-level the next 25
percent, the C-level the next 25 percent, the D-level the next IS percent, and the E-level
represents the IO percent lowest-scoring pupils. Table 5.2 shows the pupils'
achievement levels in vocabulary, spelling, and mathematics. The vocabulary test was
administered at the beginning of the school year, while the other tests were
administered by the end of the school year, when four new pupils had enrolled.  For
detailed information on the rests we refer to Verhoeven (1992C), Geurts, Van den
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Bosch & Krom (I99O), and Janssen, Bokhove & Kraemer (I992) for the receptive
vocabulary, spelling, and mathematics tests, respectively.
Table 5.2: Achievement levels in vocabulary, spelling, and mathematics
Vocabulaly Spelling Mathematics
Level Native Immigrant Native Immigrant Native Immigrant
Dutch minority Dutch minority Dutch minority












C lai Faina Arzu Vincent Ruhan
Nico joey Bahar Michael Bouchra
VVendy Nico Batul Madelon AysegOI
Sharif Bilal joey Arzu
Vincent Ruhan Faina
Davey    _    _D Dennis AysegOI Dennis Aysegul Dennis Aziza
Faina Bahar Aziza Leroy Bahar











Table 5.2 shows that the class was underrepresented in the A and B levels ofvocabulary
and mathematics. Particularly in vocabulary, relatively few pupils attained the level of
the So percent highest-scoring pupils of the national reference group. This held even
more for the immigrant minority pupils. Except for Joey, all pupils achieving the level
of the Io percent lowest-scoring pupils of the national reference group were immigrant
minority pupils.
Insight into the teacher's perceptions of the pupils' achievements can be gained
from their report cards. Three times a year, the form teachers hand out written reports
of the pupils' achievements over the previous school period, in which marks from I to
to are given for the subjects of the Dutch language, mathematics, and writing. In
addition, efforts and achievements in geography, history, environmental studies,
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physical education, drawing, handicraft, and music are assessed in terms of 'good',
'satisfactory', or'unsatisfactory'. The same holds for the child's attitude and behaviour,
which includes concentration, neatness, pace, independence, and effort/interest.
Finally, a general conclusive remark is given for each child, such as "keep doing your
best", "keep reading a lot", or "very good". For the Dutch language, the report
discriminates between decoding and articulation, reading comprehension, spelling,
sentence analysis, written language use, and oral language use. At this stage of the
curriculum, however, marks are given only for decoding and articulation, and spelling,
while oral language use is assessed in terms of 'good', 'satisfactory, or unsatisfactory'.
With respect to mathematics, a distinction is made between mental mathematics,
sums, and word problems, with marks being given only for mental mathematics.
Tables 5.3,5.4, and 5.5 show the pupils' assessments for decoding/articulation and
spelling, oral language use, and mathematics, respectively, as given in the first report,
handed out in tile autumn of I999. The reports ofArzu, Joey, and Sharifcould not be
consulted, as their report cards had not been returned to the school.




I Mark Native Dutch Immigrant minority Native Dutch _ Immigrant minority.
8                                                             Davey, lael, Leroy, AysegOI, Bahar, lamilla
Nico, Sharona,
Stifanie, Wendy
7.5 Davey, Sharona, Dennis Bouchra, Feride,
St6fanie MOberra, Nasira,
Ruhan
7 jael, lordi, Nico, lamilla Faina, lochem, lordi Batul, Nawar
Wendy




5.5 jochem, Vincent Feride
5 Ruhan, Fai'na
Table 5.4: Marks for oral language
Mark Native Dutch -ii+Imigrant-min®ty
-
Good Davey, Dennis, jochem, jordi, Leroy, Nico,
Sharona, StSfanie, Vincent, VVendy
Satisfactory AysegOI, Bahar, Batul, Bouchra, jamilla,
Faina, Feride, lael, MOberra, Nasira,
Nawar, Ruhan
Table 5.5: Marks for mathematics
Mark-- Native Dutch-  1     - -   --  --             Immigrant minority.
8                         Davel lael, lordi,  Nico, Stdfanle, Wendy_
_ lan illa
7 lochem, Sharona, Vincent Batul, Faina, Nawar
6.5 Dennis, Leroy _ Aywgill, Bouchra _  _
6 Bahar, Feride, Moberra, Nasira, Ruhan
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What catches the eye in these marks is the different qualification of native Dutch and
immigrant minority pupils with regard to their oral language use, with the former
group being assessed as 'good', and the latter as 'satisfactory'. In the other subjects, the
marks do not show such a clear-cut difference between these subgroups.
The school policy
The educational policy of de Rietscbans is set forth in the School Guide (I999) and the
School Plan (1999). In these two documentS, the school policy is said to focus on the
social climate, the multicultural character, and the quality ofeducation Or the 'learning
climate' of the school. In the context of the social climate, some of the norms and
values cherished by the school are made explicit, including freedom, democracy,
justice, emancipation of minorities, and care for developing countries and the
environment. In the same context, pedagogical objectives are mentioned pertaining to
appropriate social behaviour, dealing with emotions, norms and values, and
establishing a positive self-image and raising socio-emotional well-being. Joint
activities such as celebrations, sports activities, and special projects, in which parents
are often engaged as well, are believed to COntribute to a positive school climate. The
cooporation with social workers, the organisation ofconfirmation classes, and the use
of a questionnaire on social relations between the pupils are other measures taken  to
accomplish this task. Bringing in social work in the school is prompted by the school's
ambition to become a brede school (community school), i.e., a central meeting place
for the various socio-cultural institutions involved in educating children.
Closely related to the social climate, but treated separately in the school policy
documents, is the multicultural character of the school. The school, which is envisaged
as "a multicultural society in a miniature", aims to have the pupils experience each
other's differences in terms of skin colour, language, culture, and forms of housing as
"normal", to make them acquainted with each other's home lands, religions, and
languages, and to stimulate cooperation between pupils. Related matters such as
having respect for each other and having a positive attitude towards the various ethnic
groups are mentioned as well. Hence, discrimination and prejudice are claimed to be
actively counteracted, and both Christian and Islamic feastS are celebrated. At the same
time, it is emphasised that the school is inspired by a Catholic philosophy of life. In
that light, some confirmation classes are organised, and, as the head teacher explained,
certain Christian norms are propagated, such as turning the other cheek to someone
who hits you Uan:IS).
With  regard to the quality of education,  or the 'learning climate',  it was explained
that the school strives to offer full scope to the pupils to develop continuously, at their
own pace, while taking into account each child's own identity. Further, the school
takes the responsibility of identifying problems in time, gearing its activities to the
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neighbourhood and the homes of the pupils, combatting disadvantages resulting from
the pupils' descent, and teaching the pupils how to cooperate with other pupils. The
school has taken several measures to accomplish this. A pre-school for three- and four-
year-old pupils was incorporated in the school, and an intermediary class between the
second and rhird grades was set up to enhance the continuous development of the
pupils. In the pre-school and the infant groups (grades 1-2), the comprehensive early
school programme Piramide was introduced. This programme aims to promote the
child's emotional, physical, and cognitive development through different levels of
intervention from teachers and tutors in helping pupils to explore the world around
them  (cf.  Van   Kuyk  2000). The programme provides for materials and detailed
instructions for the practitioners to enable them to establish a 'powerful' learning
environment which pupils can explore independently and to a maximum degree.
Efforts are also made to increase parental involvement, and attention is paid to the
integration of immigrant minority language teaching in the programme.
The school has also taken the initiative of implementing the pedagogic principles
underpinning Piramide in grades 3-8. One of these principles is having the pupils
work on certain tasks independently of the teacher. Therefore, since the school year
1999/2000, two hours a week have been scheduled for independent work in all
classrooms. According to the head teacher, this arrangement should be taken as an
opportunity to give separate, special attention to a group of pupils or an individual
pupil while the other pupils are working on their own. This instructional format
corresponds with the school's ambition to have the teachers adopt the posture of a
guide or coach, who organises activities tailored to the abilities of the individual child,
i.e., activities which challenge pupils to enquire and to discover themselves. In-service
teacher training was being organised in this respect.
Furthermore, all pupils are tested regularly to monitor their developments.
Additional rests are administered in order to diagnose specific problems when
outcomes of regular tests or the form teacher's observations indicate that there is
reason  to do so. A special team of practitioners in the school-the head teacher, the
remedial teacher/pupil coordinator, and the tutor-form a network with teachers from
special education and the school advisory service of Stolberg to optimize the special
care for pupils with learning or behavioural difficulties. The pupil coordinator coaches
the form teachers in helping pupils with special needs catch up with their classes
through a tailor-made programme, and offers remedial teaching to individual pupils
if necessary. The local health care institute offers preventive speech therapy, and two
times a month, the school day is lengthened for voluntary, extracurricular activities
organised by representatives of other institutions, which again matches with the
ambition to become a community school.
Special provisions are organised for immigrant minority pupils, i.e., 'Dutch as a
second language' (Nederlands als tweede taah, and immigrant minority language
teaching ( Onderwijs in allocbtone levende talen) 1n Turkish and Arabic. In accordance
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with the local educational policy of Stolberg (see Chapter 4), the latter provision is
operationalised as 'language support' in grades I-4, and constitutes an extracurricular
provision for the teaching of immigrant minority languages in grades 5-8. In the
school policy documents, these provisions are presented as the "bilingual programme"
for immigrant minority pupils, which is aimed at the "improvement of the Dutch
language by extending vocabulary", "charting language and learning problems among
non-native pupils", and helping Turkish and Moroccan children become "acquainted
with and learn to understand the Dutch language with the aid of their own languages
(School Guide 199974)·
For each of the special programmes, the participating pupils withdraw from what
is referred to in this book as the 'regular' or 'mainstream' class two times a week for
half an hour. The withdrawal classes are taught by the Turkish or Moroccan teacher
and the teacher of Dutch as a second language. The Arabic class is accommodated in
a corner of the gym, whereas separate classrooms are available for the Turkish class and
Dutch as a second language. According to the head teacher, the organisation ofspecial
language classes is based on the belief that "for every pupil, the Dutch language is
indispensable. Every pupil. Irrespective of his descent" Uan:8). The same belief
underpins the unwritten school rule that no language other than Dutch may be used
at school except during the immigrant minority language classes, for this is believed
to be impolite, and a missed opportunity to learn Dutch (cf. Ed 1:4I,63; Fatima I:I2).
Some of the immigrant mothers attend classes in Dutch as a second language at de
Rietscbans, which are given by volunteers from outside the school. According to the
pupil coordinator, these courses are also taken as an opportunity to discuss pedagogic
and other school norms with the parents Uaap:IS).
In the Spring of I999, de Rietscbans was visited by the Inspectorate of Education for
standard periodical inquiry. This kind of inquiry entails the consultation of school
documents and a one-day school visit to carry out observations in classrooms and to
discuss the school policy and practice. Subsequently, the Inspectorate assesses, along
pre-ordained lines, certain aspects of the school achievements, the contents of the
curriculum, the timetable, the teachers' didactic practices, the monitoring of the
pupils' achievements, and the school's policy documents. The assessments and related
motivation are written down in a report of a few pages (Inspectie van het Onderwijs
I999). According to the Inspectorate, the pupils of de Rietscbanshad achieved the level
that could reasonably be expected from a pupil population with the given
characteristics. The contents of the curriculum covered the core objectives for language
and mathematics set by the legislator and ensured a continuous development of
language and mathematics skills. While the contents covering these skills were geared
to the needs of the given pupil population, the curriculum as a whole did not
compensate for the differences between the pupils. The timetable was in agreement
with legal prescriptions and realised accordingly, while the time devoted to language
and mathematics was tuned to the needs of the pupils. The teachers explained the
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contents and assignments in a clear fashion, regularly checked the pupils'
comprehension, encouraged the pupils to participate actively, and used concrete and
realistic situations, experiences, and tasks.
Furthermore, the Inspectorate held that, while the pupils showed a high degree of
involvement, the teachers did not to a satisfactory degree organise the lessons such that
pupils were activated. Nor did they sufficiently take into account the differences in the
pupils' capabilities. The organisation of the teaching and learning processes was
effective. Although the developments of the pupils were monitored systematically, the
way in which pupils' possible special needs were identified and compensated for was
insufficient, or at least insufficiently accounted for in official documents. The school
had a written code for complaints and a policy on equal representation of men and
women in the school management. While informative for the parents, the School
Guide did not in all respects meet the Standards set by the legislator. By and large, the
Inspectorate concluded  that  "most o f the kernel elements  of good primary education
are present to a satisfactory degree" (Inspectie van het Onderwijs 1999:3).
The teacher
At de Rietscbans, a head teacher, fourteen form teachers, three pre-school teachers, two
immigrant minority language teachers, a remedial teacher/pupil coordinator, a tutor,
a teacher of Dutch as a second language, two teacher assistants, and two caretakers are
employed full or part time. Apart from Mister Ed, who is the form teacher of the
fourth grade, five other teachers are involved in the teaching of the fourth grade. Miss
Petra teaches the fourth grade when Ed teaches an infant group on Tuesday mornings,
and when he is on leave on Wednesdays. Miss Nanda reaches Dutch as a second
language to some of the children of the fourth grade. Mister Abdel and Miss Fatima
teach some of the fourth graders in Moroccan-Arabic and Turkish, respectively.
Finally, Mister Jaap keeps track of the pupils' achievements, tests pupils if the form
teacher has reason to believe that a pupil has particular problems, gives remedial
teaching if necessary, and coaches teachers with respect to pupils in need of special
attention.
Mister Ed, the form teacher of the fourth grade, was born in Berghout, the
Netherlands, a little village near Stolberg, in I940. His parents, who ran a robacco
store, had four sons and a daughter. Both his primary school and lower secondary
school were located within walking distance ofhome. Between 1946 and I952, Ed went
to primary school. In the following three years, between 1952 and I955, Ed attended the
mulo, or lower secondary education. From 1955 until I960, he went to teacher training
college, in Stolberg. Looking back on the time when he was a student, Ed believes he
lived in a fairly protective world, with much social control. Growing up within the
Catholic pillar of post-war Dutch society implied thar the church, school, soccer club,
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swimming pool, and other meeting places he visited were expected to be, and were, of
Catholic persuasion. The same applied to the political party he voted for, the media
he was exposed to, and the health care institutes he visited. Like his school mates, he
believed it was "scum" that attended the nearby public, i.e., non-denominational
school (Ed 2).
The teacher training college, where he was taught by friars, was targeted at boys
only. As a result of the Teacher Training College Act of I952, pedagogy, including
psychology and didactics, had just become central subjects of the curriculum for
aspirant teachers. For Ed, his time at teacher training college was a "horrible" time (Ed
I:37)· The college was a "redundant" school where he didn't learn anything. In his
opinion, teaching is about a feeling, which cannot be compensated for with subjects
such as psychology, pedagogy, and literature. Especially the latter, which, as he
recollects, entailed writing an essay about Felix Timmermans, a Catholic author, or
learning Shakespeare by heart, was not his cup of tea. Besides, he feared the stern friars
that taught him. Playing soccer and training children in soccer was a nice escape from
college. When he graduated from teacher training, he promised himself he would
never set foot in college again.
In 1960, Ed returned to his primary school as a teacher, where he worked Until he
was called for military service. Almost two years later, he retired from military service
and started reaching at a primary school in Stolberg. That was "great fun",and "easy"
(Ed I:38), as the children were still rather disciplined. In I964, he became a teacher ar
a primary school in Rietveld. A few years later, he got married, and had a daughter.
Until around 1968, he was also a semi-professional soccer player in Stolberg. He
worked in Rierveld until the fusion was realised with the school in Schans in I99O. It
was not until then that he was confronted with multicultural pupil populations.
When he had a medical examination at the age of ten, he already knew he wanted
to become a teacher. While from his view, pupils are more lively and coarse, and less
concentrated and disciplined nowadays, the satisfaction he gets from relating to
children, from their spontaneity and affection, has always driven him as a professional.
In his opinion, being a teacher entails much more than teaching language and
mathematics. Events like the Rietschans Olympic Games, the yearly 'Stolberg walk'
downtown, and the celebration of Christmas and Sinterklaas (Santa Claus) are "also
important", and "highlights of the year" (Ed I:3-4), which promote "solidarity" (Ed
I:8). Therefore, in case parents-according to Ed, usually immigrant minority
parents-do not have the opportunity to bring their children somewhere for a
voluntary, extracurricular activity such as the Stolberg walk, Ed is more than willing
to pick up these children from home with his own car. After all,  "they are part of it,
and they have to feel as well that they are part of it" (Ed I:62).
Rather than the pupils, Ed finds that the most difficult thing to cope with is some
of the educational reforms propagated within the school, notably adaptive instruction
and the independent working hour:
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"The difficult thing about teaching, I find, is the pressure these days to change. Let's put it
this way. We have always taught in a whole-class format, and then, automatically, ifyou are
a teacher with a bit of a feeling for the profession, yOU take this weak one separately, and in
between, and afterwards, you know. It is believed that that is nor good anymore, now it have
to be groups. And that's what  I am a bit afraid of, those kinds of things.  They all  talk about
Piramide here. Then they have to come in and they can choose for themselves what they
have to do. Well, 1 don't see why children should have to choose. The one is working on
language, the other on mathematics. Why not have all doing mathematics at the same time,
for instancei That seems way easier to me. I am convinced that thar will return sooner or
later. That they are going to say, no, that doesn't work either." (Ed r.39)
"Look, 1 understand that adaptive is good, as long as it is feasible. I...]  Ifyou take your book,
your mathematics book, and all those children are working at their own level, then they are
not working on the same page, for instance. Well, that's the extreme, of course. Then I
think, yes, how should you, as a teacher/. And my best colleague, the best teacher I know,
has problems with it as well. That you wonder whether that is really all necessary. For
example, now we have to do an hour of independent work, right. That's what we just started
with. But that is so compulsory now. You did that anyway, but now you have to, in advance,
like what I did this morning for instance, right. You give instructions in mathematics, in
language, and then they start working. While otherwise, you explain mathematics and then
they start working. And then the mathematics lesson is over, then you say, well, guys, let's
discuss language, and then they start working again." (Ed I:39)
Evidently, Ed feels a tension between the instructional format he is used to applying,
i.e., whole-class instruction, and the adaptive format propagated inside and Outside the
school. Although his preferred form of differentiation within the class, i.e., taking
weaker pupils separately for additional instruction while others are working on what
has just been explained, appears to be in perfect agreement with the head teacher's
explanation of adaptive education, he experiences the imposition of, e.g., the
independent working hour as a form of pressure, and appears to be reluctant to adopt
the rhetoric behind this practice.
Ed is well aware of the fact that immigrant minority pupils generally occupy a
disadvantaged position. Their parents are usually "no doctors and solicitors", they lag
behind in Dutch language proficiency, and usually do not succeed in catching up (Ed
I:I9). He attributes this 'being behind' in language to the fact that the mothers of
immigrant minority pupils do not teach them Dutch, so that it is often not until the
first grade of primary school thai they start learning this language. Hence,
We are confronted with a huge difference in language among the immigrant minority
pupils, right. That is a very complex matter. Because ihey already lack an understanding of
de and  bet [i.e., Dutch articles, JB]. That's  what we often  hear.  They put de before every
word. They don't have that feeling, of course." (Ed I:28)
Elsewhere, he observed that immigrant minority pupils lag behind in or have difficulty
with reading comprehension (Ed 266), vocabulary (Ed I:45), and "formulating a
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sentence" (Ed I:3I). Thar is, however, not a reason to treat native Dutch and
immigrant minority pupils differently during a language lesson:
"Well. actually, I have to say we do not deal with differences that much. We have a lot of
conversations. Well, conversations are conversations. So there you don'[ need to/. I mean,
these pupils can follow it. So these pupils know the language. So they all know Dutch. There
is not a single child in the fourth grade who doesn't know Dutch. So, look, let me put it this
way: a word problem is difficult for them. Because that is a difficult problem. But in the
language lesson, they have to look at a picture that deals with everyday topics. We often
begin a language lesson with opening the books, and then on the left side, you see a picture.
A family at home. That's recognisable for those pupils as well. So if I then have the pupils
talk about the picture, I can give a turn to such a child as well. And he tells it in his way then
as well, of course. The only thing is that, yes, then de and bet are often mixed up. Those
things occur. B,it that you say like I treat them differently, no. That is simply not necessary
as yet, because they have a sufficient command to listen and to hold a conversation." (Ed
I:3 I)
According to Ed, other teachers compensate for the pupils' 'being behind' in language
through special classes for Dutch as a second language and immigrant minority
language teaching. While he is familiar with the school's rationale behind these classes,
he is concerned about the practical consequences of pupils withdrawing from the
mainstream class:
"And now comes my problem: what should I do in the meantime1 Because till a quarter past
eleven, I am not really teaching the whole class. Because the whole class is not there. And
then I think to myself, well, what do they need so badly, these childreni I can't go on with
my lessons. I can't, for example, just go on with my mathematics. Because then I will have
problems with that group. [...]. So you go do reading aloud in small groups, but you don't
really go on with your programme. Because those children would miss that then. And so
then you get into trouble. Because nOW it iS already a quarter past eleven, right2 And then
I still have to teach mathematics for an hour, and I still have to teach spelling for an hour,
I still  have co  read for an hour, and  I still have to do an hour of language. And that is my
problem." (Ed I:29)
Indeed, on Tuesday mornings, it is not until II.IS am that all fourth graders attend the
regular class. Ed obviously believes that he cannot proceed with the regular programme
when pupils withdraw from his classroom, since they would consequently lag behind
the other pupils even more. His preferred instructional format requires that all pupils
be present for whole-class instruction.
Apart from Mister Ed, three other teachers feature in the classroom episodes that
are discussed in the present book: Miss Fatima and Mister Abdel, and Miss Nanda.
They are introduced in Chapters Io and II, respectively.
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The subjects and textbooks
The official timetable for the fourth grade, which was drawn up by the head teacher,
is shown in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6: Official timetable
Monday momini  -     .                              »_  - -Mohday fternoon
08.30 - 09.45 Mathematics 13.00 - 14.00 Language activities
09.45 - 10.00 Language activities 14.00-14.30 Geography
10.00-10.15 Break 14.30-15.00 Handwriting
10.15-11.15 Independent work
11.15-11.45 Music
Tuesday morning                   .  .                              Tuesday afternoon
08.30 - 09.30 Physical education 13.00- 14.00 Mathematics
09.30 - 10.00 History 14.00 - 15.00 Handcraft
10.00 - 10.15 Break
10.15 - 11.45 Language activities
.Wednesday momillg   -' -                      ' -  -
08.30 - 10.00 Mathematics
10.00 - 10.15 Break
10.15-11.45 Language activities
Thursday morning       _ Thursday afternoon
08.30 - 09.30 Mathematics 13.00 - 14.00 Language activities
09.30 - 10.00 Language activities 14.00 - 14.30 Biology
10.00 - 10.15 Break 14.30-15.00 Handwriting
10.15-11.15 Independent work
11.15-11.45 Religious education
Friday morning Friday afternoon
08.30 - 09.30 Mathematics 13.00 - 13.45 Language activities
09.30 - 10.00 Language activities 13.45 - 14.00 Traffic
10.00 - 10.15 Break 14.00 - 15.00 Drawing
10.15 - 11.00 Language activities
11.00 - 11.45 Physical education
Tuesday and Thursday   -       -  -  '     -   -     «
09.30 - 10.00 Immigrant minority
language teaching
Tuesday and Wednesday
10.15-11.15 Dutch as a second
_language
In practice, the timetable was only loosely followed. To give an impression of the
classroom practices observed in the mainstream fourth grade, Figure 5.2 shows,
approximately, the relative amount of time devoted to different subjects in the main
observation week in the autumn of I999. The time devoted to a particular subject was
determined by the time the teacher allowed the pupils tO take in order to finish their
assignments. Those pupils who finished earlier, often started working on a different
subject.







Mathematics               P,..
Physical education
Other activities
Figure 5.2: Relative amount of time devoted to the various subjects
The pie chart shows that most of the school time (well over two-third of the official
I,380 minutes) was devoted to language and mathematics. The language curriculum
for the fourth grade of de Rietscbans mainly consists of three related textbooks from the
same publisher. This package is tuned to the emergent literacy programme with which
third graders learn to read and write. The follow-up to this programme consists of Wie
dit leest (who this reads), a reading textbook, Zin in taal-Spelling (lust for language-
spelling) a spelling textbook, and Zin in taal-Taal (lust  for language-language),  a
language arts textbook that covers the remaining subject matter within the language
curriculum. The textbooks are interrelated in that the lessons are embedded in the
same theme and treat related contents at the same time. In addition, Scbrij»at
(written language) offers exercises for practising technical writing skills (Van Gils-de
Bonth etal. 1984).
Zin in mal-Taal (Kouwenberg et al. 1997a,b,c,d), which was introduced to de
Rietschansin the school year 1999, consists of a textbook, a work book, some additional
materials, tests, and a teacher's guide, as well as the additional textbook, Taalmaatje,
and the related teacher's guide. According to the authors, the programme is targeted
at both monolingual and bilingual pupils:
Many immigrant minority pupils are bilingual. They speak both Dutch and the language
spoken at home. Some native Dutch pupils are bilingual as well, like in Friesland. Zin in
taal-Taal takes into account the language backgrounds of native and non-native Dutch
children. The method assumes that the immigrant children have taken part in education in
Dutch from infancy." (Kouwenberg et al. 1997b:6)
Thus, it is taken into account that pupils with different language backgrounds are
grouped together in the same classroom to be taught Dutch. There are no separate
materials for non-native Dutch pupils. The authors of the programme adhere to a
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"communicative" approach in that the functions of language are given priority over
the structure of the language system. Therefore, the programme focusses on practising
the generic skills of speaking, listening, and writing composition in meaningful
contexts. At the same time, it is argued that the differential language backgrounds of
the target group necessitate instruction in specific skills, i.e., aspects of the language
system, as well (Van de Guchte & Kouwenberg 2002:8). Hence, the textbook is
structured to include speaking and listening (30 lessons), vocabulary (30 lessons), word
construction (40 lessons), sentence construction (30 lessons), and writing (i.e.,
composing: 20 lessons).
The programme consists of units  of fifteen lessons,  each of which is centred on  a
certain theme. For each school day, there is one lesson to be treated in approximately
40 minutes. The lessons are structured according to the phases of joint instruction,
pupils working independently on assignments, and joint discussion ofthe assignments.
In addition to these lessons from the basic textbook, lessons can be taken from
Taalmaatje co differentiate between fast and slow learners. Most of these additional
lessons deal with vocabulary for slower learners. In the fourth grade of de Rietscbans,
one lesson a day is usually given, more or less according to the script suggested in the
teacher's guide, which offers detailed instructions for each lesson. As this was for the
first time that he taught using Zin in maL Ed took one to one-and-a-halfhours per day
to prepare these lessons (Ed I:22).
During the  main observation week,  Lessons 2.I4,  2.15,  and  3·I  of Zin in taal-Taal
were given, dealing with sentence construction, writing composition, and speaking and
listening, respectively, and one test from the textbook was given. In addition, the
teacher created an assignment related to Lesson 2. I4, and dealt with parts of a word
definition list which he developed himself. In total, the time devoted to this sublect
was approximately 3 hours and 45 minutes. In Chapter 6, tile word definition list the
teacher designed himself is discussed in more detail and related to the additional
textbook, Taahnaale. In Chapter 8, Lesson 2.I+ of Zin in taal-Taal appears in full
context.
The reading programme  Wie dit leest (Aarnoutse & Van de Wouw I990a,b) consists
ofa textbook, a work book, some additional materials, tests, and a teacher's guide. The
aim of the programme is "to develop among primary school pupils the knowledge,
skills and attitude that enable them to read various kinds of texts with understanding
and appreciation" (Aarnoutse & Van de Wouw I990b:9). No specific target groups are
mentioned, nor is any reference made to multilingualism. In the lessons for the fourth
grade,  33  percent of all  lessons focus  on decoding and  articulation skills ttecbnisch
lezen), 20 percent on reading comprehension, 20 percent on the promotion ofreading,
20 percent on free reading, and 7 percent on information processing through reading.
The programme consists of units of fifteen lessons, each of which is centred on a
certain theme, which corresponds with the themes in Zin in taal-Taal
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For each school day, there is one lesson to be treated in approximately 40 minutes.
A lesson is usually structured according to the phases of whole-class introduction to
and instruction in the contents, working on a certain task in groups or individually,
guided by the teacher, and working on tasks independently of the teacher. Although
in most lessons, the pupils are confronted with the same basic contents and
instruction, the programme allows for differentiation in pace and in quality and
quantity of the contents in the second and third phases of a lesson. During the main
week of observation, Lessons 3.3-3.6 of Wie dit leest were given. In addition to these
lessons, a reading-aloud session was observed in the main week ofobservation. In total,
about 3 hours and 45 minutes were devoted to reading instruction. Lesson 3.3 of Wie
dit leest, which is partly about two-syllabic words with an open syllable, appears in the
context of a discussion of a spelling lesson in Chapter 7.
The spelling lessons observed mainly stemmed from Zin in Mal-Spelling (Cranshoff
& Zuidema I997a,b). The authors of this programme claim that, whilst all principles
of Dutch spelling should have been treated by the end ofprimary school, spelling does
not have "a monopoly" within  the subject of language arts. Therefore, no  more than
one hour per week is thought to suffice for completing the programme. The lessons
are said to be "adaptive" in that differences between pupils are taken into account. The
package consists of a textbook, a work book, a word list called Lijsterbij (Cranshoff &
Zuidema I996), tests, and a teacher's guide. A separate note is given on immigrant
minority pupils, in which it is announced that the teacher's guide contains instructions
for dealing with specific problems that these pupils may face. It is argued that
Immigrant minority pupils will have particular problems with the hearing strategy. Since
Dutch is not their mother tongue, it is much more difficult for them to draw on the right
pronunciation of a word. The Lijiterbij, in which the pupils can look up the spelling of
words, will be especially invaluable for these pupils." (Cranshoff & Zuidema 19976.8)
Various strategies of learning to spell and instructional formats are applied, including
hearing, analogy, rotc learning, and rules. The contents are embedded in relevant
contexts as much as possible, with the time devoted to a particular content being
dependent on the frequency of occurrence of the spelling problem in everyday life.
The programme consists of ten units of six lessons, i.e., two lessons per week.
Lessons alternately take forty and twenty minutes. Each lesson is structured according
to the phases of whole-class introduction and instruction, independently working on
exercises, and joint discussion of the exercises. The work book contains additional
exercises for those pupils who finish the basic exercises well before the others. Other
possibilities for differentiation suggested pertain to the lengthening ofthe instructional
phase for a subgroup  of pupils,  the consultation  of the word list Lijsterbij, the use of
heterogeneous groups ofpupils, and remedial teaching in additional lessons for pupils
who have the same problem. The teacher's guide provides detailed instructions for
each lesson, with reference to relations with the materials in Zin in taal- Taaland  Wie
dit leest. During the main observation week, Lessons 2.2 and 2.3 of Zin in mal-Spelling
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were given. These lessons deal with the spelling of words with  diphtongs and words
beginning with two consonants. In addition, the teacher devoted time to the Dutch
spelling phenomena ofvowel dropping and consonant doubling on his own initiative.
In total, approximately one-and-a-half hours were devoted to spelling lessons. In
Chapter 7, the lesson conducted by the teacher on his own initiative is discussed in
more detail.
The textbook Rekenen en Wiskunde (arithmetic and mathematics) (Van Galen et al.
1984a,b,c), an early example of the so-called 'realistic approach' to mathematics (De
Jong  I986), was designed with  a view  to teaching socially disadvantaged pupils  (Van
Galen et al. I9841>:II). That was the reason why it was introduced to de Rietschans (Ed
6:27). Following the guidelines of Rekenen en wiskunde, Ed devoted most of the
mathematics lessons in the main observation week to preparatory activities for learning
to add and subtract beyond ten, with which the class had already started before the
observation week, according to the teacher's log. These preparatory activities, which
take nine lessons in the script, aim at developing the ability to conjoin and split up
operations. In order to be able to add, e.g., I3 and 8, the pupils are taught that the
operation '+ 8' can be partitioned into '+ 7' and '+ I'. In addition to the textbook,
Mister Ed used a handout with sums like '6 - . = 2'. The pupils also worked
independently on assignments in Allerlei (Van Galen  etaL  I98*1), an additional book
related to Rekenen en Wiskunde, and did some of the exercises on which they had been
practising as a test. In total, about 5 hours and 45 minutes were spent on mathematics.
In Chapter 9, a lesson is discussed that centred on a new kind of problem that was put
forward in the context of learning to partition operations.
The other subjects taught in the fourth grade include history, geography, and
environmental studies, for which the textbooks in the series Het ei van Columbus are
used, which consists of Een zee van tijd (De Bruin I99I), Land  in zicbt (De Jong I99I),
and In vogelvlucht (Maissan & Simons 199I). During the main observation week, one
history lesson was taught from the book, and one geography lesson. The history lesson
was about what it used to be like at primary school in times past, and the geography
lesson was about the terms 'higher' and lower'. Rather than lessons from the
environmental studies textbook, in the main observation week, work in this subject
entailed a video about autumn and a walk in a garden in Stolberg lasting two hours.
In total, three hours and twenty minutes were devoted to these 'other subjects'
Because of the 'autumn walk', the lesson in physical education on Friday was skipped,
so that in total, merely one hour was spent on this part of the curriculum. The 'other
activities' included an extensive class conversation, entertaining intermezzos like doing
a puzzle and a quiz, making music, carrying out practical arrangements, and the
additional time it sometimes takes to return from the gym and the playground after
breaks. This took two hours and 45 minutes.
During the main observation week, pupils withdrew from the mainstream class for
immigrant minority language teaching in Arabic and Dutch as a second language. The
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latter took place as scheduled, i.e., on Tuesday and Wednesday for about 30 minutes,
while the Arabic class took place only on Tuesday, for about 20 minutes. On
Thursday, instead, the Arabic teacher participated in a spelling lesson in the
mainstream classroom (see Chapter 7). During the main observation week, the
Turkish classes were cancelled as the teacher was on maternity leave. Observations in
the withdrawal classes were carried out in the Spring of 2000, when both the
immigrant minority language and Dutch as a second language classes had started to
centre on vocabulary exercises from the textbook Taalmaatje (Kouwenberg et al.
I997c,d). These lessons are related to the basic textbook used in the mainstream class
(Kouwenberg et al., I997a,b). In Chapters Io and II, two vocabulary lessons given in
the Turkish language class and the Dutch as a second language class are discussed in
more detail.
Conclusions
In this chapter, the pupils, teachers, pOliCies, timetables, and textbooks concerning the
fourth grade of de Rietscbans were introduced. The school serves two multicultural
neighbourhoods in the city of Stolberg. In I999, approximately 40 percent of the
pupils were immigrant minority pupils. Most of their parents were born in Turkey or
Morocco. The majority of the parents were low-educated. Almost 70 percent of the
pupils were registered as 0.25 and 0.90-pupils. At national level, these categories of
pupils accounted for almost 30 percent of the pupil population in 1999 (Ministerie van
OCW 2002). In the same year, almost IO percent of the primary schools had a pupil
population with 20 to 50 percent 0.90-pupils. In terms of the pupils' achievements in
vocabulary and mathematics, the fourth grade belonged to the 25 percent lowest
scoring classes in that grade. Compared to schools with a similarly disadvantaged pupil
population, the fourth grade Still performed below the national average on these
aspects. With 29 pupils, the class outnumbered the average of 24 pupils in the fourth
grades in I999 (Inspectie van het Onderwijs 200I).
With 219 pUpilS, the school had one pupil less than the average number of pupils
at primary schools in I999 (Ministerie van OCW 2002). With 30.2 percent of the
schools being of Catholic denomination, de Rietscbans was no exception either. The
educational policies ofthe school acknowledge the multicultural character of its pupil
population. The policies deal with both the social-emotional and cognitive
development of the child. The school aims to fulfil the function of a community
school, with a comfortable social climate and adapted education for all pupils. It
introduced the early school programme Piramide, the 'independent working hour',
and organises immigrant minority language and Dutch as a second language classes for
immigrant minority pupils. These withdrawal classes each take about one hour per
week. They are run by different teachers.
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The school considers Dutch to be of major importance. In the fourth grade,
immigrant minority language teaching entails the learning of Dutch through Turkish
and Moroccan-Arabic. Pupils are not allowed to speak other languages at school,
except during the immigrant minority language classes. The school is involved in the
organisation ofDutch language courses for the mothers of immigrant minority pupils.
On 'lengthened' school days, pupils voluntarily participate in additional educational
activities run by representatives of other institutions for children. Judging from the
terms one comes across in the school's policy documents-community school,
lengthened school day, adaptive education, the early school programme Piramide,
Dutch as a second language, immigrant minority language teaching-de Rietschanshas
adopted many of the prominent educational concepts one encounters in  the national
educational debate at the beginning of the third millennium. Meanwhile, the
Inspectorate of Education found that the school met most ofthe official requirements.
At 59 years of age, the form  teacher of the fourth grade was I7 years older than the
average primary school teacher in 1999 (Ministerie van OCW 2002). In the course of
his long professional career, he had seen reform movements come and go. He preferred
whole-class instruction, and was sceptical about adaptive education, the independent
working hour, Piramide. and related reforms recently introduced to de Rietscbani He
experienced the expectations that go with these didactic concepts as a form ofpressure.
Ed is not an exception in this respect. In her report with the significant title Scbolen
onderdruk (schools under pressure), Bronneman-Helmers (I999) observes that, despite
the increasing call for tailor-made or pupil-centred instruction, many teachers still
prefer whole-class or teacher-centred instruction. The instructional format pleaded for
is not undisputed among educationalists either. Chall (2000), for instance, concludes
from a review of studies that teacher-centred instruction is to the benefit of pupils
coming from families of low socio-economic status (see also Van der Ploeg et al.  I999).
Over two-third of tile school time in the fourth grade was spent on language and
mathematics. Teachers working at schools with a pupil population of which  25  to  50
percent belongs to immigrant minorities claim that they devote about 55 percent ofthe
school time to language and mathematics, which is more than what their colleagues
at schools with smaller shares of immigrant minority pupils spend on this 'core'
curriculum (cf. Tesser & ledema 2OOI:99). The language curriculum is based primarily
on interrelated textbooks for language arts, reading, and spelling. The language arts
textbook, which was first published in I997 and was used for the first time in the
fourth grade of de Rietscbans in I999, Claims to be an appropriate method for mixed
classes of first and second language learners of Dutch, provided that the pupils entered
the Dutch educational system at minimum school age. The textbook provides for
additional vocabulary lessons, which are taught in the immigrant minority language
classes and the Dutch as a second language class. The mathematics lessons also heavily
rely on a textbook, which was developed with a view to teaching socially disadvantaged
pupils.
CHAPTER 6
"That's what we work hard on"
Vocabulary in the mainstream classroom
Introduction
In the course of the last decade, the teaching of Dutch vocabulary has, at least at a
rhetorical level, become a focus of attention  in  the field of primary education in the
Netherlands. It appears that this development was induced by studies pointing to the
fact that immigrant minority pupils have a significantly smaller Dutch vocabulary than
native Dutch pupils, at all stages of primary school (Verhoeven & Vermeer I989;
Tesser, Van Dugieren & Merens I996; Droop I999; Strating-Keurentjes 2000). Apart
from these quantitative differences, which were manifest in the vocabulary test scores
of the fourth graders of de Rietscbans as well  (see Chapter  5),  research  has  shown  that
also the quality of immigrant minority pupils' lexical knowledge of Dutch is more
restricted. That is, they tend to mention fewer aspects of the meaning of and
associations with words, draw syntagmatic relations with other words more than
paradigmatic relations, and have more difficulty defining words formally (Verhallen
 994; Strating-Keurentjes 2000). As Dutch vocabulary is a decisive factor in gaining
access to classroom interaction and teaching materials, these restrictions have
detrimental effects on  the overall school performance of immigrant minority pupils.
Contemporary handbooks for teachers emphasise the importance of paying
systematic attention to the lexical development of (immigrant minority) pupils at
school, preferably from the day they enter playgroups and day-care institutes. The
Netherlands Scientific Council for Government Policy made the same case (WRR
2001). Repetitive treatment of functionally relevant word meanings by successively
establishing a meaningful context, making explicit the meaning ofthe word, practising
the word, and checking retention is claimed to be the appropriate didactic model for
effective vocabulary instruction (Verhallen & Verhallen I994; Appel, Kuiken &
Vermeer I995)· The language arts textbook Zin in taal, which was published in 1997,
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is one of the first textbooks targeted at regular classes in which vocabulary is treated
as a distinctive aspect of language proficiency to which a separate lesson is devoted
every week. Several linguists plead for giving such systematic attention to vocabulary
in classes with second language learners (Appel & Vermeer I994; Appel & Verhallen
I998).
School practitioners have started to acknowledge the importance of vocabulary
instruction. Tesser & Iedema (200I:I00) contend that, at multicultural schools,
vocabulary has become "a more explicit part of the curriculum", and a domain in
which the pupils' achievements are monitored more intensively than at schools with
monolingual pupil populations. However, teachers are inclined to treat word meanings
on a ad boc basis in the Context of other learning objectives (Verhallen I99I), whereas
retention of word meanings hinges on the extent to which repetitive, explicit
instruction is offered. Efforts made to put this principle into practice have,
nonetheless, on average, resulted in retention of no more than 30 percent of the words
offered (Appel & Vermeer 1997).
The focus on vocabulary is also manifest in the school policy of de Rietschans. The
school has implemented the vocabulary-oriented language arts textbook Zin in taal
and organises withdrawal classes for immigrant minority language reaching and Dutch
as a second language teaching, which, in the lower grades, are completely devoted to
Dutch vocabulary (see Chapters Io and II, respectively). In addition, the form teachers
draw up lists ofwords occurring in the textbook to which they intend to pay special
attention. This practice originated at the time the language arts textbook Taal Actief
(Van den Heuvel, Huijbregts & Peeters n.d.), in which no systematic attention is paid
to vocabulary (Appel & Verhallen 1998), was still being used at the school. In the year
that Zin in taal was introduced to the fourth grade of de Rietscbans, i.e., the year in
which the observations were carried out, the practice of using word lists continued to
exist. This practice is the focus of this chapter.
In the next section, Mister Ed's perceptions of his pupils' vocabulary and the ways
in which he responds to these perceptions in practice are discussed. In this context, the
approach to vocabulary instruction pursued by the authors of Zin in taal is presented
as well. In the following section, a key episode from a vocabulary lesson is presented
in which the word list compiled by Ed is used. In the following sections, this practice
is analysed and interpreted with respect to the linguistic norms adopted by the teacher,
the tasks of the pupils in relation to their capabilities, and the teaCher's motivation for
the didactics he applied in addition to those proposed in the textbook. Finally,
conclusions are drawn from the discussion of the key episode.
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Subject matter and materials
Mister Ed believed that the vocabulary of the pupils at de Rietscbans was Ioo small:
"Vocabulary, yes, that's the big problem of this class. Because of the foreigners, but also the
lower [socio-economic, JB] class of the pupils." (Ed I:45)
Indeed, as shown in Chapter 5, test results indicated that the level of receptive
vocabulary of the fourth graders was below the national average.  For Ed, these results
were "very disappointing" (Ed I:44). Considering that "especially with foreigners, this
vocabulary is all the more important" (Ed 3:4), vocabulary is "what we work hard on"
(Field Note 28.09.99). He interpreted a newspaper article he read on 25 September
I999 as a confirmation of the need for this endeavour (Field Note 27.09·99).In the
article, the headline of which read "Teacher too  nice to immigrant minority pupil",
educational researcher Paul Tesser points out that vocabulary is the "Achilles heel" of
minorities, and that a limited vocabulary, "often no more than half of what is
necessary", is closely related to reading comprehension. Thus, Ed's view of the
importance of vocabulary instruction was in perfect agreement with the educational
rhetoric described in the introduction to this chapter.
Four kinds of practice were observed which related to Ed's articulated views of
vocabulary. The first kind pertains to the incidental teaching ofwords. Regularly, the
meaning of a word was discussed spontaneously, mostly during reading lessons. On
Monday, 25 October, for instance, after having read a text together, the following
conversation took place:
Teacher: Is there a word you don't understand1 Then you can ask it.
Is d'r een woordje bij wat ie niet begrijpti Dan mag die 't vragen
Pupil: To grind.
Malen.
Teacher: To grind. Who can explain what to grind means1 Yes.
Malen.  Wie kan even uitleggen wat malen  betekenti Ja.
Davey: If you're in a mill. then er, you go grind all that dough. Then  they all grind
dough.
Als je in een molen zit, dan ub ga je al dat deeg malen.  Dan malen ze allemaal
deeg.
Teacher:        You have grains of corn.  You know what that is1 Corn1 These grains grow in/
by the farmer, his field. There you have these grains. And these are crushed.
That it almost becomes a kind of powder. So the grains that were grains first
now become a kind of powder. And that's to grind. Someone who has seen
coffee beans at home\.
Je  bebt  korreltjes graan.  Weet je wat  dat  isi  Graan2  Die  korreltjes die groeien  in/  bij
de  boer,  z'n  akker.  Heb je  van  die  korreljtes.  En  die  worden  belemaalfjn  gemaakt.
Dat bet bijna een soon poeder wordt. Dus die korreltjes die eerst dus korreltjes
waren, wordt nou een soon poeder. En dat is malen. Iemand die thuis wel 's
kq#iebonen beefigezien\.
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Pupils: Yes.
Ja.
Teacher: 1 don't know if/. Some mothers have a kind of machine at home, then they put
The coffee beans in it, and then underneath a powder comes out of it. Have you
ever seen that 
Ik weet niet of. Sommige moeders bebben tbuis een soon apparaatje, daar doen ze




Teacher:    Well, that's a mill, a coffee mill. Which grinds the beans.
Nou, dat is een molen, een  ko#iemolen.  Die maalt de boontjes belemaal jijn
During the school day from which this excerpt was taken, such spontaneous, explicit
constructions of meaning occurred nineteen times, usually on Ed's initiative.
Apart from the spontaneous teaching of word meanings, Ed devoted systematic
attention to vocabulary on the basis of the language arts textbook. The language arts
textbook Zin in taal contains one lesson per week which focusses on the meaning of
some of the 725 target words set for the fourth grade,  on the relations between word
meanings, on word learning strategies, and on the meta-linguistic reflection ofwords.
The selection of the target words is informed by a word list indicating the frequency
ofoccurrence ofwords in textbooks and the language of instruction in primary schools
(Schrooten & Vermeer 1994)· As regards the instructional format, the teacher's guide
(Kouwenberg et aL I997b:20) explains that
"ln the lessons, the following didactic stages are followed: preparation (activating pre-
conceptions, arousing interest), presentation and semantisation (giving meaning) of target
words, and practising the target words to achieve consolidation. Evaluation takes place
through control tasks. Visual support by means of illustrations plays an important role in all
lessons. The stories appearing in the lessons ensure thar there is a useful context in which the
words are given their meaning. The target words are repeated several times during one
lesson."
In addition to these lessons, Zin in taalcontains one additional vocabulary lesson per
three weeks on a 'copy sheet', and vocabulary lessons in the additional textbook
Taalmaatje. For every period of three weeks, Taalmaatje contains five additional
vocabulary lessons. In addition to words occurring in the basic textbook, Taalmaatje
lessons deal with other words related to the themes ofthe lessons in the basic textbook.
The Taalmaatje lessons are targeted particularly at immigrant minority pupils (Van de
Guchte & Kouwenberg 2002). The lessons are structured in accordance with the same
didactic stages as the vocabulary lessons from the basic textbook. Ed used the
vocabulary lessons from the basic textbook only. The vocabulary lessons from
Taaimaatje were taught in the withdrawal classes for Dutch as a second language and
immigrant minority language teaching.
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The third kind of vocabulary practice in the fourth grade was based on exercises
copied from another language arts textbook which Ed found at school. Ed explained
that such an exercise
shows five pictures, with the name of the mill. and the bank. And these are written then
about four or five times in a puzzle and with numbers and a lot of nonsense. And because
we have a lot of foreign pupils, they immediately see that a bank is the side of a river.    (Ed
I :44)
The pupils who did this voluntary homework assignment received a ticket with which
they could compete for some small prizes at the end of the school year.
The fourth kind ofpractice ofvocabulary instruction that was observed centred on
a list of definitions which Ed composed. All pupils kept a handout of the list in their
folders, which they sometimes took home to study on a voluntary basis (see Figure 6.I
on page 78). The definitions formulated on the handout included the following:
0  to peep tgluren) watch on the sly
•  the wallpaper (bet bebang) nice paper for on the wall
•     to  lick (Likken) go over something with your tongue
•   the apron (de scbort) a kind of coat to keep your clothes clean
•  to clamber (klauteren) to climb
•  the balcony (bet balkon) a piece of the house that sticks out with a little fence.
The words on the handout appear in Taalmaatje as well, yet not all ofthem are treated
as target words in Taalmaatle. Ed studied this additional textbook during the summer,
and selected words from the lessons ofwhich he thought: "They doni know that. And
that is, of course, just intuition" (Ed 3:2). The words appearing under "Lesson 2/3" in
the word list, for instance, occur in Lessons 2-3 from Taalmaatje (see Figure 6.2 on
page 76). Apart from the fact that the teachers o f de Rietscbans jointly decided to rnake
such lists a few years ago, the rationale behind the word list is the following:
"In order for them to understand the story, and to be able to work with it, they need to
know what these words mean, of course. [....] Understanding is the most important thing.
No, I don't think we already assume that they can use the words. That's not the primary aim
really. But they have to understand what it's about of course." (Ed 3:2-3)
Ed defined the words "in such a way that it is understandable for children" (Ed 3:I).
In some cases, he consulted a dictionary. Most aspects of the meanings of the words
listed on the handout are included in the definitions of a dictionary as well. The
definitions in, e.g., Van Dale (1995) contain more aspects and convey meaning using
less frequently occurring words. In the school year I999/2000, six lessons of
approximately fifteen minutes were observed in which the word list was used. The
teacher's log indicates that, on seven occasions, the teacher had actually planned to
devote time to the word list. The observed lessons, however, are not mentioned in the
log. k thus appears that such vocabulary lessons were conducted whenever Ed felt
there was time to do so.
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vader, moeder en oma.
de poes en de hond.
Oom  Elton  komt op bezoek.       #b rFIL 'illig
oom Elton 19: 
I m      /46-,   \      eY    ' //9' /3 -1.    , 1 rlit M
L-lf-NLe..75£1*Ria         ..·,7,0   1  7; .907'
oma
/ =3=, 1 All'llip...   .  ,  . r  ..  ..:  .W  .\  /  rf)-  ..........
. / '    W r  / ' : t. , W...--7/.-2,  EN...al.... . : Frank   -3' Vi':1.,„., '1 41:;1="'., .
I Opdracht I 'RIN.
Waor zijn ze? e /b-5    0,95=/ )1
Zoek vader op de plaat. 4%£5  e J:.r-:rt i.71....1.Welk nummer staat erbij Nadie »4[te
Zoek het nummer in de rij.                           -                    -:·:,A,I /,rf('f.,;S "4'f fr,|L .
Schrijf de hele zin in je schrift. . . . . . . ' ' .
 " 1' . I
Doe het zo: ».Vader staat op het balkon.
kies uit:
Vader staat -
I. op zoider.                                                  |     1,Lisa staat- 2. op de schoorsteen. , 11,0-R saKevin staat - 3. op het grasveld.
i| /1  1Moeder staat _ 4. op de venstet-bank
: 1  ,-1-, Lt«'  i
Oma is __ 5 op het balkan
Frank ligt- 6. voor de voordeur.
Oom Elton loopt _ 7. achter een braamstruik. ' C<C"          th
De hond ligt - 8. in de hangmat -al.P
De duif zit - 9. bij de schutting.                                 G
De poes zit _ 10. bii het raam van de kelder.
Figure 6.2: Lessons 2-3 from Taalmaatie (Kouwenberg et d. 1997c:6-7)
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st                                I  Opdracht 2
Nadie - 11. gromt naar oom Elton.
Wat doen ze? kies uit:
vader
Frank _ 12. sleept met een groot pal<.
. . . . . . . Kevin _ 13. zaagt een plank door.
Lisa 14. schildert het luik.
h Oom Elton _ 15. hangc een bloembak op.
0                      Oma _ 16. klautert op het traple.
Moeder 17. gluurt bil de buren.
Vader _ 18. likt aan haar poot.
De hond 19. timmert een hok.
De poes __ 20. wenkt Nadie.
LI, Opdracht 3
Schrijf in ie schrift woorden yoor ruimtes in een huis.
De gang, de keuken, -
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VVoordenschat
Les 1
de wekker een klok die je wakker maakt
de wastafel een bak met kranen om je te wassen
de handdoek een stuk doek om je af te drogen
snurken geluid maken terwijl je slaapt
het behang mooi papier voor op de muur
Les 2/3
de zolder de bovenste kamer in een huis
de schoorsteen een pijp waardoor de rook weggaat
de vensterbank een plank voor het raam
de schutting een muur tussen twee tuinen (van hout of steen)
de kelder de kamer onder het huis
grommen een zwaar geluid maken
klauteren klimmen
gluren stiekem kiiken
likken met je tong ergens over heen gaan
wenken een teken geven met je hand
slepen over de grond laten glijden
Les 4
het meel witte poeder om brood van te bakken
de koekenpan een lage pan om iets in te bakken
de pannenkoek een grote dunne gebakken koek
het servet een doek om je mond af te vegen
de schort een soort jasje om je kleren schoon te houden
het balkon een stukje van het huis wat uitsteekt met een hekje
Les 5
het tafelkleed een kleed voor op tafel
de schoenendoos een doos om schoenen in te doen
de zomerjas een jas voor in de zomer
de zaklamp een lamp voor in je hand
de sleutel een stukje ijzer om een slot open te maken
een soort tang om een schroef los te draaien
de nijptang een tang om een spijker uit de muur te halen
de boor een ding om een gat in de muur te maken
de hamer een ding om een spijker in de muur te slaan
Les 6
de hangmat een mat om ergens in te liggen en die ergens aan hangt
de halsband een riem om de hals van een dier
de vlooien hele kleine beestjes die kunnen steken
de kluif een stuk bot of been (bv voor een hond)
het flapoor een lange hangoor
kwispelen met de staart op en neer gaan
een blokje om een rondje lopen door de straten
Les 7
de tent een huisle van doek
de arend een grote roofvogel
de storm een hele harde wind
de klauw een poot met scherpe nagels (bv tijger)
de snuit het voorste deel van de kop van een dier
de vacht het vel van een dier
figure 6.1: The vocabulary handout
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A key episode
On Monday, 25 October I999, the first day after the autumn holidays, at I.If pm,
Mister Ed asks the pupils to plaCe their "vocabulary" in front of them. He has the
fourth grade pupils pay attention  to the words listed under Lesson  S of the word list:
Teacher: Lesson five, again there are a number of words which we are going to practise
well this week. To know what ihey mean.
Lesje vijf daar staan weer een aantal woordjes die wij van de week goed gaan
oe#nen. Om te weten wat ze betekenen.
Aysegul and Sharona are then asked to read aloud the words and their definitions. Ed
repeats the definitions and adds to and elaborates on three of them. When, after a few
minutes, the class has gone through the words and their definitions listed under Lesson
5, Ed tells the pupils to "study the words carefully", which most pupils appear to do
then. After 47 seconds, Dennis raises his finger. He is invited to come to the front to
be "tested", as Ed says, by his classmates. He gives turns to one of the pupils who raise
a finger, who mention a word from the list which Dennis has to explain. When he has
explained five words, he nominates Nico from among the pupils who indicated that
they would like to be the next to be subjected to such a test. Once Nico has explained
nine words, the assignment is extended. The class is given the opportunity to study the
words and their definitions from Lessons I to 4, so that the following volunteers could
be questioned about those words as well. Since these definitions have been dealt with
before, Ed does not go over them explicitly again. Next, Davey, Joey, and Jordi are
nominated. Davey is given tickets for the end-of-the-year lottery (like the pupils who
hand in the vocabulary homework assignments) after having explained eight words,
joey is sent back to his seat after having attempted to explain one word, and Jordi is
dismissed after having explained seven words. Fifteen minutes into the lesson, Ed
nominates Stdfanie. When she has come to the front of the class, the following
interaction occurs:
Teacher: Well Stdfanie. There you go.





Stdfanic: That's to watch on the sly Nasira.
Dat is stiekem kijken. Nasira.
Nasira: The wallpaper.
Het bebang
Stdfanie: Thais nice paper for on the wall. Davey.
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Da's mooi papier voor op de muur. Davey.
Davey: To lick.
Likken.
Stdfanie: That's going over something with your tongue. Dennis.
Da's  met je  tong ergens overheen  gaan.  Dennis.
Dennis: Apron.
Scbort.
Stdfanie:        That's a piece. That's clothing which you ifyou go cooking you can put around
you.
Dat is een  lap.  Da's stofdat je als je gaat koken om je been kunt doen.
Teacher: And ;why do you do thar,
En waar;om doeje  dati
Stdfanic: xx spatter on your clothes.
xx spetteren op je kleren.
Teacher:     That your clothes, that it doesn't get on your clothes. Well done.







Teacher:     Stop. I need to have one more girl. You earned fiVe tickets as well. Remember
that. No mistakes made.
Stop. Ik moet nog Hn meisje bebben. Jij bebt ook vijflootjes verdiend. Ontbou bet
maar even.  Geen fout gemaakt.
Then Stdfanie gives the floor to Aysegul:
Stdfanie: Aysegul
AysegUL
Teacher: Yes! Where are the fingers1
Ja! Waar zijn de vingers7
Aysegul. Wendy.
Wendy.
Teacher: And check it immediately. right
En gelijk controleren hE
Wendy: To lick.
Likken.
Aysegul: To lick. Ifyou have a lolly then you lick.
Likken. Als je een lolly bebt dan lik je
Teacher: 0 no but that's not the way we explain that.
0 nee maar zo U zeggen we dat niet uit.
Aysegul: Then you have a 10\.
Dan beb je een lo\.
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Teacher: You have to tell what to lick means.
Jij moet vertellen wat likken betekent.
Aysegul: Then you lick something.
Dan lile je iets.
Teacher: (dissatisfied:) Yes, then you tick something indeed.





Teacher: But what if somebody doesn't know what to lick is.
Maar als er iemand nou niet weet wat likken is.
Pupil: I know what to lick means.
Ik weet wat likken betekent.
Teacher:     And then you say to that person, then you lick something. Would he already
know it theni
En dan zeg jij tegen die persoon: dan lik je iets.  Zoll die 't dan at weteni
Aysegul: NO.
Nee.
Teacher: No, because he just doesn't know it.
Nee  want bij  weet bet juist niet.
Aysegul: Then you tick lollies.
Dan  lik je  lolly's.
Teacher: Yes but he doesn't know what to lick means.
Ja maar bij weet niet wat likken betekent.
Pupils: Oh!
01
Teacher:      So then you have to tell him that. Now what happens if somebody Iici(s'
Dus dan moet jij  'm  dat vertellen.  Wat gebeurt er nou  als  iemand  likti
Pupil: (whispers:) Go over it with your tongue.
(whispers:) Met je tong er overbeen gaan.
Aysegul: Thar your tongue goes over.
Dat je  tong over gaat.
Teacher: Precisely.
Juist.
Bouchra: She said that. Feride told her thar.
Dat beb zij gezegd. Dat beeji Feride voorgezegd
Teacher: 0 who do I hear2 No I needni hear anybody.





Aysegul: The balcony er is this stone. Round is this stone. Have you over this fence.
Het balkon ub  is zo'n steen.  Rond  is zo'n steen.  Heb je overbeen zo'n bekje.
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Teacher: You go take a good look at all the words here again. Because you all know it a
little bit, but not yet as we actually want it. I need to have one more girl. Watch
carefully, read carefully, Aysegiil.  And  know  it precisely. Because if somebody
says, what is to lick and you say, that's to lick then we still don't know a thing
of course, do we Well, Wendy.
Ga jij nog es bier alle woordjes god bekijken.  Want je weet bet allemaal wel een
beetje goed, maar tocb nog niet zo als wij bet eigentijk willen. Ik moest nog Hn
meisje bebben.  Goed kijken. goed lezen Aysegul.  En precies weten.  Want als iemand
zegt: wat is likken en jij zegt: da's likken, dan weten we nog niks natuurlijk bb.
Nou. Wendy.
When Wendy has explained five words, she returns to her seat while Ed closes the
vocabulary lesson, which has lasted approximately twenty minutes.
The episode can be summarized as follows. Two girls successively come to the front
to explain the meanings ofwords proposed by the classmates they nominate. Sdfanie
explains five different words. Her explanations of the words 'to peep', 'wallpaper', 'to
lick', and to clamber' are identical to the definitions formulated by the teacher on the
handout. Only her explanation ofan apron deviates from the given definition. At this
point, the teacher interferes for the first and last time during her turn, asking why it
is people use aprons. Stdfanie then refers to spattering on clothes, to which Ed adds
that an apron makes sure that it doesn't get on your clothes. Like Davey, she earns five
tickets with her performance.
Aysegul explains two words. Her first explanation of the verb 'to lick', "ifyou have
a lolly then you lick", is explicitly turned down by the teacher, who explains that thar
is not the way "we" say that. She is unable to finish her second attempt, which would
most likely have been "then you have a lolly", as the teacher adds thar she has to tell
what 'to lick' means. Her third attempt, "then you lick something", is implicitly
turned down with the teacher's voice signalling dissatisfaction. An unidentified pupil
then asks himself what it iS people lick, to which Aysegul appears to reply with
'candy". Ed does not deal with these remarks. Rather, he introduces Aysegul's
imaginative interlocutor, who does not know what 'to lick means'. Now she clarifies
the meaning of the verb by saying that you lick lollies. The teacher is still not satisfied
and stresses that the imaginative interlocutor does not know what 'to lick' means. He
then hints at the point Aysegul should make by asking what happens if someone licks.
A classmate then whispers the definition from the handout, which Aysegul repeats in
a slightly different way. The teacher is satisfied with the answer, and ignores a pupil's
comment on the prompting. The second word Aysegul is asked to explain is 'balcony'.
Again, her explanation deviates significantly from the definition on the handout. The
reference to a little fence is all her explanation has in common with the definition on
the handout. She is sent back to her seat to take a good look at the words once more.
In this vocabulary lesson, only Joey was sent back sooner. He was dismissed
immediatelyafter having described his first target word,'to clamber', as 'making noise'.
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Expectations and responses
In the introduction to the lesson, the teacher explained that the aim of the lesson was
"to know what they [i.e., the words, JB] mean". When Aysegul was sent back to her
1-4place, this aim was reformulated as "knowing precisely . tvidently, the teacher was
convinced that Stdfanie had reached this aim, while Ayseglil had not. It is not
surprising that Mister Ed was satisfied with Sidfanie's explanations. After all, except
for her explanation of an apron, all of her definitions were identical to those
formulated by himself. Still, according to Ed, it was not his definition that counted:
"If they tell ii right, if it's right what they say [...], then I find it all right as well, of course.
It's not my intention to have them give my definitions.  (Ed 3:3)
Hence, Stdfanie's deviant definition of an apron was accepted. Once the definition
"thais clothing which  you  if you go cooking you can put around you" was, at Ed's
request, completed with the remark thar this is done because ofspartering on clothes,
Stdfanie is praised for her performance ("well done").
Apart from the answer whispered by one of her classmates, Aysegul did not follow
Ed's definitions in either of her descriptions of'to lick' and 'balcony'. She describes
these words as follows:
•  Ifyou have a lolly then you lick.
•  Then you have a 10\.
•  Then you lick something.
• Candy.
•  Then you lick lollies.
•  That your tongue goes over.
•  The balcony is this stone. Round is this stone. Have you over this fence.
The association with lollies indicates  that Aysegul was aware of at least one everyday
context in which people lick. That is, she knew, to a certain extent, what 'to lick'
means. Looking back on the episode, Ed acknowledged that "ifthey talk about lollies,
they know the meaning of that word" (Ed 3:4), and "what else can you do with a lolly
apart from licking it, righti" (Ed 3:3)·  In the case of the balcony, Ed did not identify
any indication ofsuch a minimal understanding: "The balcony is this stone, well, that
doesn't make any sense." (Ed 4:17).
Thus, descriptions signalling a certain level of understanding of the meaning of the
word did not suffice. The actual norm the pupils were expected to meet was made
explicit as soon as Aysegiil had given her first explanation. Her description was turned
down as "that's not the way we explain that". In retrospect, Ed explained that
•  "You have to tell it in a different way." (Ed 3:3)
•  "But so I want them not to use that word to lick." (Ed 4:7)
•   "I also want her [i.e., Asyegul, JB] to learn to tell it. That's also Dutch, right. That
she can express herself, in such a way that somebody understands what a balcony
,,
lS. (Ed 4:8)
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•  "I never want to hear the same word again, right." (Ed 4:IS)
•  "To lick is something with your tongue. That's what I want to hear." (Ed 4:I6)
In the episode, Ed tried to explain this norm to Aysegul by referring to an imaginative
interlocutor who does not know what to lick means. The target word should be
explained such that this interlocutor is able to achieve understanding on the basis of
the given explanation.
Aysegul agreed that such an interlocutor would still nor understand what 'to lick'
means "if you say to that person, then you lick something". She appeared to have
pictured an interlocutor from her everyday life, a classmate perhaps, with whom she
could, through negotiation of meaning, achieve a mutual understanding of the word
on the basis of shared, everyday knowledge of the world, such as the acts associated
with a lolly. It was not until Ed had indicated that her description in which a lolly
appeared was insufficient that she replaced 'lolly' by the more generic 'something',
and, triggered by a classmate asking "what1", by the superordinate 'candy'. When Ed
then repeated her third description, i.e., "then you lick something", she agreed that the
interlocutor would still not be able to understand the word and rephrased her initial
suggestion, you lick lollies. Her description of a balcony, which was perhaps inspired
by the picture of a balcony in Taalmaatje (see Figure 6.2), may well have been
sufficient for a classmate to achieve a higher level of understanding as well.
Ed, however, had a different interlocutor in mind. The interlocutor he envisaged,
did not share everyday knowledge with Aysegul, yet understood the meaning ofa word
when it was defined "how we actually want it". What this norm exactly entails can be
inferred from the other instances from the vocabulary lesson in which pupils used
explanations with which  Ed  did not fully agree,  a list of which is given in Table 6.I.
The list suggests that the pupils' explanations were disconfirmed or only partially
confirmed by the teacher if the teacher believed that they did not denote the object or
act (to clamber is to make sound, to beckon is to make sound), ifhe believed a crucial
distinctive feature was omitted (a frying pan is low, growling implies a low sound), if
the definition pointed to non-standard, yer common applications of the object
(squeezing out screws with pincers, screwing with a drill), or if the superordinate was
omitted (a shoe box is a box).
It thus seems that "how we actually want it" implies a lexicographic definition that
is generic or abstract rather than exemplary or concrete, paradigmatic rather than
syntagmatic, formal rather than informal, and Context-independent rather than
context-bound. In most cases, it was the teacher who assessed whether these criteria
were met, despite the teacher's call at the beginning of the lesson to immediately check
the restee's replies. The only case in which the pupils did express disagreement with
the description of a classmate seemed to be related to the content rather than the
definitional form of the testee's explanation (to beckon is to  make a sound).
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Table 6.1: Disconfirmed or partially confirmed explanations of word meanings
:Target woid  -Definitidn on handout '.Pupils' explanations and teachefs feedback
shoe box a box to put shoes in Dennis: That's where you need to put two shoes in.
schoenendoos een doos om schoenen in Daar moet ie twee schoenen in stoppen.
te doen Teacher:    What ;is it?
Wat ;is het?
Dennis: That's a box with shoes.
Da's een doos waar schoenen  in zitten.
pincers a pair of tongs to Dennis: That's a pair of tongs to squeeze out a screw.
niiptang remove a nail from the Dat is een tang om een schroef eruit te kniipen
wall Teacher: Mmm.
een tang om een spiiker Dennis: To loosen.
uit de muur te halen Los te draaien.
Teacher: Hold on. A screw.
Wacht even. Een schroef.
Dennis: A nail.
een spil_ker
drill a thing to make a hole Nico: You can tighten a screw in the wall with that.
boor in the wall Daarmee kun je schroeven in de muur draaien.
een ding om een got in Teacher:   What did you say? What did he ask again?
de muur te moken Wat zeg je? Wat vroeg ie ook alweer?
Nico: That's a thing to make a hole in the wall.
_D© 9n ding om een gat in df muur te mgken
frying pan a low pan to fry Davey: A pan to make pancakes in for instance.
koekenpan something in Een pan om pannenkoeken in te bakken
een lage pan om iets in bijvoorbeeld.
te bakken Teacher:   And what does this pan look like?
En hoe ziet die pan eruit?
It'S low.
Dieis Igag-
clamber climb joey: Make sound.
klauteren klimmen Geluid maken.
Teacher: There's something wrong there. To clamber. He
clambers up a tree, they sometimes say.
Daar klopt iets niet. Hij klautert in een boom,
zeggen ze weI eens.
loey: _  Jremaim Ellenl)
beckon give a sign with your lordi: Make sound.
wenken hand Geluid maken.
een teken geven met je Pupils: Wrong.
hand Fout.
Teacher: And actually it's quite simple. Because I am
doing it right now.
lordi: 0, give a sign with your hand!
0, een tekep geven mlie hand.
growl make a low sound VVendy: Make sound.
grommen een zwaar geluid maken geluid maken.
Tea her:    A bit ota low sound, _isn't_it. _
The teacher's definitional norms were not spelled out at any point during the lesson.
It was taken for granted that the pupils knew that explaining the meanings of words
in the classroom differs from clarification ofmeaning in everyday conversations. It was
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also taken for granted what these school norms entail. With her self-made definition
ofan apron, Stdfanie showed that she was aware ofthese norms. Aysegul, however, one
of the pupils for whom Ed organised these vocabulary lessons in particular, did not
share this tacit knowledge of what counts as a legitimate explanation of word
meanings.
Linguistic demands
The vocabulary test that was administered by the pupil coordinator of de Rietschans m
the autumn of I999 (see Chapter 5) indicated that Aysegul, who was repeating the year,
had a significantly smaller passive vocabulary in Dutch than Stdfanie. Tests in other
subjects revealed similar differences in their performance. The teacher's perception of
the pupils correspon(led with these insights. On their report cards from the autumn
of I999, Stdfanie's oral language use was rated as 'good', while Aysegul's was
'satisfactory'. At the end of the school year, Ed described Stdfanie as "the ideal pupil",
while Aysegul was characterised as a "nice pupil" whose language "remains weak".
The pupils' test scores in vocabulary predicted that Aysegul would encounter more
words among the target words and the words used as glosses with which she was not
familiar or was less familiar than Stdfanie. That is, in order to reach the aim of the
lesson as this was defined by Ed-knowing precisely what the words on the handout
mean-she would have to bridge a larger knowledge gap than Sdfanie. The same
holds for accomplishing the task they were actually faced with-to explain words
according to certain lexicographic rules. This definitional task not only requires
productive lexical knowledge rather than the receptive knowledge implied by the aim
of the lesson, but also socio- and meta-linguistic skills. As Snow et al. (1991:104) point
Out,
"to provide a formal definition, children must first analyx the task situation in which they
find themselves, decide that a formal definition is required, and recall the form peculiar to
this  particular genre,  then they must  reflect on the meaning of a target word, analyst what
they know about thai word in order to decide what is central to its meaning, and to organize
that crucial information into the standard form for the definitional genre."
When pupils are able to learn the definitions on the handout by heart before they find
themselves in front of the class, definitional skills are not called upon in accomplishing
tile task. Arguably, retention ofthe definitions benefits from the lexical knowledge the
child already possesses. It seems plausible thar Stdfanie was thus able to reproduce most
of Ed's definitions. It was only when she was asked to define an apron that she did not
reply instantly. Being aware of the teacher's definitional norms, and drawing on her
own definitional skills, she managed To formulate a definition of an apron
autonomously which was acceptable for the teacher.
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In contrast, Aysegul did nor recall the definitions from the handout. The
explanations she came up with did not seem to have been inspired by the definitions
on the handout. Her relatively limited Dutch vocabulary made the task of quickly
learning the definitions by heart difficult to accomplish. The alternative, i.e., to devise
the explanations herself, constiuted a difficult task as well: not only because of the
lexical knowledge required, but also because of the additional meta-linguistic skills
involved. Aysegul, being unaware of the teacher's definitional norms, talked about
licking in a context-dependent, yet socially shared manner. While licking a lolly can
be thought of a socially shared association, her description of a balcony appeared to
refer to the experience of viewing a picture  in the additional language arts  textbook
Taabnaage, which she only shared with the classmates who participated in withdrawal
classes.
Hagtvet (I992), who examined the definitions given by two- to six-year-old mother
tongue learners ofNorwegian, categorised pupils' talking about referents in a context-
dependent, yet socially shared manner as the second stage in the acquisition of
definitional skills, whereby children move away from idiosyncratic towards
conventional definitions which reflect hierarchically organised semantic associative
networks. Merely 4 percent of the definitions produced by Hagwet's six-year-old
informants could be categorised as conventional definitions. More than 25 percent of
the definitions of the six-year-olds were akin to Aysegul's in that the definitional task
appeared to
"evoke some concrete situational images or feature(s) that the child associated with the word,
but these were rather peripheral to those which the adult culture considers the most essential
characteristics  of the word."  (Haglvet I992:304)
The teacher was aware of the fact that the task of defining words is linguistically
demanding:
"A child, a Dutch child, has to learn rhe word to tell what a balcony is. Because he ;knows
whaia balcony is. [...] But with foreign children you sometimes need to teach ihis first. And
then they still have to gloss it. That's double actually, isn't it. A Dutch child actually has to
"learn words [ for concepts, JB] he already knows. Well. not with every word, but with many.
(Ed 4:8)
In spite of his acknowledgement of the relative difficulty of the task with which the
immigrant minority pupils wee faced, only the highly proficient pupils, such as Davey
and Stdfanie, who accomplished the task as desired, received lottery tickets for their
performance in this lesson.
Teacher accounts
The observed definitional activity differs considerably from what the pupils are
expected to do in the vocabulary lessons in Taalmaa#e, i.e., the source of the target
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words on the handout. According to the teacher's guide to this textbook (Kouwenberg
et al. I997d), the pupils should first be introduced to the theme of the lesson on the
basis ofa short story. Lesson 2-3, for instance (see Figure 6.2), begins with a story that
tells about the house in which the Martis family lives. The members of this family can
be found on the picture, which shows where they are and what they are doing. In the
first two exercises, the pupils have to match the names of the family members with the
given phrases,  some of which convey a certain location, and others a certain activity.
In case pupils do not have the lexical knowledge to accomplish this task, they can rely
on the corresponding numbering ofthe phrases and pictures. In the third exercise, the
pupils are asked to write down words for the rooms in a house. Thus, in this textbook,
word meanings are presented in a narrative and visual context which is geared to the
kind ofcontext-bound descriptions Aysegul produced, and practised through exercises
which only call on passive knowledge of the target words.
In Ed's vocabulary lesson, the target words were not presented in such a context.
The meanings of the words were written down in formal definitions and read aloud
at the beginning of the lesson. Following this, the pupils studied the definitions in a
rote learning manner for a very short period of time.  Then, the pupils were tested  for
their knowledge of the words by being asked to define the words according to certain
norms. Snow et al. (I99I) observed similar definitional practices in second through
seventh US grade classrooms, and cite several studies showing that children rarely learn
from definitions, or at least learn less than from other methods of presentation.
According to Ed, however, the lessons with the word list must be seen as the second
or third step in teaching vocabulary:
Now we're talking about the second or third phase. When we start, we say, well, guys, put
Lesson two in front of you. And we have been dealing with that book. And there are pictures
of a balcony, and there are pictures of a collar [...].  In the first lesson, you talk about that
extensively. I told them, for instance, to come back to that cellar, that me and my family,
my parental family, that we had been in this cellar with the five of us [during World War
II, JB]." (Ed 4:Io)
Note that some of the words occurring in Taalmaatje, which is used only in the
withdrawal classes, do not occur in the basic textbook. From the six words which
Aysegul and Stdfanie explained, the words 'apron' and 'balcony' do not occur in the
basic textbook, while the meaning of'clamber' is made explicit only in Taalmaatje.
The other words, i.e., 'lick', 'wallpaper', and 'peep', are treated in both the basic
textbook and Taalmaatje. This means that those pupils who participated in the
withdrawal classes, i.e., the immigrant minority pupils, had already encountered or-if
the mainstream class was ahead ofschedule-would encounter these words in the basic
textbook, in Taalmaatje, and, finally, in the word list. From that perspective, the word
list can indeed be considered as the second or even third step in the teaching process.
In Ed's view, this second or third step is not merely a form of testing:
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"That child asks rhat child, what does that mean  And I hope that through that interplay,
that child tasking questions, JB} learns as well. In fact, they all participate then, because
everyone likes to ask that word of the one who's standing in front of the class." (Ed 1:45)
When asked explicitly if the episode should be taken  as an instance of evaluation, or
as a form of practising, Ed replied:
"For me, it's a form ofpracrising.  I...]  If I  have five children come to the blackboard, then
these words are already practised five times. Because they have to ask all those words, right,
of the one who's standing in front of the class." (Ed 4:6)
The lottery tickets were supposed to encourage the pupils not being tested to quickly
"study the words. According to Ed, this form ofpractising «still seems to be necessary
(Field Note 08.05.00). That is, he found the materials provided by the language arts
textbook to be insufficient:
"Actually I find with those work books, they mention that once, they can colour a bit, and
then it stops again. But there is nO textbook, hardly any textbook which practises with
words. You have to [practise, JB] those words a little while every day, even if it is just for ten
minutes. And tomorrow again, and tomorrow again. Far too soon, it is assumed, if they have
heard it, that they then know what it is.  Or if they have seen it.  It is of course even better
"ifyou can show something, but it has to be memorised, made automatic. That's it.   (Ed 4:2)
Ed thus explicitly refuted 'playful' exercises which, in his experience, do not recur
regularly.  In  his view, knowledge of words needs  to be internalised through repeated
confrontation with written explanations ofthe meanings ofwords. This is a reflection
of a general belief on teaching:
" I consider that the most important thing in all subjects: repetition. That I find the main
thing lacking in this education: drilling." (Ed 4:I8)
This beliefwas taken to hold all the more for immigrant minority pupils, whose Dutch
vocabulary was considered "too small" (Ed I:60). Hence, the teacher opted for a list
ofdefinitions which, unlike the language arts textbook, allowed him to frequently and
quickly expose the (immigrant minority) pupils to the meanings of target words.
Conclusions
In the introduction to this chapter, it was pointed out that the observed classroom
practice evolved in an educational context in which it is widely acknowledged that the
quantity and quality of immigrant minority pupils' Dutch vocabulary are significantly
lower than the vocabulary oftheir native Dutch peers and insufficient to enable them
to comprehend the school language input to a satisfactory degree. Consequently, a
high premium is put on giving systematic attention to the development of lexical
knowledge in Dutch. The increasing concern for vocabulary among linguists, national
policy makers, textbook authors, and school practitioners, and the related insight into
differences in vocabulary was shared by de Rietscbtms and Mister Ed.
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In practice, the teacher pursued a didactic approach which markedly contrasted
with the philosophy behind the language arts textbook he used. The textbook was
developed with a view to use in multilingual classrooms, and the didactics of the
vocabulary lessons is informed by contemporary, academic insights into vocabulary
teaching. This implies thai functionally relevant target words are treated in a narrative
and visual context and practised through playful exercises. Mister Ed, however, was
sceptical towards the didactics of the textbook. As he was seriously concerned about
the pupils' vocabulary, he complemented the textbook lessons with an additional
activity based on his own practical knowledge, in which principles such as whole-class
instruction, repetition, rotc learning, and the giving of incentives played a central role.
He had a clear idea ofthe knowledge that the pupils should acquire, and felt the need
to make this knowledge explicit, repeatedly, in a concise manner, tO all pUpilS.
Therefore, the original textbook lessons were reduced to what he believed was the
essence of what the pupils should learn: the precise meanings ofwords. The resulting
list ofdefinitions on a handout, which he used on top ofthe original lessons, conveyed
these meanings in a decontextualised and formalised fashion. In that way, he levelled
his practical knowledge of the pupils, ofthe relative importance ofvocabulary, and of
what constitutes effective teaching.
The teacher and the pupils engaged in this additional activity acted upon different
linguistic norms. The teacher wanted the pupils to formulate the kind of context-
independent, generic, formal, abstract definitions he presented on the handout. While
the meanings of words were made explicit on the handout, the underlying definitional
norms remained tacit. The observation that the vocabulary of the immigrant minority
pupils was "too small" and the consideration that "understanding is the most
important thing" thus resulted in a task which appeared to be beyond the level of
definitional skills which could reasonably be expected from the pupils the lesson was
targeted at in the first place.
Despite the tacit character of the reacher's norm, the native Dutch, proficient
Stdfanie, "the ideal pupil", was familiar with, and actually met this norm. Her
language proficiency enabled her to imprint the given definitions and to formulate
acceptable definitions autonomously when she had forgotten the given ones. She
earned lottery tickets with her performance. In contrast, Aysegul, the non-native
Dutch pupil whose "language remains weak", did not recognise the tacit norm. She
adhered to the norm she acts upon in everyday life. In this setting, the meanings of
words are clarified through negotiation, in the context in which they occur, with
references to concrete, socially shared experiences. By offering a visual and narrative
context, the language arts textbook is tailored to this norm, whilst what counted as
word knowledge in Ed's classroom was incompatible with this norm (cf. Keddy I97I).
Not only did Aysegul not recognise this norm, she also lacked the knowledge required
for meeting it.
C:HAI '1-I.R 7
"They often don't hear that"
Spelling in the mainstream classroom
Introduction
The official Dutch spelling, drawn up by the Institute for Dutch Lexicology under the
joint authority of the governments of the Netherlands and Flanders (Belgium), is laid
down in the Woordenlijst  Nederlandse  taaltword list Dutch language), the most recent
version of which dates from I995 (Woordenlilst I995). The Green Book, as the
Woordentijst is usually referred to, contains a spelling guide and an extensive list of
word forms. Since I947, governmental and educational institutes have been compelled
to use the official spelling by act of law. Spelling reforms were implemented in 1954,
and, after a debate of many years, in 1996. The official core objectives of primary
education prescribe that, by the end of primary school, pupils know the rules for the
spelling of verbs and Other words (Kerndoelen I998).
The time allocated to spelling instruction by textbook authors has decreased
significantly since schools were compelled to use the official spelling. In I955, when Ed
went to teacher training college, language arts methods for the final years ofsecondary
education provided material for 40 to 200 hours of spelling instruction per year, i.e.,
for approximately four to five hours per school week (Van der Velde I97I). In a
contemporary spelling textbook for primary education like Zin in taal-Spelling, merely
one hour per week is devoted to this subject, considering thar
"Traditionally, spelling takes a lot of time in primary education. It sometimes even appears
that writing and spelling stand for the same thing. Much as we value a considerable
command of spelling, spelling has no exclusive right within language teaching. Spelling is
an important, but not the sole condition for a functional written product." (Cranshoff &
Zuidema I9976:·7)
This one-hour time investment is in agreement with the standards of the Inspectorate
of Education (Inspectie van her Onderwijs I997:3I) and the Expert Centre for Dutch
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(Sijtstra I998:86). Both of these institutes observed that their standard is generally
exceeded in practice. On average, teachers say that they spend about one hour and
forty minutes on spelling each week (Sijtstra 1992; Inspectie van het Onderwijs
I997:28).
Although teachers seem to give more spelling instruction than is considered
desirable by educational authorities, they strongly put the importance of correct
spelling into perspective (Heyne & Hofmans 1988:97)· Like journalists and other
professionallanguage users, they regard spelling as an important, but definitely not the
most important aspect of language. For them, the gravity ofa spelling mistake depends
on the type of mistake, the age of the speller, and the context in which the mistake is
made.
In accordance with the core objectives, the following objective is formulated in the
School Plan of de Rietscbans :
"The children need to be able to write fluently, which implies that the spelling (including
the spelling ofverbs) should be more than sufficient." (School Plan I999:6)
The School Plan further states that, in case of severe spelling problems, traced through
a curriculum-independent spelling test administered twice a year, remedial reaching
will be arranged.
Since the school year I999/2000, the school has used the spelling textbook Zin in
taal-Spelling m grades 4 to 8. This textbook elaborates on the emergent literacy
textbook used in the third grade, which deals with the elementary phoneme-grapheme
correspondences in Dutch. The contents of the spelling textbook cover the complete
Dutch spelling. The book presents different kinds of strategies to tackle the various
spelling difficulties in Dutch. These pertain to common spelling techniques, such as
the phonological strategy ('write as you speak'), rule-based strategies ('write x  i f you
hear y'), analogy-based strategies ('write the unfamiliar word on the basis of a familiar
word'), and rote learning (cf. Huizenga I997; Heald-Taylor I998). In the introduction
to the textbook, it is stated that the teachers are offered suggestions for dealing with
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specific problems which immigrant minority pupils may encounter (Cranshoff &
Zuidema 1997b:8).
Mister Ed believed that spelling instruction deserved approximately twenty minutes
each day (Ed 5:I9) During the main observation week, he indeed devoted one hour
and forty minutes to spelling lessons. One such lesson centred on the Dutch spelling
principles of consonant doubling and vowel dropping. This lesson is discussed in this
chapter. In the next section, the spelling principles concerned are explained and the
ways in which they are dealt with in the spelling and reading textbooks are discussed.
In the following section, an excerpt from a spelling lesson in which Ed deals with these
principles is presented. The next sections contain an analysis and interpretation of this
lesson with respect to the pupils' performance in the spelling task they were faced with,
the teacher's perception of this performance, and the teacher's instructions. In the final
section, conclusions are drawn from the discussion of the key episode.
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Subject matter and materials
At the top of the list of spelling mistakes frequently made by Dutch primary school
children in compositions are violations of the rules for consonant doubling and vowel
dropping (Verhoeven I979:I61). According to tile elementary, phonological principle
of Dutch spelling, tense vowels are written with a double letter (aa, 00, ee, uu, ie),
while lax vowels are, like most consonants, written with a single letter (a, o, e, U, t)
Doubling of consonants occurs if the previous syllable of the word would otherwise
become open; it indicates that the previous vowel is and should remain lax. Vowel
dropping or 'degemination' (Nunn I998) implies that a tense vowel is represented by
a single rather than a double vowel letter in open syllables (Woordenlijst I995:78-I9).
Table 7.I illustrates the working of these deviations from the phonological spelling
principle. The received pronunciation of words is expressed in the International
Phonetic Alphabet.
Table 7.1: Consonant doubling and vowel dropping in Dutch spelling
Speilinqrule:.- - '     4- - 11-,    - pr6nunciationj    -  -  spelling   --     "TraRslaiiciri    1--   1
phonological rule /val/ val 'fall' (stem)
consonant doubling /valen/ vallen 'to fall' (infinitive)
phonological rule fs\apt slaap 'sleep' (stem)
v yel *oppi g    _   -  _-   - /slapenfl
_
slapen       _         _'to sleep' (infinitivel-
The table shows thar the spelling of val and slaap, which both represent closed
syllables, is in accordance with the elementary spelling rule of Dutch. The
corresponding infinitives are spelled according to the consonant doubling rule and the
vowel dropping rule, respectively. In slapen, the a represents the nucleus of an open
syllable. In valten, #represents the ambisyllabic /1/, which closes the first syllable.
The principles of vowel dropping and consonant doubling are treated in  both  the
spelling textbook and the reading textbook used in the fourth grade of de Rietscbans.
In the latter, the articulation of vowels and consonants in open and closed syllables is
the aim of six of the lessons planned for the first halfof the fourth school year. In the
reading lesson given by Mister Ed on Monday 25 October I999, the following line of
reasoning is proposed to explain the pronunciation of the o in the attributively used
adjective  rode (red)
"Clearly read aloud the words, such that the articulation conveys that each word consists of
two words. With 'rode' there's just one letter in the middle, the 'd'. The 'o' does not have
support in the back, so it must be articulated long." (Aarnoutse & Van de Wouw 1990b.3-
IO)
The principle of vowel dropping is expressed in terms of the metaphor of the twins,
which stands for a double consonant letter. The twins give 'support in the back' of a
long vowel. Note that, in educational contexts, tense sounds are usually referred to as
'long' sounds, whereas lax vowels are normally called 'short' sounds (even though the
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difference between tense and lax vowels is not exclusively determined by the length of
the sound). In case ofconsonant doubling, the reading textbook refers to the twins as
well, arguing that, e.g., the a in takken (branches) should be pronounced as a short
sound, since it gets support in the back from the'twins k' (Aarnoutse & Van de Wouw
I990b:I-I6).
The spelling textbook does not deal with the doubling and dropping principles
before the end ofthe school year for the fourth grade. In the introduction to the final
unit of lessons, the teacher's guide states that
"Consonant doubling is a difficult spelling phenomenon for most pupils. In the first stage,
it is important that the pupils have been introduced to consonant doubling. This unit does
not go any further than concluding that consonant doubling occurs after a short sound. It
is not until the following school year that consonant doubling is dealt with more
thoroughly." (Cranshoff& Zuidema I997b:I89)
In the following school year, consonant doubling and vowel dropping are taught using
a 'cloverleaf, each quarter of which contains proto-words representing a certain
spelling problem. Figure 7.I shows the complete cloverleaf, which is used at the end
of the fifth school year.










Figure 7.1: Consonant doubling and vowel dropping in Zin in taal-Spelling (Cranshoff & Zuidema
1998:8)
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Ed did not wait for the fifth school year to deal with doubling and dropping in Dutch
spelling. When he went over the above-mentioned reading lesson, he adopted the line
of reasoning suggested by the teacher's guide. Following the guidelines of the lesson,
he had the pupils find similar words in the text they had just been reading. However,
when they couldn't find words similar to rode other than Alme (lady), they were
encouraged to think of such words themselves and write them on the blackboard.
From these words, Ed concluded that "we write only one letter immediately after that
long sound". Ed thus transformed the reading lesson into a spelling lesson.
Apart from this attention given to doubling and dropping in the context of the
reading textbook, these issues were also dealt with in separate lessons which Mister Ed
carried out on  his own initiative. While in  his log, the treatment of these difficulties
is mentioned seven times, he explained in a retrospective interview that they were
treated "almost every day, so to speak" (Ed 5:3)· Ed attaches great importance to this
subject matter, as readers encounter numerous instances of dropping and doubling in
texts (Ed 5:3-5)· Five such lessons were observed. In the next section, the lesson
observed on the Thursday after the reading lesson on words like rode took place is
presented.
A key episode
It is Thursday, 28 October  1999,  half past nine in the morning.  Ed  has some pupils
hand out the writing notebooks. The pupils glance through their notebooks to find
out what marks they have been given for their latest assignments. The non-native
Dutch Jamilla, Nasira, Feride and Aysegul are invited to the blackboard. The following
episode starts at this point of the lesson.
Teacher: Now calm down again for a moment. Just think. There are short, and there are
long sounds
Nou even stil weer. Even nadenken. Er zijn korte, en er zijn lange klanken.
Pupil: (yawns).
Teacher: Can you give an example of a long sound, Stdfanie.
Ge« 9 een voorbeeldje van een lange blank. St«anie.
Stdfanie: Sleep.
Slap'en.
Teacher: Sleep. Sleep. And what do you know again about those long sounds1
Slapen.  Slapen.  En wat weet je ook alweer van  die  lange  klanken1
Stdfanie: Well, then there's just one p.
Nou, dan is er maar Un p.
Teacher: And also onel
En ook Unl
Sidfanie:      a.
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Pupil: a.
Teacher: a. Sleep. Very well.
a. Sla:pen. Goed zo.
Following this, Ed tells the pupils that, while correcting their work the day before, he
found that all of them had written "beautifully". Everybody was graded seven or
higher and gained a stamp. Next, Ed dictates the sentence W# slapen in een bed (we
sleep in a bed), which is written on the blackboard by the four girls and the Moroccan
immigrant minority language teacher, Mister Abdel, who happens to be paying an
informal visit to the class. According to Ed, he does that more often (Ed r.48). When
the spelling of wijand bedhas been explained by Ed, Abdel initiates clarification of the
spelling of slapen again:
Abdel: And one # Sleep.
En un t¢ Slapen
Teacher: Yes.
Ja.






Teacher: Right. Sleep. And then you get one p. Because if you write two ps, it reads
slappe (flat). A tire which is flat. A flat tire for instance.
Juist.  Sla:pen.  En  dan  krijg je  Hn  p.  Want als  je  twee p s scbrilfi,  staat er slappe
Een band die slap is. Een slappe band bijvoorbeeld.
Once the pupils have written down the sentence in their notebooks, Ed dictates the
second sentence:
Teacher: The second sentence. Watch it. We fall on the ground.
De tweede zin. Let op. Wij vallen op de grond.
Pupil: Oops.
Oei.
Teacher:       We'11 see if they do it right. We fall on the ground. And think for yourselves,
okay. W# (we) of course with a long 4 again. We fall on the ground.
Wij kijken of ze 't goed doen. Wij vallen op de grond. En zelf nadenken b2. 'Wij
natuurlijk weer met een lange ij. Wij vallen op de grond
(silence of 6 seconds).
Teacher: Don't copy from somebody else, because then you'll do it wrong, ok. Then you
look at/. Well, think. To fall. Is that a long sound or a short sound 
Niet  bij  een ander  kijken,  want  dan  doe je 't verkeerd bk.  Dan  kijk je naad.  Nou,
nadenken. Vallen. Is dat een lange klank ofeen korte klanki
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Pupil: (whispers:) {Bouchra!}
Teacher: Is it an /2/ or an /a/ 
Is  bet een  /al  of een  laR
Aysegul: (writes 'valen').
(silence of 7 seconds).
Teacher:        Aysegul,  now can you go and stand a metre backwards. No, stay in front of the
board, but just go backwards. Go/. Yes. With your face to the board. And now
stand a metre backwards. Take one step backwards. Exactly. And now you go
read what it says. We sleep in a bed. And what does it say then1 Ssh. She's going
to wipe. Let's see what she's going to do {now}.
Aysegul, ga nou s een metertje acbteruit staan. Nee, voor bet bord blijven staan,
maar gewoon  acbteruit.  Ga  's/. Ja.  Met je gezicbt  naar bet  bord  toe.  En  nou een
meter acbteruit gaan staan.  Een stap  acbteruit doen.  Juist.  En nou ga je  lezen  wat
er staat. Wij slapen in een bed.  En wat staat er dani Sst. Ze gaat vegen. Koken wat





Teacher: Ssh. And Nasira should do that as well, okay. Read what you write. That's
important as well, right. If you have written something, to read for a moment.
What does it say?
Sst.  En dat moet Nasira ook doen  b#.  Lezen wat je scbrijft.  Da's ook belangrijk 1*.












Pupil: Now there's *fall nvice.
Nou staat er twee keer *valen.
Abdel: 'Fall. Look, look at me.
*Valen. Kijk. kijk naar mij
Pupils: Oops!
Oei!
Teacher: Now, now we are quiet again, okay. Now, I don'r want to hear every time. Let
them think for themselves. On the ground.
Nou.  nou  zijn  wij  stil  1,2.   Nou  wil  ile  niet  elke  keer  boren.  Laat  ze  zelf nadenken.
Op de grond.
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Abdel: We  fall.
Wij *va:;len.
Teacher: Well, can you explain it Jordi.  Fall.
Nou,  leg bet maar  's uit jordi.  Vallen.
Jordi: We, er, fall, there you need tWO little 6, because otherwise it would be *fall.
Wij ub vallen daarzo moet id, ;twee elletjes, want anders was bet *valen.
Teacher: Right. 1 need two little 6 on the/ with fall. It's a short sound. And then we need
the twins again, right. They need to give support.
Juist. Ile moet twee elletjes bebben op de# bij vallen. 't Is een :korte klank. En dan
bebben we de tweeling weer nodig b2.  Die moet een steuntle geven.
After this episode, four native Dutch boys were invited to spell two other sentences
with words to which vowel dropping and consonant doubling apply. The whole lesson
took about twenty minutes.
The episode can be paraphrased as follows. Ed admonishes the class to be quiet
again and to concentrate. He explains that there are short and long sounds. Stdfanie
comes up with the word slapen in response to his request for an example of a long
sound. She explains that, with long sounds, there's just one p, and one a. Jamilla,
Feride, Nasira, Aysegul, and Mister Abdel write a sentence on the blackboard in which
this word occurs. On Abdel's initiative, the spelling ofslapen is explained once more.
Ed confirms that there's one a, arguing that it would otherwise read slappe.
The same pupils, as well as Abdel, then write down the second sentence dictated by
Ed, in which the word vallen occurs.  The other pupils are invited to see if they can do
it right. Ed repeats the sentence several times, and encourages the pupils to think for
themselves, i.e., not to copy from their neighbours. He gives the spelling of wii, which
is spelled with a so-called 'long' ili unlike its homophone wei (meadow), which is
spelled with a 'short' e£ As regards the spelling of vallen, he tells the pupils to think
about whether there is an /a/ or an /a/ in this word.
When Aysegul has written valen on the blackboard, Ed asks her to stand back a
metre, which is not immediately understood by Aysegul. Once she stands in the right
place, she and Nasira are directed to read what they have written down. Such a check
is explained as an important thing to do in general. Meanwhile, Aysegul corrects her
spelling to vattlen. At that point, Abdel starts to interfere with what the pupils have
written down on the board. He pronounces the word vallen several times, in such a
way that it resembles Aysegul's vaalen. However, rather than thus signalling to Aysegul
that she has made a mistake, he may have intended to articulate the /a/, while making
transparent the syllabic structure of the word by putting stress on the second syllable.
When pupils signal that a mistake has been made, Ed asks the class to be calm again
and to let the pupils at tile blackboard think for themselves. Next, Jordi is given the
floor to explain "it". Jordi argues that vallen needs two little 6, otherwise it would read
/valen/. Ed confirms his explanation, saying that the short sound needs the support in
the back from the IWinS.
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Instructions and accounts
After the lesson, Ed told the observer that "they find that hard, especially the
.
Moroccans, they often don't hear that difference between short and long vowels
(Field Note 28.Io.99). Presumably, this unsolicited account was prompted by Aysegul,
who misspelled vallen as valen and vaalen. Apart from Nasira, she WaS the only
immigrant minority pupil who made spelling mistakes on the blackboard. In the
retrospective interview, Ed stated:
Ed: Well, it is especially this group, and I also noticed that among Moroccans and
such, for example, if I say, hij boopte (he hoped),  then  they don't  hear  the  /0/
exactly. That's what I had with my Italian as well. I also taught an Italian man,
right. They don't hear if it is an /0/ or an /0/. That sound is the same for
them.
JB:             So you notice that among pupils here as well 
Ed: Yes. Because ik boop (I hope),  then we clearly hear two os, right.  But  they  hear
that less. SO then they also write bop more easily.
JB:             And that could also be the case with Aysegu11
Ed: That could be the case with Aysegul as well, yes. Well, that's for sure. Yes, with
that kind of word then. (Ed s:8)
When he read over the transcript of the episode again, he commented:
I see here that Aysegul writes vaalen, right, with tWO as, when she's going to correct it.
Indeed, that's an indication thar she can't hear it at all. Because then you wouldn't change
vallen into valen. Yes. That's indeed like hearing correctly if it is a short or a long sound. I
think that maybe that's even more so with the a. Vallen, valen. That that is st:illtess clear to
them." (Ed 5:II)
Ed thus hypothesised that Aysegul, like other immigrant pupils and his Italian student,
an adult relative, often do not perceive the difference between tense and lax vowels, in
particular the difference between the /al and the /a/, and, therefore, have difficulty
spelling words like vallen on the basis ofa spelling rule that presupposes the ability to
make this distinction. In other words, his pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman
1986; see Chapter 2), or more specifically, his understanding ofwhat made the learning
of dropping and doubling difficult for Aysegul, rested on the stereotype of an
immigrant minority pupil mixing up vowels (cf. Cazden & Mehan I989:54)·
The teacher is not the only one who has pointed to the phonological awareness of
immigrant minority pupils. Various handbooks on language teaching refer to the
supposedly common difficulty among Turkish and Moroccan pupils ofdistinguishing
between tense and lax vowels owing to the fact that this feature is not distinctive in
Turkish and Arabic (Nijmeegse Werkgroep Taaldidactiek I992:4I6; Verhoeven
I992d:337; Appel & Vermeer 1994:25; Appel, Kuiken & Vermeer I995:29).
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The teacher's guide to Zin in taal-Spe#ingcontains similar warnings. Apart from the
general remark that immigrant minority pupils often have difficulties in relying on the
pronunciation of words, specific reference is made to the speech perceptions of
immigrant minority pupils in the introduction to the unit of lessons in which
consonant doubling is treated for the first time:
"The open syllable and consonant doubling raise difficulties among many pupils. On top
of that, immigrant minority pupils often cannot hear the difference between long and short
sounds. At this stage, remedial teaching consists of pracrising the words following tile
principle ofanalogy." (Cranshoff & Zuidema 1997b:205)
Empirical studies invalidate the generalisation that immigrant minority pupils have
difficulty with the distinction between tense and lax vowels. From the mistakes in a
dictation text made by third graders who attended Dutch schools from first grade on,
Verhoeven (I987:I55) concludes thar
Turkish children have no serious or specific problems with phonemes and phoneme clusters
which do not occur in the Turkish phoneme inventory. In comparison with Dutch peers,
they are slighily slower in the acquisition of the spellings of tense and lax vowels."
On the basis of scores in an auditory discrimination test, Verhoeven & Vermeer
(I989:65) conclude that Turkish and Moroccan pupils from five to nine years old have
more problems with distinguishing between consonants than between vowels. A
revised version of this test (Verhoeven & Vermeer 200I) was administered among
pupils at the end ofgrade four in 200I. For the purpose of the present study, these data
were used to compare Turkish and Dutch pupils with low-educated parents with
respect to their ability to distinguish between Dutch tense and lax vowels. Table 7.2
shows the mean scores of these two groups in IWO types of items.
Table 7.2: Mean scores of Dutch and Turkish pupils in categories of items from an auditory
discrimination task
Items -     Max. score Dutch pupils (n=20» Turkish pupils (n=134)
weg-weeg                                              3 2.94 2.96
hak-haak
rok-rook




all items                                                          11 10.90 10.85
The first type of items consisted ofpairs of monosyllabic words differing only in terms
of the 'length' of the vowel. The second type of items consisted of two identical words.
It was the pupils' task to indicate whether the words of an item, which were
pronounced by the tester, were different or the same. T-tests indiCate that neither of
[he differences between the group means are significant (p  2.05). The scores in the first
type of items indicate that the Turkish respondents were as proficient as the Dutch
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respondents in distinguishing between the k/and the /e/,the /a/ and the /a/,and the
/0/ and the /0/ when they were embedded in a word which was articulated in isolation.
The scores in the other items show that identical words with a tense or lax vowel were
generally taken as identical by both groups of pupils.
Thus, it is highly improbable that Aysegal, who had attended de Rietschans from the
first grade on, who spoke both Turkish and Dutch at home, and who was repeating
the fourth grade, still made spelling mistakes owing to misperception of the vowel in
the first syllable in va#en. At the most, the problems in respect to this ability foreseen
in pedagogical handbooks apply to certain second language learners who have been
exposed to the Dutch language for a relatively short period of time, such as first grade
immigrant children, or recently arrived immigrants, such as Ed's Italian relative (in
whose mother tongue, Italian, the /a/ is indeed not part of the vowel inventory).
Pupil responses
In the episode, different pupils and teachers spelled, and justified their spelling of the
words slapen and vallen. Stdfanie suggested that slapen is written with one p, and one
a, as it concerns a long sound. Abdel argued that the long sound in slapen (only) means
that it is written with one a. Ed confirmed these argumentations, and added that it iS
written with only onep, as it would otherwise read slappe. Jordi followed the same line
of reasoning when he explained the spelling of va#en. The word needs two 6, he
stated, otherwise it would read valen. Ed confirmed this argumentation as well, and
added that the twins are needed since it concerns a short sound. That is the 'official'
argumentation:
"Officially, we say, a short sound, right, then yOU get the twins. As we teach thar now at the
moment, right. But well, you know Jordi, that is a semi-grown-up person. And yes, that's
right as well. If I write one 4 it reads valen. Well, somebody who reasons like that is, of
course, right as well. But that's not the first logical answer that we give, because, for example,
an Aysegul would not be able to understand that. Or she would not say that on her own
initiative, that it reads va&n then. Otherwise she wouldni write it wrongly." (Ed S:I3)
The 'official' argumentation was followed in the other four lessons observed in which
dropping and doubling was treated on Ed's own initiative as well. Note that, despite
the 'official' explanation, Ed himself followed a line of reasoning similar to Jordi's even
in the case of slapen,  i.e., when the spelling of the vowel rather than the consonant is
at stake. Conversely, Stdfanie initially went into the fact that there is just one p in
slapen, when actually the single vowel letter constitutes the exception.
The rather different explanations offered by Sdfanie, Abdel, and Jordi did not
necessarily represent the implicit knowledge that underlied their actual spelling. The
more advanced they are, the more likely it is that they spelled the target words
automatically, i.e., without relying on the explicit reasoning they present afterwards.
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The spelling test administered at the end of the school year indicated that the native
Dutch Stdfanie and Jordi were indeed advanced spellers as compared to the national
average, while the non-native Dutch Aysegullegged behind the national average. The
teacher had a different impression of the spelling proficiencies of these pupils. On their
first report cards, Sidfanie and Aysegul were graded eight, and Jordi seven (see Chapter
5)
Aysegul had no opportunity to make explicit the strategy she followed when spelling
uallenas valenand vaalen. Whilst Ed implicitly referred to consonant doubling when
stating that slapen does not need IWO pS, otherwise it would be slappe, consonant
doubling had not been at issue when Aysegul spelled the word for the first time. Ed
merely suggested a direction along which to think about the spelling of this word: "is
it an /2/ or an /a/ " Rather than having difficulty with the difference between the /a/
and the /a/, this 'hint' may well have had an impact on Aysegul's spelling of vallen. As
it suggested that it was the vowel rather than the consonant which was at stake here,
as in  the case of the previous word treated, it may have induced her to spell vaUen in
analogy with slapen-that is, with one vowel letter, and one consonant letter. The
emphasis on the opposition between the two sounds may have even put her on the
track of the elementary, phonological spelling rule, which dictates that the /a/ in vallen
should be written as a, and the /1/ as L Muller (1990:82) speaks of an 'eigenaktiver
Lernzugriff in this respect: the elementary writing strategy is also applied to words that
lack one-to-one phoneme-grapheme correspondence.
Standing back a step so that she could "see more easily if it's right or wrong" and
"read it better" (Ed 5.II) did not make Aysegul revise valen correctly. As Ed himself
stated while reflecting on Jordi's explanation, reading what she had written did not
make Aysegul realise what it was she did wrong. Even if her misspelling was an
'accident',  i.e..  not the result of a fundamental misconception of the spelling system,
she would still encounter the pitfall of decoding the word as intended, which pupils
of this age tend to do with pseudo-words like valen (Meulenkamp 2000:I55). Ed was
well aware of this tendency:
"They often read what I say, right. In a dictation text, I say a sentence, and when they have
written thar sentence, they say exactly what I said. But not what they wrote down." (Ed S:II)
From the fact that Ed asked her to read, Aysegul probably simply concluded that
something was wrong with valen. If she still asserted that the /a/ was at stake, it seems
plausible that she reasoned thai vallen should then, apparently, be written with two as.
She may also have recollected the 'official' rule 'ifyou hear a short sound, you write
the twins' from previous lessons, and have considered the 'twins' as a double vowel
letter.
The lines of reasoning concerning dropping and/or doubling followed by or claimed
to have been followed by the reading textbook, the spelling textbook, Stdfanie, Abdel,
Ed, Jordi, and Aysegul are summarized in Table 7.3.
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Table 7.3: The reasonings of the teacher, pupils, and textbooks with respect to dropping and
doubling
Spelling phenomenon Speller/reader Une of reasoning
vowel dropping St(ifanie long sound > one p, one a
Mister Abdel long sound > one a
Mister Ed long sound > one a and one p, otherwise it would be
slappe
Reading textbook two parts, one letter in the middle > no support >
pronounce long
Spelling textbook cloverleaf
consonant doubling Aysegul short sound > one a, one /
short sound > twins-a, one /
jordi two little /5, otherwise it would be valen
Mister Ed short sound > twins (to 'support')
Reading textbook two parts, two letters (twins) in the middle > support >
pronounce short
Spelling textbook cloverleaf
The table shows that divergent lines of reasoning were being pursued by different
pupils, teachers, and textbooks. In the context of a word in which doubling occurs,
Stdfanie, Abdel, and Ed followed a rule that was based on what one hears if the word
is pronounced. Jordi and Ed adopted an argumentation that was based on what one
reads if one spells otherwise in the context of doubling and dropping. The
argumentations suggested by the reading textbook take, logically, the perspective ofa
reader as well. The spelling textbook argues on the basis of analogy. Stdfanie and Ed
commented on consonant doubling in the context ofwords bound by vowel dropping,
while Aysegul initially appeared to think of vowel dropping in the context of
consonant doubling, and subsequently, of 'vowel doubling'. In other words, in
practice, the borders between spelling and reading, and between vowel dropping and
consonant doubling were not as transparent as they appear to be from the textbooks.
Metonymic formulas
In the kind ofspelling lesson illustrated by the episode, vowel dropping and consonant
doubling are "officially" represented by the rules 'if there is a long sound, you write
one vowel letter', and if there is a short sound, you write the twins', respectively.
These rules differ from the argumentation suggested by the reading textbook in two
respects. Firstly, the perspective of the speller, rather than the reader, is adopted.
Secondly, the specific context to which the rules apply is not spelled out. Vowel
dropping occurs only in open syllables, while consonant doubling occurs only in
closed syllables if the syllable is followed by another syllable. Therefore, the reading
textbook starts from the observation that the word consists of two parts.
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Rather than explaining the precise working ofdoubling and dropping, Ed presented
these phenomena in the form ofconcise rules, which take the contexts ro which they
apply for granted. That is, the rules serve as 'metonymic formulas', i.e., "formulas for
doing things" (Anderson-Levitt 1987:174), which stand for more than what they mean
to those outside the everyday reality of this classroom (see Chapter 2). Compared to
formal representations, which intend to capture the whole, metonymic formulas are
considered to be easier to understand, easier to remember, easier to recognise, or more
immediately useful for the given purpose in the given context (Herrlitz I994:28,
quoting Lakoff I987:84).Such a formula can be envisaged as the 'tip of an iceberg',
which activates shared knowledge hidden below the surface.
While the 'official' rules for doubling and dropping constitute condensed forms of
representation of these subject contents, the steering question 'is it an /a/ or an/a/ ,
in turn, is metonymically related to these formulas, as for the insider, the question
implies that a vowel should be dropped or a consonant be doubled. Aysegul, however,
did not share the knowledge which this metonymy and the 'official' rules representing
the other metonymia stand for. For her, the metonymia were too condensed to serve
as meaningful instructions.  Instead of representing the 'tip of an iceberg' pointing to
the appropriate spelling rule, they served as confusing directives thar pur her on the
wrong track, which led to her misspellings of vallen. Other classroom events showed
that she was not the only pupil who did not share the knowledge ofwhich rule applies
to which context. Four days before the spelling episode, several pupils still
overgeneralised the rule 'if there is a short sound, then write the tWinS'. During a
grammar lesson, they remarked, on their own initiative, that strekt (stretches), which
Ed had written on the blackboard, should be written with two ks. In the monosyllabic
strekt, however, consonant doubling does not occur, despite the fact that it has a short
vowel.
Alongside the question 'is it an /a/ or an /a/', the teacher's introductory remark
'there are long sounds and short sounds'  can be thought of as a metonymic formula
for the 'official' rules. When he asked Stdfanie to give an example ofa long sound, she
replied with a word in which a vowel letter is dropped, namely, slapen. In response to
Ed's subsequent question asking her to tell what she knew about long sounds, she
explained thar then there's just one p and one a. Apparently, for Stefanie, being asked
to give an example of a long sound did not mean that she was expected to articulate
a random long sound. She knew that the teacher was initiating a lesson in (what
linguists call) dropping and doubling. She recognised the reference to short and long
sounds as a metonymy of the subject matter ofdoubling and dropping, the pedagogic
treatment of these difficulties, the accompanying interactional models, and the
'official' explanation ofthese principles.
The metonymic formula 'there are long sounds and short sounds' was recognised
as such by Stdfanie since she shared the practical knowledge developed through
repetitive practice with dropping and doubling. Ed knew that St6fanie, whom he
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characterised as "the ideal pupil" at the end ofthe school year, would understand what
he was after, even if that was conveyed solely through referring to short and long
sounds. Since he had to be sure thar the lesson was clearly set off, he had her
participate in this introduction:
I wanted to hear it right at the beginning. And you also know that Stdfanie is one of the
better ones. So here I almost knew for sure that I would get the right answer" (Ed 5:9)
The introductory interaction between the teacher and Sdfanie indeed flowed
smoothly, i.e., without misunderstandings. Except for the singlep, which was not what
Ed was aiming at (Ed 5:9), Sdfanie responded to Ed's requests exactly as intended.
In spite of his belief that immigrant minority pupils often have difficulty in
distinguishing between long and short vowels, the formulas Ed used call on this ability.
Spelling strategies that are based on what the pupil hears are, obviously, far from
exceptional. The spelling textbook Woordspel (Van den Heuvel, Huijbregts & Peeters
n.d.), which Ed used with fourth graders Until the previous year, explains dropping
and doubling in this way as well, although not until the fifth grade. Given that he had
never used the spelling textbook Zin in taal-Spelling for the fifth grade, it is not
surprising that he was not familiar with the 'cloverleaf (Ed 5:IS), which is based on the
strategy of analogy. It was the reading textbook, which deals with dropping and
doubling from the beginning of the school year and refers to twins to explain these
issues, that triggered Ed's giving special attention to the spelling implications of these
phenomena (cf. Ed 5:I3).
The formulas he used for teaching dropping and doubling to his pupils may not
have been consistent with his belief with respect to the phonological awareness of
immigrant minority pupils, however, they were consistent with his didactic principles
ofwhole-class instruction, repetition, and formal, concise representations ofknowledge
(see  Chapter  6). His scepticism about   the  lack  of  repetition   in the language  arts
textbook applied to the spelling textbook as well:
"So, officially, this is the spelling we have to do, right. That's a matter ofsay one lesson every
time, so I think that we should do twO or three lessons per week. And such a textbook
assumes that they then know it. Well, those things need to be practised ten, twenty times.
Every time again. Including why. Why one 0, why one e i" (Ed 5:2)
He had noticed that before:
I find [...] that we don't practise spelling enough. Because in that spelling textbook, all kinds
o f nice things are told, but I miSS the learning, the learning by heart, the practising. Writing
a word ten times. That you think like, well, I won't forget that for the rest of my life. There
may be the nice colouring, colouring balloons and the like, but/." (Ed 3:5)
From Ed's perspective, pupils need to be confronted with and COpy explicit
representations of the subject matter on a regular basis, assuming that this explicit
knowledge will eventually lead to correctly spelled, written products. This held all the
more for his pupils:
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"It is, after all, a matter of training, practising, repeating. And in particular with our
children. I...1 Look, normally, you can say something to someone, and then he knows it.
Someone with reason says, oh yeah, ofcourse. That's how it works. But these children need
to practise it hundreds of times." (Ed 3:6)
Apparently, the power he ascribed [o simple, transparent, and explicit representations,
such as the condensed, metonymic formulas, was stronger than the impact of the belief
thar pupils lack the necessary phonological preconceptions to make sense of these
forms of representation. As he had taught the fourth and the fifth forms for many
years in a row, it is likely that rhese spelling lessons had become habitual teaching
practices which were resistant to recently acquired, stereogpical knowledge of
immigrant minority pupils or recently introduced spelling textbooks.
Conclusions
The key episode presented in this chapter shows how Mister Ed dealt with the
traditional spelling di fficukies of vowel dropping and consonant doubling. As these
spelling phenomena frequently appear in reading and dictation texts, Ed felt
encouraged to pay special attention to them in separate spelling lessons. In doing so,
he strayed away from the programme put forward by the spelling textbook he used,
which does not deal with these difficulties until the fifth school year, as dropping and
doubling constitute rather complex spelling phenomena. At the same time, the
attention given by Mister Ed to dropping and doubling was tailored to the reading
textbook, which focusses on these phenomena from a reading perspective in separate
lessons for the fourth grade.
Being an experienced teacher who had been teaching fourth and fifth graders for
many years in a row, Ed can be expected to have developed practical knowledge for
introducing pupils to these difficulties. From the decade he had spent teaching pupils
ar de Rietschans, he had also gained insight into the peculiarities of this pupil
population. He knew, for example, that immigrant minorit:y pupils often have
difficulty in distinguishing long sounds from short sounds. For him, this feature
explained why Aysegul misspelled vallen. While this observation appears in teacher's
handbooks as well, auditory discrimination tasks administered among fourth graders
indicate that Turkish pupils who entered the Dutch school system at school age
usually do not experience such difficulties at all.
In Chapter 6, it was already concluded that Ed preferred repetitive, whole-class
instruction and explicit representations of the knowledge he believed the pupils should
acquire. These didactic principles were taken to hold all the more for immigrant
minority pupils. In that light, the teacher's decision to represent dropping and
doubling in terms of the formulas 'if there is a long sound, you write one vowel letter,
and'i f there is a short sound, you need the twins', respectively, is understandable. After
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all, these formulas appear to be transparent and simple, and thus cognitively less
demanding, easier to understand, easier to treat repeatedly in short lessons, and easier
to remember than fully-fledged representations of these orthographic concepts. These
principles overshadowed his belief chat some pupils lack the ability to distinguish
between short and long vowels, which is a prerequisite for making sense of these
formulas.
The formulas can be reconstructed as part of a layered metonymy. At the highest
level of this metonymy, the orthographic concepts concerned remain rather rack, they
are represented by the highly condensed formula expressed as there are long sounds,
and there are short sounds", or 'is it an /3/ or an /a/?" The native Dutch, highly
proficient Stdfanie knew what was implied by this formula, while the non-native
Dutch Aysegul did not. She interpreted the question as an indication that it was the
vowel letter that was at stake in the word she had to spell, rather than as a hint
suggesting that, depending on the length of the vowel, either a vowel should be
dropped or the consonant should be doubled.
At the middle layer of the metonymy, the occurrence of these two spelling
principles is represented by two other formulas. Vowel dropping is 'officially'
explained using the formula'if there is a long sound, you write one vowel letter', while
consonant doubling is explained using the formula 'ifthere is a short sound, you write
the twins'. These are the formulas implied by the formula at the highest level. While
the formulas make explicit the orthographic concepts behind vowel dropping and
consonant doubling, the context in which these phenomena occur remains taCiI. For
pupils like Aysegul, these formulas seem to be too condensed to serve as meaningful
instructions. Alternative, accepted explanations put forward by pupils and the teacher
argued from the perspective of a reader, stating, e.g., that you need the tWinS,
otherwise you pronounce the word with a long vowel.
At the lowest level of the metonyrny, vowel dropping and consonant doubling are
captured by less transparent, yet more sophisticated forms of representation. Such
forms of representation are offered only by the reading textbook, from which the
teacher's condensed formulas appear to stem. The reading textbook explains that, in
the context ofwords which consist of two parts, a 'rwins' letter indicates that the first
vowel is pronounced short, while a single letter indicates that the first vowel is
pronounced long. These are the 'reading versions' of the rules implied by Ed's
formulas. An alternative representation at this level is offered by the spelling textbook,
which explains dropping and doubling on the basis of analogy.
Despite the availability of these alternatives, Ed stuck to instructions which ran
counter to his own belief thai immigrant minority pupils often do not hear the
difference between long and short vowels. Apparently, his practical knowledge, i.e., the
routine he had developed for treating the traditional subject matter of dropping and
doubling over the previous decades, had not yet been tailored to an emergent
(stereotypical) conception of non-native Dutch pupils.
CHAl' I ER 8
"IS that how we say that in the Netherlands?"
Grammar in the mainstream classroom
Introduction
Traditionally, instruction in grammar has been a prominent part of the language
curriculum for primary education. It typically aims to make pupils aware of their
implicit knowledge of their mother tongue, i.e., of grammatical structures and classes
they already apply intuitively, in order to promote their literacy skills. By the end of
the I97os, the common operationalisation ofgrammar instruction as teaching children
to tag word classes and parts of speech became a highly disputed matter. The scope of
this practice of reflection on language was thought to be too narrow, and the actual
effects on literacy skills were questioned (ACLO-M I978; Tordoir & Wesdorp I979).
In spite of the emergence of alternative views of grammar instruction in primary
education, such as the view that attention should be devoted to both the system and
the use of language (Nijmeegse Werkgroep Taaldidactiek I974; ACLO-M I98I), the
traditional  type of grammar instruction still holds a prominent position in regu|ar,
primary education (Sijtstra 1998). The official core objectives still contain several
references to concepts from traditional grammar instruction, including subject,
predicate, finite verb, and pronoun (Kerndoelen 1998), and teachers say they spend
approximatelY 45 minutes per week on that in the upper grades (Taakgroep
Nederlands I992).
Meanwhile, pupil populations representing different language backgrounds have
started to challenge the basic assumption of traditional grammar instruction, that is,
that pupils share the intuitions or 'implicit knowledge' (Ellis I994) on which they are
supposed to reflect. Native Dutch pupils, for instance, use the Dutch plural suffixes
-s and -en correctly from the age of five, while the majority of Turkish pupils usually
have not acquired these rules before they turn nine (Verhoeven & Vermeer 200I). In
that light, it could be argued that grammar instruction in primary school should not
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only focus on raising awareness of implicit knowledge, but also on the development
of the pupils' implicit knowledge of their second language, even though the effects of
explicit instruction on the pupils' language performance is not undisputed (Ellis I994;
Hulstijn 1999),
In this chapter, the ways in which the language arts textbook Zin in taaL which is
claimed to be appropriate for heterogeneous classes, and Mister Ed dealt with this
matter are portrayed. In the following sections, a grammar lesson from the textbook
and an episode from the lesson as it was carried out by Ed is presented. Next, the
instructions he gave the pupils are examined in terms of their underlying conceptions
of the implicit knowledge of the pupils. The following sections deal with the pupils'
Solutions to the exercises in the textbook and the textbook author's rationale behind
the lesson she designed. The intentions of the textbook author and the teacher's
operationalisation of the lesson are interpreted from a historical-educational
perspective. Finally, conclusions are drawn from the key episode.
Subject matter and materials
In the language arts textbook, Zin in taal, which was introduced to de Rietscbans in
1999, aspects of Dutch grammar are taught in the 'sentence construction' and 'word
construction' lessons. The sentence construction lessons are said to take twenty hours,
i.e., forty minutes per week. In the lessons,
the pupils learn to consider wbat they want to say and bow they want to say that. The
pupils learn to discriminate between sentences on the basis of form and meaning, they learn
how and which words can be combined to form sentences, and learn to use punctuation
marks. They become aware that sentences can be distinguished from other types of strings,
and learn to use both types of construccions adequately. They also learn some terms from
the traditional school grammar. Concerning the linguistic principles and terms, the Dutch
and Flemish core objectives are reached." (Kouwenberg et aL I9971>:27)
Furthermore, it is stated in the teacher's guide that the sentence construction lessons
are not aimed at improving the pupils' everyday, oral language performance. It is
pointed out that the effects of having learnt to consider how to construct sentences will
manifest themselves primarily in the formal domains of language use, such as writing.
In the introduction to the second unit of lessons, the teacher's guide announces
that, in Lesson 2-I4, the pupils will find out "that certain words for what people do can
not only change in form, but also in place ifyou use them in a sentence" (Kouwenberg
et al. I9976:2-2). The guidelines for giving this lesson set forth the following objectives:
I.     The pupils learn that there are words for what people, animals, or things do;
2.     The pupils learn how one can build sentences to tell what people, animals, or things
do." (Kouwenberg et aL 19976:2-27)
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It is explained that the term 'words for what people, animals, or things do' not only
includes verbs, but also "the possible other words", such as adjuncts or objects, which
convey what people, animals or things do. Throughout the school year, the textbook
consistently refers to this term. It is not until some years later at school that the pupils
become acquainted with the term 'verb'. Five other lessons in sentence construction
precede this lesson, two of which have the same objectives as this one, i.e., Lessons 1-3
and I-14. In Figure 8.L Lesson 2-14 is depicted (see page I12). Figure 8.2 gives an
English translation of the lesson.
Catching birds Exercise 1
Words. There are a lot of words. Make sentences to tell what Mora and the birds     
Words of all kinds. do.                                                          1
 There are, for instance, words for what people Look at the rows.
do. First make a Mora-sentence.
to dance tO iump to catch birds Then a birds-sentence.
Then a Mora-sentence again.
Write down the sentences in your notebook.
Mora has a ballet lesson. Words for VVords for
Ten children are birds. what Mora does what the birds do
Mora has to catch them. to laugh to sing cheerfully          
The music starts. to jump to be frightened          i
What do the birds do? to stretch her arms to fly away
VVhat does Mora do? to grab birds to sing a sad song
Words for VVords for Exercise 2
what the birds do what Mora does What else can birds do?
to jump to stalk What can birds not do?
to whistle to stretch her arms Make two rows in your notebook
to flee from Mora to catch the birds One with words for what birds can do.
One with words for what birds cannot do.
Exercise 3
Make sentences in your notebook with the           I
words from Exercise 2.
First a can-sentence.
The birds jump. Then a cannot-sentence.
Mora stalks. Then again a can-sentence.
Figure 8.2: Lesson 2-14 from Zin in taal-Taal (English translation)
In the first two exercises of Lesson 2-I4,  the aim is to have the pupils make sentences
using the given predicates and de vogehand Morals alternating subjects. In Dutch, the
word order in the target sentences can differ from the order in the given predicates,
which are presented in the textbook in infinitive forms. When sentences are made with
baar armen strekken, de vogets vangen, vrolijk zingen, vier vogels pakken, and een droevig
liedje zingen, the object or adverbial adjunct and the verb have to be inverted, so that
the word order becomes subject-verb-object in a declarative main clause. In the case
of wegvliegen, the particle  weg and  the verb vliegen are separated.  The verb then again
occupies second position in the sentence, immediately after the subject, while the
particle maintains its position.
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* Vogels vangen
     Woorden. Er zijn heel veel woorden.
Woorden in allerlei soorten.
Er zijn bijvoorbeeld woorden voor,vat mensen doen.
da,isen springen vogels vangen
Mora heeft balletles.
Tien kinderen zijn vogels.
Mora moet ze vangen.
De muziek begint.
Wat doe,i de vogels?
Wat doet Mora?
woorden voor woorden voor
wat de vogels doen wat Mora doet
springen sluipen
fluiten haar armen strekken
I.
vluchten voor Mora de vogels vangen              /
C--=
I  JA ,2 / /
ir,              0..+1* -«-, P'    .z
0     ' 1  
De vogels .i,t-Alg.·n.
Mora .Illipt.
Figure 8.1: Lesson 2-14 of Zin in taal-Taal (Kouwenberg et a/. 1997a:50-51)
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Ill Opdracht I
Maak zinnen om te vertellen wat Mora en de vogels doen.
Kijk in de rijties.
Maak eerst een Mora-zin.
Dan een vogels-zin.
Dan weer een Mora-zin.
Schrijf de zinnen in je schrift.
woorden voor woorden voor
wat Mora doet wat de vogels doen
lachen vrolilk zingen
springen schrikken
haar armen strekken wegvliegen
vier vogels pakken een droevig liedle zingen
« --:fa m#Eij-#/IHi/li '/ifia
,kY¥1=a / /
» 18, rfyii yAN4   '
  Opdracht 2      
                         
       <Wat kunnen vogels nog meer doen2 1.\Wat kunnen vogels niet doen)
Maak twee rilties in ie schrift
Edn met woorden voor wat vogels weI kunnen doen.   -71
Eun met woorden voor wat vogels niet kunnen doen. I
I Opdracht 3
Maak zinnen in je schrift met de woorden van opdracht 2.
Eerst een weI-zin.
Dan een niet-zin.
Dan weer een weI-zin.
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"Note that, in informal dialogues, elliptic answers to the questions  What does Mora
do1" and "What do the birds do " could have the same form as the given predicates,
implying present continuous (cf. 'stretching her arms'). The form of the verb changes
only if Mora serves as a subject. In the third person singular, the verb is made up of
the stem plus t.
The teacher's guide gives detailed instructions for introducing the lesson and
treating these exercises. In short, it is suggested thar the teacher first read aloud the
rows of predicates, point to the two sentences at the bottom of the page (De vogets
springen, Mora slut)'t),   and  ask the pupils  if they  can  do  that  as  well,  i.e.,  make
sentences using the given elements. When all the sentences have been made in class,
the teacher is supposed to ask the pupils ifanything needs to be changed in both rows.
In order to demonstrate that, when taken together, the target sentences make up a
short story, it is suggested thar the teacher write two of the sentences on the
blackboard on separate lines.
Once this exercise has been completed in class, the pupils are to do Exercise I on
their own. These two exercises are similar. In order to check if the pupils understand
how to do this exercise, the teacher's guide proposes having the whole class construct
the first two sentences together. With respect to the discussion of the sentences
afterwards, the following guidelines are given:
• check the pupils' answers by having them read aloud the sentences in their
notebook;
•  check the word order in the sentences;
•  sentences such as Mora gaat lacben (Mora starts laughing) are correct, because in
those sentences, it is explained what Mora does, but the pupils used additional
words, and that was not the intention;
•   let the pupils find 'words'  in the rows for what the girls do which consist of one
word; ask them if haar armen strekken Cio stretch her arms) is one word as well;
•  ask the pupils what happens with wegvliegen (fly away) if the word is used in a
sentence.
The teacher's guide indicates that pupils who have difficulties with conjugating the
verb can do additional exercises in Lesson 70 of Taalmaa(ie, the collection of
additional lessons belonging to Zin in taal. Pupils having difficulties with the correct
positioning of the verb  in the sentence are referred to Lesson 71 of Taalmaatje. These
lessons were not presented to the pupils of the fourth grade, either in  the mainstream
classroom or in any of the withdrawal classes. Exercises  2 and 3 were not done either.
A key episode
It is Monday, 25 October I999, I:30 pm. Mister Ed asks the pupils to open page so of
their language arts textbook. Bahar reads aloud the theoretical note on 'words for what
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people do'. Ed writes this term on the blackboard and invites the pupils to come up
with such words. When the pupils have given a number of different verbs, Ed reads
aloud the short story and asks which two kinds of persons appear in the story. After
several inappropriate suggestions from the pupils, the teacher concludes that, On the
one hand, there are children playing birds, and on the other hand, there is Mora, who
has to catch them. Following this, under Ed's guidance, sentences are made using the
predicates given on the left page of the textbook.
During these discussions, Ed does not comment on the linguistic phenomena
revealed by the procedure of constructing a sentence from the given subjects and
predicates, until Aysegul tries to make a sentence with baar armen strekken.·
Teacher:     And what else does Mora do1 And pay attention to that sentence. Aysegul.
En wat doet Mora nog meeri En let op dat zinnetje. Aysegul.
Aysegul: Stretching her arms.
Haar armen strekken.
Teacher: That's not a sentence.
Da's Keen zinnetje
Nawar: Mora her arms stretch.
Mora baar armen strei strekken.
Davey: Mora stretches her arms.
Mora strekt baar armen.
Teacher: Mora stretches her arms. There is a small change in the/ in this sentence. Do
you know whyf
Mora strekt haar armen.  D'r is een kleine verandering in de gl in in deze zin. Weet
je ook waarom1
Davey: Because otherwise you can't make a sentence with it.
Omdat je anders Keen zin van kan maken.
Teacher: Yes. We will continue in a moment, but I have one more question. What does
Mora do1 One more question: What does Mora do2 Feride is not paying
attention again.
Ja. We zullen direct nog even verder gaan, maar ik beb nog tkn vraag. Wat doet
Moral Nog ktn uraag: Wat doet Morai Feride doet weer niet goed mee.
Joey: Mora the birds/ no. Mora Catches the birds.
Mora de vojeW nee, Mora vangt de vogels
Teacher: Fortunately. Mora catches the birds.
HP, gelukkig. Mora vangt de vojels.
The warning Ed directs to Aysegul (cf. "And pay attention to that sentence"), as well
as the "small change" to which he refers, probably concern the conjugation or the
placement of the verb, on neither of which has Ed commented before. After this
episode, Ed asks the pupils to make paired sentences using the verbs they had
suggested at the beginning of the lesson, which contrast in grammatical number, such
as bet kind built, de kinderen builen (the child cries, the children cry). When the pupils
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have come up with a number of such sentence pairs,  some of which Ed writes down
on the blackboard, he concludes the following.
Teacher: Where there is more than one, you needn't change anything. [...] The book
already reads: to jump, and to whistle, and to flee, and to sleep, and to catch.
I...1  But if it is one person, you have to change something.
Waar  bet meer  zijn,  hoefje  niks  te  veranderen.   I...1   In  bet  boek staat al:  springen,
enfluiten,  en  vluchten,  en slapen,  en  vangen.   f... 1  Maar als  bet  itn  persoon  is,  moet
je iets veranderen.
Indeed, when used with a plural subject, the verb takes the same form as the infinitive
form, which is given in the book. Several more children come up with pairs of
sentences like bet kind built, de kinderen builen, while the teacher repeats his
observation that the verb needn't be changed in the case of'the children'.
The exercise on the right page is treated in more or less the same fashion. Now, the
children write the target sentences in their notebooks. Sharona is nominated to
construct the first sentence:
Teacher: Then a birds-sentence. Well, what are we going to do now, Sharona 
Dan een vogels-zin. Nou, wat gaan we nou doen, Sbarona 
Sharona: The birds sing.
De vogels zingen
Teacher: Right. But then you did not look at one word, if I look at the book closely.
Juist.  Maar dan  beb je nog Hn woordje niet bekeken als  ik god  in bet boek kijk
Sharona: The birds do ha/ happily sing.
De vogels doen vrof vrolijk zingen.
Teacher: Yes, but we would not use the word do, right. The birds 
Ja, maar we zouden met bet woordje doen gebmiken b . De vogeW
Sharona: "The birds cheerfully sing.
-De vogels vrolijk zingen.
Pupils: Huh!
Sharona: The birds sing cheerfully.
De vogels zingen vrolijk
Teacher: Right. So now I am going to write down what is written in that other row,
right. The birds sing cheerfully. Well, there we go. The birds sing cheerfully
(teacher writes on blackboard, pupils write in notebooks). The birds sing
cheerfully. So then you see, with the one it is laughs, and not laugh, and with
the other it is sing, and not sings. Because that would have been possible as well,
right.
Juist. Dus nou ga ik opicbrijven wat er in dat andere rijtje staat bp. De vogels
zingen vrolijk. Nou daar komt ie. De vogels zingen vrolijk. (teacher writes on black
board, pupils write in notebooks).  De vogels zingen vrolijk.  Dus dan zie je,  bij de
ene is bet lacht, en geen lacbm, en bijde andere is bet zingen, en geen zingt.  Want
dat zou ook nog kunnen 1*.
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Note that the utterances marked with a double asterisk have a non-standard Dutch
word order. A single asterisk (see following excerpt) means that the following verb is
pronounced in a non-standard Dutch manner or that the form used does not agree
with the subject.
From the next sentence onwards, the pupils first work on a sentence independently
before Ed gives the right solution. The following two sentences, in which both the
form and the placement of the verb are at stake, are discussed in the following episode.
Teacher:     The next sentence. That is a1 Finger. Leroy.
De volgende zin. Dat is emi Vinger. Leroy.
Leroy: A sentence of Mora.
Een zin van Mora.
Teacher: Right. You can write that down, Mora.
Juist.  SCI'rijf maar  op,  Mora.
Pupil. Mister Ed, I wasn't finished yet.
Meneer Ed, ik was nog niet klaar.
Teacher: Mora. Now I get a Mora-sentence. And make sure that you say it correctly,
right. Because sometimes it ends up differently from what the book says.
Mora.  Nou  krijg ik een  Mora-zin.  En  let op dat je  't goed zegt bl,  want bij  klomtl
komt wet 's een keertle anders uit dan in P boek staat boor.
Pupil: (softly:) Mora stretches her arms.
(Softly:) Mora strekt baar armen.
Teacher: Sometimes you have to invert the words, right. Watch out. Otherwise it sounds
a bit weird. A Mora-sentence. So I can already write down Mora. And what
does Mora dol
Soms  moet je  de woordjes wel's  omdraaien  bk.  Let op  1*. Anders  klinkt  't een  beetje
gek. Een Mora-zin. Dus ik kan alvast Mora opscbrijven. En wat doet Mora1




Teacher: Well, I would first of all read well. Ssh! And you should also watch the order,
because otherwise that may not be correct.
Nou, 'k zou eerst maar 's goed lezen. Sst En ook de volgorde moet je even bekijken,
want anders dan klopt dat misschien niet precies bE
Sharif: Stretching her arms. Stretching.
Haar annen strekken. Strekken.
Teacher: Mora?
Sharifi **Mora her arms *stretch.
**Mora baar armen *strekken.
Teacher: Is that how we say that in the Netherlandsi
Zeggen wij dat zo in Nederl,indi
Pupils: No.
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Nee.
Teacher: Perhaps you should reverse the order a bit. Then it sounds better.
Misscbien dat je de volgorde een  beetje moet omdraaien.  Dan klinkt bet beter.
Sharifi Mora does\.
Mora doet\.
Pupil: Mora stretches her arms.
Mora strekt haar armen.
Teacher: Right. Mora stretches, right.
Juist. Mora strekt, b2.
Faina: Mister Ed, I'm not ready yet.
Meneer Ed,  ik ben nog niet klaar.
Pupils: Yes!
Yes!
Teacher: Mora stretches. And not only then. her arms.
Mora strekt. En dan pas: baar armen.
Pupils: (Whispering:) Yes. Stretch.
(Wbispering:) Yes. Strekken.
Teacher: Mora stretches her arms.
Mora strekt baar armen.
FaYna: Mister Ed {there it reads stretchl.
Meneer  Ed  {daar  staat  strekt 1.
Teacher: No, you're talking all the time. You have to proceed. Then you would have
been ready on time. Mora stretches her arms. So watch out. The order has to
be a little different sometimes. We don't say Mora her arms stretches.
Nee. jij praat allemaal. Je  moet  doorwerken.  Dan was je wel op tijd klaar geweest.
Mora strekt baar armen. Dus let op b2. De volgorde moet wel 's een keer een klein
beetje anders worden. Wij zeggen niet Mora baar armen strekt.
I...]
Teacher: All right, now we get two more sentences, I think. And I want you to do them
all by yourselves. So first I get a Mora-sentence. Then l can already say that so
you can write/. 0 no, wait a minute. First we get ai
Goed,  nou  krijgen we nog twee zinnen,  denk ik zo.  En die wil  ik dat je nou 's
belemaal zelf doet. Dus eerst krijg ik een Mora-zin. Dan kan ile alt,ast wet zeggen
dat je  dus  mag scbrijven/.  0 nee,  wacbt even.  We  krijgen  eerst nog eene
Pupils: Birds-sentence.
Vogelzin.
Teacher: A birds-sentence. Yes. The birds (writes on blackboard). So now I get a sentence
in the other row. The birds. And watch out, right, sometimes the words have
to be changed, right, to the other order.
Een vogelzin. Ja. De vogels (writes on blackboard). Dus nou krijg ik weer in bet
andere rijtje een zin. De vogels. En let op bp, soms moeten de woordjes wet 's
veranderd worden bk, in de andere volgorde.
(silence of 25 seconds).
Teacher: Aysegul, did you have to change something in the order or did that remain the
same,
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Aysegul,  moest  je  iets  aan  de  volgorde  veranderen  of bleef die  betzelfde- 
Aysegul: No.
Mee.
Teacher: What did you write2
Wat beb jij gescbreveni
Aysegul: The birds 'flies away.
De vogels *vliegt weg.
Teacher: Right. The birds fly away. (writes on blackboard). The birds fly away.
Juist. De vogels vliegen weg. (writes on blackboard). De vogels vliegen weg
After this episode, the pupils make the final two sentences on their own without
whole-class discussion afterwards. The folowing day, Ed comes back to the lesson on
catching birds, by explaining that he has checked their notebooks, which showed that
"there are pupils who have not yet fully understood that". He then has the children
make paired sentences contrasting in number again (cf. bet kind built, de kinderen
builen). emphasising that there is no need to change anything if there is more than one
child, or more than one boy.
The episodes presented in this section cover all discussions on sentences in which
the verb appears in a different position compared to the given predicate. They show
that it was not until sentences had to be made with /mar armen strekken (for the second
time) and wegvliegen that the teacher commented on the position of the verb. The
episode can be paraphrased as follows. Once it has been concluded that the following
sentence has Mora as a subject, the teacher instructs the pupils to write 'Mora' in their
notebooks. A pupil who comments that she isn't finished yet, probably with writing
down the previous sentence, is ignored. Ed again points to the fact that rhe sentence
to be made has Mora as a subject, and warns that 'it' sometimes ends up differently
from what is written in the book. He ignores or does not hear the pupil who then
whispers the target sentence, and specifies his warning: sometimes the words should
be inverted, otherwise it sounds a bit weird.
Nexr, Ed reiterates the instruction to write 'Mora', and asks what it is that Mora
does. Bdtul spontaneously replies with the predicate baar armen streken,
mispronouncing the lax vowel in strekken as a tense vowel. In response, Ed instructs
her to first of all read well,  and to watch  the word order. Sharif then comes up with
the predicate baar armen strekken. His subsequent repetition of the verb may indicate
that he has the intention ofcorrecting Batul's pronunciation of the verb. Ed, however,
is not satisfied yet. By posing the question "Mora2" he probably intends to elicit a
complete sentence with this predicate. Sharif then indeed constructs a complete
sentence, yet the verb is neither conjugated nor placed in the second position of the
. .sentence. Ed then implicitly rejects Sharifs suggestion by asking if that is how   we
say that in the Netherlands, and hints that the word order may need to be inverted to
make it sound better. Sharifs unfinished third attempt contains theauxiliary verb doet,
which appears at the right place in the right form. He is interrupted by a pupil who
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can be identified as one of the native Dutch boys of the class. When this boy has
formulated the sentence as intended, Ed confirms the solution, emphasising that strekt
precedes baar armen. Once Faina is urged to remain silent, he again points to the fact
that the word order should sometimes become "a little different".
The remaining part of the episode shows how Ed asks the pupils to Construct the
next sentence again, hinting at the right subject and the change in word order. After
almost half a minute, he asks Aysegul to tell him which sentence she made. Although
she says that she wrote down de vogels vliegt weg, a sentence in which the verb is in the
right position, but not in agreement with the subject, Ed, probably having misheard
her, confirms her answer and provides the target sentence.
Instructions and accounts
In the episode, sentences were constructed in which the verb occasionally appeared in
a different place or in a different form compared to the given predicates. The teacher
did not explicitly go into either of these phenomena until after the exercise on the left
page of the textbook had been done. In the subsequent, self-initiated activity, the
teacher focussed attention on the form of the verb by having the pupils formulate
paired sentences like bet kind built, de kinderen builen. From these paired sentences,
Ed concluded that "where there is more than one, you needn't change anything". It
was not until the fourth sentence in which the place of the verb had to change was
being considered thar the teacher actually made explicit reference to verb placement.
When the teacher took a close look at the lesson in the textbook again during a
retrospective interview, he stated that
I can clearly see that it is about what one person does, and what a number of people do. At
least, that is what I immediately/. Right. So then you get spring: with a t, and springen with
en. And then USually there's something in addition to that, this change of place et cetera.
(Ed 7:lo)
Apparently, the teacher interpreted the lesson as a lesson in verb conjugation. More
specifically, acknowledging that his pupils usually did not make mistakes in verb
conjugation in everyday speech (Ed 7:4), he regarded the lesson as an exercise in the
spelling ofverbs. That was also the reason why he initiated the additional exercise with
the paired sentences:
So I often do that especially to teach the way thar, when someone else does it, then a t is
attached. Because that is never taught specifically, because that they find then, that will be
dealt with later, but they do ask it in a dictation text for the fourth grade." (Ed 7:5)
Thus, what the teacher aimed at was to unveil the rule that generates the spelling of
verbs in the present tense in a way that corresponded with his preferred didactics, i.e.,
presenting simple, transparent forms of representation of the subject matter, without
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a context, to which the pupils could be readily and repeatedly exposed (cf. Chapters
6 and 7):
"Because I do that regularly, saying ik spring, hij springt, and Mora springt That then this t
is attached. That's what I try to [teach, JB] them, every time again, even though that is not
told in the story." (Ed 7:5)
In the textbook lesson, which is, after all, meant to deal with sentence construction,
these principles are concealed by the narrative context, in which the singular subject
has no corresponding plural subject. Note that the rule which Ed inferred from the
paired sentences, i.e., "where there is more than one, you needn't change anything",
can be applied only in a situation in which the point of reference, i.e., the infinitive
verb, is given.
When the class arrived at the fourth sentence in which the place of the verb
changed, Ed started to comment on Ellis phenomenon for the first time, using the
following remarks:
•  Sometimes you have to invert the words, right. Watch out. Otherwise it sounds a
bit weird.
•  And you should also watch the order, because otherwise that may not be correct.
•  Is that how we say that in the Netherlands Perhaps you should reverse the order
a bit. Then it sounds better.
•  So watch out. The order has to be a little bit different sometimes. We don't say
Mora her arms stretches.
•  And watch Out, right, sometimes the words have to be changed, right, in to the
other order.
In asking rhetorically if"we" say that like that in the Netherlands, the teacher rejected
Sharifs construction Mora baar armen strekken, by referring to a norm set by 'we in
the Netherlands: This norm turned out to entail that sometimes one needs to invert
the words, because "otherwise it sounds a bit weird", or "then it sounds better".
In assuming that "we" feel that a sentence like 'Mora her arms stretch' sounds
weird, the teacher took the rules underlying word order in Dutch as shared.
Paradoxically, Ed was aware of the fact that his pupils did not necessarily share this
feeling. He observed that non-native Dutch pupils had difficulties in accomplishing
the kind of task they were confronted with in the lesson on catching birds:
"And with those children, that's even worse, to formulate a sentence correctly. [...1 Imagine
a language arts textbook in which [here's a sentence, but the words are mixed up. So then
the children need to work out the order themselves. That's just what they find hard, of
course." (Ed I.33)
His first, spontaneous remark in the retrospective interview, having read the transcript
of the episode that was sent to him in advance, was as follows.
The problem is of course thar for foreign children it doesn't sound weird. It only sounds
weird to us. So if a sentence is not phrased in the right way, and so that is what I noticed of
the children in the classroom, they don't feel that it's weird. So that always remains a
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problem of course. That is what you just have to teach them that it should be like that.
That's iust er, opvallen becomes valt op, for instance. And not, bij opvalt. And I think that
thar can only be learned through repeating it often and practising a lot at school. Because
at home they don't hear that. And Dutch children actually don't have that problem. So it
only applies to half of the class, if I say like er 'then it sounds weird'. And so for the ones
who er, the Moroccan and Turkish children, yeah, they'll just have to accept that it sounds
weird. They will, through hearing it repeatedly, find it weird as well." (Ed 7:I)
It was not only on this occasion that Ed accounted for the language performance of
non-native Dutch pupils in terms of their 'feeling for' Dutch. The mistakes which
Aysegul made with the spelling of vallen was ascribed to 'them' not hearing the
difference between short and long sounds (see Chapter 7).
The accounts indicate that the teacher surmised that owing to their limited
exposure to Dutch  at home, immigrant minority children are deprived of the feeling
for Dutch that enables them to judge whether the verb is placed correctly in a
sentence. Through "hearing it repeatedly", i.e., by being exposed frequently to correct
sentences at school, these pupils are expected to internalise word order without explicit
instruction. Unlike verb conjugation, verb placement was not explained by a rule
which pupils could (only) use in doing an exercise (cf. "where there is more than one,
you needn't change anything"), but by referring to a feeling which he believed non-
native Dutch pupils lack. That is, the beliefhe verbalised at a rhetorical, retrospective
level did not affect his actual practice, perhaps because it developed from his reflection
on the episode, i.e., after it had taken place.
Pupil responses
When sentences were being constructed using the given predicates in the first exercise,
only one child used a deviant verb form. It was Nawar who left the verb unchanged
in the sentence Mora haar armen strekken. In all but one of the paired sentences
constructed by the pupils themselves, the verb was conjugated in agreement with the
subject as well. In one case, the sentence bet kind *vis trhe child *fish) was constructed,
in which the final t was omitted. When  the pupils worked on Exercise I, three more
instances of incorrect con'ugation came to the surface. Ed noticed that a child wrote
Mora springen in his or her notebook, Sharif left the verb unchanged in Mora haar
armen strekken, and Aysegul used the singular form of vliegen m de vogels vliegt weg.
While these mistakes suggest that, by and large, verb conjugation did not Constitute
a serious difficulty, the day after, Ed gave the impression that the sentences which the
pupils wrote down in their notebook contained a considerable number of such
mistakes.
The problems which did manifest themselves in the episodes seemed to be related
to the placement of the verb rather than the form of the verb. Table 8.I lists the pupils'
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constructions of sentences in which the verb appears in a different place compared to
the given predicate.
Table 8.1: Target sentences in which the word order changes and the related sentence
constructions of the pupils
Target sentence Pupil Sentence construction Number
Mora strekt haar armen Aysegul Haar armen strekken                              1
Mora stretches her arms Stretching her arms
Nawar **Mora haar armen stre/ *strekken          2
**Mora her arms *stretch
Davey Mora strekt haar armen                       3
Mora stretches her arms
Mora vangt de vogels joey Mora de vogels/                                     4
Mora catches the birds Mora the birds
Mora vangt de vogels                             5
Mora catches the birds
De vogels zingen vroliik Sharona De vogels zingen                                6
The birds sing cheerfully The birds sing
De vogels doen vrollik zingen                  7
The birds do happily sing
**De vogels vrolijk zingen                        8
**The birds cheerfully sing
De vogels zingen vroliik                          9
The birds singcheerf®y
Mora strekt haar armen Batul Haar armen *streken                                  10
Mora stretches her arms *Stretching her arms
Sharif Haar armen strekken                              11
Stretching her arms
**Mora  haar armen *strekken                       12
**Mora her arms *stretch
Mora doet\                                                 13
Mora does
Boy Mora  strekt  haar armen                                       14
Mora stretches her arms
De vogels vliegen weg AysegOI De vogels *vliegt weg                                 1 5
The birds_fly away The birds *flies away
The table shows that both native Dutch pupils (Davey, Sharona, Sharif, and one of
the other native Dutch boys), and non-native Dutch pupils (Aysegul, Nawar, and
Batul) constructed main clauses in which the verb was neither moved nor conjugated
Gee numbers 2 and IZ), and made sentences with 'to do' as the auxiliary verb (7 and
I3). Non-native Dutch pupils constructed incomplete sentences (I, Io, and II), which
were observed among native Dutch pupils as well at various points throughout the
lesson. Sharona omitted an adverbial element (6) thar was supposed to be included,
and does not move the verb (8). Aysegul moved the verb correctly, yet conjugated it
as if it were to agree with Mora rather than the birds (15).In every case, it was a native
Dutch pupil who, correcting themselves or others, provided the target sentence (3, 5,
9, and 14)·
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These sentence constructions can be explained as follows. The incomplete sentences
(I, to, and II) may be interpreted as elliptic answers to the questions "What does Mora
do?" and "What do the birds do " It seems, however, equally likely that the pupils read
aloud the predicate from the book which they thought would be the next to be treated
(in  that case, their replies should not have been translated in the present continuous).
Sharona's and Sharifs use of doen ('do') (7 and I3) may not count as Standard Dutch,
but is frequently used in Dutch vernaculars and dialects. Apart from that, its
occurrence can be understood as a strategy to avoid having to move and conjugate 'to
sing' and 'to stretch'. This periphrastic use of an auxiliary verb was observed by
Lalleman (I986) among six-and-a-half-year-old Turkish and Dutch children, and by
Jordens (I990) in a two and a half year-old mother tongue learner of Dutch. Besides,
the construction may have been triggered by the frequent usage of'to do' as a main
verb in both the written instruction in the textbook (cf. "What do the birds do ") and
in the teacher's oral instructions (cf. "Well, what are we going to do, Sharona<").The
deletion in (6) does not result in a ungrammatical sentence, but leaves out the
adverbial adjunct that was supposed to be included in the target sentence. Perhaps this
is also an instance of avoidance.
The observed deviations in the pupils' answers with respect to word order and
conjugation may be understood as indications of insufficient implicit knowledge of
these principles, or as 'accidents' for which factors other than language proficiency are
responsible, such as the cognitive demands ofsimultaneous actions (cf. Dirksen I990).
Several studies  of the acquisition of verb conjugation  and verb placement in Dutch
show that monolingual Dutch pupils generally comply with these principles in
spontaneously produced speech at the age of seven (Schaerlaekens & Gillis I987;
Jordens I990; Schlichting I996). Lalleman (1986) sketches a different picture of the
acquisition of these principles by non-native Dutch pupils. In the semi-spontaneous
speech of six-and-a-half-year-old pupils whose parents were born in Turkey and who
themselves were born in the Netherlands, she found significantly more mistakes in
conjugating in the present tense and in the positioning of the verb than in the speech
of their native Dutch peers. There are no recent inquiries corroborating these findings.
Thus, given the fact that both native and non-native Dutch pupils used deviant
verb conjugation and placement in constructing sentences about Mora and the birds,
and the fact that there is little empirical evidence that non-native pupils still show such
deviations at the age ofseven in semi-spontaneous speech, it can be concluded that the
incorrect answers given by Aysegul, Nawar, and Bdtul were not necessarily rooted in
a limited feeling for language, i.e., in a gap in their implicit knowledge of Dutch.
Equally likely is the possibility that these pupils, as well as Sharona and Sharif, had
difficulties with the cognitively demanding tasks of choosing the right subject (Mora
or de vogels) and the right predicate from a list of predicates, and ofcombining the two
in a sentence.
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The textbook author's account
Whilst the teacher focussed explicitly on number agreement between the subject and
the verb in the sentences to be made, the author of the sentence construction lessons
in Zin in Taal underscored thar that was certainly not the intention of the lesson she
designed:
„Many people believe that this  is a lesson  in verb agreement. Of course that is not the case.
That's absolutely not the case (VdG:co). That Ii.e., word order,JB] is important. That they
see,  that  if you,  if you  tell what she does, baar armen strekken, that if you make a sentence
out of that, that it then becomes zij strekt baar armen. So that that is moved to the beginning
ofthe sentence. But that what she stretches remains at the end. That is important. (VdG:II)
In addition, the textbook author explained that, apart from moving the verb, the
lesson is concerned with showing the pupils that, when sentences are being
constructed, the form of the verb changes, punctuation emerges, and that together
these sentences make up a short story . That is,
" that something changes only in the form of those words is not so important. There is more
that changes." (VdG:Ii)
The sentence awareness that is supposed to be promoted in that way, i.e., knowing
what counts as a sentence, should be supportive of learning to Write, not ofimproving
oral language proficiency (cf. Kouwenberg et al. 1997:b2-27). Note that the textbook
author herself investigated the relationship between teaching sentence construction
and the ability to compose texts. In her doctoral dissertation, she draws the conclusion
that grammar instruction has, under certain conditions, a positive effect on the pupils'
composition skills (Van de Gein I  I).
The textbook author confirmed that she asserted that, in everyday speech, pupils
automatically place and conjugate the verb correctly (VdG:I9). As she argues in her
dissertation,
"Instruction  in the peculiarities of written language should, very emphatically, not cover
what are or what are not syntactically well-formed structures in language, as even apprentice
writers, however new to this job, know to a tee what are and what are not." (Van de Gein
I99I:3)
Thus, grammatical knowledge of Dutch is taken to be shared by all pupils. In that
light, it is not surprising that, according to herself, the author did not consider the
adequacy of the selected contents and didactics in relation to multilingual classrooms
(VdG:2I).
The intentions of the textbook author cannot be inferred unambiguously from the
lesson presented in the teacher's guide. The fact that sentences in the third person
singular and the third person plural have to be made in alternation, and the
recommendation that the teacher ask the pupils if anything needs to be changed in
some words in both rows, suggests that subject-verb agreement is at stake after all. The
additional lessons in Taalmaatje to which the teacher's guide refers reinforce this
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impression. The guide indicates that Lesson 70 of this textbook offers additional
exercises for pupils having problems with conjugating the verb, and that Lesson 71 iS
targeted at pupils having problems with the placement of the verb (which suggests that
these lessons do aim at the pupils' implicit knowledge). In the latter, pupils are also
asked to make sentences using given subjects and predicates. As regards the whole-class
discussion of the pupils' solutions, the teacher's guide suggests the following:
Are the pupils aware of what they changed in the words1 (deleting the -en and adding -t.)
Are they aware of what they did to make it a sentencei (moving the last word in the second
row to the beginning of the sentence.) Are they aware of what makes the form of the word
change or not changt  (I f one person does  it, the word changes.  If more than one person
does it, the word doesni change.)" (Kouwenberg et al. 19976:2-28)
The suggested instructions concerning conjugation closely resemble Ed's formula
"where there is more than one, you needn't change anything". Unlike Ed, the textbook
explains the movement of the verb as well, again with reference to the given predicates.
Divergent interpretations of the subject matter
Developing sentence awareness for the sake of learning to write may be a 'traditional'
objective of grammar instruction (cf. Tordoir & Wesdorp  979:3-7), the intended
primary content of the lesson, however, the moving of the verb, is not. In fact,
academic attention to verb movement in Dutch was absent in traditional,'renaissance
grammars of Dutch, which strongly relied on the grammatical analyses ofLatin, which
has a relatively free word order (Van Bart & Sturm I987:I98). In 1975, a decade after
Chomsky's (I965) seminal study of transformational generative grammar was
published, Koster (1975) presented a generative analysis of verb placement in Dutch.
He showed that, in Dutch, the subclause word order subject-object-verb underlies the
main clause surface structure. Through verb movement to the left, the finite verb
appears in second position, while possible particles keep their basic position. The
alternative analysis, that is, thar the subclause structure is a derivative of the main
clause through movement of the verb to the right, was refuted.
In the year that this analysis was presented, the textbook author was studying
linguistics at the university of Utrecht. She had opted for this studies when she became
acquainted with the work of Noam Chomsky:
"And then I thought, yes, grammar instruction, or language instruction, and particularly
grammar instruction, is in a very poor condition. And now I have read the linguistic work
of Chomsky and I am just sure that it will be going better with language instruction if
Chomsky's insights into the structure of language are applied to education in primary
school. That's what I will do." (VdG:S)
Against this background, the focus on the position of the verb in the lesson on
catching birds can be interpreted as a reflection of the author's generative linguistic
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baggage. Not only does this baggage alert her to verb placement, which is even elevated
to a subject content, it also provides an analysis ofverb placement that is reflected in
the exercises of the lesson.  In these exercises, predicates are given in 'basic', subclause
word order, which tile pupils have to transform into a main clause structure, so that
the movement of the verb to  the left manifests itself clearly.
In addition, the endeavour to have pupils 'build' sentences and to refer to sentence
units such as 'words for what people, animals, or things do' can be interpreted as a
reaction to the didactics ofsentence analysis in primary school introduced by Boersma
(I960), which was widely adopted in textbooks (Van DorI-Slijper 1984). Her didactics
centre on the concept of 'the core of the sentence', which is the part of a sentence that
is supposed to be left over when the pupils have 'cut off parts of speech from a
sentence. Contrary to what Van DorI-Slijper (I984:III) claims, Boersma (I960:287)
defined this concept as the subject and the finite verb ofa sentence, and set forth this
definition herself in a contribution  to a teacher's handbook (cfi Evers  & Van Gelder
[970:ix).
Van Dort-Slijper (I984:280) argues thar the concept of'the core ofa sentence' does
not have any linguistic legitimation, which makes it an inappropriate basis for
didactics. The textbook author of the sentence construction lessons, who used to
cooperate with Van DorI-Slijper (VdG:6), is also against Boersma's didactics:
"Unlike the common type ofgrammar instruction, instruction in sentence construction does
not imply 'cutting sentences', deconstructing sentences until the so-called 'core of the
sentence' is left, or making sentences longer which consist of a minimum number of words
(Ad at (Ad ate))." (Kouwenberg et al. 19971,:27)
Alternatively, the textbook author has pupils 'build' sentences, and sticks to sentence
units such as 'words for what people, animals, or things do', which she believes are
"natural classes", with which pupils have no problems at all (VdG:I9).
Ed, however, WaS taught the traditional grammar of tagging words and parts of
speech, a practice which dominated in the I9505 and I9605 (Hulshof I986). Like the
majority of the grammar textbooks at that time, the textbook Ed had to study during
teacher training (cf. Tinbergen & d'Angremond I95I) was mainly devoted to this
subject matter. Undoubtedly, he was also familiarised with the traditional, pedagogic
attention paid to verb forms at primary school. Renders (I954:96) observes that, from
the end of the nineteenth century onwards, spelling became more and more a major
part of the subject of language arts. This impression is shared by, e.g., Nieuwenhuis
(I925), Van Nispen (I946), and Van der Velde (I956), who describe the excessive
attention given to spelling, in particular,  to the spelling of verb forms at primary and
secondary school at the time of Ed's school career.  From this historical-educational
perspective, the 'verb' is inextricably bound up with the spelling ofverb forms. Hence,
Ed was inclined to interpret the cues in the exercises and the guidelines for the teacher
to the lesson on catching birds as indications of the fact that the lesson was concerned
with verb spelling, rather than with verb placement.
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Conclusions
In the introduction to this chapter, it was argued that multilingual pupil populations
challenge the basic assumption of traditional grammar instruction in that implicit,
intuitive knowlegde of Dutch is not shared per se. In the sections that followed, it was
shown that Mister Ed attributed the difficulties the non-native Dutch pupils had in
Constructing the sentences at which the textbook was targeted, which were particularly
manifest in the deviant word order of their constructions, to the faa that these pupils
did not have "that feeling" for word order in Dutch. That is, the teacher believed that
implicit knowledge of word order in Dutch was not shared by all of his pupils.  In
practice, however, he called on a shared feeling for this by indicating that a sentence
would sound better if the words were ordered differently, or that a pupils' sentence was
not in accordance with the way "we" say that in the Netherlands. It thus seems that
Ed's practical response to verb placement had not (yet) been tailored to his emergent
conception of non-native pupils as pupils who lack a feeling for Dutch.
The lesson upon which the observed grammar instruction was based differed from
'traditional' grammar instruction. Firstly, it focused, among other things, on verb
placement, so as to make pupils aware ofwhat counts as a sentence. Secondly, it aimed
to avoid having pupils identify units in a sentence through 'deconstruction'. At the
same time, the author of the lesson assumed that all pupils shared implicit knowledge
of word order in Dutch. What's more, she did not, according to herself, consider
multilingualism in designing the lesson. In light of the claim in the general
introduction to the textbook that multilingualism was taken into account, this was a
rather astonishing revelation. The additional textbook, however, does contain auxiliary
lessons intended for pupils who have not mastered verb conjugation and word order.
The teacher did not recognise the intentions of the textbook author. Contrary to
what was implied, Ed interpreted the lesson primarily as a lesson in the spelling ofverb
forms. The divergent backgrounds of the textbook author and the teacher appeared
to form a plausible basis for understanding this misinterpretation. The generative-
linguistic baggage of the textbook author, which was manifest in the attention paid to
verb placement, 'clashed' with the teacher's practical knowledge ofthe teaching ofverb
forms, which made him susceptible to unintended cues in the design of the lesson and
the related guidelines. At the same time, his practical knowledge could not provide
him with a routine for dealing with the unexpected attention given to verb placement
in tile lesson, let alone a routine which was congruent with his belief that non-native
Dutch pupils lack a feeling for word order.
Both the rationale behind the textbook lesson and the operationalisation of the
lesson rested on the assumption that pupils share implicit, intuitive knowledge of
Dutch word order. Close examination of the pupils' sentence constructions, of the task
in the context ofwhich these sentences were constructed, and ofwhat empirical srudies
predict to be their implicit knowledge ofword order in Dutch, leads to the conclusion
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tha[ the observed deviations in the pupils' sentence constructions may well have been
evoked by the cognitive demands of the underlying task, rather than a lack of 'feeling'
for word order.  Like Ed's interpretation of the pupils' misspellings ofwords in which
vowel dropping and consonant doubling occur (see Chapter 7), his non-native Dutch
pupils, i.e., the pupils speaking other languages at home, were categorised as pupils
lacking a feeling for Dutch. In retrospect, this attribution served as a basis for
explaining the performance of pupils rated in this category, while the attribution was
not congruent with his actual practice, in which he nonetheless called on a shared
feeling for language.
CHAPTF.R 9
"They know the language"
Mathematics in the mainstream classroom
Introduction
Traditionally, mathematics is one of the core subjects of the primary school
curriculum. In every classroom, language is the medium through which mathematical
knowledge is transmitted or constructed. A mismatch between the language
proficiency ofthe pupils and the language of instruction ofthe teacher or the teaching
materials may result in problems of understanding, which obstruct the process of
teaching and learning mathematics. Many potential sources of understanding
problems have been identified in the language used in mathematics lessons, including
everyday words used in story problems, technical terms, and everyday words which
have a specific meaning in a mathematical context (Durkin & Shire I988; Snoeck I990;
Pimm 199Ii Moschkovich 2002). While it is widely assumed that the
underachievement of immigrant minority pupils in mathematics can be explained, in
part, by such problems of understanding (cf. Myers & Milne I988; Tesser & Iedema
2001; Van den Boer 2003), the actual occurrence ofproblems of understanding in the
classroom is ill-documented. Perhaps  this is an  indication of the fact that much of the
understanding problems pupils encounter go unnoticed by both tile interlocutors and
researchers. Interviews with pupils suggest thar immigrant minority pupils are
reluctant to signal understanding problems, if they have managed to identify the
problem at all (Tuveng 200I).
In contemporary education, the teaching ofacademic subjects is, therefore, expected
to be geared to second language reaching (Brinton, Snow & Wesche I989). At the
same time, academic knowledge, such as mathematical knowledge, is expected to be
related to everyday activities and jointly constructed in the classroom (cf. Von
Glaserfeld I991; Cobb & Bauersfeld I995). Pupils are supposed to 'rediscover' or
inquire into' mathematics by negotiating the meanings of imaginable, everyday
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problems, which implies that teachers are expected to move away from the practice of
transmitting knowledge through 'number talk' or 'school math discourse' (Richards
I99I). On the one hand, the pupils' active participation in the negotiation of
mathematical meaning may diminish the risk of problems of understanding going
unnoticed. On the other hand, participation in the interaction may be too demanding
for pupils with a limited command of the language of communication, and, therefore,
obstruct mathematical learning (Zevenbergen, Sullivan & Mousley 2002).
The co-construction of mathematical meanings in classroom interaction is also
promoted in the so-called 'realistic' approach (Van den Brink I99I), which is widely
adopted in Dutch textbooks (Janssen et al. I999). Mister Ed used the mathematics
textbook Rekenen en Wiskunde (NanGalen et al. I9849,b,c), which is also characterised
as 'realistic' (De Jong 1986). Following the guidelines of the teacher's guide, he was
mainly occupied with teaching the pupils how to add and subtract beyond ten in the
week after the autumn holidays. It was one of these lessons that stood out because of
the repeated breakdowns in the flow of interaction while Ed was explaining how to
solve a particular kind of sum. This lesson is presented in the next section. In the
following sections, a key episode taken from this lesson is paraphrased and analysed.
The analysis is focussed on the problems of understanding emerging from the
interaction, and the linguistic, mathematical, and didactic factors that appear to have
contributed to these problems. In addition, the key episode is viewed from the
teacher's perspective. Finally, conclusions are drawn from the reconstruction of the
episode.
Subject matter and materials
The second unit of ten lessons in Rekenen en wiskunde aims to prepare pupils to learn
to add and subtract beyond ten. With different types of exercises, spanning seven days
in the planning of the textbook, the ability to conjoin and split up operations is
practised. In order to be able to add, e.g., Ij and 8, the pupils are taught that '+ 8' can
be partitioned into '+ 7' ana '+ I', so that they can solve 'I3 +8'a s 'I3 +7=2 0+I= 2.I'.
In the first exercise, pupils are required to put numbers in an imaginary machine that
performs an operation and to write the outcome in their workbooks (see Figure 9.I).
In the second exercise, the pupils need to add two numbers in two steps, Writing the
outcomes of the successive operations in their workbooks (see Figure 9·2). The
cumulative outcome of the problem is to be written in two places in the workbook.
Thus, in the first problem depicted in Figure 9.2, the pupils fill in S, 7, and 7. Next,
the input and output of these sequential operations (referred to in the exercise as in
(in) and uit (out)) are compared to show that, in every instance, the same number is
added, i.e., 5.








Figure 9.1: Excerpt from Rekenen en Wiskunde (Van Galen et a/. 1984c:58)
in uit
  435> 0 f'3> El   2
  0> 043>0 4
01 25'i> 0 0- El   3
91 fis> O f'3> 0   5
Figure 9.2: Excerpt from Rekenen en WBkunde (Van Galen  et a/.  1984c:59)
When this conclusion has been drawn, the teacher is to explain that, if the same pair
of'machines'  is used in every instance,  it is more efficient to replace the machines by
one new machine that leads to the same results.
In the third exercise, the pupils are taught how to replace two machines by one. In
the problem depicted in Figure 9.3, for instance, the pupils add up the addends




Figure 9.3: Excerpt from Rekenen en Wiskunde (Van Galen  et a/.  1984c:60)
In the fourth exercise, the pupils learn how to write the problems in their notebooks.
The teacher is to explain that, in case of the problem depicted in Figure 9.3, the
problem should be written as follows:
6+2+2
6+4=1 0
When this instruction has been given, the pupils do the fourth type of exercises
presented in their textbooks in accordance with this notation (see Figure 9.4).
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IX 1-3 __ fl_- 1-T_  1-1  -  1
J-721 -  1-1  -1-3 a t    1
Figure 9.4: Excerpt from Rekenen en Wiskunde (Van Galen  et a/.  1984a:34)
In the fifth exercise, which is planned for the sixth and seventh days, the pupils need
to split up addends, rather than adding them up, as they did in the previous exercises.
In the problems they are to resolve, the addend replacing two others is given, while one
ofthe two addends to be replaced is missing. These sums are presented as follows (Van
Galen et al. I9843:42):
5+3+...
5+4   =
In the textbook, this problem is introduced as follows: "What should be written above
the line2 + I, because + 4 is the same as first + 3 and then + I" (Van Galen et al.
I9842:42). The lesson for the sixth day comprises 24 such sums. In the teacher's guide
(Van Galen et al. I984C:157),  it is explained thar, in this lesson,
The aim is to calculate the missing operation (above the line). This is supposed to be done
by splitting the operation below the line (+ 4), whereby the first part of the splitting is
known (4 =3+ ···)· By subsequently calculating the sum in two ways, the correctness ofihe
splitting is checked:
5+3=8 8+1=9 and 5+4=9 "
The teacher's guide further indicates that some of the problems of the lesson should
be solved by the whole class together, while the remaining problems should be resolved
by the pupils on their own.
A key episode
According to the teacher's log, Exercises I to 4 were done before the autumn holiday.
The following week, the fourth grade worked on the fifth exercise from Monday till
Friday. In the lesson on Monday, which lasted about 45 minutes, five phases could be
distinguished on the basis of the type of problem dealt with and the classroom
organisation. These phases are briefly characterised in Table 9. I.
In the opening phase ofthe lesson, Mister Ed told the pupils that today they would
deal with a new kind of problem. He referred to the problem he had written on the
blackboard as '4 =2+ ..:, and asked Bdtul to find the solution to it. After BErul had
given the wrong solution ("six"), Ed drew four circles on the blackboard and a line
between the second and third, explaining that "I have four circles. And four circles is
the same as two circles and two circles. So here you write two", while filling in the
missing addend. Feride, Arzu, Bahar, and Bdtul were nominated to solve four such
problems. Ed then told the pupils that "this was just the little problem to understand
the real problem".
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Table 9.1: Phases in the mathematics lesson (n = number of problems treated)
fhase    Type of problem n Classroom organisation _       _ Nominated pupils
1 4=2+. 4     whole-class, all pupils remain seated, Batul, Feride, Arzu, Bahar
no writing in notebooks
2 5+2+... 4     as in phase 1 Batul, Nasira, Vincent
5+4  =
3         as in phase 2 2 whole class, four pupils at blackboard, Bouchra, Ruhan, Nasira,
other pupils write in notebooks Bahar
4         as in phase 2 2      those who understand work on their as in phase 3
own, remaining pupils proceed as in
phase 3
5         as in phase 2 12    a group of pupils receives remedial Baul, Nasira, Bouchra,
teaching, others work on their own Faina, joey, Dennis,
Vincent, Sharona, Arzu,
Feride




This notational form differs from what is suggested in the textbook in that the
equation below the line is centred and put in parenthesis, SO that the numbers are not
in a straight row. Besides, the equation sign is omitted, and the line begins directly
under the five. Mister Ed explained the problem as follows:
Teacher:      Look. So now pay attention for a moment. Five and two, and something more.
Kijk. Dus nou even opletten. Vijfen twee. en nog ins.
Pupil: Oh.
Teacher: But it should be the same as five and four. So that four, then I make that a two
and 2








Pupil: Easy. Just what 1 said.
Makkelijk. Zei ik tocb.
Teacher: Because that five. yeah that remains the same. Right, that five remains that five.
But here I have to add two. Look and that's why I used this beforehand for a
moment. Because here it reads four as well. Look, ;this four, that one you look
at that two, and that one you see with this two (draws arrows from the four to
the twos). And that's four aliogether as well. And so now I can add it up. Five
and two is seven, and two is 
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Want die vijf. ja da blijft betzelftie. HK die vijfblijft die vijf Maar ile moet er bier
twee bij doen. Kijk en daarom beb ik dit eventjes vantevoren gebruikt. Want bier
staat ook vier.  Kijk, .deze vier,  die kijk je naar die twee. en die zie je bij deze twee
(draws  arrows#om  the four  to  the  twos).   En  dat  is samen  ook  vier.   En  nou  kan  ik
bet dus even gaan optellen.  Vijfen twee is zeven, en twee isi
Pupils: Nine.
Negen.
Teacher: Nine. (writes '= 9' next to sum).
Negen. (writes '= 9' next to sum).
Faina: Mister Ed, I know as well where\.
Meneer Ed, ik weet ook waaA.
Teacher:       No no, I don't want to hear you. That's something you should learn not to do,
just to call out. What do we write down nowi Now we only write down what
we have to make. And so that is this sum (erases '5 + 4')· So what was written
below this, that is in your book as well, that is to help you find that number.
Right. otherwise you can't do that sum.
Nee nee,  ik wil jou  niet  born.  Da moet je nou  's  afleren,  zomaar te  roepen.  Wat
scbrijven wij nu op2 Nou scbrijven we alleen maar op wat we moeten maken. En
dat is dus dit sommetje (erases '5 + 4')·  Dus wat bieronder stond, dat staat ook in je
boek,  dat is om je te  belpen  om  dat getal  te vinden.  H ,  anders  kun je die som  niet
maken.
Baul, Nasira and Vincent were then nominated to resolve similar problems, which Ed
dictated from the textbook. When Nasira gave a wrong answer, Ed again drew circles
and a separating line to clarify the problem. After Vincent had given the right solution,
Ed asked who hadn't understood it yet. When Ruhan said she hadn'r, Ed asked her
what she did not understand, to which she simply answered "the problems". Without
going into this problem identification any further, he had some pupils distribute the
pupils' math notebooks.
In the third phase of the lesson, all children looked up page 43 in their books.
Bouchra, Ruhan, Nasira, and Bahar, who all indicated that they didn't understand it
yet, were asked to come to the blackboard with their books to solve the first two
problems mentioned in the book, which had already been solved in the second phase
of the lesson. The other pupils wrote along in their notebooks. Ed underlined thar it
was only the equation above the line that should be written down. When the second
sum  had been clarified, Ed pointed out that  he wouldn't go any further:  "If you get
it, you can go on. Ifyou don't get it yet, you can just watch [i.e., the blackboard, JB].„
In the fourth phase, another two problems from the textbook were solved on the
blackboard by the same pupils. Ruhan was invited to explain how she arrived at her
solution to the problem
3+5+...
3+7   =
which she did as follows:
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Ruhan: You say that seven should be added.
Jij zegt dat zeuen moet erbij.
Teacher: Seven should be added.
D'r moet zeven bij.
Ruhan: Then you immediately have five and then you can know it that the two still has
to be added.
Dan beb je gelijk al vijf en dan kan je  't weten dat de twee nog bij moet.
Teacher:     Then you add two, then you have seven. Because five and tWO is seven. Right.
You can also say chat I have to add seven. One, two, three, four, five, six, seven
(judging from the sound Ed writes on blackboard), I already added five, one
two three four five, so I still have to2 add two right. You can see it easily.
Dan  doe je  twee  bij,  beb  je  zeven.  Want  vijf en  twee  is  zeven.   Hi.  Je  kunt  ook
zeggen van ik moet er zeven bij doen. Ekn. twee, drie, vier, vijf zes. zeven (judging
»m  tbe  sound  Ed  writes  on  blackboard),  ik  beb  er  al vijf bijgedaan,  Un  twee  drie
vier vijf,  dus moet  ik er nogi twee  bij  doen  b .  Kun je zo zien.
Only those pupils who decided to keep on participating in the whole-class activity
wrote along in their notebooks. The other pupils proceeded individually in a fairly
quiet manner. When the two problems had been solved, Ed formed a separate group
of the pupils who indicated that they still didn't understand.  In the fifth phase of the
lesson, these pupils were seated at a number of tables shuffled together at the centre
of the classroom to be instructed by Ed in solving problems given in the textbook. The
fourth problem treated in this remedial group read:
8 +1+...
8+2   =
The episode in which this problem was discussed went as follows:
Teacher: Let's move to the last sum. The last sum. Offwe go again. Eight/. What do 1
write down Nasira 
Ik kom aan bet onderste sommetje.  Het laatste sommetje.  Daar gaat ie weer. Acbt/.
Wat  schrijfik  op  Nasirai
Nasira: Eight add-up one.
Acbt erbij /#n.
Teacher: Add-up one add-up. Eight and one (in a falling tone:) and.
Erbij  Un  erbij.  Acht en  un  (in  a falling tone:)  en.
Pupil: One.
E2n.
Teacher: But I shouldn't add ;one, I should 
Maar ile mon er geen Un bij doen, ik moet eri
Nasira: Eight add-up two.
Acbt erbij twee.
Teacher: There should be 
D'r moeten d're
Nasira: Eight add-up two.
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Acbt erbij tWee.
Teacher: Two should be added to that. So I shouldn't add one, but two. How many;did
I already add  Betul 
-,u r moeten er twee bij.  Dus ile moet er geen Un bij doen, maar twee. Hoeveel:beb
ik er al bij gedaani Bttull
Betul: Two.
Ttuee.
Teacher:     Does it say in yours: eight plus two  What does it say in yours then1 In the/ in
your notebook2 Now what did you write down 
Staat er dan bij jou: acbt plus twee Wat staat er bij jou dani In beti in je scbrifte
Wat beb je nou opgescbreveni
Bouchra: Yes!
Yes!
Teacher: What did you write down?







Teacher: Plus seven. (raises voice.) Just ;two need to be added. And then you say: plus
seven. (voice back to normal). Just two need  to be added. And how  many did
you already add2 What did you write downi Eight plus2
Plus zeven.  traises voice:)   D'r  boeven  er maar,twee  bij.  En  dan  zegjij: plus zeven.
tvoice back to normal).  D'r  boeven er maar twee  bij.  En  boeveel  beb je d'r al  bij
gedaani Wat heb je opgescbreven  Acbt plus1
Bouchra: Eight plus one plus/.
Acbt plus Un plus/.
Teacher: Stop. Eight plus one. So I already added one.
Stop. Acbt plus Un.  Dus ik beb er al un bij gedaan.
Pupil Me too.
(Hebi ik ook.
Teacher:     And two had to be added. How many do I still have to add now2
En d'r ;moesten er twee bij. Hoeveel moet ile er nou nog bij doen1
{Bouchl Two.
Twee
Teacher: Listen. Look, look, look. Two have to be added. Yesi Just look in the book.
Eight plus two. 1 ;have already done: eight plus ;one. How many do I still have
to add now1
Luister. Kijken, kijken kijken. Er moeten er twee bij. Jai Kijk maar in 't boek. Acbt
plus twee. Ik beb al gedaan: acbt plus,lin. Hoeveel moet ik er nou nog bij doeni
{Bouch}: One.
EM.
Teacher: Now one to add still. So what sum do I get Eight plus one plus,
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Nou nog Zin erbij. Dus wat krijg ik voor een sommetje1 Acbt plus un plus 
{Bouchl Eight plus one plus one.
Acbt plus Hn plus Un.
Teacher: One. Eight plus oneplus one (taps rhythm on table). And then I haveoutcomel






Evidently, in this lesson, it wass the teacher who asked the questions, it was the pupils
who, if nominated by the teacher, replied, and it was the teacher again who evaluated
these replies in 'teacher elicits' composed of initiation, response, and feedback (IRF)
elements (Sinclair & Coulthard I975)· In Table 9.2, the interaction in the final episode
is presented showing the opening, answering, and follow-up moves with which the
teacher elicits are realized.





1   What do I write down? N    8 add-_up 1 Add-up 1 add-up. 8 and 1 and
2   But I shouldn't add ;one, I should? N    8 add-up 2
There should be? N     8 add-up 2 2 should be added to that. So I
shouldn't add 1, but 2.
3   How many,did I already add? Be  2
What does it say in your notebook? Be  -
Now what did you write down?
What did you write down? Bo   plus 7 Plus 7. just 2 need to be added...
How many did you already add? Bo   8 plus 1 plus 8 plus 1. So I already added 1. And
What didyou write down? 8 plus? 2 had to be added.
4   How many do I still have to add now?   Bo 2 2 have to be added. just look in the
book: 8 plus 2.1 ;have already done:
8 plus 1.
How many do I still have to add now?   Bo 1 Now 1 to add still.
5   So what sum do I get? Bo   8 plus 1 pluj 1   8 plus 1 pluy 1
6  And then I have outcome? F   10          10
In the first question, the teacher asked Nasira to name a specific part of the given
problem in the textbook, that is, the equation above the line, and directed the pupils
to Copy that part in their notebooks. Nasira verbalised this part of the problem as
6ight add-up one'. The label'add-up' (erbq) is commonly used as a synonym for'and'
or 'plus' in mathematics lessons for the lower grades in the Netherlands. The teacher
responded to Nasira's answer with repetition, yet he verbalised the second 'add-up' of
the equation as well, articulated in a falling tone. He then gave the final answer to the
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question "What do I write down ", i.e., "Eight and one and", therefore, articulating
the second "and" in a falling tone. Ignoring the utterance of an unidentified pupil
("one"), who might have intended  to  give the missing addend, the teacher turned  to
tile second question.
In the second question, he asked for the addend that could be read from below the
line, which he contrasted with the one thar had just been copied from above the line.
However, instead of solely mentioning the number added below the line, Nasira read
the complete sum, in which the desired answer was embedded. By repeating his
question, the teacher signalled that Nasira's answer was incorrect. Still, Nasira stuck
to her previous answer, to which the teacher replied with the answer he was hoping to
get: IWO should be added. He then concluded that not one, but two should be added.
The third question required three re-initiations and several rephrasings before the
answer aimed at was given. While the first question focussed on the information given
above the line and the second question on the information given below the line, this
question again focussed on what was given above the line. Like with the second
question, the pupils had to pick out a particular element from this problem, in this
case the number one. When Bhul suggested that the answer was two, the teacher
rhetorically asked if that was what was written in her notebook. By rephrasing "How
many did I already add2" as "What does it say in your notebook2", and then "What
did you write down ", the teacher introduced an additional step to the process of
solving the problem. This step entailed finding the source of the information, or
localising the set of mathematical symbols in the given problem that contained the
answer to the third question. Batul, however, remained silent. Then Bouchra signalled
that she knew the answer, and she was nominated to give it. Her answer, "plus seven",
was also incorrect, which the teacher signalled by the tone of voice with which he
repeated her answer.
The teacher then repeated the conclusion drawn after the second question that 'two'
should be added. The sudden change ofvoice revealed that he was losing patience. By
contrasting Bouchra's answer with the fact that 'just' two needed to be added, he
conveyed that the answer was incorrect. When he recovered, he repeated the opening
question of this exchange and then rephrased it again with reference to what had been
written in the notebook before, thus introducing the additional step again. This led
Bouchra to read the whole equation above the line. She was interrupted by the teacher
when she arrived at the last piece of information given above the line-perhaps she was
about to give the missing addend-so thar he could repeat the first element of this
equation, and could conclude from that that one had already been added. The original
third question, then, was not answered by any of the pupils. Bouchra showed that she
did focus on the right part of the problem, i.e., on what was given above the line, but
the fact that she appeared to have had the intention ofcontinuing her utterance once
the equation above the line was articulated may indicate that she was not aware of the
particular numeral to focus on in this equation.
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Now that the answer to the third question had been given ("I already added one"),
and the answer to the second had been recalled ("two had to be added"), albeit by the
teacher himself, the teacher focussed on the missing addend by asking how many still
had to be added. Now the actual calculation, which, according to the model suggested
by the textbook, should have read '2 =I+ ...', came into play. According to Bouchra,
the answer was two. The teacher then repeated the second conclusion, referred to the
book, repeated the third conclusion, and repeated the fourth question. Now Bouchra
suggested that the answer was one, which was confirmed by the teacher, who repeated
this answer. The fifth and sixth questions were answered as the teacher wished straight
away. The sum now became eight plus one plus one, and the outcome of that was ten.
With these exchanges, the teacher tried to lead the children through the process of
finding the solution to the mathematical problem, i.e., the missing addend, and the
outcome of the equation, in six steps. By having the pupils follow these steps every
time he gave instructions during this lesson, he taught them an algorithm, i.e., a fixed
set of procedures thar must be followed to solve a particular type of mathematical
problem. In the exhanges, the teacher's questions were intended to elicit a specific
number or operation that was either given in the textbook or the outcome of
calculation. The pupils' replies to the questions contained only numerals and
operators-they merely literally verbalised mathematical symbols. Their understanding
of the problems remained concealed. The teacher's evaluation of the pupils' replies to
these questions was not put across in terms of 'right' or 'wrong', but was instead
conveyed indirectly, through statements or questions.
The teacher's statements contained a repetition or rephrasing of (parts of) a pupil's
reply, or a repetition or rephrasing of one of the teacher's previous statements. Only
(partial) repetitions or rephrasings of a pupil's reply confirmed the pupil's reply, which
allowed the teacher ro draw conclusions and initiate the subsequent exchange.
Repetitions of previous statements as immediate replies to a pupil's answer implied
negative evaluation. The evaluations that took the form of a repetition or rephrasing
of the original question implied negation as well, while at the same time, they were
intended to elicit a revised answer. Thus, both statements and questions served as
evaluations, while teacher's questions served as evaluation and (re-)initiation at the
same time.
Problems of understanding
The algorithmic line of reasoning thar underlay the  teacher's elicits in  the key episode
was followed consistently throughout the lesson. The fifth step, however, was
considered only in the key episode. Occasionally, the teacher realised the first step by
giving, rather than asking for, the part of the problem that could be copied in the
pupils' notebooks. The other steps in the algorithm were realised by teacher's
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questions, pupils' answers, and teacher's follow-ups similar to those in the key episode.
Like in the key episode, the teacher's questions did not always elicit the expected
responses. When answers triggering explicit repudiation, repetition or rephrasing of
the original question, or repetition of a previous declarative are taken as unintended
answers, the teacher's questions were answered differently from what the teacher
intended in 26 out of 70 instances. Table 9.3 shows the number of intended and
unintended answers per interactional phase.
Table 9.3: Number of intended and unintended answers in the remedial teaching session per step
in the algorithm
Step                         _         -_1__.   _      2           ._ 3 4              5               6              Total
Intended answers             4            11           8            11           1            9            44
Unintended answers         6           9           7           4           0           0           26
Total                                             1 0                 20                 1 5                 1 5                 1                    9                   70
The table shows that 26 out of 70 teacher's initiations, i.e., 37 percent, resulted in
unintended answers, in particular in the first, second, and third steps ofthe algorithm.
In one case, it appeared that the teacher misheard the pupil's correct answer, so that
the pupil interpreted the teacher's repetition of the question as a repudiation of his
answer. Consequently, he gave four unexpected answers in a row. These are not
included in the table.
The sources of the problems which the pupils had in answering the third and fourth
questions did not surface in the interaction. The pupils did not make explicit the
difficulties they encountered, while the teacher did not inquire about the difficulties
either. In three instances, the teacher did inquire concerning their understanding.
However, these comprehension checks appeared to serve primarily to determine how
many pupils believed they understood the problems, while the exact difficulties
experienced by the pupils who did not understand rhe problems remained concealed.
Only on one such occasion was a pupil (cf. Ruhan) asked to explicate what it was she
did not understand, yet she was unable to do so. After all, the identification of the
exact difficulty one experiences in performing a mathematical task requires a certain
degree of meta-cognitive skills, while the communication of that difficulty requires a
certain mastery over the language of mathematics (cf. Tuveng 200I). In addition, as
the pupils would have had to break through the rigidly followed IRF model, they may
well have felt reluctant to request clarification.
A combination of intertwined factors pertaining to the nature of the mathematical
problem, the pupils' mathematical skills, and the teacher's didactics will have
complicated the understanding of the mathematical reasonings underlying the
teacher's questions. Resolving a mathematical problem requires reordering the given
elements such that the outcome can be calculated. That is, rather than performing a
given operation (cf. 8+1+ I), the operation itself needs to be inferred from the given
information first (2 =I+ ...). At the same time, the pupils engaged in the episode
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underachieved in math tests. In comparison to a national sample, B6tul and Nasira
belonged to the 25 percent lowest scoring pupils, while FaYna and Bouchra scored right
below the national average (see Chapter  5).
The teacher did not make explicit the actual calculation that yielded the correa
answer, that is, '2 -I+ .: Although the pupils were reminded ofthis kind ofproblems
at the very beginning of the lesson, the teacher did not link it up with the kind of
problems they dealt with in this lesson. Bouchra perhaps did remember this calculation
from the beginning of the lesson, applying it such that the equation above the line, i.e.,
'what she wrote in her notebook' was rendered into '8 -1+ ...'. Besides, contrary to
what the textbook suggests, the splittings were not checked by calculating the sum of
the addends both above and below the line. Instead, only the equation above the line
was calculated, while the equation below was not even copied into the notebooks. In
the introductory phase of the lesson, the equation below the line was erased from the
backboard, with the comment that "that is to help you find that number". Afterwards,
the teacher explained that he avoided having the pupils drawing lines in their
notebooks, since that would make it appear "ugly, and difficult, and dirty" (Ed 6:3).
Also the meaning of the line remained unattended. Consequently, rather than
foregrounding the act of partitioning, which was the aim ofthis exercise, the teacher's
problem-solving procedure focussed on finding the outcome of the sum. Finding the
missing addend was treated as a necessary intermediary step in this procedure, while
it was the intention of the textbook to consider the calculations of the outcome as a
means of checking the correctness o f the partitioning.
Another didactic factor complicating understanding of the mathematical reasoning
had to do with a particular feature of the teacher's language of instruction. The key
episode shows that, when asking questions and commenting on pupils' answers, the
teacher translated the symbolic language in which the problem was stated in the book
into natural, technicallanguage. Since this variety of the standard language specifically
serves the domain of school math, it can be taken as a 'mathematical register', which
has distinctive linguistic features to convey mathematical meanings (Halliday I978).
In the key episode, this register comprised quotations from the book, whereby words
were directly mapped onto mathematical symbols ("Eight plus two", "Eight plus "),
and paraphrases of the problem, whereby more or less complete utterances were used
to verbalise (aspects of) the problem ("Now one to add still").
In both the interrogative and declarative paraphrases listed in Table 9.2, the
operations in the given problem are conceived of as actions anchored in a time span.
While the operation below the line (+2) was usually phrased in the present tense
without reference to a particular time, the teacher once used the past tense in
reminding the pupils of what had been said before about this operation. The given
operation above the line (+ I) was considered to be an action that took place in the past
as soon as it had been copied into the notebooks, which was expressed through present
perfect tense marking and the temporal adverbial al (already). In Dutch, the teacher
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used the construction Dus ik beb er al e'En b#gedaan (so I already added one), in which
bi/gedaan is the past participle with beb as auxiliary verb. The missing operation was
considered to be the action that had to be performed at the moment ofspeaking. This
was indicated by the present tense and tile adverbials nou (now) and nog (still). The
correspondence between the different anchorings in time and the different addends in
the problem is summarized in Table 9.4.
Table 9.4: Time anchoring of addends in the teacher's instructions
pAcidend  ....   ,Tense marking W- '  Example   --- i  -  i.    I.    I  ..;  3.- '.
+ 1 (given) present perfect + a/ I already added one.
Ik heb er al 65, bijgedaan
+ 2 (given) simple present Two should be added to that.
Er moeten er twee bij.
simple past Two had to be added.
D'r moesten er twee bij.
+ 1 (missing) simple present + nou nog How many do I still have to add now?
Hoeveel moet ik er nou nog bijdoen?
In referring to different symbolic configurations, the teacher further distinguished
between the equations above and below the line by contrasting the documents where
the equations could be found. Hence, the symbolic configuration 8+I (+) was referred
to as what had to be written or what had been written down in the notebooks, while
8 + 2 was taken to be retrievable from the textbook. Throughout the math lesson, the
teacher was consistent in this type of reference to (configurations of) numbers and
operations.
Thus, in order to distinguish between the addends the teacher asked for or
commented on in his questions and remarks, the pupils had to be able to understand
the meaning of the differences in expressions of present and past, involving
morphosyntactic devices (tense marking) and lexical temporal devices ('already', 'now
still'), with which these numerals and operations were distinguished   in   the
mathematical register of the teacher. If the pupils had noticed that 'what is written in
the book' always referred to the equation below the line, and thar 'what was written
in the notebooks' always referred to the equation above the line (even though this was
written in the book as well),  these instructions may have been of some help to them
in identifying the symbolic configuration the teacher was referring to.
Misunderstanding these subtle differences may well have complicated Bdtul's,
Bouchra's, and other pupils' understanding ofquestions like "How many did I already
addl" and "How many do I still have to add now2". Not only did the pupils have to
understand these questions as intended, they also had to understand the preceding
paraphrases of the problem, in which these subtle distinctions were made as well.
Although there is no clear empirical evidence indicating at which stage seven-year-old
bilingual pupils usually acquire temporal devices receptively, Bos (I997) showed that,
in telling stories, her Moroccan/Dutch bilingual informants aged between 5 and 9 were
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less able than their monolingual Dutch peers to establish such subtle temporal
relations.
Teacher accounts
The key episode shows how the teacher offered an algorithm for tackling a
mathematical problem. Contrary to constructivist or 'realistic' approaches to
mathematics teaching, the pupils' idiosyncratic constructions of mathematical
meanings are irrelevant from his perspective. What counts is the extent to which the
pupils have learnt how to find the answers to certain problems, rather than the extent
to which they have achieved understanding of the underlying concepts. The fixed
sequence of teacher elicits allows the teacher to make the pupils familiar with the
algorithm, while maintaining maximum control over the interaction. In that way,
interruptions, which function as hindrances ofthe teaching and learning process, such
as exploring alternative strategies (cf. Ruhan) or negotiating meanings, are avoided.
Instead, it is assured that the whole class makes sufficient progress:
" I have tested them twice now, and that test is above the satisfactory level, for the whole
class. So actually, there's nor a single drop-out. Well, and then, fortunately, you can proceed
smoothly of course." (Ed I.34)
The algorithm compensates for the concern to have the whole class make progress. In
the terms of Bauersfeld (I995:276),
the teacher's internalised obligation to maintain a smooth, productive, and steady flow of
the classroom processes functions toward a curtailment of the negotiations and toward their
replacement by routines for the direct production of wanted actions and related verbal
descriptions.
"
Bauersfeld (I978) argues that the interactional model that rests on the assertion that
the teacher knows what the pupils should know and, thus, should answer to his
questions, is rooted in what was referred to as practical knowledge in Chapter 2.
Referring to a German primary school teacher whose practice revealed a similar model,
he contends,
"Niemand hat bisher Lehrer uber derartige Muster informiert, niemand hat sie in der
Ausbildung daraufvorbereiter. Im gegenteil: Seine eigene Schulerfahrung, als Schuler wie
als junger Lehrer, hat leden Lehrer bestimmte "funktionierende" Handlungsschemata und
Kommunikationsmustereindringlichst erleben und so nachhaltig internalisieren lessen, daE
sie -noch vor aller nur mit dem Verstand aufgenommenen Unterrichistheorie- in jeder
Krisensituation zuverliissig und ohne Nachdenken verfitgbar sind." (Bauersfeld I978:164)
The teaching model adopted by Ed, as well as the underlying conception of
knowledge, still dominates Dutch educational practice (Van der Aalsvoort & Van der
Leeuw I992). It thus seems that, in spite of the emphasis on 'realistic mathematics' in
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Dutch educational rhetorics, Ed relied on the model he was immersed in from his early
school years.
In the retrospective interview, the teacher explained that, every year, pupils had
difficulties with problems in which the operation to be performed is not spelled out,
such as in 'two plus x is five'. He argued that Bouchra, Nasira, and Bdcul "are not the
smartest either", and also "foreigners", so that "Maybe it even has something to do
with language. That would also be possible. Understanding." Finally, the children were
"ill-concentrated" (Ed 6:7-Io). When he was asked in what way language could have
played a role, he came back to the difficulty of the operations not being spelled out.
While 'we' constantly talked about 'and', the splitting actually involved taking away.
The teacher thus referred to the very process of reordering configurations of
mathematical symbols, which he associated with language-related sources ofproblems
of understanding. When he was presented with the subtle difference between "I have
already added" and "I still have to add", which may not have been recognised by
Bouchra or other pupils, he responded, before raising the counterargument that
formulas like "something was already added", and "then something Still has to be
added" had been used repeatedly,
"But in the fine feeling for language there is, of course, a big difference. Right, between
Dutch children and er/. And here in fact it boils down to being able to judge accurately.
Yeah, that would also be possible. That's not something I thought of really." (Ed 6:9)
Compared to the lexical problem sources in mathematics instruction revealed in earlier
studies (see Durkin & Shire I988 for an overview), this morphosyntactic and lexical
difficulty is, indeed, rather 'covert', so that it is unlikely to be identified as a problem
source. The fact that the teacher overlooked the specific implications of the pupils'
divergent language backgrounds, regardless of the belief he expressed in a difference
in the pupils' feelings for language (cf. the spelling and sentence construction lessons
discussed in Chapters 7 and 8, respectively), was reflected in the long interview as well,
where he contended that
"Well, actually, I have to say that we do not deal with differences that much. We have a lot
of conversations. Well, conversations are conversations. SO there you don't need to/. 1 mean,
these pupils can follow it. SO these pupils know the language. SO they all know Dutch. There
is not a single child in the fourth grade who doesn't know Dutch. So, look, let me put it this
way, a word problem is difficult for them. Because that is a difficult problem. But in the
language lesson, they have to look at a picture that deals with everyday topiCS. We often
begin a language lesson with opening the books, and then on the left side, you see a picture.
A family at home. That's recognisable to those pupils as well. So if I then have the pupils talk
about the picture, I can give a turn to such a child as well. And he tellS it in his Way then as
well, of course. The only thing is that, yes, then tie and bet are often mixed up. Those things
occur. But that you say like I treat them differently, no. That is simply not necessary as yet,
because they have a sufficient command to listen and to hold a conversation.  (Ed I:3I)
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On another occasion, the teacher stated that "these children are completely geared
towards Dutch." (Field Note 22.05.00). Thus, while being aware ofa difference in the
pupils' 'feeling' for Dutch, he did not expect there to be a mismatch between the
pupils' language proficiency and his language of instruction. The problems of
understanding appearing in the key episode were, therefore, attributed to mathematical
difficulties.
Conclusions
In this chapter, it was shown how Mister Ed dealt with a lesson in the mathematics
textbook. According to the teacher's guide to the textbook, this lesson was intended
to teach the pupils how to Split up addends. Therefore, the pupils were to resolve a
particular kind of problem presented in  the textbook. The pupils were to write these
problems in their notebooks in such a way that both the addend that was partitioned
in the problem, and the addends into which  it was Split Up  (only one of which was
given in the textbook), were mentioned. By having the pupils draw a line between the
addend to be split and the resulting addends, the relations between the three addends
occurring in every problem were emphasised.
Ed did not follow these guidelines. Driven by his concern to make progress, and by
his conception of mathematical knowledge as knowledge that is to be transmitted from
teacher to pupil, he created an algorithm which he believed would capture the
knowledge that underlay the ability to solve the problems in the textbook. The
algorithm set a fixed order for considering the various given and missing elements of
which the problems were made up, thus steering the pupils in their actions. It was
realised through sequences of teacher initiation, pupil response, and teacher feedback.
Each of these sequences focussed on one of the given or missing elements of the
problem. In referring to these elements, the teacher used temporal linguistic devices.
The subtle differences between these temporal linguistic devices, which the pupils
needed to recognise in order to be able to distinguish between the various elements of
the problem he was referring to, appear to have contributed to the misunderstandings
that surfaced in the interaction. Non-native Dutch pupils in particular may have
missed these morphosyntactic and lexical subtleties in temporal marking. Thus, while
the algorithm was offered to the pupils with the tacit aim of reducing the complexity
of the mathematical task with which the textbook confronted the pupils, it contributed
to the linguistic complexity of the instruction.
None of these misunderstandings were explicated by the pupils themselves, since
identification and glossing of such problems requires a level of meta-cognitive and
linguistic abilities they probably had not achieved. Besides, as the pupils would have
had to break through the rigidly followed interactiona| structure, they may have felt
reluctant to request clarification. The teacher noticed that pupils had problems of
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understanding, yet he did not inquire into the source of these problems. At the same
time, the covertness ofthe linguistic difficulty of temporal marking in contrast to, for
example, difficult items of vocabulary counteracted the teacher's alertness to the
problems of understanding that may arise from it.
While, in interviews, the teacher postulated differences in native and non-native
Dutch pupils' feeling for the Dutch language, he did not connect this observation with
his language of instruction in this lesson. His practical knowledge informed him that
there was no need to deal with differences in language proficiency, because "they know
the language", i.e., the Dutch language. Consequently, the teacher did not expect
pupils to have difficulties in comprehending which symbolic configuration he was
referring to-he was neither alterted nor alert to such problems of understanding.
The teacher's conception of the pupils' language proficiency underlying the
mathematics lesson differed frOm that in the previous episodes discussed. The
vocabulary, spelling, and sentence construction lessons were driven by or interpreted
afterwards in the light ofcertain perceived deficits in the language proficiency ofnon-
native Dutch pupils, i.e., a lack of Dutch vocabulary, and a lack of 'feeling' for
auditory discrimination and word order. In the case of the mathematics lesson, the
teacher attributed problems of understanding to mathematical difficulties, without
considering a mismatch between his language of instruction and the pupils' language
proficiency as a potential problem source.
CHAPTER IO
"You don't need to know the Turkish word"
Vocabulary in the immigrant minority languageclassroom
Introduction
In Chapter 4, it was shown that, in educational policies, the promotion of pupils'
proficiency in Dutch has taken priority over their proficiency in immigrant minority
languages. It was explained that the Act on immigrant minority language teaching
(OAL 7) that came into force on I August 1998 allowed municipalities to organise
OAL T as a provision to support the teaching of the regular curriculum in the lower
grades, or as an extracurricular provision aimed at the teaching of an immigrant
minority language in any grade. The former mode of immigrant minority language
teaching was mentioned in a national policy paper for the first time in I99I, where it
was stated that "the pupils' own language can be used as a supportive language with
the other subjects", so that instruction in the pupils' own language becomes both aim
and means.2' When the OAL TAct was launched, the teaching of immigrant minority
languages was presented as the primary objective of the policy. 'Language support',
which implied   that    OAL T resources would   be    used to combat educational
disadvantage, was considered an alternative that was facilitated for the lower grades in
order to do justice to the different wishes of the parents concerned.
Soon after the  (MI. TAct came into force, it turned out that, in practice, schools
and municipalities were inclined to focus on language support. From a survey carried
out among head teachers and immigrant minority language teachers, the Inspectorate
of Education concluded that 80 percent of the schools with at least so percent
immigrant minority pupils organised language support in the lower grades (Inspectie
van het Onderwils 200I:72). The seven municipalities investigated by Turkenburg
(200I) revealed a similar preference for language support in practice. A year later, a
large-scale survey among municipalities indicated that, on average, 72 percent of the
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OALT resources allocated to municipalities were used to organise language support
(Turkenburg 2002).
In Stolberg, the municipal authorities opted for the possibility of using part of the
OAL Tresources they obtained to have schools organise language support in the lower
grades as well. In the course of the school year I999/2000, when the language arts
textbook Zin in taalwas implemented in the fourth grade of de Rietscbans, the school
decided to Use Taalmaatje, i.e., the additional textbook belonging to Zin in taal in the
language support classes in order to devote special attention to Dutch vocabulary,
alongside the efforts made by the form teacher and the teacher of Dutch as a second
language to promote immigrant minority pupils' lexical development in Dutch (see
Chapters 6 and II, respectively). The immigrant minority language teachers, Miss
Fatima (Turkish) and Mister Abdel (Arabic), who had worked at de Rietscbans For
several years, were now expected to teach Dutch, rather than Turkish or Arabic. All
fourth graders speaking Turkish, Berber, and/or Arabic at home withdrew from the
mainstream class twice a week for their language support lessons of half an hour.
This chapter deals with such language support in policy and practice. In the
following section, explanations of language support in documents from the National
Educational Innovation Centre for Primary Education (PMPO), the Inspectorate of
Education, the national government, the city of Stolberg, and de Rietschans are
discussed. Next, an episode from a 'language support' lesson in Turkish is presented.
This lesson is analysed in terms ofthe teacher's intentions and conceptions of language
support and in terms of the pupils' language proficiency. The analysis is substantiated
by a discussion ofan excerpt from a language support lesson in Arabic. Following this,
the various interpretations and operationalisations of language Support are linked up.
Finally, conclusions drawn from the rhetorics and practice reviewed are described.
Defining 'language support'
In order to aSSiSI schools in shaping language support in practice, the educational
innovation centre, PMPO, suggested a number of instructional models for this
provision. In the 'direct support' model, the immigrant minority language teacher is
present in the mainstream classroom to teach immigrant minority pupils in their
mother tongue in collaboration with the form teacher. In the 'pre-teaching' model,
pupils are prepared for the form teacher's teaching, either in Or outside the mainstream
classroom, whilethe 'remedial teaching' model obviously offers support after the form
teacher's teaching. Another model, whereby the reaching of the immigrant minority
language is considered the learning objective, is legitimised with reference to
"Cummins' threshold hypothesis", according to which "a child first needs to reach a
certain level in the first language before the second language can be learned
successfully" (PMPO 2000:Io). As the PMPO pointed out before in its explanation of
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the  OALTAct  (PMPO  1999),  it  is  indicated  that, in principle,  all  subjects  of the
regular curriculum can be treated during language support.
In their annual report to the Minister of Education, the Inspectorate of Education
made a distinction between language support used to offer support in the learning of
Dutch, and language support used to promote the mother tongue of the pupils. The
Inspectorate found that 66 percent of the schools put 'language support' into practice
as "offering support with the learning of Dutch", 5 to I4 percent  prioritise the
learning and maintenance of the mother tongue to learn Dutch from there",  and 25
percent combine these practices (Inspectie van her Onderwijs 200I:72-73)· Thus, in
accordance with what was suggested by the PMPO, some schools interpreted language
support as teaching the pupils' mother tongue, presuming that this practice enhances
the learning of Dutch. In its report, the Inspectorate did not refute this
operationalisation of language support.
The case studies carried out by Turkenburg (200I) corroborated that, to
municipalities, it was unclear what language support actually entailed. Indeed, in the
Act itself, this term was not defined at all. In her reply to parliamentary comments on
the bill, the State Secretary merely indicated that, in language support, the immigrant
minority language teacher
supports the form teacher's teaching via the mother tongue of the immigrant minority
pupil. This supportive function can be applied within the regular curriculum and can be
regarded as an instrument in the framework of educational compensatory policy. „23
Thus, 'language support' was to support the form teacher's teaching, i.e., the regular
curriculum, through the mother tongue. Whether this implies that the mother tongue
is to be used only as a language of instruction, or that the mother tongue may be
taught as well, arguing that this is somehow beneficial for learning Dutch, hence, for
teaching the regular curriculum, was not spelled Out.
In the first OALT plan of the city of Stolberg, which concerns the school year
1998/I999, language support was conceived of as "support for instruction in Dutch as
a second language" (Stolberg I998c:I). In the proposal for carrying out a needs survey
among parents, which was discussed by the city council in I999, language support was
presented as "support for Dutch education" (Stolberg 1999 b :I). Furthermore, it WaS
explained that "with the supportive function a language is not taught, but the available
knowledge of language of the pupils is utilized" (ibid:3).  In the second  OAL T plan,
covering the years 1999-2002, language support was defined as a provision aimed at
" improving the pupils' understanding of Dutch instructions" (Stolberg I999C:I). It
thus appears that language support was conceived of as a provision whereby subjects
from the regular curriculum are taught in the pupils' mother tongue. However, the
second OAL Tplan continued its amplifications of language support with the remark
that "research generally shows that knowledge of one's own language enhances the
learning of another language", which SuggeStS that 'language support' actually entails
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reaching the pupils' mother tongue.  In a meeting of the city council, the alderman of
education adopted this argumentation, claiming that
the supportive function is necessary for young children to be able to cope in the second
language, i.e., in Dutch. A good command  of one's own language is a basis for quickly
"learning a second language. (Stolberg I999a:II)
Reports on the implementation of the local OALTplan (Stolberg 200I:I2) reveal that,
at several schools, 'language support' lessons for Turkish and Arabic pupils were based
on Trias, a textbook aimed at the development of mother tongues.
In the School Guide of de Rietscbans, language support was presented as "bilingual
education for Turkish and Moroccan pupils in the lower grades". The aims of
'bilingual education' were described as follows:
- The Turkish and Moroccan children become acquainted with and learn to
understand the Dutch language with the aid of their own languages.
- Tracing language and or learning problems among non-native pupils.
- Improvement ofthe Dutch language by extendingvocabulary." (School Guide:I4)
According to the head teacher, de Rietscbans started rather early in making immigrant
minority language teaching "more or less subordinate to the learning of Dutch"
(Jan:3). The Turkish immigrant minority language teacher confirmed that language
support was already put into practice before I998, so that the introdUCtiOn of the
OAL TAct "was not such a big deal for us"  (Fatima I:I2). While acknowledging that
" it would not be good if attention were paid only to Dutch and if consequently the
pupils are going to loose their whole own identity", the fact that the OAL TAct allows
only for the teaching of immigrant minority languages from an intrinsic interest in the
upper grades is seen as "a loss", for "it no longer has that orientation towards the
Dutch language" (Jan:IO).
Miss Fatima, who teaches in Turkish at de Rietscbans, justified language support as
follows.
"It has been proven that the first language, with the help ofone's own language, learning the
second language is much easier. So I don't say that, that has been investigated. And that's
what we intend to do here. With bilingual education. With the aid of the pupils' own
languages, we want to improve the Dutch language." (Fatima I:4)
Like  the  head teacher, Fatima considered  OAL T in the lower grades  as  a  form  of
bilingual education that is aimed at the learning of Dutch, rather than Turkish: "In
my class it is about the Dutch word. Because it is the supportive function of OAL T'
(Fatima 2:I). Mister Abdel also knows that in the grades one to four, "the pupils are
not allowed to get instruction in their own language". What he did with the fourth
graders, was "a kind of support" (Abdel:I).
Meanwhile, in national policy documents,  OAL Twas explained more and more as
a provision that had two aims ofequal Status. In February 200I, when the parliament
was informed about the state of affairs with respect  to  OALT,  the  State  Secretary
explained that
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"On the one hand, the Act is aimed at teaching the mother tOngue and, therefore,
maintaining contact with one's own culture. Besides, the OAL TAct offers City councils the
possibility of using OALT resources for language policy in the framework of the local
3,24educational compensatory policy.
One of the measures announced  in this document was that 'language support' would
be defined in the Act. In the same year, the State Secretary proposed defining language
support as "all activities with the help of a non-indigenous, living language that
contribute to the attainment of the core objectives."=s The explanatory memorandum
of the proposal read as follows:
"In the majority of cases,  this aid  [i.e., language support, JB]  aims at immigrant minority
children who when they enroll in school, hardly or do not master Dutch, but who in their
own languages also have a limited vocabulary and so do not know many concepts/labels
which are of importance in order to be able to 'follow' education. They first learn these
concepts/labels in their own languages before they are confronted with these concepts/labels
within the regular educational programme; in that way, Dutch, which is after all the medium
„26of instruction,  is made accessible with the aid of their own languages.
In a reply to parliamentary comments on the proposal, the State Secretary explained
that
language support in the lower grades is concerned with the immigrant minority language
as the language of instruction. Thus, in principle, the immigrant minority language itself is
not learned. [...] Apart from that, it can be necessary to first teach some concepts/words in
their own languages before one can contribute to the learning of Dutch. So, for instance,
telling the time is first taught, in their own languages, so that a translation to Dutch is
enhanced for these pupils..  27
These quotations, in which the original, ambiguous Dutch word begrip was translated
as'concept/word', suggest that language support means that concepts from any subject
are explained in the pupils' mother tongues and labelled in Dutch, so that the pupils
are familiar with these labels (and the concepts they stand for) when the form teacher
uses them. Although it is clear now that, in the context of OAL T, the immigrant
minority language is not the target language but the language of instruction, to be used
for what seems to be 'pre-teaching', it is not pointed out why it would be beneficial
to explain concepts in the mother tongue when, as is postulated, the pupils' vocabulary
in their own languages is limited as well.
Members of parliament proposed two amendments to the proposal of the State
Secretary. In the first amendment, language support was redefined as
., all teaching activities which with the aid of a non-indigenous, living language contribute
to the learning of the Dutch language and thus to the attainment of the aims of the core
„28objectives  [sic, JB], intended in Article 9.
The amendment was meant to emphasise that language support "concerns first and
foremost support for the benefit oflearning Dutch". The second amendment29 implied
that schools would be allowed to use OAL Tmeans for language support in the upper
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grades of primary school as well. Both amendments were accepted by the House of
Representatives. The revised proposal of the amendment of the OALTAct was ratified
by the Senate and came into force on I August 2002.
Thus, while the focus of policy and practice was shifting from teaching immigrant
minority languages to language support, it remained unclear what this provision
actually entailed. The endeavours to define language support reveal that both policy
makers and practitioners postulated rather different relations between the aim and the
means oflanguage support, between teaching other languages than Dutch, or teaching
in other languages than Dutch, on the one hand, and learning Dutch or learning in
Dutch, on the other. The definition of language support that was added to the OALT
Act did not clarify this. It merely restricted the learning objective to the Dutch
language, not to the subject of Dutch language arts. In the light of the idea that
teaching, irrespective of the subject, implies teaching language, the definition did not
exclude the possibility of reaching, e.g., mathematics in language support lessons. If
it is assumed that a certain level of proficiency in the mother tongue is required for
learning Dutch as a second language, the definition still allowed for the teaching of
immigrant minority languages as well.
A key episode
On Thursday, 25 May 2000, at half past nine, the Turkish fourth graders withdrew
from the mainstream class and headed for the Turkish  OAL T classroom. During the
following thirty minutes, they were taught by Miss Fatima, who herselfwas educated
partly in the Netherlands and partly in Turkey. After having attended primary school
in Turkey, she moved to the Netherlands to attend secondary school. A few years later,
she went to grammar school in Turkey. Back in the Netherlands, she graduated from
teacher training college, where she studied Turkish and followed additional courses to
quali& as a primary school teacher. Fatima had worked  as  an OALT teacher at de
Rietschans since 1994. In addition, she worked at another primary school in Stolberg
for two days a week. As can be expected from her biography, she is fluent in both
Turkish and Dutch.
When the pupils arrived, they took their seats at the round table in the middle of
the classroom. Copies of Taalmaatje were handed out. Today, Fatima had planned to
repeat Taalmaatje Lessons I6-20, which had been dealt with before in both the OALT
and Dutch as a second language classes. For every period of three weeks, Taalmaatje
contains five vocabulary lessons in addition to the vocabulary lessons in the basic
textbook, which were dealt with in the mainstream class (see Chapter 5). In addition
to words occurring in the basic textbook, Taalmaatje lessons deal with other words
related to the themes of the lessons from the basic textbook. In the long interview,
Fatima explained how she treated these lessons.
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"I read the words, the sentences in Dutch. but after that I explain it in Turkish. That's what
it's about, after all. That it is explained in their own language. And then we do repeat the
words in Dutch. Both in Dutch and in Turkish." (Fatima t:S)
Thus, Fatima claimed to put language support into practice by glossing Dutch words
in Turkish. After all, "ifthey don't know the meaning ofa word, then it'S also difficult
for them to ask questions. That's way easier in Turkish." (Fatima I:2)
When actually dealing with Lessons I6- 8 page by page, Miss Fatima picked out
words occurring in the lessons, asking the children to clarify them. Sometimes, she
asked them to clarify a Dutch word ("I'll say this one in Dutch, you have to say it in
Turkish"), sometimes a Turkish word ("I say it in Turkish, you say it in Dutch")
From Lesson 19, the pupils took turns solving items from the exercises in the book,
usually followed by a clarification initiated by the teacher. Until then, these exercises
had not been discussed.
Lessons I8 and I9 from Taalmaatje constitute a 'combination lesson' about being
at the fair'. As Figure Io. I shows (see page I56), the lesson contains pictures ofpersons
who all have and do something. The illustrations of the objects and actions show
numbers which correspond with the numbers of the phrases to choose from in the
exercises. Figure Io.2 contains an English translation of the second exercise in the
book, i.e., the point from which Fatima dealt with the exercises in the textbook.
Exercise 2
What do they have? Choose from:
Lisa has 12. a frying pan.
Frank has 13. an octopus.
The dog has 14. a bag with doughnuts.
Keven has 15. a hedgehog.
jasin has 16. a bunch of sausages.
Sara has 17. asillyhaton.
Father has 18. a lolly.
Nadie has 19.  a  seal.
The salesman has 20. a candy floss.
Mother has 21. a hippo.
Figure 10.2:  Exercise 2 from Lessons 18-19 from Taalmaatie (English translation)
When Fatima turned to Exercise 2, she told the children, in Turkish, that it was asked
in the book what the people depicted in the book, had. When Ruhan, Arzu, Feride,
Bahar, and Bdtul had each completed a sentence, it was Muberra's turn to do so. She
had to find out what Sara, the little girl in the middle of the right page (see Figure
10.1), had. The following excerpt starts from here. In the episode, Turkish was used as
a medium of communication. Occasionally, Dutch words or phrases were produced.
In the transcript, these words are printed in italics.
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Wat kun je daar doen?
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0               81Kevin
;4.1,6.t        -/95412 e      , :.
0--I.,  ..S -I Opdracht I vader                                                      8Wat doen ze?
Zoek Lisa op de plaat. taf
Welk nummer staat erbij  
Zoek het nummer in de rij.
Schrijf de zin in je schrift.
Doe het zo: Lisa staat te juichen.
kies uit: 1. -1   . :   .  i.1
Lisa 1. kill<t angstig.                                        -2        -
De clown _ 2. schatert van plezier.        " ' • 0
Nadie 3. stampt van kwaadheid.       0  „        1. -
De verkoper _ 4. lacht zich slap.
Sara 5. is misseli:k.                                    0             -
Oma - 6. staat te luichen.                                                    <
Moeder 7. brult van woede. e       ..©
Vader ___ 8. kilkt sip
Kevin 9. troost Nadie.
Frank 10. snikt van verdriet.
Lisa
Jasin _ ll. huilt tranen met tuiten.
Figure 10.1: Lessons 18-19 from Taaimaotle (Kouwenberg et a/. 1997c:22-23)
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4#ge , ..   de clown
4          -
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4Sara
I  Opdracht 2
ballen @ .. Wat hebben ze? kies uit:
Lisa heeft- 12. een koekenpan.
Frank heeft - 13. een inktvis.
: ='    S:.1, . . .    5.Ar. De hond heeft 14. een zak oliebollen.
' Kevin heeft  _ _ 15. een egeL=.f
Jasin heeft- 16. een sliert worst:jes.
Sara heeft- 17. een mal hoedle op.
Vader heeft _ 18. een lolly.
Nadie heeft 19. een zeehond.
De verkoper heeft _-  20. een suikerspin.
,
Moeder heeft _ 21. een nijlpaard.
itinl Opdracht 3
Frank
Schrijf in ie schrift woorden voor
wat je op de kermis kunt doen.
Pillties gooien, touwtje trekker.
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Teacher: Er, Miiberra.
Muberm: Sara has. Where is Sara1 Yes, Sara. Number thirteen.
Sara heeft. Neredeymi*, Sara1 Ah, Sara. Nummertje dertien.




Teacher: Octopus. Is there anyone who knows what that is, children  We talked about all
x, but you may have forgotten it. Ruhan.
Inktvis. Onun ne oldugunu bilen var mi  ocuklarf Her hangiyi x konu*mu*tuk








Teacher: Not a monster. Bahar.
Canavar degil. Bahar.
Bahar: Er, a fish, it swims in the pond.
Uh, bir tane balik, uh havuzda yuzuyor.
Teacher: A fish, but which fish. That fish has a name. Bdtul.
Ballk ama hangi balik. Bir ismi var o bal®nin. Bdtul.
Baul: It is under/ it swims under in the sea.
0 0 0 alti 0 denizin alanda yuzuyor.
Teacher:    A fish that swims under in the sea. But fishes generally swim under in the sea
because they can't swim on it. Feride.
Denizin altinda yuzen bir balik. Ama genelde denizin altinda yuzerler baliklar.




Teacher: It's not a shark. Muberra.
K8pek bat® deBil. Yok. Muberra.
Muberra:     Er, one he can't grab one like this, he has to flee like this, the ones who are not
fast, he flees like this, he is also afraid at once and he suddenly grabs a fish like
this.
Uhm bir tane *8yle elemiyor xx biri 58yle kaqarsin xx hizli olmayanlar *8yle
kagar o da korkuyor hemen ve bdyle tutuveriyor bir tane bahk
Teacher:    Yes, you describe it nicely, I ask for its name. 1 will say its name because you
have mixed it up a little bit. Octopus, children. Octopus. (very soft:) Octopus.
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liver. Guzel tarif ediyorsunuz, ismini soruyorum. Ehm ben ismini stiyleyim
 unku siz kanbtirdiniz birazak. Murekkep baligi qocuklar. Murekkep baligi.
(very soft:) Inktvis.
Pupils: Ab yes! Ocropus yes.
Ah ja! Murekkcp ball#ja.
I.„]
Teacher: For the last tillie. I asked, are there any things on pages 22 and 23 you want to
ask2 Berul.
Son defa, soruyordum: sayfa 22,23'te sormak istediginiz bir Bey var mi1
I.„1
Ruhan: 1 forgot the name ofwhat Sara has in her hands.
Sara, elindeki fyi unutuyum ismini.
Teacher: Octopus, but you don't need to know that. Know it in Dutch, and know what
kind of animal it is, but you don't need to know the word, the Turkish word.
Okay  When you are only able to describe it to me, that's enough.
Murekkep bal®, onu bilmeni gerek yok, Holladacasint bil, uh, nasil bir hayvan
oldugunu bil, ama scizcugunu bilmek zorunda degilsin, Tiirkge 56zcuglinti.
Tarnam mi  Yalnizca bana tarifedebilsen, yeter.
This episode can be paraphrased as follows. In order to accomplish the task she is faced
with, Muberra first looks for Sara in the picture. When she has found this child, she
discovers the number  of the object which Sara holds  in her hands ("A umber
thirteen"). The teacher then asks for the object which Sara has. Either by simply
drawing on her lexical knowledge, or by reading out the word with the same number
as the object, she labels the object as inktvis (octopus).  The teacher repeats this answer
and asks who knows what that is, reminding the pupils that this word has been
discussed before.
Ruhan suggests that it concerns a monster. While all pupils laugh, the teacher
interrogatively repeats Ruhan's reply. An unidentified pupil suggests that it is called
a "monster fish", which, owing to the soft voice and the laughing, may not have been
audible to all pupilS. In response to Ruhan, and perhaps to the unidentified pupil as
well, the teacher comments that it is not a monster. Bahar, who then gets a turn,
believes it is a fish which swims in the pool. The teacher acknowledges that it is a fish,
but wants to hear the name of the fish as well.
Bdtul then states that it [i.e., the fish] swims down the sea. The teacher
acknowledges this suggestion, yet she indicates that she is not satisfied with the answer
since fishes always swim down in rather than on the sea. When Feride's suggestion ("a
shark", which in Turkish literally means 'dog fish') is also turned down, Miiberra gets
the floor. While her description is difficult to hear owing to the talking going on at the
same time, parts of her description are intelligible as '(suddenly) grabs', 'flee', and
'afraid'. The teacher comments that she appreciates Muberra's description, but by
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reminding the class that she was asking for 'its' name, she conveys that it is not the
correct answer. She concludes that the children have mixed things up.
Next, the teacher tells the word for an Octopus in Turkish ("Murekkep baligl",
literally 'ink fish'), repeats that word, and softly mentions the Dutch word again
("inkivis", literally 'ink fish'). Several children appear to remember the Turkish word,
and repeat it. A few minutes later, when all sentences have been completed, the teacher
asks if there are any questions  about the two pages just discussed. Ruhan would like
to hear the name for what Sara has in her hands again. The teacher mentions the
Turkish word for ocropus, but emphasises that all the children need to know is its
Dutch name, and the kind of animal it is,  not the Turkish word.
From Dutch to Turkish
In the episode, the teacher and her pupils negotiated in Turkish about the meaning
of the Dutch word inktvis, which they encountered in an exercise connected with an
additional vocabulary lesson from the language arts textbook. In fact, this word occurs
in three different lessons of the language arts textbooks. That is, inktvis belongs to the
target words of the lesson in Taalmaatje, which was dealt with in the episode, and in
Lessons 2-I3 and 9-7 ofthe basic language arts textbook (Kouwenberg et al. I997b:35)·
The Taalmaatje lesson was given before in both the Turkish OALT class and the
Dutch as a second language class. In the mainstream class, Lesson 2-I3 of the basic
textbook was dealt with long before the language support lesson took place (in the
week before the autumn holiday). The octopus is also the main character in a story
from the reading textbook Wie dit leest, which was planned for the mainstream class
at the beginning of the school year (viz Lesson 2-8, entitled Inktvis in de knoop!
(octopus entangled!), Aarnoutse & Van de Wouw I9903:4I-43)· This means that this
was at least the fourth time that the children were faced with visual and/or verbal
meaning clarifications of the Dutch word inktvis. It wes also the third educational
setting (in addition to the mainstream and Dutch as a second language classes) in
which the word was being taught.
Completing the exercise did not necessarily require the pupils knowing the Dutch
name for what Sara has in her hands. They could easily find the name by searching for
the number of that object. The teacher, however, wanted the pupils to go beyond
matching the Dutch target word with a visual representation. Without making that
explicit in her initial question, she wanted the pupils to mention the Turkish
equivalent of the Dutch target word. Given the fact that the denotation of the Dutch
target word had already been shown to them, it is unlikely that the teacher wanted the
pupils to demonstrate that they knew what the Dutch word means by giving its
Turkish equivalent. In sequences of teacher initiation, pupil response, and teacher
feedback, the teacher tried to elicit this Turkish word. When all five pupils engaged
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in the interaction had had their responses partly or completely turned down, the
teacher came up with the Turkish word herself, which Ruhan wanted to hear again
shortly after. Contrary to what the teacher had been suggesting until then, and
contrary to what Ruhan thought, it then turned out that it was not the Turkish word,
but the Dutch word which they should try to remember. Throughout the lesson,
Turkish remained the sole language of communication. Dutch was used only in
dictating textbook instructions or, once, as a filler (cf. "Where is Sara "). In 7 out of
the Io cases in which an item from this exercise was discussed, the teacher asked the
children to elaborate on the word with which the item was matched. The activity of
finding Dutch-Turkish or Turkish-Dutch translations was of a recurrent nature as
well, with the former kind of translation occurring most frequently (in 20 out of the
30  cases).
Not knowing or having forgotten the Turkish word for octopus, Ruhan, an
unidentified pupil, Bahar, Batul, Feride, and Muberra came up with several Turkish
descriptions of an octopus. These are listed in Table IO.I.
Table 10.1 : Pupils' and teacher's Turkish descriptions of an octopus
'
Pubil      "»"'           -'  Turkish description   ' 
-
'i, '         '     English translatidn - -- -t"            t, -   _
Ruhan canavar monster
Unidentified pupil canavar baliQi monster fish
Bahar bir tane balik, uh havuzda yOzOyor    a fish, he swims in the pond
Baul 0 0 0 alti o denizin altinda yuzOyor he swims under in the sea
Feride k6pek baliQi a shark (literally 'dog fish')
MOberra ka,;arsin, korkuyor, tutuveriyor he should flee, he is afraid, he suddenly
grabs
Teacher   _ _ mur«kep balji _ 9stgpu1glterally 'ink fislf)
Ruhan described an octopus as a monster, which elicited laughter among her
classmates. Her description may appear rather idiosyncratic and at odds with the
friendly, cuddly toy depicted in the textbook, however, the pictures ofoctopuses in
lessons from the basic language arts textbook and the reading textbook treated in the
mainstream class do indeed look rather monstrous.
By describing an inktvis as a monster fish, an unidentified pupil introduced a
(biologically speaking inappropriate) superordinate of the Octopus and the Turkish
word for that superordinate. Perhaps the Dutch or Turkish words for Occopus, which
are both compounds ofwhich the second element means 'fish', evoked this inventive
compound. Bahar elaborated on the idea that it concerns a fish, explaining thai it
swims in the pond. In response to Bahar's suggestion, Bdtul suggested that an inktvis
is a fish that swims down in the sea. Indeed, octopuses live deep in seas (and oceans)
only. The teacher, however, did not  interpret Bdrul's suggestion  as a correction of the
location of the octopuses' habitat,  but as a general feature of the superordinate, i.e.,
that fishes swim in, rather than on water.
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Feride then suggested the Turkish word for a shark, which is a compound, the
second element ofwhich stands for 'fish'. The first element is phonetically related to
the first element of the Turkish word for octopus (cf. 'k8pek ball01' and 'murekkep
baliBi'). Apart from these semantic, morphological, and phonetic relationships between
Feride's suggestion and the target word, the suggestion may have been triggered by
stories in which both octopuses and other deep-sea fishes appear, such as the story
from the reading textbook (Lessons 2-8 from  Wie dit leest) and the language arts lesson
in the basic textbook (Lessons 2-I3 from Zin in taah, which had already been dealt
with in the mainstream class. Like Ruhan's monster, the shark elicited laughter among
the pupils and was turned down by the teacher. Although it was not entirely clear what
Mliberra then said about an octopus, various elements from the SIOry about octopuses
in the reading textbook referred to before could be identified. The text is about a
small, smart octopus and a large, frightening octopus who are fighting with each other.
The story reads as follows.
"Again he [i.e., the small octopus, JB] quickly dashes towards the big animal. Who is at a
."loss as to what to do. He grabs around. But he can't catch anything, (Aarnoutse & Van de
Wouw 19903:43)
The associations of grabbing and fear obviously both play a role in the story.
In expressing and evaluating these paradigmatic (ocropus-fish, octopus-monster)
and syntagmatic (octopus-shark) relations concerning an octopus, the pupils
demonstrated their understanding of this word and their ability to express this
understanding in Turkish. However, unlike Ed, Fatima did not expect the pupils to
define the words occurring in Taalmaatje (see Chapter 6), but she expected them to
know the Turkish equivalents of the words, which she had probably mentioned before
when the lesson from Taalmaatje was discussed in her classroom for the first time.
Whereas the first activity of finding a legitimate Dutch word-picture relationship can
be expected to Contribute primarily to knowledge of Dutch, this additional activitycan
only be expected tO Contribute primarily to knowledge of Turkish, which is not in
accordance with her claim that in her class "it is about the Dutch word".
Looking back on the episode in detail a year later, Fatima explained that, at the
time, she was trying tO find the right way to put language support into practice
(Fatima 2:I). She was "surprised" by herself requesting the Turkish synonym, and
concluded that "then I should be more attentive. It's also new to us." (Fatima 2:4).
Thus, in retrospect, she considered her practice of teaching a Turkish word in the
context of language support to be unintended and illegitimate; she did not interpret
language support as teaching Turkish to the pupils to provide a basis for learning
Dutch as a second language. She attributed her practice to the fact that she was still
in the process ofexploring language support as a new instructional model. which is not
in agreement with her and the head teacher's claim that de Rietscbans had already
adopted this model well before the OAL TAct came into force.
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Although the pupils' reactions to the teacher's request to produce the Turkish word
for an octopus showed that it was not self-evident thar their lexical knowledge of
Turkish exceeded their lexical knowledge of Dutch, Fatima assumed that, in general,
her pupils were more proficient in Turkish than in Dutch. In her classroom, "they can
also ask questions in Turkish, thais way easier than in Dutch" (Fatima 2:2). At the
same time, she held that
There are also children who don't even know the meaning in Turkish of a word  from a
picture. So then you should not only teach the Dutch meaning but also the Turkish
meaning, ofcourse." (Fatima I:Io)
While this belief, which was expressed shortly before the observations in her classroom
were carried out, is in accordance with what happened in the key episode, it is not in
accordance with what she contended in retrospect:
a  word  like  'Octopus'  does not occur in daily  life, in their world.  so  to  say.  [...].  For
example, octopus, that was not familiar to the children. So then I could hardly go on with
a Turkish translation ofoctopus. I didn't need that then." (Fatima 2:2)
According to the data on the pupils' home language use (see Chapter 5), all pupils
except for Bahar claimed that they spoke Turkish the best, which is true of most
Turkish pupils growing up in the Netherlands until the fourth grade (cf. Extra et al.
2001). Verhoeven (198'7:245) shows that, at the end of grade four, Turkish/Dutch
bilingual pupils have a more extended receptive and productive Turkish vocabulary,
regardless of whether literacy instruction is given in Turkish or in Dutch. Verhallen
et al. (1999) claim, on the basis of word association tasks containing equivalents in
Dutch and Turkish, that at the age of nine, i.e., at grade 6, Turkish pupils know
Dutch words more thoroughly than Turkish words. Thus, inasmuch as the relative
vocabulary size in different languages can be compared, it appears that, from the age
of eight, Turkish/Dutch pupils are inclined to encounter Dutch words ofwhich they
do not know the Turkish counterpart (if there is any). Obviously, a teacher cannot
know to what extent a Dutch target word and its Turkish equivalent are known to
individual pupils. Hence, she cannot know either if it is of any help to name the
Turkish word, or if she complicates the reaching/learning process by doing so.
From Berber to Arabic via Dutch
The assumption that immigrant minority pupils are more proficient in the language
in which language support is offered is challenged even more in case ofthe Moroccan
pupils. Twice a week, Nawar, Bilal, Bouchra, Nasira, and Jamilla received language
support in Moroccan-Arabic, in a corner of the small gym of de Rietscbans. This gym
was used for physical education of the infant groups and for OAL Tclasses in Arabic.
These classes were given by Mister Abdel, who graduated from teacher training college
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in Morocco and worked there as a primary school teacher until he came to the
Netherlands in 1989 to reach Arabic at primary schools.
On Il April 2000, when he handed Out a copy of Lesson l I from Taalmaa#4 he
asked the pupils how to go about doing the exercises (Moroccan-Arabic is transcribed
in  roman  type,  Dutch  in italics):
Teacher: If miss or sir gives you an assignment, what, wbat do you have to dofirst.'Jamilla.
Jamilla: Read the title.
Teacher: Wbate
Jamilla: Read tbe title.
Teacher: Read  the  title.  And  then Nawar1
Nawar: And then eA.
Teacher: Say it in Arabic.
Nal var: Ifyou read k and you doni understand, then you have to read it again.
Teacher:     Yes, how many times do we have to reat Nasira, how many\.
Nasira: Two times.
Teacher: Two times or three  times,  if something, if we do not understand something.
Bouchra·.       You simply  bave  to  read it until you get, you have to, you simply have  to  read  it
until you get it.
Teacher: Until you get it,  very well.  All assignments are not very difficult, if you tbink
calmly, think calmly,  don't do it fat, do it independently, work on your own,
then it will be easy for you, easy to do it. And ifyou answer them.»tand.»A.
Bilal: And you shouldn't copy either.
Teacher.       And no copying either. Why  noe   fWby Bilal 
Bilal: Well er, ifyou copy, and er maybe tbe other person made a mistake as well.
Teacher: Yei, very well Bilal. Ifyou copy, and the other person made a mistake, then you
make mistake as well. You always bave to always work independenty. {Nawar11
Nawar: With us, with us  in tbe mosque, we did a test yesterday. Got a test Saturday and
Sunday.
Teacher:     Did a test. Can you tell it in Arabic so that the others can understand you1
Nawar: We did test in the mosque, and there were three girls, and they made mistake.
Teacher:    And you didni copy from themi
Nawar What?
Abdel: You didn'r copy from themi
Nawar: They were sitting in front of me and I was sitting at the back, and they got
minus one mark.
In this episode, which substantiates the analysis of the key episode documenting the
Turkish class, the teacher used both Moroccan-Arabic and Dutch as languages of
communication. He often switched between these languages within utterances, using
Dutch words for typical school-related concepts, such as 'working independently',
assignment', and'easy'. In their responses, Jamilla and Bilal used Dutch only. Bouchra
started off in Dutch, then switched to Arabic, and back to Dutch again within one
turn. Nawar, who also attended Arabic classes organised by the local Moroccan
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mosque, was the only pupil who produced complete utterances in Arabic. In fact, the
teacher encouraged her to speak Arabic. Like the teacher, she used Dutch words to
refer to school-related concepts like 'test', 'mistake', and 'minus one mark'. Given her
request for clarification ("What ") and her eventual reply to the teacher's question, in
Arabic, about whether she copied from her classmates while taking a test, she was not
familiar with the Arabic word for cribbing either.
Although Nawar was asked to speak Arabic "so that the others can understand you",
not all the others pupils spoke Arabic at home:
"Jamilla and Bilal are Berbers. Nasira is Berber as well, but she understands well. She speaks
all languages. She speaks Berber and Arabic.  Is no problem. But Bilal and Jamilla,  they
understand what I ask, but find it difficult to give me a correct answer in Arabic." (Abdel:2)
According to the data on the home language use of the pupils (see Chapter 5), Bilal
and Jamilla indeed spoke a variety of Berber at home in addition to Dutch, Bouchra
spoke Dutch and Moroccan-Arabic at home, and Nasira spoke Arabic, Berber, and
Dutch at home. Nawar was the only Moroccan pupil who indicated that she spoke
Arabic the best. Bilal and Jamilla believed that they spoke Dutch better than any other
language. Abdel himselfspoke no Berber. His proficiency in Dutch is, in comparison
with his Turkish colleague at de Rietscbans, rather limited.
Thus, in this classroom, the preferred language of communication was not the
mother tongue of all participating pupils, nor the language which the pupils said they
spoke the best. Responding to the question of how he dealt with this difficulty, Abdel
explained,
I teach the children from the infant groups onwards. From grade one. And from grade one,
they learn Arabic automatically. Arabic language comes automatically. You see what I mean
by automatically2 Let's say if a child comes to me for eight years, of course he learns a lot of
things from me. Because I talk Arabic with the children. Ifsomething is difficult to achieve
I try to translate it into Dutch. But when Bilal is in grade eight, he will do it well, and he
will give correct answers in Arabic." (Abdel:3)
Thus, while the teacher was aware of the fact that some of the pupils receiving
language support in Moroccan-Arabic spoke Dutch or Berber better than this
language, he wanted them to participate in order to learn the lingua franca of the
Moroccan community in the Netherlands.
Divergent interpretations of the subject
The rhetoric on and the practice oflanguage support discussed in the previous sections
show that this provision was interpreted in fundamentally different ways. Except for
Abdel, all the actors took language support to imply that the mother tongue of the
pupils is used as a medium of communication. The aims to which this means   was
related, are visualised in Figure Io.3
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Figure 10.3: Aims and means of language support in rhetoric and practice
In the rhetoric and practice reviewed,  the use of immigrant minority languages as
a means of communication is linked to the development of proficiency in those
languages, to the development in Dutch language proficiency, and to achievements in
rhe regular curriculum. When language support is defined in terms of Link I, a direct
relation is assumed between language support and the regular curriculum
operationalised in the mainstream classroom by way of pre-teaching, remedial
teaching, or translating in the mainstream classroom. When language support is
defined in terms of Link 2, it is regarded as a provision intended to enhance the pupils'
proficiency in their mother tongues. This practice may or may not be argued for in the
light of Link 3. Echoing the 'interdependence hypothesis', this link starts from the idea
that pupils should have reached a certain level of proficiency and knowledge in the
mother tongue before a second language can be taught effectively. The hypothesis
implies that teaching the first language effectively promotes proficiency in the second
language as well, provided there is adequate exposure to the second language and
adequate motivation to learn the second language (Cummins 1982). Although strong
empirical evidence supporting this hypothesis is claimed (cf. Cummins & Swain I986),
the hypothesis has received much criticism (Appel & Muysken I987; Baker 2OOI).
When language support is defined in terms of Link 4, it is taken as a provision that
does not deal with any subject other than Dutch. In this arrangement, the provision
is not directly related to the mainstream class per se. Link 4 implies Link 5 in that
Dutch language arts is part of the regular curriculum. In addition to that, Link 5
represents the idea that pupils profit from the general development of their command
of Dutch,  as this language is used as a medium of communication  in  the mainstream
class.
Given such different conceptions of a curriculum, Goodlad, Frances Klein  & Tye
(I979) distinguish between five domains of curriculum inquiry. The ideological
curriculum is the curriculum which emerges from textbooks, workbooks, teacher's
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guides, and the like. Unlike Taalmaatje, which is not targeted at language support
lessons, the models of language support described by the educational innovation
centre, PMPO, and the Inspectorate of Education may be regarded as constituting this
curriculum. The formal curriculum is the curriculum which is laid down in official
documents, i.e., written documents sanctioned by authorities such as the national and
"local government. The perceived curriculum is what various interested persons and
groups perceive in their minds to be the [formal, JB] curriculum" (ibid.:62), such as
the head teacher of de Rietscbans and Miss Fatima. The operational curriculum is
"what goes on hour after hour, day after day in school and classroom" (ibid.:63), which
is manifest in the key episode. The experiential curriculum is "what students derive
from and think about operational curricula" (ibid.:64), such as Ruhan and the other
pupils appearing in the key episode.
In Table IO.2, these curricula are described in terms of the perceived relations
between the aims and the means of language Support.
Table 10.2: Conceptions of language support in the various curricula
Curriculum "Actor   11 ' Source              -    -         '    ' '1 -Conception bf  -
domain =                      - language support
Ideological PMPO PMPO (2000) 1,2-3
Inspectorate of Education Inspectie van het onderwijs 2,4
(2001)
Formal National government OALT Act (1998) unspecified
National government OALT Act (2002) 4-5
Municipality of Stolberg OALT plan 1998-1999                        1
Municipality_of Stolberg OALT plan 199962002 - 1.2-3
Perceived de Rietschans School guide, Head teacher         4
Miss Fatima Fatima 1,2                                           4
qpera»  _ Tur h_classroom Key episode   __    _    _     _   __ _g, 4
Experiential Ruhan Key episode     _ _ -2
The ideological curriculum of language support is defined by the PMPOgsa provision
that is directly related to the regular curriculum thar is offered in the mainstream
classroom, or as a provision thar aims to teach the immigrant minority language. The
curriculum described by the Inspectorate allows for the teaching of the pupils' mother
tongues, or Dutch. In the I998 OALTAct, the formal curriculum oflanguage support
was not defined at all. The 2002 amendment of the Act declared Dutch to be the
target language of language support, acknowledging that it thus contributes to the
attainment of the core objectives, i.e., the regular curriculum. At a municipal level, the
formal curriculum was initially conceived of in terms ofa direct relationship between
language support and the regular curriculum, while a year later, it was defined in terms
of its contribution to the development of the pupils' proficiency in their mother
tongues as well, assuming thar this is a prerequisite for learning Dutch as a second
language. The School Guide of de Rietscbans, the head teacher, and Fatima defined
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language support as a provision that is aimed at the teaching and learning of Dutch,
in particular Dutch vocabulary. In addition, the School Guide mentions the tracing
of language or learning problems among non-native pupils as one of the aims of
language support. The key episode shows that the operational curriculum implies the
teaching and learning ofboth Dutch and Turkish. In addition, it SuggeStS that Ruhan
experienced the curriculum as if it were aimed at learning Turkish. The occurrence o f
such an operationalisation was reported before by the Inspectorate ofEducation on the
basis of a survey carried out among teachers. It confirms what can be inferred from a
report of the School Advisory Service from Stolberg, in which  it is noted that several
schools use language arts textbooks for language support aimed at teaching and
learning immigrant minority languages.
Conclusions
The policy papers and practices reviewed in this chapter reveal that language Support
encompasses divergent ideological, formal, perceived, operational, and experiential
curricula. They are divergent in that they focus on promoting tile pupils' proficiency
in their mother IongueS, their proficiency in Dutch, their achievements in the regular
curriculum, or a combination of these practices. As it can be argued and is argued, that
these aims are interrelated, none of the reconstructed curricula are inconsistent with
the formal curriculum laid down in the I998 OALT Act.
However, in official explanations  of the   OAL T Act, both before and after  it  was
revised, it is tacitly acknowledged that the medium of communication is the 'mother
tongue' or'the own language' of the pupils. Although these concepts are not clear-cut,
they are not defined. If the 'mother tongue' is regarded to be the language which the
child speaks with its parents, the participation of the Berber-speaking Bilal and Jamilla
in the language support lessons in Moroccan-Arabic would not be in accordance with
the intentions of the OALT Aci. Their learning Moroccan-Arabic through the use of
that language as a medium of communication while teaching Dutch, which is what
Abdel said was his expectation, can then be considered as a 'hidden curriculum' of
"unofficial expectations" (Portelli I993:345)·
Official explanations do not spell out to what extent the distinction between
'mother tongue' and 'second language' implies that a pupil is more proficient in the
former than in the latter. While'mother tongue' and 'proficiency' often coincide, they
are logically independent (cf. Singh I997). When pupils who speak another language
with their parents enroll in primary school, their knowledge of their mother tongue
obviously exceeds their knowledge of Dutch. Both self-ratings and vocabulary IeSIS
suggest that approximately four years later, around the age of eight, the difference in
proficiency is less clear-cut. At this stage of bilingual development, it iS nO longer self-
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evident that the pupil is more proficient in the 'mother tongue' in all respects, in
particular in the formal domains of language use,  i.e., the registers used at school.
The model of language support whereby Dutch is taught directly, rather than
reaching the 'mother tongue' so as to enhance the learning of Dutch, which is the
model officially adopted by de Rietscbans, nonetheless rests on the assumption that the
pupils are, in principle, more proficient in their'mother tongue' than in Dutch. Ifthis
assumption is untenable, it cannot be argued either that language support has value
in that it contributes  to the learning of Dutch  more than  if the teacher used Dutch as
the language of instruction.
The key episode revealed how Miss Fatima initiated activities which could be
expected to contribute to the learning of Turkish more Ellan to the learning of Dutch
once the meaning of the Dutch target word had been clarified through visualisation.
This learning outcome was not in accordance with the explicated intention of the
teacher and the school to teach Dutch. The discrepancy between rhetoric and practice
can be explained in terms of the practical knowledge of the teacher. Although she was
also qualified as a Dutch primary school teacher, and actually occasionally stood in for
form teachers at de Rietschans, she was taught to teach Turkish, not to teach Dutch
through Turkish: that's "new to us". In her case, the content knowledge necessary to
teach Dutch was not lacking; she was, unlike Abdel, fluent in Dutch. She lacked,
however, pedagogical content knowledge to inform her how to go about teaching
Dutch through Turkish. It was her professional disposition as a teacher ofTurkish to
teach Turkish to Turkish pupils, which elicited the realisation ofa'hidden curriculum'
leading to "unintended learning outcomes or messages" (Portelli 1993:345)· It was
Ruhan who, by asking again for the Turkish word for an octopus, unveiled this
curriculum, which made the teacher emphasise that "you don't need to know the
Turkish word".
Thus,  in the formal, ideological, and perceived curricula of language support,  i.e.,
in rhetorics, pupils speaking multiple languages seem to be conceived of as a
homogeneous group ofsecond language learners of Dutch, whose command of Dutch
does not exceed their command of the language(s) they speak with their parents in any
respect. In the everyday practice observed, in which the pupils' relative command of
the languages they spoke varied per domain, this conception pUt the Turkish teacher,
whose profession it was to teach Turkish, at a loss as to how to operationalise language
support such that it accorded with her intention to contribute directly to the learning
of Dutch.
CHAP'l'ER II
"Let the pupils talk"
Vocabulary in the Dutch as a second languageclassroom
Introduction
Next to the mainstream classroom of the fourth grade, on the second floor of de
Rietschans, is a small, separate classroom furnished with four desks shuffled together
with seven chairs around them, a bookcase and another desk in a different corner. The
walls are decorated with a bulletin board and a small chalkboard. Every Tuesday and
Wednesday morning, around Io.IS and Io.45 am, a group of fourth graders who spoke
other languages at home apart from or instead of Dutch headed for this classroom.
Usually, they were collected by Miss Nanda, who taught these small groups for
approximately half an hour. At de Rietscbans, these classes are known as 'Dutch as a
second language' ('DL2'). This particular arrangement is not suggested in a national
or local policy on DL2. The educational compensatory policies, in which DL2 is
embedded, merely facilitate the employment of additional staff ifa school is attended
by immigrant minority pupils (see Chapter 4). Fifteen percent of the primary schools
with 25 to 50 percent immigrant minority pupils employ additional staff for DL2
(Tesser & Iedema 200I).
Miss Nanda, the 'DL2 teacher', was born in 1958. She followed primary and pre-
university education between I96I and I975, and graduated from teacher training
college in  1979·  For a number of years, she worked as a substitute, until she had the
first of her three children. In I993, she started working as a substitute again, and took
a two-year remedial reaching course. From I997 onwards, she has worked at de
Rietschans as a DLi teacher. She teaches groups of pupils from grades three to eight for
one and a half days a week. Occasionally, she also reaches individual pupils who
entered the Dutch school system at a later age, such as Aziza, who joined the fourth
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grade half way through the school year. On top of that, she is one of the two form
teachers of the sixth grade, for one day a week.
In this chapter, the organisation and practice of DI.2 lessons scheduled for the
fourth graders ofdeRietscbans is portrayed. The definition and perception of the target
group in school documents and accounts ofthe DLz teacher, with the subject matter
and materials treated in the lessons, and the language practices through which the DI.2
curriculum is realised are dealt with. A key episode is analysed in terms of the process
of constructing the meaning of a target word from a textbook.
Defining 'Dutch as a second language'
In the School Guide, DI.2 is presented as a part of bilingual education (see Chapter
5). While the objectives of the provision are not specified in this document, DLz
teacher Nanda explained that the DL2 lessons focus on Dutch vocabulary:
"What you do mostly with DL.2: vocabulary. We really only do vocabulary. Well, actually,
that includes all language, but in our case thar's purely vocabulary." (Nanda:4)
As was shown in Chapters 6 and Io, the form teacher and the immigrant minority
language teachers deal with Dutch vocabulary as well. Thus, vocabulary is an
important subject matter within the curriculum offered at de Rietscbans.
As regards the criteria on the basis ofwhich pupils are selected for DL2 classes, some
discrepancies were observed between the information provided by the School Guide
and the head teacher, the DI.2 Plan drawn up by Miss Nanda, her accounts, the
observations of pupils withdrawing from the mainstream classroom, and the
characteristics of these pupils described in Chapter 5. In the section on "immigrant
minority pupils and bilingual education", the School Guide merely indicates that DL2
,,is organised "for all pupils who do not master the norms set for passive vocabulary
(p.14). The head teacher explained that
We as a school have set a few norms, and that's purely a technical thing about vocabulary.
That level of vocabulary. There are all kinds of investigations  [indicating rhat, JB] pupils,
when they leave school at the age ofeleven or twelve, should have a vocabulary ofsomething
between the 12 and IS thousand words." (Jan:8)
According to Nanda, the selection of pupils eligible for DI.2 is based on the results of
the Taaltoets Allocbtone Kinderen (Verhoeven & Vermeer I986), a Dutch language test
battery with a separate test of passive vocabulary which predicts the vocabulary size of
the testee. The DL2 Plan contained the "latest test results dating from the end of
I998", which indicated the estimated vocabulary size of the non-native Dutch fourth
graders (see Figure II.I). As regards the norm ser for participation in the DL2 class, the
DL2 Plan referred to the language arts textbook Taalmaatje, the collection of
additional exercises for the more advanced and less-proficient pupils containing words
occurring in or related to Zin in taal. The teacher's guide to Taabnaatje indicates that
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pupils with a passive vocabulary size of 4500 words or less are eligible for the 50
additional vocabulary lessons in this textbook (Kouwenberg et al. I997d:5).
Ruhan 2775 Batul 2885
Bettehfa--3620 Feride 3200
MOberra 2885 Arzu 2885
Ayseg01 3400 Bahar 3820
Nawar 3400 jamilla 2775
Nasira 3100
Figure 11.1: Excerpt from the DL2 plan
Without further explanation, Bouchra, who had the second-highest score of these
pupils but did not reach the Taalmaatje norm of 4500 words, was struck out, whilst
Bahar, who Outperformed Bouchra, was not. The other pupils were divided into nvo
groups, both scheduled for two sessions of half an hour per week. The grouping of
these pupils was based on the test scores mentioned in the DLz Plan and on the
teacher's "feeling", as the test scores "were not exactly right" (Nanda:14). In May 2000,
one group consisted ofAziza, Muberra, Ruhan, Nasira, Bdtul, and Arzu, while Feride,
Bahar, Bilal, Aysegul, Nawar, and Jamilla belonged to another group. Although Jamilla
attained the lowest score on the vocabulary test, she was grouped with the pupils who
attained the highest scores. Apparently, the teacher's feeling led her to conclude that
Jamilla's vocabulary size was underestimated by the test. Note that Bilal and Aziza
entered de Rietscbans in the course of the school year. Hence, they were not mentioned
in the DL2 Plan.
Initially, Bilal joined the other group, but when Aziza entered de Rietscbans, Nanda
decided to let her participate in this group instead. When Bilal joined his new group
for the first time, Nanda explained to him that "we find you so good, you can come
with this group from now on", thus acknowledging a difference in the language
proficiency level of the two groupS. When Nanda collected one of these groups from
the regular class, she referred to the particular group as "x's group", with x being the
name of one of the pupils from that group. During the observations in the DL2
classroom, Nanda explains that the DL2 timetable had been adjusted such that the
lower level group had an additional lesson of twenty minutes on Tuesday afternoons.
According to the pupil data presented in Chapter 5, all pupils selected for DL2
classes spoke another language at home apart from or instead of Dutch. Not speaking
Dutch was what Nanda believed to be the explanation of the pupils' low scores in
vocabulary tests:
"After a number of lessons there is a vocabulary  test.  But the DL2 pupils, half of the DL2
"pupils, still get a very low grade. [...] But these children doni talk Dutch at home.
(Nanda:8)
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The rationale behind the focus on vocabulary, i.e., the exclusion of the other aspects
of language proficiency dealt with in Taalmaatje, such as sentence construction, is
connected with the perceived discrepancy between DLz pupils having a limited
vocabulary and the lexical demands of understanding and producing texts:
In geography lessons and the like, they just don't understand many words. And then they
start making wrong sentences in tests.   (Nanda.IS)
"It all boils down, we think, to vocabulary. Because reading comprehension, they don't
understand what they read, because they simply doni master halfofthe words." (Nanda:IS)
The fact that DL2 is taught in a separate classroom is motivated by the belief that "if
they get it separately, they willlearn it better" (Nanda:I9).
Although only non-native Dutch pupils were considered for participation in DI.2
classes (native Dutch pupils were not mentioned in the list of test results presented in
the DI.2 Plan), there was no one-to-one correspondence between 'not talking Dutch
at home' and 'limited vocabulary' among the fourth graders. Another vocabulary teSt,
administered in the autumn of I999 (see Chapter 5), indicated that Feride and
Bouchra's vocabulary exceeded the class average, while Jochem, Sharona, FaYna, and
Joey, who, judging by the list of test results in Nanda's DI.2 Plan, were not even
considered for DI.2, scored lower than Feride. This was noticed by Nanda as well:
"This year, for the first time, there were foreign children who outperformed the Dutch. So
then we said, well, they don't need to Come." (Nanda:II)
By "we", Nanda referred to the other teachers involved in developing school policy on
Dutch as a second language, i.e., the head teacher and the remedial teacher. Together,
they consider whether native Dutch pupils with low scores on the test should be
eligible for DL2 as well (Nanda:II; Joop:5; Jan:8). Nanda believed that, in principle,
this should be facilitated, considering that
there's pretty low [socio-economic, JB] class at this school, so you can imagine that there
are Dutch children as well who score low on vocabulary." (Nanda: Io)
,„
Hence, she planned to propose organising similar classes for "Dutcn pupils with low
vocabulary scores as of the following school year.
Subject matter and materials
While initially having used reaching materials from Met zoveel woorden
(Schooladviescentrum/CED/Projectbureau I997) for the fourth grade, Nanda started
teaching the vocabulary lessons in Taalmaatje when Zin in taal was implemented in
the school year I999/2000. She did two of these vocabulary lessons per week. Note that
the same lessons were dealt with in the language support lessons in Turkish and
Moroccan-Arabic. In addition, the form teacher treated a selection of words from
Taalmaatje in definitional practices, on top of the vocabulary lessons of the basic
language arts textbook. The Taalmaatje lessons are tailored to the lessons of the basic
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language arts textbook. The teacher's guides indicate in which order the lessons should
be treated. As regards this, Nanda explained:
"I just go to the form teacher, and I ask how far they are with language arts. And then I see
where I am with them. Whether that matches, whether we are working on tile same lessons.
Yes, because I may do one lesson every time, but that doesn't always exactly match with the
class." (Nanda:8)
Occasionally, Nanda used additional materials from other textbooks. For a while, she
used materials from the Beeldwoordenboeh (picture dictionary). This dictionary is
supposed to "help pupils understand the texts" (Aarnoutse & Van de Wouw I990b:42)
they encounter in the reading textbook  Wie dit leest, which is used in the mainstream
classroom. She initially used these materials during the additional lesson of twenty
minutes on Tuesday afternoons for the lower-level group. However, she soon decided
to instead repeat the Taalmaatje lesson conducted in the morning, as she believed that
the words treated by the Beeldwoordenboekwere too difficult for the pupils.
According to Nanda, a DL2 lesson usually takes the following form:
"They begin with chatting. They need to tell all kinds of things. [...] And how do I start1
Usually by just repeating the previous lesson. So you can keep the books closed, guys. What
does this mean and what does that mean I really sometimes have very pleasant lessons. But
also often simply drill it. So that it is memorised." (Nanda:I2)
Observations of the DL2 lessons given to the fourth graders revealed that these lessons
usually entail four or five stages. At the first stage, the teacher asks the pupils to explain
the meanings of the target words frOm the previous lesson. At the second stage, she
introduces the tOpiC of the lesson and has the children talk about this topiC. At the
third stage, she draws attention to the pictures in the textbook and has the pupils tell
what they see in the pictures. At the fourth stage, she treats the exercises included in
the lesson and asks the pupils to explain what the words in the exercises mean. At this
stage, the teacher explains word meanings in different ways, including describing,
acting out, pointing to objects she brings along, and giving examples. At the fifth
stage, which is entered only when there is time left, she has the pupils cover parts of
the exercises with a card, SO that they have to find the right words without relying on
the clues given by the book.
At all stages except for the fifth, the pupils are encouraged to talk and actually do
so. This practice corresponds with the teacher's belief that "Vocabulary is, after all,
letting the pUpilS talk" (Nanda:II). Her didactic approach also corresponds with the
guidelines of Taalmaatje. The teacher guide suggests that, in the vocabulary lessons,
attention should first be paid to the titleS of the lessons and the pictures in the book.
It is expected that, in this way, the pupils' knowledge of the topic will be activated.
Then, the meanings of the target words should be clarified in various ways, e.g. by
pointing, acting out, or explaining them in simpler words. Finally, some oral exercises
are to be made in which the words occur, so as to increase retention of the word
meanings.
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All conversations in the DL2 classroom are conducted in Dutch. Like in the
mainstream classroom, pupils are not allowed to speak a language other than Dutch.
Nanda explained that
If there is a child from the third grade going blah, blah in Moroccan or the like, then I
always say, now what are you cursing again, I don't understand a thing. Then they always
have to laugh and all that. And yes, every now and then I let them teach me a word of
Turkish or the like, but in principle Dutch is spoken here at school. That really is the
intention. Well yeah, it's as simple as that. Then they learn it. And because they are here
from the infant group onwards, when they are in the third grade, well, then they talk Dutch
reasonably well." (Nanda:18)
Indeed, during all the observations ofthe DI.2 classes, no languages other than Dutch
were heard, although pupils at times referred to their knowledge of other languages.
In the following excerpt, the pupils had to think of the word navel (navel; there is no
informal synonym of navel in standard Dutch similar to belly button), which they
needed to write down on a worksheet depicting a human body.
Teacher: What do they call this little hole herel
Hoe noemen ze dit gaatje bieri
Nasira: Belly, or something like that.
Buik, of zoiets.
M;iberra: Belly hole, belly hole.
Buikgat. buikgat.
Nasira: Yes, that's what I mean.
la, dat bedoel ik.
Teacher: Not belly hole.
Geen buikgat.
Nasira: I only know what iis called in Moroccan.
Ik weet alleen boe 't in Marokkaans is.
Batul Nails.
Nagels
Teacher:     And now correct, right. Because I have practised it with you for two months.
En  nou  goed  bt.  Want  ik  beb  't  met jou  twee  maanden  geoefend.






The teacher then pointed at her nails and had the pupils write that word in the
appropriate places on the worksheet. While they were writing, the teacher came back
to the word they were actually looking for:
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Teacher:     Well, Bdtul, what do we call that little hole in your bellyi Is not a real hole.
Non Bktul, boe noemen we dat gaatje in je buiki Is geen ecbt gaaje
Pupit: Begins what, miss?
Waar begint. jul»oziwi
Teacher: It begins with the n as well. It looks like nail.







Teacher: Hey, hey. One year in the Netherlands. And she just says navel. Bright, isn't it2
HE,  bt.  Een jaar in  Nederland.  Die zegt daar eventjes: navel.  Knap  b&
Pupil: Gee.
]ee.
Teacher: Yes indeed. The belly button. Bdtul. Yes, you should be ashamed of yourself.
Jaba.  De navel.  B*tul.  Ja. scbaam je je maar een  beetje  b .
Nasira, who spoke Arabic, Berber, and Dutch at home, remarked that she knew what
a belly button is called in "Moroccan". The teacher, whose intention it was to teach
Dutch vocabulary, did not respond to this remark. For her, it was the Dutch word that
counted; it was blameworthy if a pupil still didn't know this word after abundant
practise, and commendable ifsomeone who had lived in the Netherlands for no more
than a year already knew the word. From that perspective, knowledge of languages
other than  Dutch was irrelevant. In fact, Nanda, who taught almost half of the pupil
population of de Rietscbans, did not know which pupil spoke which language. Seven
months into the school year, she asked the fourth graders, during a lesson, who was
Turkish and who was Moroccan. To these pupils, it may not have been self-evident
that, in this particular classroom, they were not expected to display their knowledge
of other languages than Dutch. After all, in the other withdrawal classes they
participated in, e.g., the immigrant minority language classes, the teachers did expect
them to label words and explain the meanings of words in other languages.
A key episode
In this section, a lengthy excerpt is presented from a DL2 lesson that was centred on
the combined Lessons 42 and 43 of Taabnaatje, illustrating the talks to which the
teacher referred in the interview. The lesson is about a secret hui in a forest (see Figure
II.2).
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011'11' M'i'YIN,Fr,2,81 De geheime hui
* De geheime hut
De hut is tussen de struiken.
Bij een grote eikenbooni.      1
../.
Bilna meniand weet het.
Alleen deze kinderen.
-„      i. r  /3,Ze gaan er vaak spelen. ill'*"YS - 0- --2 11. 1-z'. 3 1 , 'I - .
-9            .  . .14  ·     -'1.'4.-6'S.59'' 1,Jr      .        . '' ..1 0;,1  1 '1; 1 A    -
&16.            .  :01  . ..\.S' 7:-.6 03449 , '1:/02:24         -A. , O,---4.:>.-
e              0             .-6.-2.:11,-, ''fr-«1 32:    -w  z ,-#rtit·rike
 it...54732·  14.,1.-4 ::.: ; -1-il '440-f  t
'.                                ..3  ..24-     ...Lk...h#W.-1.",i,; 2
A 43.t6 1'1212z.1 , i' *4.9   -  ·,,(t
,-, .e),WjA r--   ,-   - ¥ rt-1.    ' 't
I Opdracht I i 'F' 14.6 1
Waar zijn ze?  :·#t ·-i'*41' 4. '
Zoek Frank op de plaat.                et,                                                              tv ·>,t, 4*91 '-> 1
Welk nummer staat erbiji
Zoek het nummer in de rij.
,        e,-    '2·e S ':*3.#J::rSchrijf de hele zin in ie schrift. £
.
414':liu....   ·,  . .2Doe het zo: Frank staat op de uitkiiI<toren.                                     ,   . .
i- i
i kies uit:
Frank staat _ _ 1. onder her prikkeldraad
Nadie ligt _ 2. bii de touwladdet- Lisa
1 Lisa zit _ 3. in de eikenboom. -
 
Sara zit __ _ 4 op het zandpad. .e   .,..'            , 1   ' ' 4.-               ./
Jasin ligt ._ 5. op de uitkijktoren. 99  . .1   *  2  *59'
t(/  i     C."p    ,     5 i  -88Tom zit _ 6. achter een braamsti uil< -  '  lit .
De man loopt _   7. bil de beek. .f.A p..i 1 129*Rii,1
De hond staat 8. in de hangmat. #8·/54.-           ...0.a9 -OBS'.'*'2 4 4(/'. I.
1 Wat doen ze, Re':<A'.:'' ,/1 ,  - I. f<..Nadie _ 9. blaast pillties.                 11\                          .,4.,    . 1
Tom _ 10. bespiedt de man. fierty: I .. 1Lisa _ 11. trekt haar bioek los e>.    B f      rk
Kevin  _ _ 12. verschuilt zich. , Nadie '
Frank 1 3.graaft een valkuil.        .,1\< cili/A¥.1:  1 & V., , .4 ,1     - -      _      A $'/4// 4'1/ f 1
Figure 11.2:  Lessons 42-43 from Taalmaatie (Kouwenberg et al. 1997c:46-47)
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rh ..==21 - ...1:     Wat hebben zei kies uit
:-.
1,WEL
Lisa heeft _ 14 bOIerbloemen
t )' Sara heek 15 een fototoestel
4
1 Jasin heeft _ 16 een blaasp ip
Kev n
2, Nadie heeft 17 de koektiommelFrank heeft 18 bramen
  ,,     -               i                      Kevin heeft 19  e kelse (,/1 < ,/ Tom heeft 20 een hengel
De man heeft 2 I een schop
Ul  Opdracht 2
Schrilf in ie schrift woorden voor
dingen uit de natuur
r.\/ 4 Struiken bessen
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The lesson is supposed to be dealt with before the pupils have arrived at Lesson 9-7,
but after they have dealt with Lesson 9-z from the basic textbook. Alllessons in this
unit are about secrets. According to the form teacher's log, Lesson 8-14 of the basic
language arts textbook was treated in the mainstream class on the day that Nanda gave
this lesson. This implies that Nanda was just ahead of schedule.
As Figure II.2 shows, the objects in the picture are numbered and the names ofthe
characters are mentioned in the drawing. The drawing is accompanied by an
introductory text and two exercises. The introduction reads as follows.
"The secret hut
The hut is between the bushes.
Near a big oak.
Almost nobody knows.
Only these kids.
They often go playing there.
"
In Exercise L the pupils find out where the children depicted in the book are, what
they do, and what they have. The first question can be answered by linking together
the linguistic units of a subject and a verb, on the one hand, and a prepositional
adjunct, on the other. The second question can be answered by linking subjects with
verb phrases. The numbers given to the adjuncts and the verb phrases correspond to
the numbers in the drawing denoting places and acts, respectively.
The teacher's guide indicates that it is the aim of this lesson to have the pupils
expand their vocabulary with words related to the topic of secrets and other words.
The target words mentioned include the barbed wire, the hammock, the oak, the sand
track, the watchtower, the blackberry, the brook, to blow, to spy, to hide oneself, to
dig, and the pitfall. It is suggested that the teacher let the pupils first respond to the
title of and the pictures in the lesson by asking questions such as "Have you ever made
a secret hut yourselves " Then, the teacher should read aloud the introductory text. As
regards the first exercise, it iS suggested that the teacher "treat the meanings of the
target words by describing what they are" once the pupils have completed the
sentences. Then questions can be asked such as "Who is in the hammock2", "Where
is Frank ", and "It is made of iron and has sharp points. What is iti" The second part
of the exercise may also involve acting things out.
On Tuesday, 23 May 2000, Io.24 am, Aziza, Mui)erra, Ruhan, Nasira, Bdcul, and
Arzu were confronted with this lesson. Miss Nanda told them that the story was about
a secret hui, and asked what that might be. Aziza replied that nobody may see or know
about the hut, which was confirmed by Nanda. She then asked who had ever had a
secret hut. Except for Aziza, all the children then talked about their own experiences
with secret places, while Nanda controlled the turn taking and asked questions related
to the stories the pupils told. Then the teacher focussed attention on the picture in the
textbook, asking the pupils to point at one of the children from the picture and to tell
what the children were doing or where they were, without looking at the parts of the
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sentences given in the assignments. However, from remarks such as 'You don't need
to look up anything" it seems that Nanda had the impression that the pupils did use
these clues in answering her questions. In fact, most of the pupils' answers were similar
to the sentences to be made in the assignments, using phrases like 'in the hammock',
'watches with binoculars', 'behind a blackberry', and 'near the brook'.
Nadie was the last character the pupils were asked to say something about in their
own words before Nanda turned to the phrases given in the book. Unlike the previous
discussions on what the children from the book do and where they are, the teacher
asked for an explanation of a target word in this stage of the lesson.
Teacher: And Nadie still. Nadie was that little child.
En Nadie nog. Nadie was dat kleine kindje
Ruhan: Nadie. Nadie is under the barb.





Teacher: That's what we call barbed wire, right.
Dat noemen we prikkeldraad bb.
Arzu: I know\.
Ik weet\.
Teacher: Who can explain what that is, barbed wirei
Wie kan uitleggen wat dat is, prikkeldraadl
Arzu: Well that's an iron wire that has all those barbs on it.
Nou dat is een ijzeren draad dat allemaal van prilekels aan zit.
Teacher: Why is there sometimes barbed wire somewhere 
Waarom is er wel 's ergens prikkeldraadi
Arzu: For example there is a shop, a kind ofshop, there it's {full} with gold, there they
then have around it\.
Bijvoorbeeld er is een winkel, een soon winkel, daar tvolf met goud zit, daar bebben
ze dan rond ombeen\.
Teacher: Did you ever see that in a shop, barbed wire,
Heb jij dat wei 9  in een winkel gezien, prikkeldraadi
Arzu: No, but kind of. I don't know either what\.
Nee, maar soon. Ik weet ook niet wat\.
Teacher: (laughs). Usually I see it outside near the pasture.
(laughs). Meestal zie ik bet buiten bij de wei.
Muberra:    Yeah, then you may not go there.
Ja, dan magje daar niet been.
Teacher:      But you mean something, what did you say, if there's something made ofgold 
Yes then they sometimes make something around it so that you can't reach it.
You're right in that.
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Maar jij  bedoelt iets, wat zei jij,  als er  iets van goud isi Ja dan maken ze d'r wel iets
ombeen dat je di  met bij kunt.  Daar beb jij gelijk in.
Muberra:    That you don't x.
Dat je  niet aan x.
Teacher: Yes, but I don't think rhar is barbed wire.
Ja maar dat is denk ik Keen prikkeldraad.
Aziza: (laughing:) no.
(laughing:) no.
Teacher: Barbed wire is usually outside near the cows.
Prikkeldraad is meestal buiten bij de koeien.
Arzu: I think so too.
Ik denk bet ook wei.
Teacher: Yeah, I think so too.
Ja. ik denk bet ook wel
Mciberra:    Are the cows not allowed to go outside.
Mogen de koeien niet naar buiten.
Teacher: And why would they have barbed wire2
En waarom zouden ze prikkeldraad bebbeni
At this point, a colleague of Nanda entered the room and asked Nanda a question.
When this teacher had left again, the discussion continued.
Teacher: Okay, we were talking about barbed wire. So barbed wire is what you see
outside in the pasture. Why would there be barbed wire outside
Okay. wij  badden  bet over prikkeldraad.  Prikkeldraad zie je dus buiten in de wei.
Waarom zon d'r buiten prikkeldraad zijni
Ruhan: Well otherwise if the animals go away, then they cannot go away, and then they
go like backwards and then it comes, if it wants to go away then it goes running
and then it touches thar barb.
Nou anders als de dieren weggaan, dan kan ze niet weg, en daaarna gaan ze zo
naar acbteren en daarna komt ie, als die weg witt dan gaat ie zo rennen en daarna
komt ie tegen die prik aan.
Teacher:     Then it touches the barbed wire, then it has a bit of a fright, because that hurts
a little bit, right, and then it goes back.
Dan komt ie tegen bet prikkeldraad. dan schrikt ie even,  want dat doet een beetje
zeer, b , en dan gaat ie terug
MuI)erra:    Doesn't it go anymore.
Gaat ie niet meer.
Teacher:     So then it can't go any further. It knows that then.
Dus dan kan ie niet verder. Dat weet ie dan.
Then Ruhan explained that her mother's arm got burned when Bdcul and other
children were making noise right in front oftheir house while her father was trying to
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sleep. Nanda knew about this and concluded that they should not tease her family.
Then, she came back to the barbed wire which they were discussing:
Teacher: But, place barbed wire in front of the door2 I wouldn't think so. Near us they
have, near a house, where a lot of children go over the wall to fetch a ball,
people have a kind of barbed wire, they have put all these little pins on top of
it.
Maar, prikkeldraad voor de deur zetten2  Denk bet niet bb.  Bij ons bebben ze,  bij
een  buis,  waar  beel veel kinderen over de muur gaan  om een  bal te pakken,  bebben
de mensen een soort prikkeldraad, die bebben allemaal van diepinnetjes d'r bovenop
gezet.
Pupil: Can also glass.
Kan ook glas.
Teacher: Kind of glass. So then the children can't go over the wall anymore. That's also
for the same. That you can't go over it. That's what barbed wire is for. And you
can tell by looking at Nadie, because Nadie crawls under the barbed wire, and
then what happens2
Soon glas.  Dus dan kunnen de kinderen niet meer over de muur.  Da's ook voor
betzelfde.  Dat je d'r niet langs  kunt.  Daarvoor is prikkeldraad.  En dat zie je wel
aan  Nadie.  want  Nadie  kruipt  onder  bet  prikkeldraaddoor,  en  wat  gebeurt er dani
Muberra: For his hands.
Voor z'n banden.
Teacher: Muberra, what do you seei
Muberra, wat zie jij2
Muberra:    I see er that she grabs the barbed wire like that. And then she goes over\.
Ik zie ubm dat ze dat prikkeldraad zo pakt. En dan gaat ze over\.
Teacher: Yeah, but why does she grab the barbed wire,
Ja, maar waarom pakt ze bet prikkeldraadi
Mtiberm Because she wants to get over.
Omdat ze overbeen wilt.
Teacher:      No, she goes ;under, but she gets a little bit stuck with her trousers like that. In
those barbs. Yes1 So she has to undo that.
Nee, ze gaat er ;onder door, maar ze blijft een beel klein beetje zo met d'r broekje
d'r aan bangen. Aan die prikkels. Ja1 Dus die moet ze losmaken.
Ruhan: Miss, she can also go away at Lisa's side. There still can\.
Juf, die kan ook bij Lisa zijn kant weg. Daar kan nog\.
Arzu: Miss, miss, I saw barbed wire somewhere.
Juj»uw. juf, ik beb ergens prikkeldrl prikkeldraal draad gezien.
Teacher: Yes 
Jal
Arzu: Yes, there near Texaco is\.
Ja daar bij Texaco is\.
Mal)erra: Yes.
Yes.
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Arzu: Also kind of, alongside the trains, and there is that beer and there you also have
this barbed wire.
Ook soon,  bij  de  treinen  langs,  en daar is  dat  bier daar beb je ook zo prikkeldraad.
Teacher:     Then you may not pass that. They did that on purpose.
Dan  mag je  daar  niet  langs.   Dat  hebben  ze  expres  gedaan.
Arzu: I go up all the time, then I drive downward.
Ik ga ik ga steeds naar bowen, dan rij ilt naar beneden.
Teacher:      As long as you watch out then, right. Because if you fall in the barbed wire,
everything will be torn.
Als je maar uitkijkt dan bl. Want als je in bet prikkeldraad valt, dan gaat alles
kapot boon
Aziza: Miss, it's also, then you have what looks very much like a xx, which, but it's
not. Because at this other school they had too. There is this very big square, all
the pupils went throwing dirty boxes there. But that wasn't allowed at all.
Sometimes children ifyou stood there with them children went climbing on,
on the fence. And then that wasn't allowed. Then the Sir, the Sir of the school
also did like things on it that nobody was allowed.
Jt#ouw, bet is ook zo, dan beb je die zo beel ergdie lijkt op een xx, die zo'n, maar
bet is niet. Omdat daar bij die andere school badden ze ook. Daar zo is bed grote
plein, daar gingen alle kinderen zo vieze bakjes gooien. Maar dat mocbt belemaal
niet.  Soms  kinderen  als je daar bij  staatgingen  kinderen op  klimmen,  op  de  bek.  En
toen dat mocht niet. Toen beefi de meneer, de meester van de school beefi ook zo
dingen d'r op gedaan dat niemand mocbt dat.
{Baul}: Barbed wire.
Prikkeldraad.
Teacher: Yes. Barbed wire, or something with little points so that you can't climb over
it.
Ja. Prikkeldraad, ofiets met puntjes dat je d'r niet over kunt klimmen.
Arzu: Near us near playground is also kind ofbarbed wire. Not barbed wire, they are
those x\.
Bij ons bij scboolplein is ook soon een prikkeldraad. Geen prikkeldraad, dat zijn
van die x\.
Teacher: No, that's a fence with very little points on it, right.
Nee, da's een bek met hele kleine puntjes erop bp
Aziza: But of the other was ;these big points.
Maar van die ander was,zo grote puntjes
Teacher: Yes?
la,
Aziza: Yes because nobody could climb over.
Ja omdat niemand kon over klimmen.
Teacher: Then nobody can go over it. Okay, Let's look at the sentences.
Dan kan er niemand over bE. Okay, wij gaan naar de zinnetjes kijken.
Following this, the pupils made sentences with the phrases given in the book. Every
time a sentence had been made, the teacher asked what the target word from that
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sentence meant. This often led to extended negotiations, to which the pupils again
contributed with concrete examples from their own experiences. When they came
across the word 'barbed wire' again, the teacher did not ask them to clarify the word.
When Bdtul had given the sentence 'Nadie is under the barbed wire', she simply
commented that they now knew what that was, and encouraged B6tul to make the
other sentence with 'Nadie', i.e., 'Nadie pulls loose her trousers: Once all the exercises
on page 46 were done, the children each chose a sticker from Nanda's collection and
returned to the mainstream classroom next door. Then, the other group of fourth-
grade children, i.e., Feride, Bilal, Aysegul, Nawar, and Jamilla came in and the same
lesson was done with them.
Constructing meaning
In the episode, Ruhan was the firSt pupil to be nominated to tell something about
Nadie, one of the characters in the book. After some contemplation, Ruhan told that
"Nadie is under the barb". Although it was the teacher's intention that Ruhan would
tell about Nadie in her own words, Ruhan seems to have used the clues given by the
textbook, in which the numbers of the objects correspond with the numbers of the
.possible answers. Miss Nanda acknowledged Ruhan's contribution, but her "yes
signalled hesitation, which implied that she was not completely satisfied. Arzu
completed Ruhan's formulation by adding "wire", and the teacher commented that
that was called barbed wire.
Before Miss Nanda had nominated her to explain what barbed wire is, Arzu tried
to get attention to tell something she knew. She knew that barbed wire was an iron
wire with barbs attached to it. The teacher, who implicitly acknowledged these
intrinsic, physical characteristics  of barbed wire, wanted to know why there is barbed
wire in certain places. Again, Arzu replied, piciuring a shop with gold, perhaps a
jeweller's, with something around it. She was interrupted by Nanda, who rhetorically
asked  if she had seen barbed wire inside a shop, even though Arzu seemed to refer  to
the exterior of a shop. Arzu responded that it was not barbed wire she was referring to,
but a "kind of' barbed wire.
Given the image of the jeweller's, it is plausible that Arzu was, in fact, referring to
sharp points attached to walls and fences-pointed combs, obliquely cut palings-to
discourage intruders, while she was aware of the difference between these objects and
barbed wire. Perhaps she was about to explain that she didn't know how to label these
objects when she was interrupted by Nanda again (cf. "I don't know either what\.").
Nanda laughed and stated that she usually saw barbed wire outside, near the pasture.
Muberra seemed to understand what Arzu was referring to, and added that you may
not go there then.
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From what followed, it appears that then the teacher suddenly understood, perhaps
thanks to Muberra's clarification, what Arzu was referring to. She acknowledged after
all that sometimes something is made around something of gold, SO that you can't
access it, but she added that she still believed that that was not barbed wire. Barbed
wire is what you usually see outside, near the cows. Arzu agreed with that, and
Muberra explained that then the cows may not go outside. This discussion between
Arzu and the teacher, which was elicited by the teacher's question as to why there is
barbed wire, thus focused on the place where it can be found. In contrast, Muberra,
who repeatedly commented on what was being said, pointed to the function of barbed
wire, i.e., that it prevents cows from leaving and people from entering. However, her
comments were ignored. Note that the barbed wire that is depicted in the textbook
does not seem to be there to prevent cows from leaving a designated area. In fact, it is
not a pasture, but a forest in which this wire appears.
After having been interrupted by another teacher, Nanda recapitulated that barbed
wire can be found outside, in the pasture, and repeated her question on the function
ofbarbed wire. Ruhan got the opportunity to answer this question. She pointed out
that animals cannot and will not leave, as they would touch the barbs if they tried to.
The teacher then elaborated on the working or effect of barbed wire, explaining that
touching the barbed wire would frighten and hurt the animal, so that it would go
back. Muberra commented that then the animal wouldn't go anymore, and Nanda
pointed out that the animal then, i.e., once touched by the barbs, would know that it
could not go any further. Now the function and effect of barbed wire had been
established as well.
Then Ruhan told something about children annoying her parents in front of their
house. By suggesting the possibility of putting barbed wire in front of their house, the
teacher came back to the word they were dealing with, although her suggestion
contested her own claim that barbed wire can usually be found in the pasture to
prevent animals from escaping. The fact that barbed wire can serve to barricade as well,
i.e., to hamper the gaining of access to a certain place, actually matches Arzu's
conception of'a kind of barbed wire' put around a place where something valuable is
kept. As the teacher acknowledged, the same function, i.e., "that you cannot pass it",
is served by the "kind of barbed wire" Nanda referred to when talking about a wall
which children used to climb over to fetch a ball. Nanda described the sharp points or
pales she appeared to refer to in terms of 'little pins' put on a wall. An unidentified
pupil associated this description with glass, which, after all, occasionally serves the
same function as the little pins to which Nanda referred. Nanda confirmed the pupils'
comment.
Now that the meaning of barbed wire had been discussed and related to other
concepts (pins, points, pales), Nanda focussed on the picture in the textbook again,
which was intended to demonstrate the fact that you cannot pass barbed wire.
Muberra replied when Nanda asked what happened to Nadie when she crawled under
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the barbed wire. Without going into Muberra's remark "for his hands", she asked her
what she saw. Muberra then said she saw that Nadie grabbed the barbed wire and went
over it. At that point, she was interrupted by the teacher, who wanted to know why
Nadie grabbed the barbed wire. Muberra replied that this was because she wanted to
go over it. Nanda rejected this suggestion. She explained that Nadie went under the
barbed wire and that her trousers got stuck in the barbs, so that she had to release
herself.
Ruhan's observation that Nadie could have passed the barbed wire near Lisa, where
chere was no more barbed wire, was ignored. Instead, Arzu got the opportunity to tell
where she saw barbed wire. This time, she indicated in advance that it was a sort of
barbed wire she was going to talk aboUI. The location she described, close to a petrol
station, trains, and beer, was immediately recognised by Muberra. Rather than an
imaginary place, she now referred to a concrete location which she and her classmates
knew from their everyday lives. Observations in the neighbourhood of the school
confirmed that there was a barbed wire fence along a railroad and close to a
wholesaler's in beverages where piles of crates were stored next to railways. Nanda
commented thar a person may not pass that. When Arzu went on to tell that she ran
down there, Nanda told her to watch out since falling on barbed wire damages
everything.  Thus,  in her feedback to Arzu's example of a "kind of barbed wire",  the
teacher again pointed to its function and effect.
Aziza continued the discussion on barbed wire. Talking about the school where she
attended a primary reception class the previous year because ofher recent arrival in the
Netherlands, she explained that one of the teachers put something on a fence to
prevent pupils from climbing on it. Betul seemed to believe that what Aziza was
referring to could be called barbed wire, but the teacher did not exclude the possibility
that Aziza was talking about something with points or pins. Arzu elaborated on Aziza's
contribution. She referred to the playground of de Rietscbans, where there is a kind of
barbed wire as well. Although she herself immediately added that this was not barbed
wire, Nanda interrupted her to refute her initial remark, explaining that it was a fence
with little points on it. Then Aziza told that, at the other school she had just talked
about, these points were 'thar big' so that nobody could climb over them. Nanda
confirmed that then nobody could climb over it and then turned to the next sentence
in the exercise.
In this fashion, the pupils and the teacher engaged in a teacher-led negotiation of
meaning. Unlike naturally occurring, unplanned negotiations of meaning in the
classroom (cf. Gass & Varonis I994; Van den Branden I995), this negotiation was not
triggered by a problem of understanding encountered by the pupils. Rather, it was the
teacher who initiated the negotiation with the deliberate aim of achieving a mutual
understanding of the meaning of a pre-selected word. Both the pupils and the teacher
contributed to the negotiation. Their contributions centred on different concepts and
instances of these concepts in lived experiences. The various objects were described in
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terms of their intrinsic characteristics, the places where they can be found, the
functions they serve, and the effects they have on animals and people. In Table II.I,
the contributions have been ordered along these dimensions.
Table 11.1: Meaning constructions of barbed wire and related concepts
fCAar c istics ----  Location-  -- ' "I ,1  Function   '
' Effect    v,=
Iron wire with barbs Usually in the pasture, Cows may not leave If the animal tries to
(Arzu). near the cows (teacher). (MOberra). escape, it hits
the barbs
Cows cannot leave (ruhan).
(Ruhan, teacheO. Barbed wire scares and
hurts the animal, so it
goes back (teacher).
A (kind of) barbed A shop with gold You may not enter that
wire (Arzu). (Arzu). (MOberra).
Not barbed wire Something of gold So that you cannot
(teacher). (teacher). access it (teacheO.
A kind of barbed Near us, a house, a wall That you cannot pass
wire, with pins on it where pupils climb over that (teacher).
Cleac'101 Msher),
Glass (MOberra).                                                                            -
Nadie gets stuck in the
barbs with her trousers
(teacher). _
A kind of barbed wire   Near the petrol station, Then you may not pass If you fall into it,
(Arzu). the trains, and the that (teacher). everything gets torn
wholesaler's (Arzu).         _ _ _ _(teacher).
It looks like x, but it's   At the playground of the So that nobody could
not, with things on other school, on a fence climb over the fence
it, big points (Aziza). (Aziza). (Aziza).
Barbed wire (Batul). That you cannot climb
Barbed wire, or over it (teacher).
something with pins
(teacher).
A kind of barbed wire   At the playground of de
(Arzu). Rietschans (Arzu).
Not barbed wire but
a fence with very
little points on it
_(teachf«
The table suggests that the pupils and the teacher were engaged in a metalinguistic
discussion on barbed wire and other sharp materials, such as pins, points, palings, or
glass, which are attached to fences or walls to hamper climbing over it. In three cases,
the contributions dealt with general descriptions of a concept, without referring to a
concrete, experienced instance of the concept in real life. Arzu described barbed wire
as iron wire with barbs, the teacher described barbed wire as something you find in the
pasture, and Muberra described the concept of 'sharp materials to discourage climbing'
as something  that  can  be  made of glass.  In  one  case, the teacher referred to the story
told by the pictures in the textbook. The other contributions dealt with a concrete or
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imaginable referent in the everyday lives of the pupils and the teacher. These referents
included a kind of barbed wire in a shop,  pins on a wall close to the teacher's home,
a kind of barbed wire near the trains,  big pins  at the playground of Aziza's former
school, and little points on a fence at the playground of de Rietscbans.
The negotiations were guided by the teacher. Her questions and comments seemed
to be driven by three concerns. Firstly, she saw that a generic description of barbed
wire was formulated in which the typical location, function, and effect ofthis material
was made explicit. Secondly, she made sure that the pupils did not label objects as
barbed wire ifshe believed that the pupils had a different object in mind. Thirdly, she
made sure that the class did not stray away from the textbook for too long. In doing
so, she sketched a picture of barbed wire as something which can be found in a
pasture, where it prevents cows from walking away. Muberra and Ruhan recognised
this picture. Perhaps Arzu recognised this picture as well, yet she contested the view
that barbed wire is almost by definition something one finds in the pasture, where it
serves to prevent cows from leaving. By referring to a shop with gold, a place close to
the railways, and the playground of de Rietschans, she moved away from the picture
sketched by the teacher, yet remained close to the concept of barbed wire. In fact, the
second time she described a place where she knew there was a "kind of barbed wire",
she referred to a place where there was indeed barbed wire to keep intruders at a
distance. At the other two places she described, there may be materials which do not
count as barbed wire, yet barbed wire could certainly have been used at these places
to discourage intruders. Arzu acknowledged that it was not barbed wire she described,
but a "kind of' barbed wire.
The teacher's picture of where barbed wire can typically be found, and what its
function and effect are, touches on a hallmark of the landscape of the Netherlands. In
the course of the zoth century, hedgerows and wooden barriers were replaced by
barbed wire on a large scale. It is estimated that there are approximately 200,000
kilometres of barbed wire in the Netherlands (De Geus & Van Slobbe 200I), dividing
a land with a perimeter of2,262 kilometres into numerous squared, rural areas. For the
teacher, who grew up in a Dutch village, this is what barbed wire stands for. Growing
up in an urban area, and drawing on everyday experiences, Arzu associated barbed wire
with materials attached to places she may not enter (a shop, the railroad) or leave (the
playground).
Conclusions
The distinction between instruction in 'Dutch as a first language' (DLI) and 'Dutch
as a second language' (DL2) implies that pupils who do not speak Dutch as their
mother tongue, i.e., at home follow a language curriculum which is at least partly
different from the curriculum followed by mother tongue speakers of Dutch. Ifpupils
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are categorised as 'DLI' pupils and 'DL2' pupils, the distinction between DLI
instruction and DL2 instruction might, in principle, be justified on the basis of
different learning objectives, different didactics, or different levels of language
proficiency (Jaspaert 1996).
At de Rietscbans. fourth graders who are considered DI.2 pupils follow a partially
different programme, in DL2 classes. These classes do not have different learning
objectives or different didactics for DLI and DLI pupils. It is the difference in
language proficiency, i.e., in their scores in vocabulary tests, between DLI and DI.2
pupils to which the school responds with the organisation of special DL2 classes.  In
the mainstream class and the 'language support' classes, efforts are also made to extend
the vocabulary of DI.2 pupils.
These reactions to observed differences between DLI and DL2 pupils echo the call
for systematic attention to be given to the lexical knowledge of DL2 pupils in view of
the lexical demands ofinstruction throughout the curriculum (Appel & Vermeer I994;
Appel & Verhallen I998). The DL2 teacher was aware of the role of vocabulary in
understanding school language. She was also aware of the fact there is a high
correlation, but not a one-to-one correspondence, between the type of learner and the
learner's vocabulary size. Hence, she and her colleagues consider organising DL2
classes for low-achieving DLI pupils as well. This confirms once more that, at de
Rietscbans, 'DI.2 instruction' does not mean that a fundamentally different didactics
is adopted for pupils who are learning Dutch as a second language, but that efforts are
made to compensate for the diversity of levels of Dutch vocabulary among the pupils
(cf. Kroon, Vallen & Van den Branden 2002).
In the practices observed, only pupils speaking another language at home apart from
or instead ofDutch-Turkish, Arabic, Berber-were considered for DI.2 instruction,
and, in some cases, actually participated in DL2 classes even if they outperformed
monolingual pupils.  They were divided inIO IWO groups, one of which attended DLz
classes for approximately one hour and twenty minutes per week in total, while the
other group attended DL2 classes for one hour only. The DL2 teacher did not seem
to have set objectives which deviated from the official core objectives, nor to have
applied a didactic approach which she would not have applied when teaching DLI
pupils. What she intended to do was to teach Dutch words on the basis ofa textbook
that is tailored to the language arts textbook used in the mainstream class and
particularly aimed to compensate for the different levels of Dutch language proficiency
of DL  and DL2 pupils (Van de Guchte & Kouwenberg 1002). It contains target
words which were selected on the basis of their frequency of occurrence in textbooks
and in teachers' instructions in primary schools. In that respect, Nanda's practice did
not differ from Mister Ed's, who selected target words from the same book and
followed a didactic approach which did not seem to be deliberately adjusted to DLz
pupils.
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Unlike the vocabulary lessons based on Mister Ed's list of definitions taught in the
mainstream class, in the DL2 classes, the teacher did not expect the pupils to come up
with formal, decontextualised definitions of the target words. Rather, she allowed the
pupils to tell-at length-about things they associated with the target word, and
related these things to what they believed were essential features of the target word.
The result of this was a sequence of negotiations about the target word. The lengthy
negotiations suggest that Miss Nanda felt less pressure to 'get on with it', i.e., to turn
to the next target word or the subject matter as soon as possible. Managing one subject
content and six pupils at a time is, obviously, a beneficial precondition for the teacher's
intention to "let the pupils talk".
What the vocabulary practices in the mainstream and DL2 classrooms had in
common is that, in both cases, it was, eventually, the teacher who evaluated the
legitimacy of the pupils' contributions to the construction of meaning. In the
mainstream class, the pupils learnt that 'then you lick a lolly' is not a legitimate
description of'to lick'.  In the DI.2 class, the pupils learnt that barbed wire is what is
found in the pasture, not in a place where something valuable is kept. In both classes,
the pupils' knowledge of other languages was counted as irrelevant to the learning
objective. In fact, the use of other languages was not allowed at all. In that respect, the
teaching of vocabulary in these classes markedly contrasted with the teaching of
vocabulary in the immigrant minority language classes, where the pupils were expected
to explain and to label the meanings of Dutch target words in Turkish. It was Up tO
the pupils to learn to distinguish between these sociolinguistic nuances in the everyday




This book is about multilingualism and primary education in the Netherlands. In the
introductory chapter, a number of 'foreshadowed problems' were identified which
steered the process of collecting and analysing data on dealing with multilingualism
in everyday school practice. These problems pertained to questions concerning who
speaks what language to whom, when, why, and how in a regular Dutch multilingual
classroom, and which contents of which language are taught to whom, when, why,
and how in this context.  Some of these questions returned explicitly in the analyses of
the key episodes presented in the main part of the book, while others were given only
marginal attention. Other 'problems', which were not foreseen at the outset of the
study, emerged from the data as relevant to understanding the language practices
observed. In this chapter, an attempt is made to synthesise the insights gained from
exploring these anticipated and unexpected problems.
In Chapter 2, the foreshadowed problems were linked to the concept of practical
knowledge. Practical knowledge was defined as a broad pool of knowledge of and
beliefs about teaching, which is partly idiosyncratic, and partly shared with other
teachers and pupils as a result of cultural transmission. Practical knowledge was taken
to be reciprocal in that it generates and originates from practice. The contents of
practical knowledge for teaching in a multilingual classroom were thought to include
tacit or explicit rules for the use of language or languages  in the classroom, as well as
knowledge of and beliefs about language teaching. Several case studies of language
practices in multilingual schools, mostly situated in North-Western Europe, were
reviewed and revealed aspects of this practical knowledge. The review showed how
linguistic homogenisation is established in mainstream classrooms by discouraging or
forbidding the use of languages other than the national standard language, by a
curricular focus on this language, and by presupposing shared knowledge of this
language in didactic practices.
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In  Chapter 3, the design of the study was presented. An account was given of the
ethnographic approach that was adopted, the process of gaining access IO a
multilingual classroom in the Netherlands, the collection ofdata through observations,
interviews, and documents, and the strategy of analysis based on triangulation ofdata
and perspectives. It was explained that key episodes had been reconstructed which cast
light on the practical knowledge underlying language teaching and language use in the
selected classroom. This involved linking up classroom episodes, interviews with
teachers, documents such as textbooks and policy papers, and theoretical concepts.
In Chapter 4, a picture was sketched of the development of national and local
policies on multilingualism and education in the Netherlands. It was concluded rhar
Dutch primary school practitioners enjoy considerable freedom in shaping the
curriculum owing to constitutional regulations. It was also observed that, in the past
two decades, proficiency in Dutch among immigrant minority pupils has been
considered a top priority in governmental educational compensatory policies, for
which substantial additional financial means are available. At the time of the study,
financial means were allocated to municipalities earmarked for the organisation of
immigrant minority language reaching as well.
Chapter 5 Portrayed the pupils, teachers, and policy of de  Rietscbansprimary school,
as well as the subjects and textbooks appearing in the key episodes. The pupils, who
were in the fourth grade, were around seven years of age. Thirteen of them
predominantly spoke a language or languages other than Dutch with their parents,
mostly Turkish, Berber, and/or Arabic. The other sixteen pupils spoke Dutch only at
home. The pupils' performances in standardised language and mathematics tests was
rather low compared with the national average score offourth graders. On average, the
native Dutch pupils outperformed the non-native Dutch pupils in both subjects. The
school and the local educational authorities had developed a policy on combatting
educational disadvantages. Part of this policy was the organisation ofspecial classes for
immigrant minority pupils. They withdrew from the mainstream classroom four times
a week for half an hour.  For one hour, they attended a Dutch as a second language
class, and for another hour they attended an immigrant minority language class in
Turkish or Moroccan-Arabic.
In the mainstream class, taught by Mister Ed, most of the time was devoted to
language and mathematics. These are also the subjects in the context ofwhich the key
episodes took place. One episode dealt with the teaching of vocabulary, two episodes
dealt with spelling and grammar, and one episode dealt with mathematics. The
withdrawal classes were entirely devoted to vocabulary teaching. Consequently, the key
episodes taken from these lessons centred on vocabulary. In Chapters 6-II, these key
episodes were presented and analysed against the background of the foreshadowed
problems set forth in Chapter I, the sensitizing concepts reviewed in Chapter 2, the
macro-political context portrayed in Chapter 4, and the micro-educational context
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sketched in Chapter 5. Table 12.1 gives an overview of the classrooms, teachers, pupils,
and subjects involved in the key episodes discussed in the various chapters.
Table 12.1 : Classrooms, teachers, pupils and subjects portrayed
Classroom Teacher Pupils Subject matter_ Chapter
Mainstream Mr Ed All pupils Vocabulary           6
Spelling               7
Grammar               8
Mathematics          9
Immigrant minority Ms Fatima Turkish pupils Vocabulary               10
language
Immigrant minority Mr Abdel Moroccan pupils Vocabulary               10
language
Dutch as a second Ms Nanda Non-native Dutch Vocabulary               11
language pupils
In the analyses of the key episodes, sociolinguistic and language teaching perspectives
coincided. The analyses focussed on the languages of instruction and the mother
tongues of the pupils, the contents and didactics of the language curriculum, and the
pupils' language skills. In the next sections, the practical knowledge underlying the
observed language practices is discussed with regard to these three dimensions.
Languages in the classroom
According to the formal curriculum (Goodlad, Frances Klein & Tye I979) for primary
education in the Netherlands, Dutch is the standard language of instruction in the
mainstream classroom. In the fourth grade mainstream classroom of de Rietschans,
Dutch was not only the sole language of instruction, it was also the sole legitimate
language (Bourdieu I977) ofcommunication. It is the unwritten school rule not to use
any other language than Dutch, for it was believed to be impolite to exclude people
who did not share this language, such as the form teacher, from the possibility of
participating in the conversation. In addition, using another language was considered
a missed opportunity to learn Dutch. This rule was not contested by any ofthe pupils.
No languages other than Dutch were heard, nor was multilingualism a topic of
discussion.  None of the pupils speaking other languages referred to their knowledge
of those languages. Multilingualism had nOt manifested itself as an integrated and
acknowledged reality of educational practice in the mainstream classroom. This
practice of forbidding or discouraging the use of immigrant minority languages in the
classroom for pedagogic or emancipatory reasons is not exceptional in nation states like
the Netherlands and Germany (cf. Gogolin & Kroon zooo).
There was one exception to the school rule not to use any language other than
Dutch. In accordance with a national regulation, the educational authorities of the
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municipality of the school jointly decided to Use the financial means allocated to
municipalities to organise immigrant minority language teaching for what is referred
to as 'language support'. The official aim of this provision was to support the regular
curriculum through an immigrant minority language. At de Rietscbans, giving language
support entailed Dutch vocabulary lessons from a Dutch language arts textbook in
Turkish and Moroccan-Arabic.
As in the mainstream classroom, in these settings, one particular language was
accorded more prestige than the other languages spoken by the participating pupils.
In the Turkish class, the sole language of communication was Turkish. In the
Moroccan class, both Moroccan-Arabic and Dutch were used, yet the pupils were
encouraged to use Arabic, which was not the language which all Moroccan pupils
spoke with their parents. Having these pupils nonetheless attend these lessons was
justified on cultural grounds, rather than the emancipatory or pedagogical grounds
used by the school to forbid the use of languages other than Dutch. According to the
teacher, by giving pupils the opportunity to practise Arabic, they will learn the
language of the community of which their parents consider themselves members.
In Table I 2.2, an overview is given of the mother tongues, i.e., the dominant
languages in communication with the parents, of the pupils and teachers, the language
of communication, and the official target language of the curriculum in the three
different classrooms.
Table 12.2: Mother tongues, languages of communication, and target languages in the classrooms
Languages Mainstream = Dutch as a second Immigrant minority language
1
involved . dassroom '        language classroom classrooms
..Arabk . Turkish · -„    5
Mother tongue(s) Dutch, Moroccan- Moroccan-Arabic, Moroccan- Turkish
of participating Arabic, Berber, Berber, Turkish Arabic, Berber
pupils Turkish
Mother tongue of Dutch Dutch Moroccan-Arabic Turkish
teacher
Language of Dutch Dutch Moroccan- Turkish
communication Arabic, Dutch
Target language Dutch Dutch Dutch Dutch
The table shows that only the Turkish classroom was homogeneous in terms of the
language of communication and the mother tongue of the teacher and the pupils.  In
all the other classrooms, there were pupils whose mother tongues differed from the
language in which they were expected to communicate. The pupils themselves needed
to discover the sudden change of these Sociolinguistic rules when moving from one
classroom to the other.
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The language curriculum
According to the formal curriculum for primary education, the standard language
taught as a subject is Dutch. There are no compelling regulations as to how Io teach
this language. At de Rietscbans, this was indeed the sole curriculum language taught in
the classrooms ofthe fourth graders. The language teaching practices observed in these
classrooms were, to a large extent, textbook-based. Three observed lessons took place
in the context ofthe treatment oflessons from language arts textbooks, while the other
two-the vocabulary lesson and the spelling lesson in the mainstream class-were
somehow based on a language arts textbook.
Despite the detailed guidelines offered by these textbooks, none of the practices
corresponded entirely with what seemed to be the rationale behind the lessons from
these books. The episodes show that Mister Ed strayed away from the designs of
lessons in terms ofcontents as well as didactics. During the vocabulary lesson, he not
only dealt with the meanings of words stemming from the textbook, but he also,
without being aware of it, had the pupils practise in the skill of defining words
formally. The same holds for the practice observed during a grammar lesson. Although
he did go into aspects ofthe contents intended by the textbook, he added a new focus
of attention to the lesson by emphasising the spelling ofverb forms. Nor was he aware
that while the vowel dropping and consonant doubling he taught on his own initiative
may be discussed in the reading textbook for the fourth grade, in the spelling textbook,
these are not considered until the fifth grade.
All the contents treated by Mister Ed, except for his attention to vocabulary, can be
considered traditional subject matter of the primary school curriculum, which are
mentioned explicitly in the formal curriculum (cf. Kerndoelen 1998). The additional
attention he paid to vocabulary is the only practice he accounted for in terms of his
multilingual pupil population. His observation that the Dutch vocabulary of the
immigrant minority pupils was "too small" encouraged him to devote special attention
to this part of the language curriculum. Likewise, the language arts textbook devotes
separate lessons to vocabulary with a view to multilingual pupil populations. This,
however, is not the only 'modern' contents included in the textbook. Some of the
contents treated in grammar lessons are unconventional as well, although they are not
accounted for in terms of multilingual pupil populations.  In fact,  the author of these
lessons explained that she did not consider the adequacy o f the contents in respect of
multilingual pupil populations.
Unlike his deviations from the contents treated in the language arts textbooks,
Mister Ed was well aware of the fact that the way in which he tried to transmit these
contents differed from what the textbooks intend. Mister Ed repeatedly emphasised
the efficiency and/or importance of whole-class instruction, repetition, and drilling.
Indeed, in all his language teaching, he used transparent, decontextualised
representations of contents which could be treated and repeated easily. In the
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vocabulary lesson, he taught formal, i.e., lexicographic definitions to improve the
pupils' passive vocabulary. In contrast, the textbook conveys word meanings through
visualisations presented in a narrative context, suggests other means of expressing
meaning, and offers playful exercises to enhance retention. In the spelling lesson,
Mister Ed offered spelling rules in which the context to which they applied was not
specified. The textbook represents these contents in a 'cloverleaf, which contains
prototypical words for each of the spelling categories. In the context of the grammar
lesson, he formulated a rule for the spelling of verbs which presupposed that the
infinitive forms of the verb were given, while verb placement, which was the focus of
the textbook lesson, was not explained at all by Mister Ed. The textbook suggested
making pupils aware of verb placement by referring to a context-bound rule as well.
Mister Ed's didactic approach can be considered a traditional, teacher-centred way
of transmitting subject matter in the primary school. While in the rhetorics of the
educational field, this approach has been heavily criticised, also in the light of
multilingual pupil populations (but see Chall 2000), it is still popular in the
Netherlands (Denessen I999). Mister Ed deliberately adhered to this approach.
Paradoxically, he accounted for this approach in terms of multilingualism as well. He
believed thar, since he had to deal with immigrant minority pupils whose proficiency
in Dutch differed considerably from their native Dutch classmates, it was all the more
important to repeat, to drill, and to give straightforward instructions. Apparently,
these beliefs are resistant  to the reforms of didactics introduced by a textbook which
claims to be appropriate for multilingual pupil populations.
Not only did Mister Ed's didactics differ from those of the language arts textbook,
but they also differed from tIle language curriculum followed in the withdrawal classes
for immigrant minority pupils. That is, the form teacher focussed on the meanings of
words without using the textbook from which these words were selected. In the Dutch
as a second language classroom, this textbook, which contains pictures, stories, and
exercises, was used. In addition, the words were related to the pupils' everyday
experiences and represented in informal descriptions. In the immigrant minority
language classrooms, the target words were represented in informal descriptions and
equivalents in other languages. The Dutch as a second language teacher did not
account for these forms of representation in terms of the multilingual character of her
classes. She adhered to the general principle, "let the pupils talk" in order for them to
acquire a first or second language. The immigrant minority language teachers
accounted for their didaCtiCS in terms of the match between the pupils' mother
congues, or the languages of their communities, and the language of instruction.
The vocabulary practices observed in the immigrant minority language teaching
classrooms also revealed differences between the formal curriculum, the operationalised
curriculum, and the curriculum experienced by the participating pupils (Goodlad
Frances Klein & Tye 1979). The formal curriculum laid down in national and local
regulations prescribes that Dutch  be the target language of this provision. According
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to her accounts, the Turkish teacher indeed perceived the curriculum as such.
However, in practice, she realised a curriculum that was oriented towards the learning
ofTurkish. While the teacher did not seem to be aware of this, the pupils unveiled this
unintended or hidden curriculum through their requests. Apparently, they experienced
the lessons as being aimed at the learning of Turkish. The Moroccan teacher
acknowledged the formal curriculum of immigrant minority language teaching as well.
In his classroom, the pupils were encouraged to speak Arabic, so as to create
opportunities for learning this language.
Table Iz.3 gives an overview of the contents and representations of the language
curriculum observed in the different classrooms.
Table 12.3: Contents and representation of contents of the language curriculum
Classroom  ' Teacher Textbook
1  - Focal contents . .1, Representation Focal contents Representation
Mainstream Meanings of words Definitions Meanings of words Pictures
Vowel dropping Rules Vowel dropping Prototypical words
and consonant and consonant in cloverleaf
doubling doubling
Verb forms Rule Verb placement Rule
Immigrant Meanings of words Turkish Meanings of words Pictures
minority language descriptions and
equivalents
Dutch as a second Meanings of words Descriptions Meanings of words Pictures
language
In conclusion, the impact of multilingualism on the operational language curriculum
in the mainstream classroom was limited to additional attention to Dutch vocabulary.
The traditional, teacher-centred didactics applied in transmitting language arts
contents were thought to be appropriate for multilingual classrooms as well. The
impact of multilingualism on the operational curriculum in the Dutch as a second
language classroom was also limited to the contents of the curriculum. The vocabulary
practices observed in the Turkish immigrant minority classroom were adjusted to the
participating pupils in terms of the contents and the language of instruction. Didactic
approaches were not accounted for in terms of multilingual pupil populations either.
Language skills
In all the documented practices in the mainstream classroom, the pupils were
confronted with tasks that were deliberately designed by the teacher or textbook
authors to practise in their language or mathematical skills. The pupils were required
to explain and spell words, construct sentences, and resolve mathematical problems.
Immigrant minority pupils, who participated in three different classes, were
confronted with three different expectations when being taught Dutch words. In the
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mainstream classroom, they were expected to define words in Dutch. In the Dutch as
a second language classroom, they were expected to relate words to their everyday
experiences and to describe words informally. In the immigrant minority language
classrooms, they were expected to describe words in Turkish or Moroccan-Arabic and
to translate them into one of these languages. It was up to the pupils to learn to
distinguish between these different 'versions' (cf. Barnes, Barnes & Clarke 1984) of
Dutch vocabulary teaching.
Obviously, the outcomes of these tasks was not always as intended by the teacher.
Pupils came up with unintended forms of clarification of meaning, unintended
Turkish equivalents of Dutch words, unintended spellings, unintended word order,
and unintended Solutions to mathematical problems. In unsolicited accounts, the form
teacher explained these unintended answers. The unintended definitions were
explained in terms of the pupils' knowledge of Dutch vocabulary, while the
misspellings and misplacements of the verbs were attributed to a lack of feeling for the
difference between short and long vowels and verb placement, respectively. At the
same time, it was observed that certain language skills required to accomplish these
language tasks were taken for granted. The teacher did not make explicit the
definitional norms which the pupils were supposed to observe, he formulated a
spelling rule which referred to the difference between long and short sounds, and
referred to a shared feeling for what sounds like correct Dutch when the pupils were
to construct sentences with a given subject and predicate. Despite their purative
inabilities, the teacher indicated that he did not expect immigrant minority pupils to
encounter language difficulties when solving mathematical problems, provided that
these problems were not word problems. What was taken for granted in the key
episode in mathematics, then, Was the ability to understand the subtle difference
between the morphosyntactic and lexical temporal devices which the teacher used in
his language of instruction.
Table I 2.4 summarises the language tasks, the pupils' unintended responses in
accomplishing these tasks, the teacher's explanation of these responses, and the
language skills taken for granted yet demanded by the tasks.
Table 12.4: Language tasks, unintended pupil responses, related attribution of the teacher, and
taken-for-granted language skills in the mainstream classroom
LanguSge tail--  -         Unintendd pu-pli    -      Teacher'sattributioh  ---'Takdii-for-granted
responses _ language skills    -
Define words Informal definitions Lack of receptive word Definitional skills
knowledge
Apply spelling rule Misspellings Lack of feeling for Auditory discrimination
language
Construct sentences Incorrect verb Lack of feeling for Verb placement
placement language
Resolve mathematical Incorrect solutions Lack of mathematical Understanding
problems skills temporal marking
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As regards Mister Ed's beliefs and the school's assumptions concerning the language
backgrounds of immigrant minoriry pupils, the following conclusions can be drawn.
In his rhetorics, Mister Ed attributed immigrant minority pupils' unintended answers
to a lack of feeling for language, while he believed that their vocabulary was "too
small". Implicitly, then, their proficiency in Dutch was compared to the proficiency
in Dutch of native Dutch pupils, with the latter group of pupils automatically being
rated more proficient. This perception corresponds with the teacher's ratings of the
pupils' oral language proficiency. In their report cards, this proficiency was rated as
'satisfactory' for all immigrant minority pupils, whereas for all native Dutch pupils,
this proficiency was rated as 'good'. Also, the exclusion of native Dutch pupils from
participation in Dutch as a second language classes rested on the assumption that the
native Dutch pupils were more proficient in Dutch than were the immigrant minority
pupils. The 'language support' classes, which officially aimed to improve pupils' lexical
knowledge ofDutch through Turkish and Moroccan-Arabic, rested on the assumption
that the pupils participating in these classes were more proficient in Turkish or
Moroccan-Arabic than in Dutch.
Although such assumptions are often correct, the notions of'mother tongue' and
'proficiency' are logically independent (c£ Singh I997). As a matter of fact, home
language surveys in the Netherlands indicate that the majority of pupils who
predominantly speak (varieties of) Turkish, Arabic, and Berber with their parents start
rating their level of proficiency in these languages lower than their proficiency in
Dutch  from the fifth grade onwards (Broeder & Extra I998). Language tests suggest
that, from the age of nine, Turkish pupils know Dutch words more thoroughly than
their Turkish equivalents (Verhallen  et al.  I999).  That is, divergent patterns  of
language use invalidate the assumption that immigrant minority pupils are, by
definition, more proficient in their mother tongues than in Dutch (cf. Leung, Harris
& Rampton I997).
Scores in standardised national tests given by the school indicated that some of the
immigrant minority pupils participating in the Dutch as a second language class did
indeed outperform native Dutch pupils in Dutch vocabulary. Studies of the
acquisition of Dutch by immigrant minority pupils referred to in tile analyses of the
key episodes challenge Mister Ed's assumption that immigrant minority pupils are less
proficient in Dutch than their native Dutch classmates. In accordance with the results
of these studies, the immigrant minority pupils engaged in the various episodes usually
should nOI have had problems in distinguishing short from long sounds, nor should
they have misplaced the verb in spontaneously produced speech. Rather, mistaken
instructions and the artificial character of the task, respectively, seemed to account for
these unintended answers. In contrast, it is plausible that subtle nuances in temporal
marking contributed to the recurrent errors made by the pupils in solving
mathematical problems. Thus, the difficulties expected by Mister Ed seem to have
been absent in the given context, while the expectation thar the pupils would not
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experience language-related difficulties in solving mathematical problems seems to
have been inaccurate.
Dealing with multilingualism
Mister Ed's accounts revealed different perceptions ofdifferences between native and
non-native pupils with respect to their proficiency in Dutch. When relating these
perceptions to the practices observed in the key episodes, three types of pedagogic
reactions to non-native pupils can be reconstructed. The first type implies that the
teacher perceived a deficiency in the Dutch language skills ofnon-native Dutch pupils,
which elicited a certain pedagogic response. The second type implies that the teacher
perceived a deficiency which, however, was not taken into account in his pedagogic
practice. The third type implies that the teacher perceived sufficiency and, hence, did
not take calculated action. In Table 12.5, these reactions are linked to the language
skills to which they apply.
Table 12.5: Perceptions of and responses to non-native pupils' language skills
Type Language skill _ Perception Response
1 Vocabulary Deficiency Action
2 Auditory discrimination Deficiency Inaction
Verb placement
3 'Conversational command' Sufficiency Inaction
The reactions, which reflect the teacher's practical knowledge, can be understood in
the light of the teacher's biography and his educational environment. The teacher's
experiences as a student date back to the 19405 and Igfos. In the following three
decades, Mister Ed taught predominantly monolingual Dutch pupil populations. In
the course of these decades, he can be expected to have developed routines for the mOSI
regularly taught contents of the language arts curriculum, which are tailored to
monolingual pupil populations. It was not until 1990, when his school amalgamated
with another school, that he suddenly had to deal with multilingualism in his
classroom. A decade of reaching in this renewed context resulted in his gaining
knowledge of multilingual pupil populations-knowledge that appears to be accurate,
as well as knowledge that is likely to be inaccurate in the given context.
Informed by his own observations, test scores, messages' from the school, the
textbook, and other voices in the educational field, Mister Ed acquired the insight that
there are differences between native and non-native pupils in level ofvocabulary, and
that vocabulary requires systematic attention. At the same time, vocabulary was a
subject matter which he could easily incorporate in his daily routines. It constitutes a
clear content, which, from Ed's perspective, could be transmitted in the didactic
fashion he preferred. The progress made can be read from scores in standardised tests,
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which indicate the achievement level of the individual pupil compared with the
national averages. Vocabulary tests even yield the estimated number ofwords the pupil
knows. Hence, at the level of vocabulary, the teacher perceived a deficiency in the
Dutch language proficiency of non-native Dutch pupils and responded accordingly.
In addition, the teacher's own observations told him that the immigrant minority
pupils had difficulties in choosing the right article, that they had trouble constructing
a sentence from mixed-up parts ofspeech, and that his Italian relative, who arrived in
the Netherlands when he was an adult, could not hear the difference between short
and long vowels. From these observations, he concluded that non-native Dutch pupils
lack a "feeling" for Dutch. Unlike his reflections on vocabulary, these accounts were
given in the context of the treatment of what he interpreted as traditional subject
matter, for which he can be expected to have developed routines which originated
from practices in monolingual classrooms. In the terms of Gogolin (I994), Mister Ed
was submersed in a monolingual habitus, i.e., a professional pedagogical disposition,
which is, apparently, rather resistant to reflections on the renewed, multilingual
context. Hence, the perceived deficiencies in auditory discrimination and verb
placement coincided with instructions which took these skills for granted.
There were no compelling signals from the educational field or from within his own
classroom alerting Mister Ed to potential problem sources hidden in instructional
language. While linguists and educationalists do point to the role of language as a
vehicle in the construction of knowledge, the precise difficulties in understanding
language manifest in actual practice in multilingual classrooms have, apart from more
obvious lexical hindrances, yet to be discovered. Evidently, Mister Ed was not aware
of these hindrances either. He assumed that the language proficiency ofhis pupils was
sufficient to understand his mathematical instructions. The teacher-controlled
interaction in his classroom complicated the identification and clarification of
language-related problems ofunderstanding. Hence, the teacher did not perceive and,
thus, not respond to potential deficiencies in, e.g., the ability to distinguish between
subtle nuances in temporal marking.
This typology ofpedagogic reactions to non-native Dutch pupils does not apply to
the teachers of the withdrawal classes. Their practices were, much more than Mister
Ed's, bound by national, municipal, and school policies. National policies facilitate the
employment ofa teacher ofDutch as a second language. Municipal policies prescribed
that,  in the fourth grade, immigrant minority language teaching be supportive of the
regular curriculum. It was a decision of the school to organise separate classes for
Dutch as a second language and to devote all withdrawal classes entirely to DUIch
vocabulary. The adoption of the language arts textbook used by these teachers was also
ajoint decision. Hence, the practices observed in these classrooms may reflect the first
type of reaction-after all, all these teachers verbalised concern for tile Dutch
vocabulary of non-native Dutch pupils and responded to that concern-yet they had
no other option.
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Perhaps the host of compensatory policies issued by the national government, the
municipality, and the school, inhibited Mister Ed from becoming fully aware of the
implications of multilingualism. The political endeavour to improve the Dutch
language proficiency of immigrant minority pupils had, at the micro-level of the
school, merely resulted in withdrawal classes for immigrant minority pupils and the
agreement not to speak languages other than Dutch outside the immigrant minority
language classroom. This implies that the knowledge of and about different languages
emerging from the everyday reality of pupils at home remained concealed at school,
at least in the mainstream and Dutch as a second language classrooms, while it had the
potential to serve as a basis for gaining access to school knowledge, on the one hand,
and reflection on monolingual dispositions, on the other.
In conclusion, after having taught in a multilingual context for one decade, Mister
Ed's reactions to multilingual pupil populations did display an 'emergent' awareness
of multilingualism. Not only did he perceive-accurately and inaccurately-
differences between the language skills of native and non-native Dutch pupils,  he was
also pro-active in dealing with the most prominent difference he perceived-albeit in
a manner that was incongruent with the dominant educational rhetorics. Perhaps this
is an indication of the fact that the monolingual habitUS, which is manifest in various
other documented classroom practices in North-Western European immigration
contexts as well (cf. Gogolin & Kroon 2000), is slowly beginning to erode.
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Een gevalsstudie in een Nederlandse basisschoolklas
Dit boek gaat over meertaligheid in het basisonderwijs in Nederland. Het doet verslag
van een gevalsstudie naar de wijze waarop in de alledaagse praktijk in een
basisschoolklas wordt omgegaan met meertaligheid. De vraag naar onderwijsreacties
op meerialigheid komt voort uit de manifeste discrepantie tussen het eentalige karakter
van ha officiele curriculum voor de basisschool, waarin her Nederlands als dominante
instructietaal en als dominante doelmal geldt, en de diversiteit aan talen die leerlingen
van huis uit spreken. Meer in het bijzonder roept deze discrepantie vragen op over het
taalgedragen het taaionderwijs in een reguliere klas, waar leerlingen met uiteenlopende
taalachtergronden samenkomen. Taalgedrag heeft dan betrekking op de mal of talen
die in bepaalde onderwijsleersituaties in de klas worden gebruikt. Taalonderwijs heeft
betrekking op de leerstofonderdelen van het vak taal en de didactiek die de leerkracht
toepast om deze leerstof over te dragen aan een heterogene klas. Deze vragen,  die  in
hoofdstuk I worden toegelicht, hebben richting gegeven aan het etnografische
onderzoek waarvan dir boek verslag doet.
In hoofdstuk 2 worden deze richtinggevende vragen gekoppeld aan de notie
'praktische kennis van leerkrachten' en aan de inzichten in meertaligheid en onderwijs
die eerder uitgevoerde gevalsstudies hebben opgeleverd. Praktische kennis wordt
gedefinieerd als kennis en overtuigingen over onderwijzen die voor een deel
idiosyncratisch zijn en voor een decl worden gedeeld mer andere leerkrachten en met
leerlingen. Die praktische kennis ontstaat uit en genereert onderwijspraktijken. Van
praktische kennis over onderwijs aan een meertalige klas kan worden verwacht dat deze
impliciete en expliciete regels over taalkeuze in de klas omvat en vakinhoudelijke en
vakdidactische kennis over taal. Verschillende gevalsstudies naar taalpraktijken in
meertalige klassen in Noordwest-Europa hebben laten zien dat deze praktische kennis
IOI Ialige homogenisering kan leiden. Dit gebeurt door her gebruik van andere talen
dan de nationale standaardtaal te ontmoedigen of te verbieden, door de meeste
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onderwijstijd aan het leren van die nationale taal re wijden en nauwelijks aan
minderheidstalen, en door bij de leerlingen kennis van die nationale taal te
vooronderstellen die niet zil niet per se bezitten.
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt de opzet van het onderzoek gepresenteerd. De gekozen
etnografische benadering wordt toegelicht, evenals de keuze voor de school en klas en
de gebruikmaking van verschillende dataverzamelingstechnieken. Op de geselecteerde
multiculturele school zijn observaties uitgevoerd, interviews afgenomen bij
leerkrachten en documenten verzameld die door de betrokkenen zijn geproduceerd of
gebruikt, zoals de schoolgids, onderwijsleermiddelen en schriften van leerlingen. De
analyses en interpretaties zijn totstandgekomen door triangulatie van die verschillende
gegevensbronnen en door triangulatie van de verschillende theoretische en culturele
perspectieven die de betrokken onderzoekers vertegenwoordigen. Het gaat hierbij naast
de Nederlandse onderzoekers ook om onderzoekers uit Noorwegen die een parallel-
onderzoek uitvoerden op een multiculturele school in Oslo. Deze triangulatie heeft
geleid tot de selectie van sleutelfragmenten die inzicht verschaffen in de praktische
kennis die ten grondslag ligt aan het taalgedrag en taalonderwijs in de geselecteerde
klas. Een sleutelfragment verbindt gedocumenteerde gebeurtenissen in de klas met
uitspraken van de leerkracht uit interviews, met de verzamelde documenten en met
theoretische concepten.
Hoofdstuk 4 scherst een beeld van de nationale en lokale beleidsontwikkelingen op
het terrein van meertaligheid en onderwijs in Nederland. Er wordt vastgesteld dat her
onderwijsachterstandenbeleid in de afgelopen twee decennia hoge prioriteit heeft
toegekend aan de taalvaardigheid Nederlands van allochtone leerlingen en daar
aanzienlijke financiele middelen voor ter beschikking heeft gesteld. Daarnaast wordt
ingegaan op de facilitering van onderwijs in allochtone levende talen. In de stad waar
de onderzoeksschool is gevestigd, worden de beschikbaar gestelde financiele middelen
aangewend om taalondersteuning te organiseren in her Turks en Arabisch. Dat wil
zeggen dat die talen als instructietaal worden ingezet ten behoeve van her reguliere
curriculum.
In hoofdsruk 5 worden de leerlingen en leerkrachten van groep vier en her beleid
van basisschool de Rietschans, de onderzoeksschool, geintroduceerd. Ook worden de
vakken en lesmethodes beschreven die in de sleutelfragmenten centraal staan. De
leerlingen zijn ongeveer zeven jaar oud. Dertien van hen geven aan met hun ouders een
andere taal dan Nederlands te spreken, meestal Turks, Berber en/of Arabisch.  De
overige zestien leerlingen spreken uitsluitend Nederlands thuis. De scores van deze
leerlingen op taal- en rekentoetsen van het Cito zijn, in vergelijking met landelijke
gemiddelden, betrekkelijk laag. Gemiddeld scoren de autochione leerlingen hoger op
beide toetsen dan de allochtone leerlingen. De school voert een achterstandenbeleid.
Onderdeel daarvan is de organisarie van speciale lessen voor allochtone leerlingen.
Deze leerlingen verlaten vier maal per week een half uur de reguliere klas. E6n uur
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volgen zij, in een ander klaslokaal, lessen Nederlands als tweede taal en Edn uur
onderwijs in het Turks dan wel Arabisch.
In de reguliere klas wordt de meeste onderwijstijd besteed aan taal en rekenen. Dat
zijn ook de vakken die centraal staan in de geselecteerde sleutelfragmenten. Een
sleutelfragment heeft betrekking op het onderwijzen van woordenschat, twee
fragmenten hebben betrekking op spelling en grammatica, en Hn fragment op
rekenen. De speciale lessen in Nederlands als tweede taal en in onderwijs in allochtone
levende talen die in twee andere sleutelfragmenten centraal staan, hebben eveneens
betrekking op woordenschatonderwijs. In de hoofdstukken 6-II worden deze
sleutelfragmenten gepresenteerd en geanalyseerd tegen de achtergrond van de
richtinggevende vragen die geformuleerdzijn in hoofdstuk L de theoretische concepten
en eerdere onderzoeksuitkomsten die besproken zijn in hoofdstuk 2, de macro-
politieke context die geschetst is in hoofdstuk 4 en de micro-onderwijscontext die
behandeld is in hoofdstuk 5.
In de analyses wordi een onderscheid gemaakt tussen de observeerbare lespraktijk
en de kennis en overtuigingen die de leerkracht al dan niet op eigen initiatief tegenover
de onderzoeker ventileert. Op basis van dit verschil worden drie typen reacties van de
groepsleerkracht op meertaligheid onderscheiden.
Het eerste type reactie houdt in dat de groepsleerkracht een tekort waarneemt in de
Nederlandse taalvaardigheid van allochtone leerlingen, en dat die waarneming leidt toi
een onderwijsreactie. De speciale aandacht die hij wijdt aan woordenschatonderwijs
is daar het enige voorbeeld van. De leerkracht heeft vastgesteld dat de woordenschat
van zijn allochtone leerlingen "te klein" is en laat de leerlingen daarom regelmatig
definities van woorden leren. Terwijl deze woorden in de taallessen van de taalmethode
in een narratieve en visuele context worden besproken, formuleert de leerkracht
definities. Deze orientatie op klassikale overdracht van taalleerinhouden wordt door
de leerkracht, in tegenstelling toi de aanpak van de eigentijdse taalmethode, juist
vanwege het meertalige karakter van de klas het meest geschikt geacht.
In de speciale lessen voor allochtone leerlingen wordt eveneens uitgegaan van de
observatie dat de woordenschat van deze leerlingen onvoldoende is. Zowel in de lessen
in allochtone levende talen als in de lessen Nederlands als tweede taal wordt
geprobeerd de Nederlandse woordenschat van de deelnemende leerlingen te vergroten.
De didactiek die de desbetreffende leerkrachten daarbij hanteren wordt overigens niet
in termen van meertaligheid gemotiveerd. De woordenschatlessen in de verschillende
contexten - de reguliere les, de Nederlands-als-tweede-taalles en de lessen in allochtone
levende talen - verschillen van elkaar ten aanzien van impliciete afspraken over
taalkeuze in de klas. Waar leerlingen in de reguliere klas en tildens de lessen
Nederlands als tweede taal geacht worden geen andere taal dan Nederlands te
gebruiken, verwachten de Turkse en de Marokkaanse leerkracht juist dat zij Turks
respectievelijk Marokkaans-Arabisch spreken in de klas, ook al is de les bedoeld voor
her ontwikkelen van de Nederlandse woordenschat.
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Ha tweede type reacties op meertaligheid houdt in dat de groepsleerkracht een
tekort waarneemt in de taalvaardigheid Nederlands van allochtone leerlingen, zonder
daar praktische consequenties aan te verbinden. In de geanalyseerde spellingles krijgen
de leerlingen de taak om woorden te spellen waarin klinkerverenkeling of
medeklinkerverdubbeling optreedt. In de geanalyseerde grammaticales wordt de
leerlingen gevraagd om zinnen te construeren op basis van gegeven onderwerpen en
gezegden. De fouten die allochtone leerlingen bij deze taken maken, worden in
ongevraagde commentaren na afloop van de les toegeschreven aan hun tekort aan
taalgevoel. Zij zouden het verschil tussen korte en lange klanken, en het verschil tussen
een correcte en incorrecte woordvolgorde niet aanvoelen. Toch blijkt de leerkracht
tijdens de les juist die vaardigheden re vooronderstellen door instructies als "is het een
aa of een a ", en "misschien moet je de volgorde een beetje omdraaien, anders klinkt
het een beetje gek".
Overigens blijken de waarnemingen van de groepsleerkracht ten aanzien van de
vaardigheid van allochtone leerlingen om lange en korte klinkers te onderscheiden en
om de juiste woordvolgorde te hanteren niet te stroken met de vaardigheid die van zijn
allochtone leerlingen op basis van landelijke toetsen mag worden verwacht. Zeven-tot-
achtjarige Turkse en Marokkaanse leerlingen die vanaf groep Edn deelnemen aan
Nederlandstalig onderwijs blijken bijvoorbeeld heel wel in staat om korte van lange
klinkers te onderscheiden. Allochtone leerlingen, die vanaf vierjarige leeftijd  aan het
Nederlands blootstaan, zijn allerminst per definitie uitgesloten van het
moedertaaigevoel waarop de leerkracht een beroep doet. Evenmin zijn deze leerlingen
per definitie vaardiger in de taal die zij met hun ouders spreken dan in het Nederlands.
Het derde type reacties op meertaligheid houdt in dat de groepsleerkracht er van
uitgaat dat de taalvaardigheid Nederlands van zijn leerlingen voldoende is "om een
gesprek te voeren", en dat hij dus ook geen specifieke onderwijskundige maatregelen
treft. Ondanks de tekorten die de leerkracht waarneemt in de Nederlandse
woordenschat en het gevoel voor het Nederlands van allochtone leerlingen, verwacht
hij in rekenlessen, behalve bij het oplossen van redactie-sommen, geen aan taal
gerelateerde begripsproblemen. In de geanalyseerde rekenles, waarin leerlingen
operaties als '+2' moeten splitsen in '+I' en '+I', wordt dan ook stilzwijgend
aangenomen dat alle leerlingen in staat zijn de subtiele betekenisonderscheidende
verschillen re herkennen in de remporele markeringen die de leerkracht in zijn
instructietaal gebruikt. Er wordt bijvoorbeeld aangenomen dat leerlingen begrijpen dat
"ik mott erbij doen" en "ik moet er nou nog bijdoen" naar twee verschillende
variabelen in dezelfde som verwijzen. Het is plausibel dat deze subtiele verschillen de
terugkerende begripsproblemen in deze les mede verklaren.
In de volgende tabel zijn de drie typen reacties schematisch weergegeven.
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Waarneming van en reacties op de taalvaardigheid van allochtone leerlingen
lType - - - faalvaardiqheir-
-
Waameminq Rfactie                    1
1 Woordenschat Tekort Actie
2 Auditieve discriminatie,
woordvolgorde _ _ Tekort Geen actie
3 Gespreksvajdigheid Voldoende Geen actie
De drie typen reacties weerspiegelen de praktische kennis van de groepsleerkracht. Zij
kunnen worden begrepen in het licht van zijn biografie en de onderwijsomgeving
waarbinnen zijn loopbaan gestalte heeft gekregen. De leerkracht deed zijn ervaringen
als leerling op in de jaren veertig en vijftig van de twintigste eeuw. In de daarop
volgende dertig jaar heeft hij overwegend homogeen-Nederlandstalige klassen
onderwezen. In de loop van deze drie decennia heeft hij routines ontwikkeld voor de
gangbare leerstofonderdelen van het taalleerplan die zijn afgestemd op die eentalige
leerlingpopulatie. Pas in I990, wanneer zijn school fuseert met een andere, wordt hij
voor het eerst geconfronteerd met meertaligheid in de klas. Een decennium lang
lesgeven  in deze veranderde omgeving heeft  geresulteerd in bepaalde kennis  van
allochtone leerlingen; kennis die in de gegeven context geldig lijkt, maar ook
(stereotype) kennis die vermoedelijk in de gegeven context niet geldi.
Op basis van zijn eigen observaties, kennisname van toetsuitslagen en de boodschap
die wordt uitgedragen door de school, de lesmethode, en andere actoren in het
onderwijsveld, heeft de groepsleerkracht het inzicht verworven dat er verschillen
bestaan tussen autochtone en allochrone leerlingen ten aanzien van de omvang van
hun Nederlandse woordenschat en dat om die reden systematische aandacht
geschonken moet worden aan dit leerstofonderdeel. Tegelijkertijd kan worden
vastgesteld dat woordenschatonderwijs eenvoudig is in te passen in zijn dagelijkse
onderwijsroutines. Vanuit het perspectiefvan de geportretteerde groepsleerkracht kan
woordenschat eenvoudig worden overgedragen op basis van de door hem geprefereerde
leerstofgerichte didactiek. Bovendien kan de vooruitgang die ten aanzien van dir
onderdeel is geboekt, eenvoudig worden afgelezen Uit de toetsuitslagen. Vandaar dat
het eerste type reacties op allochione leerlingen zich juist in het woordenschatonderwijs
manifesteert.
De eigen observaties van de groepsleerkracht leren hem eveneens dat allochtone
leerlingen moeite hebben met het kiezen van het juiste lidwoord en met het
construeren van een zin op basis van gegeven losse zinsdelen. Zijn inspanningen om
een Italiaans familielid Nederlands te leren, doen hem vermoeden dat ook allochtone
leerlingen moeite hebben met het onderscheiden van korte en lange klinkers in het
Nederlands. Uit al deze observaties trekt hij de conclusie dat allochtone leerlingen een
bepaald gevoel voor het Nederlands missen. In tegenstelling tot zijn reflecties op
woordenschat merkt hij dit op in de context van traditionele leerstofonderdelen als
spelling en grammatica. Juist voor die onderdelen heeft hij routines tot zijn
beschikking die zijn ontstaan uit onderwilservaringen mer eentalige leerlingen. In
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termen van Gogolin (I994) is de leerkracht ondergedompeld in een monolinguale
habitus, ofwel een professionele pedagogisch-didactische dispositie die kennelijk
bestand is tegen reflecties op de vernieuwde, meertalig geworden context: de
waargenomen tekorten in auditieve discriminatie en woordvolgorde weerhouden de
leerkracht er niet van om instructies aan te bieden die juist deze vaardigheden
vooronderstellen.
Er bestaan geen dwingende signalen vanuit het onderwijsveld ofzijn eigen klas die
de groepsleerkracht attenderen op potentiele bronnen van begripsproblemen die
verborgen zitten in zi in instructietaal. Hoewel taal- en onderwijskundigen wijzen op
de rol van taal als medium van kennisconstructie, zijn de moeilijkheden die zich
manifesteren in de feitelijke onderwijspraktijk, los van evidente lexicale hindernissen,
nog nauwelijks geidentificeerd. Logischerwijze is ook de groepsleerkracht zich niet van
alle potentiele hindernissen beWUSI. Hij neemt aan dat de taalvaardigheid van zijn
allochione leerlingen voldoende is om zijn rekeninstructies te begrijpen. Overigens
compliceert de leerkrachtgestuurde interactie   in   zijn   klas   de   identificatie   en
opheldering van taalgerelateerde begripsproblemen. Vandaar dat de leerkracht geen
verschillen opmerkt tussen autochtone en allochione leerlingen in bijvoorbeeld de
vaardigheid om subtiele betekenisonderscheidende tijdsmarkeringen te herkennen en
daar in de praktijk dus ook niet op reageert.
Wellicht dat de talrijke beleidsmaatregelen in het kader van het onderwijsachter-
standenbeleid verhinderd hebben dat de groepsleerkracht zich ten volle bewust is
geworden van de implicaties van meertaligheid. De politieke ambitie om de
taalvaardigheid Nederlands van allochtone leerlingen te verbeteren heeft op het micro-
niveau van de onderzochte school uiteindelijk slechts geleid tot lessen Nederlands als
tweede taal en onderwijs in allochtone levende talen voor allochtone leerlingen van vier
uur per week en tot de afspraak dat op school behalve tijdens de lessen in allochrone
levende talen uitsluitend het Nederlands gebruikt mag worden. Hierdoor blijft de
kennis van en over andere talen dan her Nederlands, die bij de leerlingen thuis
onderdeel is van de alledaagse realiteit, op school grotendeels verborgen. Juist die
kennis vormt de basis voor kritische reflectie op monolinguale disposities van de
leerkracht.
De conclusie dringt zich op dat, na tien jaar onderwijs in een meertalige context,
de reacties van de groepsleerkracht op zijn leerlingpopulatie een ontluikend bewustzijn
van meertaligheid vertonen. Niet alleen neemt hij - accuraat en inaccuraar - verschillen
waar in de taalvaardigheid van autochtone en allochtone leerlingen, ook is hij pro-
actief in de omgang met het meest prominente verschil dat hij waarneemt, namelijk
de woordenschat, ook al is die omgang niet in overeenstemming met dominante
onderwijsretoriek. Wellicht is dir een indicatie van het feit dat de monolinguale
habitus, die zich ook in eerder gedocumenteerde onderwijspraktijken in Noordwest-
Europese immigratiecontexten heeft gemanifesteerd (cf. Gogolin & Kroon 2000),
langzaam begint Ie eroderen.
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